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Russian Banking Scam 
Soon Playing In 

Soviet Socialist Amerika 
Editor's note: Let me take a moment of the body of this week's CONTACT. The 

here to remind all our readers that we first has to do with shenanigans in 
will NOT be publishing an issue of granting Most Favored Nation status to 
CONTACT next week, August 3. With Vietnam. The POW-MU issue is tangled 
some degree of tongue-in-cheek humor, in this web, sadly but typically, a s  a 
we  are calling this a Uvacation" though, natural political playing card. The 
if you are reading this message, you second is  everybody's favorite subject- 
huve no doubt noticed that THIS week's LA WYERS-and a revisiting of the origi- 
paper is  no featherweight. We ought to nal and now Missing 13th Amendment. 
think of our "vacation" as  a recovery And the third theme is our National Debt, 
from the work for this week's edition! money, banking and the illegal Federal 
Besides, you're gonna need two weeks Reserve System, circling back around to 
just for reading time anyway. this Front Page story of the Fed's 

On the Front Page story, following this connection to the Larger Scheme via the 
note, we are focusing attention on the International Banking Crooks. 
World Elite 's orchestrated monetary Hupp y reading and remember to keep 
collapse already in progress--and again, The Light around you as  things continue 
suggestion is  made of "safe" investment to happen faster and faster now. 
opportunity for those so inclined and 
attuned to valid, worthwhile enterprise. - Dr. Edwin M. Young 

Three main themes run through much Editor-In-Chief 
* 

FIRST CLASS MAIL 

7/26/93 #l HATONN 

WATCHIT CURRENCY 

OK, you always want your 'two minute 
warning" having usually put off action 
until too late-LOOK AT RUSSIA THIS 
VERY DAY!!! 

What is happening, readers, is that 
currency exchanges and pull-outs will 
come first where there is TOTAL control 
of the masses and no alternatives save 
do that which is "ordered". 

Russia is doing EXACTLY what is 
planned to have happen in the U.S. 
and amund the world-ne bu one. 
You will n3te that Russia is IN the throes 
of changing out the currency TODAY. It 
has been going on for a few days. 

A very short period of time was given, 
(See RUSSIAN BANKING SCAM, page 70) 
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How To Frv Brains: 
The Woodpecker Systems 

7120193 #3 HATONN 

This writing is urgent because you ones 
must know that not only are you under 
attack-but HAVE BEEN under attack and 
only visibly by t-iat which shows up as a 
plague of one sort or another. The real 
"debilitation" of large numbers is thanks 
to the old Russian woodpeckers among 
your own woodpecker flocks. 

In the interest of expediting this so 
Dharma can turn to other tasks, I want to 
thank Mr. Hookanson and acknowledge 
that the following comes from a very wor- 
thy newsletter (always filled with very tiny 
print to save space and always extremely 
valuable), YouthAction News P. 0. Box 3 12, 
Alexandria, Virginia 223 13, July 1993. 

Now, since I am picking up in the middle 
of a subject I ask that you bear with any 
references which seem obscure. We will 
share other portions of this paper but it is 
the ELF waves [meaning -Extra _Low Ere- 
quency e l e c t r o m a ~ c  waves] which MUST 
remain always UPPERMOST in your con- 
sciousness. It is no longer just the Rus- 
sians who have this capability of debilitat- 
ing a nation with these ELF waves, as your 
own country does this to you citizens all 
the time-but we are here to present this 
already offered information with enough 
background to give you ability to under- 
stand the subject. You have to know that 
last January your nation hooked up a 
national "grid" which is now totally opera- 
tional. They said the towers, scanners, 
etc., were to interpret and effort to pick up 
extraterrestrial life and communications. 
B.S. It is a massive radio control method. 

QUOTING: 

DEADLY ELECTROAMGNETIC 
ATTACK ON U.S. MOSCOW 

EMBASSY CONTINUES 

"The Russian Government is CONTINU- 
INGTO BOMBARD THE U.S. EMBASSY IN 
MOSCOW WITH MICROWAVE RADIATION, 
according to  U.S. officials." The pulsed 
"emanat6ns originate from a residential 
building across the street that is believed 
to be staffed by Russian security officials. 
. . . The radiation was first detected in the 
1960s." (1 1/ 15/92 Washington Times). 

The deadly effects of the Soviet electro- 
magnetic radiation of the American Em- 
bassy were described in the famous 1985 
book, The Body Electric, by Robert 0 .  
Becker, M.D. and Gary Selden (published 
by Morrow): 

"The Moscow signal," is, "a composite 
of several frequencies, apparently aiming 
for a synergistic effect from various wave- 
lengths, and it was beamed directly against 
the U.S. ambassador's office." U.S. re- 
searchers calculated that the Moscow sig- 
nal has power up to 4,000 microwatts. 

"The Moscow bombardment has been 
highly effective. In 1976, The Globe re- 
ported that Ambassador Walter Stoessel 
"developed a rare blood disease similar to 
leukemia and was suffering headaches and 
was suffering bleeding from the eyes. 
(Stoessel died after the publication of 
Becker-Selden book.) Two of his irradiated 
predecessors, Ambassador Charles Bohlen 
and Ambassador Llewellyn Thompson, died 
of cancers." 

"In 1976, the State Department gave its 
Moscow employees a 20-percent hardship 
allowance for serving in an 'unhealthful 
post'. ... In 1977, the State Department 
announced the results of some medical 
tests given to embassy personnel: "About 
a third of the Moscow staff had elevated 
white blood cell counts, as high as 40% 
above normal-levels common to incipient 
leukemia." p: Too bad they haven't had 
Gaiandriana! I! {see next-to-last pages for 
informatiofl] The staff also suffered genetic 
damage, with "lots of chromosome breaks". 

The continuing Russian electromag- 
netic attack upon our Moscow embassy 
is absolute proof that the current Rus- 
sian gwernment is hostile to the United 
States. [H: This statement bears abso- 
lute attention!] 

RUSSIAN WOODPECKER 
DEVASTATION 

Becker 86 Selden also discussed the 
Russian Woodpecker transmissions against 
the United States. The Woodpecker sig- 
nals are transmitted at  frequencies "be- 
tween 3.26 and 17.54 megahertz. It is 
pulse modulated at  a rate of several times 
a second," in the Extreme Low Frequency 

(ELF) range. The Woodpecker utilizes over- 
the-horizon radar svstems that were based 
upon Nikola ~ e s l 2 s  famous magnifying 
transmitter. Becker &, Selden stated: T h e  
signal is maintained at enormous expense 
from a current total of seven stations-the 
seven most powerful radio transmitters in 
the world." Many more transmitters were 
added later. 

"Within a year or two after the Wood- 
pecker began, there were persistent com- 
plaints of unaccountable symptoms from 
people in several cities in the United States 
and Canada, primarily Eugene, Oregon. 
The sensations-pressure and pain in the 
head, anxiety, fatigue, insomnia, lack of 
coordination, and numbness, accompa- 
nied by a high-pitched ringing in the 
ears--were characteristic of radio-fre- 
quency or microwave irradiation. Most 
engineers who studied the signal con- 
cluded that it was a manifestation of the 
Woodpecker ." 

The leading U.S. expert on biological 
effects of electromagnetic frequencies, W. 
Ross Adey, M.D. (of the V.A. Hospital at  
Loma Linda, CA) conducted research that 
%uggests that the best way to get ELF 
signal into an animal is to make it a 
pulse modulation of a high-frequency 
radio signal. That is exactly what the 
Woodpecker is. Within its frequency range, 
it could be beamed to any part of the world, 
and it would be picked up and reradiated 
by the power supply grid at its destina- 
tion." 

Raymond Darnadian, a radiologist at 
Brooklyn's Downstate Medical Center, pat- 
ented the first nuclear magnetic resonance 
scanner. He believes the Woodpecker sig- 
nal "is designed to induce nuclear mag- 
netic resonance (NMR) in human tissues. 
NMR could greatly magnifj. the metabolic 
interference of electropollution or electro- 
magnetic radiation weapons. Maria Re- 
ichmanis calculated the pulse frequency 
that would be required to do this with a 
radio signal in the Woodpecker's range, 
and she came up with a bank centered on 
the same old alpha rhythm of 10 Hertz. 
And, in fact, the signal's pulse is generally 
about that rate." Beckerand Selden stated: 
"The available evidence then suggests that 
the Russian Woodpecker is a multipur- 
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pose radiation that combines a submarine similar to the zapping of Eugene, Or- has told American visitors about Russian 
link with an experimental attack on the egon and Sausalito, California. The 5/31 research into "Acoustic Psycho-Correc- 
American people." 92 Newsweek Magazine stated: "They call tion". The process involves transmitting 

"It may be intended to increase cancer it 'the Hum' or 'the Sound-a low, grum- commands into the subconscious through 
rates, interfere with decision-making abil- bling noise on the threshold of audibility. static or white-noise bands." [H: The 
ity, and-or sow confusion and irritation," It's driving scores of people slowly but attack on Ekkers premises are so bad 
(which helps explain the dramatic rise in surely nuts." Others suffered sleep prob- that I ask that no one stay overnight as 
violence in America since Woodpecker lems and "crippling headaches and chest visitors for longer than two nights and 
transmissions began). pains*. only then when WE know in advance and 

By utilizing a series of transmitters at An engineer discovered that the Taos can intercept and scramble the pulses. 
widely separated geographic locations hum operated at  ELF frequencies "be- Dbarma and E.J. automatically are set 
throughout the U.S.S.R., the Soviets were tween 17 and 70 cycles per second (Hertz)- to scramble the pulses and it is only 
able to construct an electromagnetic grid comparable to the frequency of distant when new frequencies are sneaked in 
over the United States. thunder. It is audible only to the most that we have serious problems. Strange 

The 8/ 12/85 Wmhington Post reported sensitive ear. Another mysterious wave as it may seem, readers, Gaiandriana 
onamysterioushummingand buzzingsound has since been detected, pulsing between charging of your cell frequency is about 
that was heard and felt by Sausalito, M. 125 and 300 Hertz. ... Hundreds of people all that will buffer this other than men- 
houseboat owners: "The eerie humming haveheardthehuminAlbuquerque,Santa tal frequency changes brought about 
clicked on in the early evening and it went off Fe, and in Southern Coloradc+all along through your own mental processes.] 
in the morning." The newspaper reported the Rio Grande Rift." Residents of Moodus, In 1989, Full Disclosure published the 
that the hum had been tormenting people in Connecticut are also experiencing a simi- article, "Remote Mind Control Technol- 
that area for years. Some houseboat owners lar hum. (H: Note the current news about ogy", describing the findings of Dr. W. Ross 
describe the noise as similar to the buzzing of buzzing in the ears along with tones and Adey, who has conducted experiments with 
an electric razor, only ten times louder." ringing in the ears? There is a "big* radar modulated at electroencephalogram 

The Body Electric reported: "In the early thing going on in the news as the medi- (EEG) frequencies (such as 1 to 30 hertz- 
1960s, researcher Allen F'rey found that when cal facilitators blather on and on about ELF). His research shows "that if the 
microwaves of 300 to 3,000 Megahertz were this discomfort and can only offer that electroencephalogram has informational 
pulsed at specific rates (as are the Russian playing a radio louder than the sound or significance, one can induce behavioral 
Woodpecker transmitters), humans (even deaf biofeedback in which you can train your- changes, if one imposes environmental 
people) could 'hear'them. The beam caused self to not hear it, and etc., etc., etc.1 fields that look like EEG." 
a booming, hissing, clicking, or BUZZING, The medicine they will give you "to Adey "has correlated a wide variety of 
depending on the exact frequency or pulse clear this upn may well make you totally behavioral states with EEG, including 
rate and the sound seems to come from just deaf but it will not help the buzzing!] emotional states, increments of decision 
behind the head." Another Woodpecker-induced hum has making and conditioning, correct versus 

'Thephenomenonapparentlyresultsfmm been hitting Hueytown, Alabama. The 41 incorrect performances, etc." 
pressure waves set up inside brain tissue, 14/92 New York 7Ims reported: "For the One can impose an electromagnetic field 
some ofwhich activate the sound receptorsof last four months, a loud hum that comes that looks like EEG "by using a carrier 
the inner ear, via bone conduction, while and goes erratically has bedeviled parts of frequency that penetrates the brain, and 
others directly stimulate newe cells in the Hueytown, Alabama, keepingpeopleawake amplitude modulating it at  EEG frequen- 
auditory pathways." [H: It becomes less and setting teeth on the edge and dogs to cies. Microwaves penetrate to the cen- 
difficult to understand a system of com- howling. It is called the 'Hueytown Hum', tralbrain structures." Adey "has shown 
mudcation such as we have to Dharma, a low pitched, steady sound emanating that it is possible to apply low biologic 
doesn't it? Ours is v e q  high frequency from the surrounding rolling hills." [H: I frequencies (ELF) by using a radio fre- 
and is extremely "upMkhg" as compared would like to share that in this area and, quency carrier modulated at specific 
to these ELF attacks which are CON- especially, at Dr. Young's (specifically) brain frequencies. [H: Care to make a 
STANT. However, I wish to remind you and Ekkers (sometimes and often in comment about all the video machines, 
that this article seems to link this to ONLY more recent days) the automatic garage computer monitor6 and now, VIRTUAL 
theRussians. Brothe!rs,youaresu~~oupded doors operate without any triggering REALITY? This is all nothing more 
completely by these capabilities and the device. That, in itself, is unnerving but, THAN DIRECT PROGRAMMING!] If the 
direction of the masses is as simple as the as of yesterday, Dharma could isolate biological modulation on the carrier fre- 
right tone at the right frequency and you the very tone which triggers the door quency is close to the frequencies in the 
might as well have audible word instrac- openers. It even awakened her from a natural EEG of the subject, it will reinforce 
tion. Only thing is-this is far, far sound sleep this very last night. So, if or increase the number of manifestations 
wars-for the people being manipu- your garage doors open without trigger- of imposed rhythms, and modulate be- 
lated haven't the slightest notion of ing your automatic devic+there isn't havior." 
what they are doing or WHY they do it. anythingwrongwith your doors, chelas!] Full Disclosure described how electro- 
Pay particular attention to the next and "The Hum has turned bucolic subdivi- magnetic political mind control weapons 
notice the AREA INVOLVED-THIS IS sions into zones of stress for up to three work: "A %ad feeling' (biologically uncom- 
SERIOUS AS IT INVOLVES THE "MYS- days at  a time before fading away, only to fortable or threatening) would simply be 
TERY BACTERVIRUS* OF RECENT return an hour or week later." Some associated through theuse of sound, with 
DAYS. victims report that the Hueytown hum the idea of" an enemy or opponent. "It is 

rises and falls in pitch. Other people say it an easy psychological trick to induce nega- 
NEW AREAS OF U.S.A. HIT sounds "like the hum of a fluorescent light tive attribution: Feeling, followed close in 
BY WOODPECKER ZAPPING tube. Dogs refuse to eat when the hum is time with information input, will color a 

going." thought, and become a conditioned emo- 
Beginning in 199 1, people around Taos, The 3 / 1/93 Time magazine described tional response (CER) if repeated, and is a 

New Mexico began suffering from a mys- one type of Russian mind-control technol- physiological fact (so-called 'synaptic fa- 
terious hum. The experience is very om: "Former KGB General George Kotov cilitation'). An excitatory autonomic reac- 
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tion requires acognitive appraisal or 'label- mitter that works together with the net- beings which are perfectly attuned. More- 
ling' of the inducing cause. Both the workof Russian Woodpecker transmitters. over-the largest numbers of the "masses" 
autonomic reaction and the labelling c a n  The combined intersecting beams, from who are simply "functioning" and espe- 
be transmitted from a distance using the Russian and Cuban magnifying trans- cially in the groups of activist demonstra- 
electromagnetic fields, like radio fre- mitters, continue to maintain the devas- tions-the whole lot can be absolutely and 
quencies or microwaves, and 'SOUNDy." tating ELF scalar interference grid over the totally controlled! Robotic beings can be 

"Specific frequencies at  low intensities U.S.A. Thus, the U.S. taxpayer money sent manipulated exactly because the 
can predictably influence sensory pro- as foreign aid to Russia, is going to subsi- attunement is specifically set to do exactly 
cesses. Feeling: pleasantness-unpleasant- d i m  continued hosti le  actions against THAT. When you find ones who act in 
ness, strain-relaxation 86 excitement-qui- America. totally unreasonable fashion, seemingly 
escence, can be created with the fields. without reason or intelligence-check it 
Pulsed microwaves," (such as Russian END OF QUOTING out-you very likely are dealing with a 
Woodpeckers transmit) "have a high cor- robotic person who is acting directly by 
relation with producing physiological 8& I am only going to speak very briefly higher authority via a beam wave. It is 
behavioral effects." about this subject as relates to people. I exactly like a remotely controlled model 

[H: WHILE ON THIS PARTICULAR specifically want you to KNOW that in the plane or car. The functioning mind be- 
SUBJECT I WOULD ASK YOU TO RE- state of being with use of mind-altering comes just like a computer giving in- 
CALL WITHIN THE PAST THREE DAYS drugs or alcohol-the mind is TOTALLY structions to a robot. These beings are 
MR. SESSIONS WAS LEAVINGHIS 'FIR- OPEN TO THESE FREQUENCIES WITH- without "soul" and the population of 
ING' SESSION AND "TRIPPED" OVER OUT ANY WAY TO COUNTER THEM AT Earth is approximately 2/3rds these 
"NOTHING", FELL AND BROKE HIS EL- &. Also, these pulses can now be pin- kinds of beings! Hold it in your hearts. 
BOW IN THREE PLACES. REMEMBER? pointed to cause reactions within specific Salu. 
HOW MANY OF YOU WITNESSED PIC- 
TURES OF THE FALL BEFORE THE 
MEDIA BLACKED IT OUT? THERE WAS 
NOTHING UPON WHICH TO TRIP! THERE 
WILL BE. NOW, IN THE RETOUCHED Payoffs & Other Schemes 

I 

PHOTOS BUT NOT WHEN HE FELL. HE 
WAS HIT WITH A PULSE WHICH WAS 

ARREST AND THAT WOULD BE THE 
END OF THE BILL SESSIONS-FBI PROB- 
LEMS-BUT "SOMETHING" WENT 
WRONG AND "SOMEBODY" 7 /  19/93 #2 HATONN ans in Vietnam? Well, if you DON'T 
SCRAMBLED THAT BEAM. T H E  "BOTHER ABOUT THOSEm-forget there 
"BEASTn HAS A LOT OF THINGS TO HYPNOSIS BY CONFUSION ever being anyone to bother about YOU, no 
ANSWER FOR, CHELAS, AND IT WON'T matter how bad it gets. 
BE SO EASY, NOW, TO DISCARD PER- I can understand the need for "denial" If you do nothing while an FBI Chief is 
SONS LIKE USED COAL LUMPS. TOO on the part of you citizens. How can you fired "because he knows too much" and 
MANY SAW AND KNEW WHAT HAPPENED possibly turn your attention to decades- you sit silent-then you deserve whatever 
TO SESSIONS AND THE AFTERMATH old material when your country's midsec- comes against you. If you did not awaken 
SHOULD BE A BIT INTERESTING.] tion is flowing down the Mississippi River in time-so be it. My mission, however, is 

with no relief in sight--only higher and to remind you of the myriads of things here 
YECTSIN GOVERNMENT MAINTAINS deeper water. Meanwhile the geologists and there so that you can not say, "I didn't 

SOVIET ELF IN CUBA are pushing about "get prepared for the big know." 
one" any minute on the West Coast. THIS 

The 1 1 / 14/92 Washington Zlmes re- is exactly what is intended, you-the-people, NO VACATION FOR DHARMA 
ported that the Cuban news agency Prensa and they do it EVERY TIME! They make 
Latim announced the signing of a new sure you are so confused and so frantic I now get notes from you beloved read- 
agreement between the Russian govern- that you simply "turn-off. Do you realize ers who ALSO believe Dharma should be 
ment of BorisYeltsin and Communist Cuba, that THIS is a major tool of a hypnotist? given a rest because the load is too heavy. 
which included "their permanence in Overload the senses, then shock you and But if she "restsn-you don't get informed. 
Cuba of the ex-soviet radio-electronic whoops! Gone! You don't know WHERE to Her problem is not "our" work-it is the 
center." turn your actions and attentions, so you myriads of details and assaults and inquir- 

This was a reference to a military sig- simply "turn off". ies, etc., that are pulling her down-NOT 
nals intelligence-gathering facility a t  How many unemployed do you think OUR WORK. If I give her time to read and 
Lourdes, some 60 miles south of Havana. there will be after the flooding is over? How catch up a bit or go and attend her needs- 
T h e  28-square mile facility (completed in much money will there be to REBUILD? it is not 30 seconds until the barrage of 
1974) was considered the most important How many farms will be ruined for several questions and demands for input, legal 
electronic spy post operated by the former years to come and how many farmers can "traps" and other "outside" pressures 
Soviet military. With large antenna arrays wait that long? It is simply another way to which descend upon her. Dharma has not 
and some 2,000 military technicians, the get control over you-the-people and swal- had time to read a single book or a full 
complex can intercept vast quantities of low up property IN TOTAL. paper which she has, herself, written-the 
electronic data relayed by satellites from You have POWs who are incarcerated only one she has ever read is SIPAPU 
the Southern United States, according to right here in the good old U.S.A. You also ODYSSEY and that is a pen-name of 
Pentagon and State Department reports." have patriots tucked away in incredibly Dorushka Maerd and doesn't rotate around 

The giant Cuban electromagnetic facil- bad circumstances all over your own na- me. I repeat, "If Dharma takes a couple of 
ity also contains a mammoth ELF trans- tion-so why bother about those old veter- weeks off-YOU GET NO NEW INFORMA- 
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TION FROM ME-during those measures for interim demands. It may be all that this circumstance. He has to be well 
two weeks." is required. If you can present that you have enough to defend himself-that's the way 

I do not use another scribe efforted JUST TO PROTECT THE PROPERTY- THIS law situation is going to go, good or 
for THIS purpose-I do, how- NOT "TAKE" IT AND JOHN NOT ONLY KNOWS IT bad, right or wrong. 
ever, speak to anyone who will BUT IS WELL ENOUGH TO ASK FOR SAME-- What Judge would believe that a wife 
hear me about these other myri- THEN YOU HAVE A SUBJECTTO SPEAK OF WITH ofall these years who, having been tended 
ads of situations and needs. ELEANOR. THEN TALK TO HER! Don't go to the hand and foot by that husband, would 

son-HE IS SICK OF THE WHOLE MESS AND turn on him just to "getn everything? So 
LOCAL DELICATE SITUATION MOST ESPECIALLY HLS MOTHER. HE IS DOING be it. Friends, when you have done all 
CASUALTY OF GEO. GREEN THE BEST HE CAN TO PROTECT HIS INTERESTS you can-then you must turn to another 

AND DOESNT CARE ABOUT THE FOOD AND approach after looking at  all facets of 
There is a local situation here SUPPLIES ROTTING EXCEPT FOR BARGAIN possibilities. RECORDS will ultimately 

with one who is in care at a VALUE. IT IS SAD, IS IT NOT, WHEN YOUR be your best weapon AFTER recovery 
facility. Much has happened VALUE IS MEASURED BY SACKS OF BEANS AND and therein lays the reason for the at- 
since his being absent and ones MOLDING WHEAT FOR THE SIMPLE "GREEDn tempts. You should get even more 
feel terribly responsible and want OF IT? stacked up in John's favor for, good 
to do the very best things as his These things may well be lost but IF and WHEN grief, they have even taken his transpor- 
"things" are sorted and tossed, John is stable and capable of attending himself- tation means and all his worldly goods of 
or his food and emergency sup- these things can be "redone" if damage is not built value which would sustain him. They 
plies lie baking in the sun under up against him through foolish actions now. The will even be set up to intercept his pen- 
dark covers-deteriorating to the rest ofyou who are friends will simply have to realize sions, etc. This is heinous and should be 
point of being all but valueless that, unreasonable as it is, there is little you can do documented against the day of his re- 
except for fillingthe bellies. How- UNTIL HE GETS BETTER! You did what you could lease. A1 and Ed are excellent choices to 
ever, you have done that which and I humbly appreciate it for he petitions to me look into these things for you need to 
you can do-if J.S. is not strong constantly and cannot understand why he does not know the working trail at any rate. Honor 
enough or clear enough to attend get relief from these realms. He must function on the yourselves for the efforts and do not be 
a social services hearing-he is Earth in that environment and no amount of "wish- discouraged-for you are doing exactly 
not well enough to attend a caurt ing" will change that-recovery and change alone the RIGHT things. Thank you. 
judicial hearing to get back his will change the circumstances. The world is not easy, chelas. It has 
own authority for self. I would further remind you that every thwarted NEVEX been easy-only different-from 

Sad? No, it is repulsive and effort only builds the case more solidly in John's your doorstep to the farthest reaches. A s  
hideous. The wife, who is a favor in order that he can recover things more in the above case (and amin we can 
near invalid herself except that valuable to him than some stored wheat, as im- thank the stresses .placed on these two 
she has certainly lately done portant as those things shall become. John was dear ~ e o ~ l e  bv Mr. Geor~e Green) for the 
well without him to attend her not going to live a t  all if he longer remained locked situation in hand-but that is life and 
hand and foot (as he has done in that vacuum of circumstance. He needs to heal living. We must attend these things as 
for many years), is IN CONTROL and recover from some very actual assaultsagainst they arise-in wisdom of actions-but 
along with her son. Are they him-subtle but intentional. We do not abandon we must not move into tunnel vision 
truly acting against him or for him but we support him back into some balance syndrome. You must do what needs to 
him? It  is hard to tell, isn't it. It and better health. He took a real blow to the head be done, wait, restructure, take action, 
is the OTHERactions, like never when he fell-and THAT will recover itself but wait and so on. In the meantime-you 
visiting him-which tells the there will still be confusion and memory loss. also have to keep up with things happen- 
truth of it-not the manage- Make sure, you who were confronted by the ing NOW and those things which led you 
ment of assets in total. How- neighbor and the sheriff-that you have those into this morass. EVERY LAST SINGLE 
ever, the law was such that they details WRITTEN (WITH NAMES, TIMES AND ENTITY WHO HAS BETRAYED YOU IS 
managed to get control of his DATES) along with identification of the sheriff in RESPONSIBLE AND YOU CANT SIMPLY 
very being and you cannot do participation. This simply coversyour presence- TURN AWAY FROM THE BASTARDLY 
anything until they relinquish along with filing that letter of authority from ACTIONS BECAUSE YOU DONT SEE 
that stance OR HE I S  WELL John. You are on the side of the fence now where CONNECTIONS OR THE IMPORTANCE 
ENOUGH TO GO TO A JUDGE it can well be considered "abandonment" of the OF A THING ONCE DONE. THERE ARE, 
FOR HEARING--ON A DAILY poor soul in that facility while his property is FOR INSTANCE, HUNDREDS OF POWs 
BASIS-NOT JUST ONE DAY taken or destroyed. Records explicitly kept is SITTING YET, WAITING TO DIE-HOS- 
OUT OF 15. your ammunition now. If John does not recover TAGES TO THESE EVIL CREATURES 

I SUGGEST THAT A LETTER then the situation is moot-over-for a Judge will WHO ARE TAKING RULE OF YOUR 
BE WRITTEN BY A LAWYER never rule in favor of any of YOU above Eleanor in WORLD. 
WITH NAMES OF ONES IN SO- 
CIAL SERVICES WHO HAVE 
BEEN SPOKEN TO ABOUT THE 
INTERIM MATTERS OF PROP- 
ERTY BEING WASTED AND 
LOSTTOTHE ELEMENTS WITH- 
OUT RECOURSE-AND LAY A ' 

FOUNDATION FOR DEBATE. ' 
You have tried to protect his L -i 
in teres ts  and  have been 
thwarted a t  every turn. This 8 , ~ ,  
does NOT mean you abandon 1 
him-it means you take "legal" 
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The- Ron Brown Saga: 
Vietnam-POW Politics 
71 19/93 82 HATONN has charged that Ron Brown, former chair- after being introduced to him by his (Binh's) 

man of the Democratic National Commit- sister, who was an acquaintance of Hao's 
I want to share with you the Ron Brown tee, lobbyist and now Commerce Secre- wife. 

saga because it is so typical of that which tary, entered into a deal with the govern- Subsequently, Hao asked Binh to join 
has happened over-all. I said the man had ment of Vietnam, promising to lobby for him in establishing the Vietnam Develop- 
taken a bribe of some $700,000 from the lifting sanctions against that communist ment Corp., the details of which they fre- 
Vietnamese (personally). It is hard to be- country. quently planned together, working at the 
lieve? This man is a top-level person in The charges concern millions of dollars breakfast table at Hao's Coral Springs 
Clinton's administration and "they in payoffs by the Vietnamese government home. 
wouldn't do this to our own!"??? Indeed in return for getting the White House to lift On November 13, 1992 a Federal Ex- 
"they" will and have, readers, and I am not the current U.S. trade embargo against the press package was sent to Brown by Hao, 
going to quibble over the subject-I am just Hanoi regime. which included about 40 pages describing 
going to ask Dharma to type the articles Sources close to the case say it is being the Vietnam Development Corp. and out- 
from the July 5 and July 19, 1993 SPOT- investigated by a team of FBI agents from lining Hao's and Binh's biographies and 
LIGHT. IT DOESNT MATTER WHAT I THINK south Florida and the agency's headquar- credentials. 
OF SPOTLIGHT OR THEY OF USTHEY ters in Washington, and that it could erupt According to Binh, during the weekend 
OFFER ABOUT THE ONLY OTHER IN- into a scandal of major proportions. of November 2 1-22,1992 Brown chartered 
SIGHT, IF YOU SELECT CAREFULLY, THE Involved in the case, according to the a jet from where he was vacationing in St. 
INFORMATION-THEY HAVE ENEMIES Vietnamese businessman, who was ini- Thomas, the Virgin Islands, to Florida, 
ALSO AND WILL WRITE ABOUT THEM AT tially himself a participant in the scheme, where he met with Hao at  a restaurant in 
EVERY EXCUSE-USE IT FOR YOUR are Commerce Secretary Ron Brown; the Fort Lauderdale area. There it was 
INFORMATION BANKS, READERS-IT IS Nguyen Van Hao, a former deputy prime agreed Brown would have exclusive lobby- 
THE ONLY WAY YOU CAN HAVE ENOUGH minister of the former Republic of South ing rights for the Vietnamese government 
TO BE INFORMED. You regular readers Vietnam; Vietnam Communist Party Chief and Hao would be the exclusive agent 
are very capable now of good judgements Du Muoi and Prime Minister ofVietnam Vo through which the contacts between Brown 
and discernments. You must take ALLyou Van Kiet. and the Vietnamese government would be 
can garner and in that way you can become Florida businessman Ly Tranh Binh conducted. 
informed. alleges he served as executive vice presi- A s  Binh described the arrangement, 

Did I get information about the "bribe" dent of a front organization, the Vietnam which was explained to him by Hao the 
first from SPOTLIGH?;, NO-I told you Development Corp., set up by Hao for following Monday, it "was a one-on-one 
about it before it was apparent-while the Hanoi to make arrangements with the ad- conduit and no one else." 
crime was in progress-unfortunately ones ministration to lift the current trade em- 
who could have done something--didn't bargo against Vietnam and to further eco- BROWN'S AGENDA 
for whatever reasons they might have had. nomic links between the two countries. 
The POWs are a very SORE spot with quite Ultimately, according to Binh's allega- Binh relates that Hao explained to him 
a few 'patriots" who could do something tions, Hao, who served as chairman of the that Brown had offered an 'agenda" of 
about it. We honor Mike Blair for these board of the corporation, based at 67 Wall what he would line up as soon as Kiet gave 
exclusive articles run in Spotlight. Street in New York City, would establish him his "lobbying contract." Binh's notes 

direct links between Brown and Kiet. of the agenda, as described by Hao, include 
QUOTING: Binh, in an extensive interview and in a the following five points: 

. sworn affidavit provided the newspaper, 1. Oil and gas; 
TOP CLINTON OFFICLAL alleged that, in return for $700,000 placed 2. Telecommunications; 

ACCUSED OF TAKING PAYOFFS in a special account by the Vietnamese 3. Housing and real estate; 
FROM VIETS government arising from his efforts, Brown 4. Banking; and 

would urge the Clinton administration to 5. Tourism, including restaurant and 
lift the trade embargo against Vietnam and hotel development. 

VIETNAMESE-AMERICAN'S ALLEGA- to establish diplomatic relations with Hanoi. When asked if he knew what Brown had 
TIONS INVESTIGATED. DM aprominent Binh wants the opportunity to relate his in mind under the category "oil and gas", 
Wcrshington Cob- and political in- story before appropriate congressional corn- Binh said, "the Rockefeller group." Under 
sider cut a luclylttbe deal with the Viet- mittees. m: Fat chance!] 'telecommunications", AT&T and John 
ncunese commwrists to profit from lgt- Binh told the Spotlight he met Hao at a ScuUy (a major supporter of Clinton) of 
trig the U.S. trrPrdQ emkugo? gathering at  the former deputy prime Apple Computers were mentioned. 

minister's home at 1362 NW 97 Terrace in Hao, according to Binh, instructed him 
A Vietnamese-American businessman Coral Springs, Florida, in July of last year, to 'start recruiting people so we can go fly 
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to California to meet John Scully WITH 
Ron Brown." 

No specific firms were mentioned that 
Binh could recall regarding "housing and 
real estate". 

Hao, according to Binh, told him the 
companies that were mentioned would be 
interested in doing business with Vietnam. 

Under "banking," Binh said $50 mil- 
lion was scheduled to come from a Swiss 
bank account maintained by fallen Haitian 
President Jean-Claude Duvalier, which was 
to be arranged by Brown, who had once 
served as a lobbyist for the Duvalier re- 
gime. 

This would enable them, Binh said, "to 
open a private bank immediately in Viet- 
nam to do financing and, you know, all the 
new deals that are going to start once the 
embargo is lifted." 

Under tourism, Binh was told Brown 
had indicated Hyatt Hotels would be inter- 
ested. 

Binh told the SPOTLIGHT that Hao told 
him to "be ready, because he (Hao) wants 
me to move to Washington, D.C., right 
away . . . to move into one of the offices of 
the law firm, which is either connected or 
affiliated with Brown; and my function is 
to, as executive vice president . . . be the 
one who will coordinate, manage and pool 
these contacts by Brown in order to help 
them smooth out and also to facilitate the 
process of going to Vietnam." 

Binh said his job there would in effect 
be to coordinate the business contacts 
"because I would be the Vietnamese guy 
who could speak English well." 

Also concerning tourism, Binh said, 
there was a plan by Kiet "to build a huge 
gambling casino near Hanoi." 

On November 28, 1992 Hao, Binh and 
two associates of Hao, Nguyen Huu Tan 
and Le Xay, left the United States for 
Vietnam, arriving in Ho Chi Minh City two 
days later, where they stayed at Hao's 
home, which was well maintained by ser- 
vants in his absence, according to Binh. 

They then went north to Hanoi one week 
after their arrival, where they stayed in the 
Vietnamese government guest house at 2 
Le Thach Street, and they met with Kiet 
from 9 am to 1 pm the following day. Binh 
arrived back in the United States on De- 
cember 22, he said. 

BROWN'S FEE 

Hao visited Brown at his residence on 
either December 26 or 27, 1992 according 
to Binh, at  which time Brown's "fee" was 
discussed, including$700,000 to be placed 
in an "offshore account" . . . plus oil 
concession and share of all business." 
Brown, in turn, would deliver to Vietnam 
the lifting of the trade embargo and most 
favored nation (MFN) status for Vietnam, 
Binh alleges. 

"Later," Binh said, "I went to a few 
commerce meetings here in Fort Lauder- 
dale . . . and the FBI asked me to do that . 
. . They gave me information to go to some 
of the seminars ... 

"In the seminars some of the people 
from the commerce, ah, related to the U.S. 
Commerce Department, were . . . sort of 
winking to each- other and were saying, 
well, V i e t n ~  may receive MFN status. 
And that is not a coincidence." 

Upon his return from Vietnam, Binh 
said he started to become deeply con- 
cerned about the involvement with Brown, 
who had by then emerged as then-Presi- 
dent-elect Clinton's choice for Secretary of 
Commerce. 

Binh said he then confronted Hao at the 
former deputy premier's home, indicating 
he questioned the "moral and ethical" side 
of the arrangement. 

Hao tried to reassure him, stating, 
"Don't worry, just trust him (Brown). Just 
be patient with him. He still wants me 
(Hao) to be the head man of the group. He 
still wants me to manage all the business 
Brown is going to deliver to Vietnam. 

"In fact, he specifically said there will be 
150 U.S. companies to follow him . . . our 
group, rather. . . to Vietnam the next trip 
and that I should prepare to bring in people 
who could build high-rise office buildings 
so we could lease to these 150 companies." 

This was after then-President George 
Bush had agreed to allow U.S. companies 
to set up offices in Vietnam in preparation 
for doing business there in the future, after 
the trade embargo had been lifted. 

Hao, according to Binh, had boasted to 
him about making political donations to 
the Bush re-election campaign. 

On January 1 of this year, Binh related, 
Hao told him he had received a Federal 
Express letter from Brown to give to Kiet, 
apparently finalizing their agreement. 

At 10 that evening, Binh said, he was 
called by Hao and told to stop by his house 
right away and to bring his largest suitcase 
with him. 

Hao was planning to return to Vietnam 
the following day to deliver the letter to Kiet 
and to further finalize plans. 

He wanted the large suitcase because 
he had purchased a badminton set at 
Walmart to present as a gift to the chair- 
man of the People's Committee of Ho Chi 
Minh City, Ba Huan. The set was too big to 
fit into his own suitcase. 

POWERFUL POST 

The chairman of the city, according to 
Binh, "has the authority to grant a $100 
million contract." 

Kiet held the post prior to becoming 
prime minister, and Ba Huan had served 
as his secretary and moved up to the 
chairman's post as Kiet moved up to the 

top slot in Vietnam. 
After Hao had left, Binh's misgivings 

about the burgeoning deal continued to 
trouble him, be said. He left Florida for 
Lafayetk,huisiana, where he had once 
-tended college briefly before moving on to 
Tulane University in New Orleans, from 
which he graduated with a degree in eco- 
nomics. 

While there, he consulted two longtime 
and trusted friends and discussed with 
them the deal with Brown and his appre- 
hension about it. Binh said they agreed 
with him it was questionable, at best. 

(The Spotlight contacted one of the two 
men, a retired senior vice president of a 
major U.S. oil company, who confirmed 
Binh had discussed the Brown deal with 
him during early January.) 

After Hao returned from Vietnam he 
said, according to Binh, The $700,000 for 
Brown, hundreds of thousands of excess 
fund@) are forthcoming from the Prime 
Minister Vo Van Kiet of Vietnam to cover 
our group's expenses and that I will be 
compensated with equity shares and 
money." 

WRITTEN CONFIRMATION 

Binh said Hao had shown him confir- 
mation from LeQuang Uyen that the money 
had been transferred to Brown's account 
while they were having one of their meet- 
ings at Hao's breakfast table. 

But following Hao's return from Viet- 
nam tension between the two men contin- 
ued to mount; on a number of occasions 
Hao threatened to bring to bear Brown's 
influence against him, Binh told the Spot- 
light. At one point, Hao even threatened to 
have the Vietnamese government send 
agents to "take care of me," said Binh. 

Binh soon told his story to local police 
0ffici.d~ in both Florida and the Washing- 
ton, D.C. area, who have independently 
investigated his story to the extent of their 
ability and vouch for the Vietnamese- 
American's honesty. 

Binh related that he contacted the FBI 
office in North Miami Beach, Florida, and 
Supervisory Special Agent Steven H. Gurley 
and Special Agent Michael W. Lowe initi- 
ated an investigation. Special Agent Dale 
A. Pruna, a bureau specialist on matters 
relating to Vietnam who speaks fluent Viet- 
namese, was called in from FBI headquar- 
ters in Washington. [H: OOPS! And where 
was Sessions?] 

During the course of the investigation, 
Binh said, they provided him with their 
business cards, writing in their direct tele- 
phone numbers, residence numbers and 
"beeper" numbers. Binh has provided the 
Spotlight with copies of all of the agents' 
cards given $0 him. 

In addition, Binh, whom they code 
named "Radar", was given a special beeper 

I L 
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to keep in touch with them. It has since carefully if you have opportunity. You are The following is a well-done commen- 
been taken back, said Binh, who believes getting into the Haiti situation and Baby tary by Charles Williams, 305-96th St., 
the agency has been pressured to back off. Doc and it is going to slop over onto some Kenosha, WI 53 143 and is presented in 

other big-time THINGS. We have walked Wisconsin Report, P.O. Box 45, Brookfield, 
PRESS CENSORS? this same road before and it is not always WI 53008-0045. 

wise to repeat and repeat and repeat the 
Although Binh's revelations have been sell-outs. To whom it may concern, I QUOTING: 

published in a number of small Vietnam- suggest you get informed! 
erselnnguage papers in the United States, We shall offer the next one in another CLINTON-MARXIST CONNECTIONS 
including the May issue of V a n  Thang, sitting for this is break-time. Thank you. DEREK SHmRER-THE 
published in Alexandria, Virginia, he has INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDLIB 
been unable to get any national news 7120193 # 1 HATONN 
outlets to carry the story until now. Derek Shearer, President Clinton's clos- 

Officially, the FBI will neither confirm EENY-MEENY-MINEY-MO est friend, is now his primary advisor for 
nor deny it is conducting an investigation. CHOICES? economics and foreign policy. Shearer is a 

Inquiries made to the Department of key mover and shaker within the Marxist 
Commerce have been ignored or reporters Your world TODAY is a journalist/ think tank of the Institute for Policy Stud- 
are told to put their questions in writing. commentator's dream. There is "old" to ies (IPS), an institute that even the FBI has 

CNN sent a news crew to interview Binh confirm the 'new" and things happening accused ofbeing funded by the KGB. Hillary 
about his allegations, but has aired noth- in EVERY country of your world. Even the Clinton is also a longtime supporter of IPS, 
ing yet. Binh also said he has approached cartoons have to be "sick" because there along with Les Aspin and Anthony Lake. 
many other major news organizations, are relatively few really 'funny" things Derek Shearer is a former student body 
none of which have reported on his afoot. Right on schedule-just asplanned! president at Yale and a Rhodes Scholar 
story. Sick? Well, yes; here is one for thought and holds a professorship of Public Policy 

Vietnam Development Corp. hasappar- fodder: William Sessions is fired for allow- at Occidental College in Los Angeles. 
ently closed down its Wall Street office in ing his wife to ride with him on government Shearer is also a former economic advisor 
New York. Binh believes that Hao has aircraft-when the destination was the to Jesse Jackson, Tom Hayden and Jane 
returned to Vietnam. same as his. Janet Reno ordered the Fonda. [H: I!] He is described by another 

burning deaths of over 90 people in Waco, Clinton advisor, Robert Altman, as one of 
END OF QUOTING threw into prison a 'religious" leader and Clinton's "oldest and closest friends". 

will export him back to the dungeons of Shearerissomewhat uniqueamong Clinton 
Yes, readers I DO realize that the dates Egypt where already dozens of the man's staffers in his dedication and zeal toward a 

come prior to Clinton's taking full opera- so-called 'followers" have been executed Socialist America. Redistribution ofwealth 
tions. But YOU must understand that this without due process. And, it was Reno who and elimination of private property are 
makes the fact that Ron Brown was brought required Clinton to FIRE SESSIONS! foremost on his agenda. He expresses 
INSIDE the Cabinet AFTER these dealings disgruntlement with the autonomy of 
even worse-by far. SCUTTLED SHUTTLES AND ATLAS American corporations, advocating 'dis- 

By the way-there is always the black- ROCKETS mantling or at least restricting the power of 
mailing process of the blackmailers who these corporations". He confesses: "The 
blackmail the ones who first blackmailed An interesting thing happened yester- economic reform program we describe will 
them. I don't perceive any difference usu- day while the Shuttle was grounded-an inevitably be labeled Socialistic." Knowing 
ally-except in the process YOU HAVE Atlas rocket (General Dynamics, I believe) that Americans would not accept the 'S" 
OPPORTUNITY TO FIND OUT WHAT IS WAS LAUNCHED FROM THE LAUNCH word-Socialism-Shearerremarked:"& 
REALLY GOING ON OR COMING DOWN. FACILITIES. IT HAS A MOST INTEREST- cialism has a bad name in America and no 

WouM 'I", Hatonn, bring out anything ING PAY-LOAD AND MISSION. WATCH amount of wishful thinkinn on the t art of 
to twist screws and urge ones to not play OUT!! We simply interrupt the Renousaga" the Left is going to channe that. The words 
with the goose that has golden eggs? IN- to give you this bulletin-it is fa r  more 'economic democracv'are an adeauate and 
DEED I WOULD! Some of these same 'connected" than on the surface-as usual. effective re~lacement ." Bill Clinton and 
SCOUNDRELS effort to make big impacts the media are oblidnalv utilizing the term 
on MY BUSINESS ALSO AND IT RILES MY RENO DATA TO 'economic democracv" as well as 'co- 
FEATHERS. SESSIONS AND PEROT owrative capitalism". 'managed care", 

It is one thing to tinker around over the 'total aualitv manwement", in addition to 
"gold" but when lives of those who gave So, readers, it would seem appropriate other semantical terms to conceal their 
ALL for your nation are bought and sold that all the information we have given you restructuring for the Socialist America. 
like hardware4 take exception-THESE regarding possible indiscretions of Ms. Reno Orwell called it news-s~eak. Both Bill 
WERE THE DEALS THAT SEALED THE be forwarded to Sessions-in mass replica- Clinton and Derek Shearer endorse the 
DOOM OF THE POW-MIAs. EVEN YOUR tion-along with a cover letter demanding philosophy of the Italian Marxist-Socialist 
AMERICAN PROPERTY AT, FORINSTANCE, that he and Perot conference in detail. I Antonio Gramsci. Shearer claims that his 
SUBIC BAY, [Naval Base) ETC., PHILIP- remind you that Evil cannot bear the Light idea of economic democracy is based on 
PINES WERE MOVED TO VIETNAM IN of Day on its actions and it is up to YOU to the teachings of Gramsci, one of the fore- 
THE FORM OF [floatinel SHIP DOCK8 make sure those actions are brought into most Marxist theorists of this century. 
AND OTHER MAJOR PORTING EQUIP- that Light. So be it. Shearer has stated that Gramsci's views 
MENT. Before we get back to writing about Ron can be actualized through Bill Clinton. 

I do have this further notice to all who Brown, it would behoove us to look at ComradesGramsci, ClintonandShearer 
would receive this-IT IS NOT NICETO TRY others in the player's deck. What about have a plan to control and restrict all 
TO FOOL 'MOTHER NATURE" and it cer- Derek Schearer (The Institute for Policy private enterprise, empower central plan- 
tainly is not nice to double-deal against Studies)? This hooks up the connections of ners to regulate prices and taxes, and to 
GOD! I would ponder these messages quite Clinton to the Marxists. control or even confiscate private property 
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and personal assets. Note that in 1992 a 
new law was passed in the State of Okla- 
homa requiring every household in the 
State to report all property to the state 
agencies-from farm tractors to table forks. 
Every citizen of Oklahoma is fully expected 
to contribute his or her fair share to the 
State tax coffer. Those who do not comply 
voluntarily will be taxed at  a flat rate of 
209'01 Add that to federal withholdings, 
FICA, medicare tax, a suggested value- 
added tax and a national sales tax and 
pretty soon we're talking serious money!! 

The Institute for Policy Studies has 
branned that Shearer's ~ l a n  for "economic 
democracv" is "Euro-Communistic in na- 
ture". IPS shares much of its philosophy 
with Gramsci, who stated, "Power is best 
attained in developed industrialized coun- 
tries (America), through a gradual process 
of radicalization of the cultural institu- 
tions-a process that would in turn trans- 
form the values and morals of the Society." 
A current example of this is the behavioral- 
attitudinal politically correct non-academic 
restructuring of education called outcome- 
based education. Gramsci believed that as 
the morals of society were eroded, the 
political and economic foundations would 
collapse, allowing those on the Left to rush 
in and reconstruct society along the lines 
of the New World Order. Gramsci stated: 
"It is important to infiltrate autonomous 
institutions-schools, media, churches, 
and public interest groups so as to radi- 
cally transform the culture which deter- 
mines the environment in which political 
and economic policy are played out." Bill 
Clinton's Governor's School in Arkansas is 
a classic example of this philosophy in 
application. [Editor's note: See page 18 of 
the 2/ 9/ 93 issue of THE PHOENIX LIB- 
ERATOR for a description of Slick Willie's 
*Go vemor 's School" for the training o f young 
Communist leaders.] 

Shearer claims that M d s m  helps to 
"humanize" individuals. In 1975, he helped 
the IPS form a spin-off group called the, 
'Conference on Alternative State and Lo- 
cal Policies". The purpose of this group 
was to become a vehicle to enable Shearer 
to start implementing some of his socialis- 
tic programs. One of the IPS brochures 
that advertised this 'Conference on Alter- 
native State and Local Policies" said it was 
an effort to 'strengthen the pragmatic 
work of the Left-to enlarge the base com- 
mitted to policies for a restructured 
America." Remember, when Bill Clinton 
was elected President, he said: 'America, 
you've demanded a change ..." I wonder 
what he has in mind? 

The 'Conference on Alternative State 
and Local Policiesn was headquartered at  
the IPS street address and the IPS was 
heavily involved in promoting Shearer's 
Mamist oriented economic democracy plan. 
Conference member Shearer helped write 

the campaign platform for Tom Hayden, Ron Brown's involvement in a deal with the 
former husband of 'Hanoi" Jane Fonda, Vietnamese remains under wraps. - Mike 
in his bid for a California Congressional Blair 
seat. That platform was filled with such 
panacea as advocacy of state banks, Further details of an alleged deal made 
municipal owved utilities, national health by Commerce Secretary Ron Brown with 
services, and direct worker control of the communist leaders of Vietnam to get 
industry. This is Communism in its the 1975 U.S. trade embargo suspended in 
purest form! return for millions of dollars in payoffs by 

Another Clinton friend and supporter the Hanoi government continue to surface. 
of economic democracy is Jeremy Rifkin. And meanwhile, Brown's boss, Presi- 
Rifkin i s  an avowed new ager and asso- dent Bill Clinton, seems to be making 
ciate of the IPS as well as a former field certain the alleged arrangement with Viet- 
representative of the "New American nam proceeds on schedule. 
Movementn-a descendant of the Maoist On July 2, Clinton announced the U.S. 
branch of the "New Left". According to government would suspend its efforts to 
the November-December 197 1 issue of halt a deal made by France and Japan to 
the group's underground paper, Rifkin satisfy $140 million in long-overdue debts 
was assigned the mission to sanitize its to the International Monetary Fund (IMF), 
literature and tone down the socialist which will pave the way for lending more 
rhetoric so that it would not be offensive millions to the hard-line Marxist state by 
to the average citizen. An interesting the IMF and the World Bank, largely fi- 
anecdote should prove almost prophetic. nanced by U.S. taxpayers. 
We bster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictio- In Spotlight, exclusively appearing in 
nary, the 197 1 edition, defines "Left" as: the July 5 and July 13 issues, details of the 
"Those professing views usually charac- alleged deal forged by Brown and Vietnam- 
terized by desire to reform (restructure) ese leaders, including Communist Party 
or overthrow the established order of the chief Du Muoi and Prime Minister Vo Van 
Founding Fathers" which was a Consti- Kiet, were revealed by Vietnamese-Ameri- 
tutional Republic, based upon the laws can businessman Ly Tranh Binh. 
and precepts of Almighty God-Creator Binh had been an insider in the deal- 
of the Universe. We have now moved left ings between Brown and the Vietnamese 
into a democracy-a view the Founding leaders as the vice chairman of the Viet- 
Fathers knew was a transitional form of nam Development Corporation. 
government as it moved to embrace to- The Vietnam Development Corporation 
talitarianism. Remember the Virginia was set up late last year by its chairman, 
Slims cigarette slogan: "You've come a Nguyen Van Hao, a former deputy prime 
long way, baby"? How much farther will minister of the former South Vietnamese 
we go before we wake up? Only YOU can republic who went on to become a key 
answer that! player in the transformation of South Viet- 

Ed. Note: Charles Williams, Kenosha, nam as part of a reunified Vietnam, led by 
WI, is a well known speaker and was a a brutal communist regime in Hanoi. 
speaker at the June 5th Annual Confer- According to Binh, Hao brokered a deal 
ence of the Wisconsin Legislative &r Re- between Brown and Vietnam's top leaders, 
searchCommittee, Inc. [H: We also thank which included ending U.S. opposition to 
Mr. Williams for his superb observa- IMF loans, the lifting of the U.S. trade 
tions. YOU will note that as always embargo, normalization ~f relations with 
with the Khazarian Elite 8ocialists- the communist state and ultimately the 
they simply rename a thing, misdefine grantingofmost favored nation (MFN) trad- 
it until it becomes accepted and there ing status. 
you have the game won. May you In return for Brown's services, accord- 
become informed so that you are not ing to Binh, a bribe of $700,000 was placed 
the FOOL!] in the Singapore branch of a French bank, 

plus a guarantee of a share of profits to be 
END OF QUOTING derived by Vietnam from deals made with 

U.S. oil companies and other firms, which 
And now, back to the Ron Brown saga. would follow the lifting of the trade em- 

bargo. 
QUOTING (Spotlight, July 19, 1993): Binh told the Spotlight in his latest 

intentiew an additional $300,000 m: 80, 
PRESS CONTINUES BROWN brings it right up to a MILLIOX DOLLAR 

COVER-UP PERSONAL PAY-OFF.] was being provided 
by Hanoi to pay for the Vietnam Develop- 

Secret Viet Deal Cloaked. Moves toward ment Corporation's operations in the United 
nonnalizcition of relations with Vietnam and States, to facilitate the introduction toViet- 
the lifting of the U.S. trade embargo are nam of U.S. businesses allegedly lined up 
proceeding on schedule, while an alleged by Brown. 
scandal centering on Commerce Secretary The alleged deal between Brown and the 
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by Brown. 
The alleged deal between Brown and the 

~ietnamese,  as outlined in the previous 
Spotlight exclusive, appears to be right on 
schedule because the U.S.-media, with the 
exception of the Spotlight, does not choos_e 
to expose Clinton Administration corrup- 
tion. 

CLINTON MET DEADLINE 

In order to coincide with a meeting of 
the IMF governing board on July 12 that 
would consider the French-Japanese deal 
to pave the way for new loans for Vietnam, 
Clinton needed to suspend U.S. opposition 
to the IMF loans before that meeting, which 
was accomplished with his July 2 an- 
nouncement. 

If the timetable continues on track, 
Clinton will next announce the suspension 
of the U.S trade embargo when it comes up 
for annual renewal in mid-September. 

Then full diplomatic relations with Viet- 
nam and the granting of MFN trade status 
will follow, Binh said. 

Clinton on July 1 went through the 
charade of meeting with representatives of 
seven leading U.S. veterans organizations 
and two POW-MIA family groups at  the 
White House to "consult" with them about 
the impending deadline to make a decision 
about the IMF loans. 

Representatives of the Veterans of For- 
eign Wars (VFW), American Veterans, 
American Ex-POWs and the Retired Offic- 
ers Association attended, along with the 
National Alliance of Families for the Return 
of America's Missing Servicemen and the 
National League of Families of Prisoners 
and Missing in Southeast Asia. 

ALL THE PRESIDENT'S MEN 

Representing the administration at  the 
meeting were Clinton, Vice President A1 
Gore, Assistant Secretary of State Winston 
Lord, Assistant Defense Secretary William 
Pendley, National Security Adviser Anthony 
Lake, Deputy National Security Adviser 
Sandy Berger, National Security Council 
Staff Director Nancy Soderberg and White 
House Communications Director David 
Gergen. 

Only the VFW indicated at  the meeting 
that it favored the IMF loans for Vietnam, 
a position which has deeply angered thou- 
sands of American veterans. [H: Let  me 
remind you of something back prior to 
the national elections-the VFW groups 
in local places were ordered by head 
honchos to NOT ALLOW ANY PARTICI- 
PATION OR GATHERING OF MEMBERS 
IF COL. BO GRITZ WAS TO SPEAK- 
ANYWHERE! So, who might be heading 
up that Veteran's organization do you 
suppose?] The American Legion led the 
others in oppasing any trade concessions 

to Vietnam until the POW-MIA issue is fully everything in their power to see you are not 
resolved by the Communists. elected again." [H: Please do not miss 

Dolores Alfond, who heads the National this portion that says "...grant IMF 
Alliance of Families, left Clinton "red faced funds...." WHAT WOULD CLINTON BE 
and uncomfortable" when she presented DOING, GRANTING INTERNATIONAL 
her opinions at the meeting. MONETARY FUND FUNDS TO ANYONE 

"Mr, President," she said, "if you grant ANYHOW? Sleepy people (taxpayers)- 
IMF funding, then you will, in the view of you are in deep yogurt!] 
my membership and the National Alliance Referring to a confrontation Clinton's 
of Families, be putting a bullet in the brain predecessor, George Bush, had while at- 
of each of the U.S. POWs Vietnam holds. I tending a meeting of families in Washing- 
mean that in a very literal sense, because ton last year, in which he told a group of 
the Vietnamese will be well on their way to frustrated mothers and wives of the miss- 
every advantage that diplomatic recogni- ing, shouting for him to tell the truth, to 
tion bestows, and keeping the prisoners "shut up and sit down," she concluded by 
would be a liability, while releasing them stating: "It is just that the family members' 
would only ensure the IMF funding was patience with broken promises is at an all- 
denied. [H: For you disbelievers of the time low, and if you give Vietnam the IMF 
possibility of POW-MIAs being in that funds, what happened to Bush when he 
area of Southeast Asia-I want you to spoke at  our convention last year could 
know that RUSSBACHER was very per- very well start happening to you." 
sonally aware of at least 17 of them! The Nevertheless, the following day, right 
facts are, further, that Gritz knows they on schedule, Clinton announced he was 
are THERE. But, Col. Gritz' mission ending U.S. opposition to IMF loans for 
originally was NOT to bring out prison- Hanoi. 
ers! (1 1) Although this was a fact, I think He claimed that allowing the IMF loans 
it is time to rerun Col. Gritz' petition to offered the "best hope of providing America's 
the investigating Sub-committee on POW-MIA families the answers and peace 
POWs {see page 42). At the end of this of mind they deserve." r]H: I suppose that 
article would be a very good place be- peace of mind comes from not having to 
cause I am going to go on and write about longer wonder about them--but fully 
the business aspect of this TRADE realize they have been murdered and are 
AGREEMENT and you can see how pris- at rest.] 
oners are a manipulated commodity and 
the political swags DO NOT WANT THEM END OF QUOTING 
ALIVE AND HOME UNDER ANY CIRCUM- 
STANCES!] Perhaps this other article will show you 

the ends and outs of Free Trade very simi- 
PROBLEM SOLVER lar to Mexico's agreement. It indicates a 

full removal of business from your own 
"Therefore, killing the POWs will solve nation to the non-paid poverty stricken 

the Vietnamese's problem," she said, look- Vietnamese as virtual slave-laborers as 
ing directly at  the president, "and it will will the Mexican scenario go. Yourjobs are 
solve the U.S. government's political prob- GONE, AMERICA! 
lem the POWs pose . . . However, I and my 
membership will view that action as a total QUOTING (again, Spotlight, July 19, 
betrayal of your promise to the families.' 1993): 

On several occasions, and in numerous 
letters to family members and POW-MIA PLANS FOR INVESTMENT 
activists, Clinton pledged before and after BILLIONS 
taking office that he would not make any 
move to aid Vietnam until the issue was The rush by U.S. corporations to cash 
resolved. in on business opportunities in Vietnam 

"It is our hope," the alliance director is already beginning, despite the fact 
told Clinton, "that you keep your promise that the U.S. trade embargo with that 
and your 'real commitments', as you said, communist nation is still in force. 
to the families ... A deal was recently struck by a Singapore 

"However, unless I hear something 0th- partner of a giant Boston-based real estate 
erwise today, and if you grant IMF funds, conglomerate to build a nearly $1-billion 
then I am going to tell the press your port in Vietnam. It's an example of the 
commitments mean nothing, and that you business opportunities giant U.S. corpora- 
have totally betrayed the families. tions expect to be generated by lifting the 

"Furthermore, Mr. President, I can as- U.S. trade embargo from Vietnam and 
sure you that when you betray a promise making International Monetary Fund loans 
which family members believe may have available to Hanoi. 
cost the lives of their loved ones, then you Colliers International, one of the world's 
can be sure those people will be very vocal largest real estate concerns with 129 of- 
about it to the press, and will very likely do fices in North and Central America, Europe 
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annually. It has assisted in brokering a pal holdings in Hong Kong, has secured a prochement with Vietnam long before he 
$905 million deal to develop a deep-sea license to conduct real estate-related ser- was named to the select committee. [H: 
port at Vung Tau, about 80 miles south- vices in Vietnam." How many of you remember Kemy run- 
east of Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon before the Regarding the issue of American POWs ning around at high altitudes over Viet- 
communist takeover of South Vietnam in and MIAs, Forbes said: 'While greatly re- nam UvievWhg" possible prisoner f a d -  
1975). specting the commitment of the men and ties? How many of you remember him 

Colliers International, through a part- women who served in Vietnam, particu- pronouncing "none are left alive!"?! 
ner firm, Colliers Jardines of Singapore, larly the sacrifice of those who did not Surely this is JUST a coincidence?] 
has put together a massive plan which will return, we are preparing for the embargo to A decorated Vietnam vet [H: BARF!!], 
allow heavy transport ships to dock at be lifted and wish to encourage that pro- Kerry quit the Navy during the war to 
Vung Tau, a recreational area for U.S. cess." become an anti-war activist, serving as a 
troops during the Vietnam War. [H: Now you watchers and finders, leader of the radical Vietnam Veterans 

According to C. Stewart Forbes, chief guess WHO this UForbes" is!! (33). Ah- Against the Waf. 
executive officer of Colliers International, hmmnn ....I Fonbes is a coustn of Sen. Kerry, according to his Senate financial 
the project will take four years to complete John Forbes  B R R Y  (D-M's.), WHO disclosure forms, is a beneficiary of three 
and is currently the largest investment SERVEDAS CWAIRlldANOFTHE S E M T E  ' W n m , w h i c h w e r e c r e a t d i n  1965. 
scheme under way in Vietnam. SELECT COMMITTEE ON POW AND MIA Members of the Forbes family are trustees of 

'I think this represents the best ele- AFFAIRS AND FREQUEmLY USED THE ALL THREE. 
ments of brokerage, matching a need-in COMMITTEE AS A FORUM TO EMOUR- Stewart Forbes states that he has 'never 
this case a country--with the money and AGE THE LIFTING OF THE TRADE EM- discussed this matter (the Colliers interest in 
the capability," Forbes told the Boston BAR W AND-OR NORddALZZATION OF Vietnam) with Sen. Kerry nor anyone on his 
Herald. This  kind of infrastructure is RELATIONS WITH V.ThlAl ld]  stam" [H: &be it-+ billionaire politidan 
sorely needed in Vietnam." Kerry was a strong advocate of rap- wouldn't lie to you, would he?] 
[H: Is  anyone getting a bit testy abotrt 

the movement of all the Udock works" 
from the Philippines to Vietnam, yet? 
Remember-everythhg is connected to 
EVERYTHING!] 

According to Forbes, work at Vung Tau Will Teflon Twins 
will be done primarily by Japanese engi- 
neering and construction firms. 

Although direct U.S. investment in Viet- Green And ''Coleman" 
nam is illegal until the Clinton Administra- 
tion lifts the trade embargo against the 
communist state, Forbes said the Colliers 
deal is  legal because i t  was done 

3 
THROUGH a foreign partner, Colliers 
Jardines. 

Appear In Public. 
It is said that the Singapore branch of 7120193 #2 HATONN tion makes YOU discredited also. 

the French Banque Indosuez is involved in George was on national radio as late as 
the financial end of the giant port project. SMALL WORLD OF INTERESTING last Saturday night-and was heard all 
[H: French Banque INDO(SUEZ)???] TID-BITS over the South-East, specifically in Florida. 

According to Vietnamese-American He still speaks on "economy" but has 
businessman Ly Tranh Binh, the Vietnam- In this world of "ordinary people" there slacked off a bit on his connection with 
ese government has allegedly deposited are many "extraordinary people" described Hatonn and the Command. Indeed, I am 
$700,000 [H: OOPS! There it is again!] in in either direction of goodness or whatever. sure he and Coleman can make a good 
a Singapore branch of the French bank as Mostly, however, ones try to HIDE and, yet, team on what's wrong and to whom to send 
partial payment for U.S. Commerce Secre- can't do such agood job of it once they have your gold. 
tary Ron Brown's alleged efforts to get the practiced to deceiveat the expense and 
Clinton Administration to drop the U.S. pain of another! "DR. JOHN COLEMAN" 
trade embargo, which will likely take place 
in September. GEORGE GREEN More interesting, however, is the latest 

A large number of U.S. industrial gi- little bit of insight. In Missoula, Montana, 
ants, including Kodak, Boeing and Du George Green thinks he has "lost him- on the 24th (immediately ahead and is also 
Pont, have already opened offices in self" so that the ones looking for him in the a MAJOR Utah-Mormon celebration day) it 
Vietnam in anticipation of the lifting of form of "legal" officers-haven't 'found" seems there is an advertised big-public- 
the embargo. him. He is (was) in Bozeman, Montana- bash for what is being called a 'Patriot 

headed for 'businessn either there or in Roasting". This will be a big rally with 
'LOGICAL' PLAN Missoula, Montana. The interesting thing cook-out, etc. Guess who the MAIN speaker 

is how fast he got OUT of Carson City, is? Ah--er-no, not George Green-he will 
"I visited Vietnam in December," Forbes Nevada. Oh, he hasn't stopped his as- be a 'minor" speaker. Missing JOHN 

said. 'Upon my return we announced the sault-he is just doing it from up there in COLEMAN is to be the big-cheese speaker. 
opening of an office in Ho Chi Minh City by order to keep the thing going. I would Gosh, I wonder if any of our friends would 
Colliers Jardines." guess he HAS TO-to keep his attorney like to retrieve the computers, printers, 

He explains further: 'Colliers Jardines, from hanging him for misrepresentation, FAX machines, etc., etc., from this nice- 
a joint venture between Colliers Interna- for the LIES make it very, very hard to have patriotic non-American citizen-who is 
tional Australia and Jardine Matheson, a your own reputation intact if you have wanted for deportation? The Institute would 
Bermuda-based company with its princi- been set up wherebyyourveryrepresenta- surely be in GOOD shape if the stolen 
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property from G a q  Anderson, George 
Green and "John Coleman" could be re- 
trieved!! Well, perhaps they can sell a lot of 
US&P books with the MI-6 British Intelli- 
gence connections. Do you want to place 
any bets as to which identification he uses, 
"John Coleman" or Josef Pavlonski?? Still 
feel secure in your beddies a t  night? Does 
'Coleman" give you the truth? Indeed, 
among the balderdash of "Christian" 
garble. I just find it interesting that a non- 
citizen in disfavor with your own govern- 
ment would have such an interesting call- 
ing. Must be Mr. Clinton isn't after HIM. 
Well, "Coleman" bashes homosexuals-- 
so maybe the Billaq 'team" will take note. 

A s  to what is happening in the military 
and among the gays, etc., it is quite sad. If 
a person has homosexual longings and 
desires, does it make it suitable for public 
display of activities which, if by hetero- 
sexuals or "self-sexuals", would be banned 
from all public display? That is the point 
here-not acceptance of sexual "prefer- 
ence". 

I wonder, however, if morally it is any 
worse than the figurative castration of a 
man by a strong political wife? Readers- 
this has nothing to do with men and 
women-this is a wave of destruction 
sweeping over the world! 

THE COMMITTEE OF 300 

I may seem now to be changing the 
subject-nope, no such luck, readers. We 
are going to offer you some more informa- 
tion from "Dr. Coleman's" writings. Re- 
gardless of circumstances, this is one of 
the best "compiled" documents of recent 
writers. The book itself, as has information 
from the past been used, has lent itself to 
the "whole" but originates with others- 
i.e., Eustace Mullins, etc. But, what is a 
writer of TRUTH to do? If truth exists-it 
cannot be put aside just because someone 
else WROTE IT. Further, to get a full 
picture of the different fragrnents-you need 
the information compiled to see connec- 
tions. There is ROOM for every one and I 
strongly urge you to get the original books 
and study them carefully for fact vs. opin- 
ion. Fact will not vary-opinions become 
the catch-22 and you should be informed 
enough by now to realize the differences. 

Let u s  consider "Dr. Coleman's" seg- 
ment called: 

AN OVERVIEW AND SOME 
CASE HISTORIES 

Certainly a fair number of u s  are 
aware that the people running our [H: 
Oops! Whose?] government are not the 
people who are really in control of political 
and economic matters, domestic and for- 
eign. This has led many to seek the truth 
in the alternative press, those newsletter 

writers who, like me, have sought but not nobleman and Committee of 300 member 
always found what it is that is making the Olaf Palme, the nullifyingof Reagan's presi- 
United States terminally ill. 'Seek and ye dency and the destruction of our steel, 
shall find" has not always been the case auto and housing industries in terms of the 
with this group. What we did find was that post-industrial zero-growth orders handed 
the people walk in great darkness, mostly down by the Committee of 300. 
not caring or bothering to find out where [H: Perhaps I should paure here and 
their country is headed, firm in the belief respond to inquiries about %heren did 
that it will always be there for them. This Coleman get his information and how 
is the way the largest population group has could he call it "insider"? He got most 
been manipulated to react, and their atti- of it from LaRouche's group and the 
tude plays right into the hands of the secret EKecWb lntellfgsncc Rewiew. His wife 
government. is aho important here in this instance. 

We frequently hear about "they" She is from Denmark and is stil l  a citizen 
doing this, that or the other. They" seem of that country. She has close relatives 
literally to be able to get away with murder. within the government there-and lots 
"They" increase taxes, send our sons and of information flowed through that con- 
daughters to die in wars that do not benefit duit. AU spent time in South Africa and, 
ourcountry. They" seemaboveour reach, in fact, there is history in actual public 
out of sight, frustratingly nebulous when it presentation that they had some in- 
comes to taking action against 'them." No volvement in diamond smuggling into 
one seems able to clearly identify who the U.S. This story was to be carried in 
"they" are. It is a situation that has a major newsletter-but was squelched 
pertained for decades. During the course from someone in England before publica- 
of this book, we shall identifj. the mysteri- tion date. I suggest that these people 
ous "they" and then, after that, it is up to have enough problems without my add- 
the people to remedy their situation. ing to them so allow us to just say that 

On 30th April, 198 1,I wrote a mono- the "information" has been good from 
graph disclosing the existence of the Club whatever resource. IF it came directly 
of Rome, identifying it as a Committee of from the EIR or from Mullins-or from 
300 subversive body. This was the first distant aliens-it is STILL-valid and 
mention of both of these organizations in good. When we get to Uopinions" of the 
the United States. I warned readers not to author on various items I take some 
be fooled by the feeling that the article was exceptionbut, again, it is "opinion" and 
far-fetched and I drew a parallel between he has his right to his own. We had many 
my article and the warning issued by the personal discussions andUColeman", in 
Bavarian government when the secret plans public and in person, said that he did not 
of the Illuminati fell into its hands. We object toUany correction I (Hatonn) had 
shall return to the Club of Rome and the to offer to him". This, of course, was 
role of the Committee of 300 in U.S. affairs while he was still working here and 
later herein. before George Green got all entangled 

[I-I: There has been a lot of objections with private contracts with him, gifting 
on the part of prior writers as to this of computers, etc., to him and the per- 
information and a classincation of "A sons turned into gold-rushers instead of 
Committee of 300" and Coleman's claim simply "truth-bringersn.] 
to "first". Well, I have no objection to 
his claim-but the Club of Rome has The importance of Palme [H: We have 
been around for a very, very long time also written about Palme for he was 
and MANY have presented this identical assassinated and the intrigue around 
information-most notably Eustace this man was without limits so, hdeed, 
Mullins. However, there is new input YOU will HAVE HEARD OF EVERYONE 
and from varying aspects which must be MENTIONED HEREIN! I OFFER THESE 
given credit in presentation. I repeat, WRITINGS FOR YOUR CONFIRMATION 
the MORE INFORMATION YOU CAN FROM FLATLAND EARTH.] lies in the use 
GET-THE BETTER INFORMED WILL made of him by the Club of Rome to deliver 
BE YOUR MASSES. STOP THE PICKING technology to the Soviet Union on the 
AND FIGHTING OVER WHO IS FIRST, forbidden list of the U.S. Customs, and 
LAST AND SMARTEST-AND GET ON Palme's world-wide communications net- 
WITH YOUR JOB OF CHANGING THINGS work employed t~ train the spotlight on the 
BEFORE YOU DIE AT THE HANDS OF phony Iran hostage crisis, while he 
THESE ELITE WORLD CONTROLLERS.] shuttled back and forth between Washing- 

Many of the predictions made in that ton and Teheran in an effort to undermine 
198 1 article have since come to pass, such the sovereign integrityofthe U.S. and place 
as the unknown Felipe Gonzalez becoming the phony crisis in the realm of the Com- 
prime minister of Spain, and Mitterand mittee of 300 institution, viz, the World 
being returned to power in France; the Court a t  The Hague, Holland. 
downfall of Giscard D' Estang and Helmut In what is in fact an open conspiracy 
Schmidt, the return to power of Swedish against God and man, which includes 
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enslaving the majority of humans left on this get HIS orders to act in this MONSTROUS 
Earth after wars, plagues and mass-murder fashion? He got them from the Royal Insti- 
have done with them, is not well hidden. In tute for International Miairs (RIIA) who 
the intelligence community, it is taught that received its mandate from the Committee 
the best way to hide something is to place it of 300, also known as the "Olp~pians.~ 
in open view. A s  an example of the foregoing, w: Yes indeedy, this is the SAME RILA who 
when Germany wanted to hide its pn'ze new runs the Tavistock Institute who runs the 
Messerschmidt fighter plane in 1938, the Broogings Institute who runs the Univer- 
aircraft was put on display at the Paris Air sity of Scieqce and Philosophy--bp en- 
Show. While secret agents and spies were forcement and orders ofthe British Crown 
collectinginformation from hollow tree trunks group of British Intelligence called MI-6 
and from behind loose bricks in a wall, the Erom which Colemanalrro claims toewoke.] 
information they sought was staring them We shall see, even the "Olympians" do 
rrght in the face. [H: This k the same not hide their faces. Often times they put on 
technique used by "Dr. Colemann-hide a show which could be likened to the Paris Air 
in plain sight but never allow anyone to Show, even as conspiracy buffs spend their 
know addresses, etc. Either the man is a time in fruitless searching in the wrong places 
shrewd character OR the gwefpment in the wrong direction. Note how the Queen, 
doesn't want him too terribly bad-I can't Elizabeth 11, performs the ceremonial open- 
imagine that the whole of the Intelligence ing of the British Parliament? There, in full 
community can't find him when we (not view, is the head of the Committee of 300. 
just "me") h o w  his very speaking sched- Have you ever witnessed the swearing-in 
ules and he "mustn work on a continual ceremony ofavnited States President? There, 
b~~15iswithwgeGreen@hoh~hid# in full view, is another member of the 
himself behind locked gates and no ad- Committee of 300. The problem is only 
dresses, etc.). You don't think it just one of perception. 
coincidence that they show up at the same Who are the conspirators who serve the 
time with the same problems in your old mighty all-powerful Committee of 3003 The 
"everybody is always going theren Mon- better-informed of our citizens are aware that 
h a ,  do you?] there is a conspiracy and that the conspiracy 

The upper-level parallel secret govern- goesundervarious names such as the Illumi- 
ment does not operate from dank basements nati, Freemasonry, the Round Table, the 
and secret underground chambers. It places Milner Group. To them the CFR (Council on 
itself in full view in the White House, Con- Foreign Relations) and the Trilaterals repre- 
gress and in Number 10 Downing Street and sent most ofwhat they do not like in regard to 
the Houses of Parliament. It is akin to those domesticand foreign policy. Some even know 
weird and supposedly ternfymg "monster" that the Round Table has a big input into 
films, where the monster appears with dis- United States affairs through the British 
torted features, long hair and even longer Ambassador in Washington. The problem is 
teeth, growling and slavering all over the that real hard information on the treasonous 
place. This is a distraction, the REAL MON- activities of members of the invisible govern- 
STERS wear business suits and drive to work ment is very hard to come by. 
on Capitol Hill in limousines. w: So again and again we are asked as 

These men are IN OPEN VIEW. These men to why we are allowed to write this mate- 
are the servants of the One World Govern- rial and "liven. In the upstart it didn't 
ment-New World Order. Like the rapist who work well at all--.because they got to 
stops to offer hisvictim afriendly ride, he does Dharma and literally killed her with car- 
not LOOK like the monster he is. If he did, his diac arrest sweral times (we wiU also write 
intended victim would run off screaming in about ELF zapping in a bit). Now, it is 
fright. The same applies to government at all easier to let us go with only the miserable 
levels. President Bush does not LOOK like a problems of such as the legal altercations, 
dutiful s e m t  of the upper-level parallel etc., through and by their "agentsn. I 
government, but make no mistake about it, remind you of what I have told you be- 
he is as much a MONSTER as are those fore-they thinft they have it all DONE- 
horrors found in horror-movies. f i e d - - + m d  you will never know what 

Stop for a moment and consider how hit you. They are now in the stage where 
President Bush ordered the brutal slaying of they believe YOU will NOT BELIEVE THE 
150,000 Iraqi troops, in a convoy of military TRUTH-for after all, there they a r e  
vehicles carrying white flags, on their way right in front of your noses claiming to be 
back to Iraq under Geneva Convention rules your humanitarian supporters offreedom. 
of agreed disengagement and withdrawal. Further, this only intensifes the fact that 
Imagine the horror of the Iraqi troops when, they ARE basically IN CONTROL and if you 
in spite of waving their white flags, they were know that you will either: (1) Act wisely 
mowed down by American aircraft. In an- within the system some-way; or, (2) You 
other part of the front, 12,000 Iraqi soldiers will take up arms at which time they can 
were buried alive in trenches they occupied. simply kill you in cold blood rather than 
Is that not MONSTROUS in the truest sense wait for their developed plagues, wars and 
of the word? From where did President Bush pestilence to getcha!.] 

I quote the profound statement made by 
the prophet Hosea, which is found in the 
Christian Bible: "My people perish for lack of 
knowledge." Some may already have heard 
my expod of the foreign aid scandal, in which 
work I named several conspiratorial organi- 
zations, whose number is legion. Their final 
objective is the overthrow of the U.S. Consti- 
tution and the merging of this country, cho- 
sen by God as HIS country, with a godless 
One World Order Government which will 
return the world to conditions far worse than 
existed in the Dark Ages. 

Let us talk about actual case histories, the 
attempt to communize and deindustrialize 
Italy. The Committee of 300 long ago decreed 
that there shall be a smaller-much smaller- 
and better world, that is, their idea of what 
constitutes a better world. The myriads of 
useless eaters consuming scarce natural re- 
sources were to be culled. Industrial progress 
supports population growth. Themfore the 
command to multiply and subdue the Earth 
found in Genesis had to be subverted. 

This called for an attack upon Christian- 
ity; the slow but sure disintegration of indus- 
trial nation states; the destruction of hun- 
dreds of millions of people, referred to by the 
Committee of 300 as "surplus population", 
and the removal of any leader who dared to 
stand in the way of the Committee's global 
planning to reach the foregoing objectives. 

Two of the Committee's earliest targets 
were Italy and Pakistan. The late Aldo Moro, 
Prime Minister of Italy, was one leader who 
opposed "zerogwwth", and population reduc- 
tions planned for his country, thereby incur- 
ring the wrath of the Club of Rome commis- 
sioned by the "Olympians" to carry out its 
policies in this regard. In a Rome courtroom 
on November loth, 1982, a close friend of 
Moro's testified that the former prime minis- 
ter was threatened by an agent of the Royal 
Institute for International Affairs (RIM)-who 
isalso acommittee of300 member-while he 
was still the U.S. Secretary of State. The 
meteoric rise of the man the witness named 
as KISSINGER will be dealt with later. 

Itwill be recalled that Prime Minister Moro 
was kidnaped by the Red Brigades in 1978 
and subsequently brutally shot to death. It 
was at the trial of members of the Red Bri- 
gades that several of them testified to the fact 
that they knew of high-level U.S. involvement 
in the plot to kill Moro. When threatening 
Moro, Kissinger was obviously not carrying 
out U.S. foreign policy, but rather acting 
according to instructions received from the 
Club of Rome, the foreign-policy arm of the 
Committee of 300. 

The witness who delivered the bombshell 
in open court was a close associate of Moro's, 
Gorrado Guerzoni. His explosive testimony 
was broadcast over Italian television and 
radio on November loth, 1982, and printed 
in several Italian newspapers-yet this vital 
information was suppressed in the U.S. Those 
famous bastions of freedom with a compel- 
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ling right to know, the Washington Post and 
the k w  York rimes, did not think it impor- 
tant to even print a single line of Guerzoni's 
testimony. 

Nor was the news carried by any of the Publication Philosophy 
wire services or television stations. The fact 
that Italy's Aldo Mom had been a leading 
politician for decades, and who was kidnaped 
in broad daylight in the spring of 1978, all 
of his bodyguards butchered in cold blood, 

And 
was not deemed newsworthy, even though 
Kissinger stood accused as an accomplice 
to these crimes? Or was the silence BE- 

Current Legal Turmoil 
CAUSE of Kissinger's involvement? 

In my 1982 expose ofthis heinouscrime, 7121/93#1 HATONN full misperception of our work. 
I demonstrated that Aldo Moro, a loyal 
member of the Christian Democrat Party, RESOURCE REVIEW COPYRIGHT LAWS 
was murdered by assassins controlled by 
P2 Masonrywith the object of bringing Italy THE PURPOSE OF CONTACT The assumption is that "I" do not have 
into line with Club of Rome orders to correct perceptions of "copyright" laws. 
deindustrialize the country and consider- I must AGAIN s tress  the intent and the Oh? I DO have full perception-but alas, 
ably reduce its population. Moro's plans to basic thrust of CONTACT. There is and will you do not and misuse the full intent of 
stabilize Italy through full employment and always be a lot of original writing and such laws. My only distraction in use of 
industrial and political peace would have ALWAYS, comment. In the world today, anyone's so-called materialwritten in truth 
strengthened Catholic opposition to Com- however, there is no need for soothsay- as valid non-fiction ISTO ADVERTISE FOR 
munism and made the destabilization of ers, psychics  and blind "faith" in Upos- YOU! 
the Middle East-a prime goal-that much sible" truth. I have the capacity to sort "Style" is copyrightable-TRUTH IS 
harder. and review and offer what I find to be valid NOT! "Opinion" is copyrightable-Sci- 

From the foregoing it becomes clear just or useful in offering lessons in discernment ence is not. The Supreme Court of your 
how far ahead the conspirators plan. They and judgment. I specifically do not wish land ruled, further, that non-fiction mate- 
do not think in terms of a Five Year Plan. you to think of this paper as anything other rial in which CONCLUSION DIFFERS SUB- 
One needs to go back to Weishaupt's state- than "free" press and aresource forTRUTH STANTIALLY from original utilized docu- 
ments about the early Catholic Church to as well as connections with Higher Insight. ments is not copyrightable. Interestingly 
understand what was involved in the mur- WHY? Because we do not have any enough, you can utilize ALL of another 
der of Aldo Moro. Moro's death removed intention of being lumped in with ANY person's work IF YOU DO NOT USE THAT 
the roadblocks to the plans to destabilize "new age" publications, religious publica- PERSON'S NAME EVEN AS REFERENCE 
Italy and, as we now know, enabled con- tions or groups, political press, economic "IF* IT IS NON-FICTION. 
spiracy plans for the Middle East to be press and-or anything other than that 
carried out in the Gulf War 14 years later. which we are-a superb publication of STIRRING UP TROUBLE 

Italy was chosen as a test-target by the NEWS, inside discussions, offerings of 
Committee of 300. Italy is important to the that which would not otherwise reach Now, you would ask why we might be in 
conspirators' plans because it is the clos- your eyes-with commentary and honor some sort of trouble with such as US&P? 
est European country to the Middle East to the original publication and authors. Because our enemies went to them and- 
linked to Middle East economics and poli- Our intent is to pull from that which without any information in truth regarding 
tics. It is also the home of the Catholic is available and review portions so that our work and-or intent-MISCONCEP- 
Church, which Weishaupt ordered de- you will know WHERE to go and WHAT TIONS WERE POURED AS GASOLINE 
stroyed, and home for some of Europe's TO GET in order to become informed. I UPON THE FLAMES. At the first court 
most powerful top oligarchical families of ask, in fact, that in order to lessen mis- hearing--OUR attorney had never even 
the ancient Black Nobility. Should Italy understandings, that we place on the laid eyes on the work in dispute and, yet, 
have been weakened by Moro's death, it frontispiece that this is  a "REVIEWn- therein was the stage set with the COURT. 
would have had repercussionsin the Middle perhaps "News Review" or "Journal He had NO KNOWLEDGE that there were 
East which would have weakened U.S. Review" or whatever fits. I am not the EVER more than the nine volumes written 
influence in the region. Italy is important Editor of this material and I do not for- which were in dispute (not the 65 as pub- 
foranotherreaso~itisagatewayfordrugs mat  t h e  paper-I only contribute.  1ishedatthetime)andNOWAYTOINTRO- 
entering Europe from Iran and Lebansn, Granted, most of the material comes DUCE SUCH EVIDENCE INTO THE 
and we shall return to that subject in due from my decisions and choices for THAT RECORD. 
course. is  my forte-selecting that which I KNOW The whole thing became sidetracked 

TO BE VALID AND APPROPRIATE TO onto the ridiculous and insipid focus on 
END OF QUOTING; TO BE CONTINUED NEEDS out of millions of writings which silly ETs and mystical apparitions which 

may or may not be appropriate and rela- entertained the courtroomvisitors and gave 
There is too much information which is tive toyour "situation" in "this old world the Judge in sitting the WRONG CONCEPT 

necessary to bring to your attention, and as she turns". OF EVERYTHING. THERE HAS NEVER 
"update" old information, to allow for con- Because of this thrust-actually our BEEN A HEARING TO COUNTER ANY- 
tinuing on a single subject to exhaustion. only thrust-we find that writers are THING! Now, we speak of "trial" but the 

Dharrna, this will be lengthy enough eager to share. Those who are not are Federal System is now out of funds for 
that I think we had better break the writing always found to have such skeletons or "juries" and therefore no "jury" trials can 
at  this point and pickup again right here at  "adverse intent" or total misunder- be set prior to next year or-I believe there 
next sitting. Thank you. standing of our purpose as to object in is tentative setting for this in October but, 
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be set prior to next year or-I believe there any "ALIEN" (AS IN OFF-PLANET ALI ENS). I s  the JUDGE in point lacking? N- 
is tentative setting for this in October but, This is part of the stupid games of the only in information. He worked with EX- 
if no jury can be had-it will not even be would-be human kings. YOU ARE LAND- ACTLY WHAT HE WAS GIVEN WITH WHICH 
done then. LOCKED, TRAPPED AND AT THE MERCY TO WORK. Interestingly enough, our at- 

In 'criminal" possibility of the things OF THE ONE WORLD WOULD-BE RUL- torney that botched thiscase to non-recov- 
with the George Green saga-Horton ERS-BOTH FACTIOHS VYING FOR TO- ery ability-is now suing Ekkers for some 
(Green's lawyer) has asked for a FIVE WEEK TAL POWER. $6,000 fees. This is in addition to the sum 
trial-to hear a five minute case. This I and my Command, along with other already paid, into the thousands of dol- 
pushes the possible "hearing" date into messengersand teachers, are both on your lars-without him even LOOKING AT THE 
1994 or so. IS THERE POSSIBLY SOME- place and "off planet". A s  is always pre- BOOKS IN POINT! What is your recourse? 
THING WRONG WITH YOUR JUDICIAL sented in times of cycle evolvement-the Good attorneys? Indeed-anyone have 
SYSTEM? Could Mr. Horton be now work- "messengers" are sent to bring you THE any suggestions? We have counseled with 
ing on contingency in lieu of any possible WORD. I am most certainly NOT IN COM- Gerry Spence's firm and they are delight- 
recovery ofinvestment with George Green? PETITION WITH HUMANS IN ANY FORM, fully and refreshingly bound by integrity. 
It looks suspicious for it is over the "gold", SHAPE OR INTENT. If "people" hide Truth They can see that they are a small firm and 
of course. The sending the gold back to the and disallow sharing-so be it, for ours is yet go forth and make personal referrals 
original owner, Dave Overton, is flatly de- not to tamper or compete--the LOSS is directly. We have an exceptional represen- 
nied by the opposition under ALL plead- MAN'S-not mine OR my team's. What- tative now, in Nevada, through them. I 
ings. By the way, storing that gold in the ever becomes the rule of the COURT is that think you can see that the case involving 
court is costing an arm and leg every week! which binds our labor. We do not go the Weaver-Harris Idaho follow-up will 
(Costing the Institute!) against the ruling laws of any LAND. absorb great quantities of Spence's time. 

Now-the worthless books in dispute A s  in the case of US&P I can only offer There is, however, opportunity to have him 
are a real bother and expense to Mr. Green that which I can-and that is to appeal to as full "attorney of record" for "trial" 
who is "out of the publishing businessn he YOU to get the information FROM THEM IF purposes-so don't be despondent. Nei- 
says and wants to close his warehouse-so YOU CAN DO SO [The University of Science ther have we lost the input from the Con- 
he wants the court to assign the books for and Philosophy, P.O. Box520, Waynesboro, stitutional Law Center--only the Sacra- 
STORAGE to the Institute. Fat chance, VA 22980; 1-800-882-5683]. I only recom- mento branch and a close-down of activi- 
George!! Those books will be sold at public mend the SECRETS OFLIGHTand ATOMIC ties until the CLC theft-ring can be fully 
auction and I think you know the value of SUICIDE-by Dr. Walter Russell. Why? isolated and concluded, AND until the 
dated journal-type publications on the open Because I do not find the philosophical Institute can fully function again with avail- 
market-scrap perhaps?-"if" you can find aspects of the group to be valid any more able funding resources. Mr. Dixon is on 
a foolish scrap-paper dealer. Several of the than I endorse ANY CHURCH GROUP OR these cases in ongoing movement-FULL 
books sit at the printers or were never CULT FUNDAMENTAL PLATFORM. Fur- TIME and OVERTWE. Mr. Dixon can be 
printed until someone pays the bill-well, ther, in the instances of this work in point- thanked personally for input to the Aus- 
I think it will not be the Institute! But we it I S  the Truth of the perception of God and trian Ambassador and Amnesty Interna- 
will demand the manuscripts BACK and Universe and LIGHT! Ifwe have offended in tional on behalf of Gunther Russbacher! It 
INTACT! Just what did Mr. Green use the any way, we apologize but it seems hard to carried weight and focused attention-and, 
$150,000-plus for? It was claimed to be for be so in honor of a person's work and have at least for the present--Gunther is out of the 
publishing (printing) the JOURNALS. We it interpreted as contemptuous. If the case KPTCHEN. 
KNOW that the last batch borrowed went has been misrepresented, I cannot help it Mr. Green slammed Mr. Dixon with the 
to publish John Coleman's book-forwhich for we have been allowed NO INPUT nor has insulting label of 'disbarred attorney", etc. It 
that, too, never has shown any return for inquiry been made TO US. SEEMS TO ME THAT THAT IS THE MOST 
the service. It is likewise difiicult to see the merit of POSITIVE THING YOU CAN SAY, THESE 

Mr. Green produced statements which the charges (which were upheld) that we DAYS, ABOUT ANY A'ITORNEY! Mr. Ander- 
indicated a minimum of $3.00 per book unfairly COMPETE! We have no seminars, son, through Mr. Green, also threatens 
and bases value on that today. No, the no school, no nothing-JUST a weekly BLACKMAIL against Mr. Dixon because of 
printer always charged only $1 .SO. THAT Rewspaper of limited subscriptions and their own criminal action-it is a very hard 
comes from the printer himseifl It is the dated JOURNALS presented by controver- time for Mr. Dixon. Everyone support him 
LIES which are in point-WHY WOULD sial writers, at best. How can this possibly and his work for it is dastardly to have to 
ONE LIE ABOUT SUCH THINGS WHEN 'compete" unfairly with a 'Universitf confront these bastards every dayjust to stay 
THERE WERE NEVER QU E ST1 0 N S that claims over 50,000 students and roots alive. It is, however, indicativeofwhatAmerica 
ASKED? WE FIND THAT WE CAN GET back into the last century? Dharma has has become1 So be it. 
THEM PRINTED FOR EVEN LESS THAN been at writing for me just approaching 4 AND ALWAYS REMEMBER: 'PHARAOH 
THAT PRINTER. We eever projected any- years-no roots, no group and obviously- HARDENED HIS H E A K  AND WOULDNT 
thing other than offering integrated re- no sales! WHV DO THE OFFENDED ONES LET GOD'S PEOPLE GO!" 
sources, for our purpose is not to cause NOT GO TO THE GUILTY CULPRITS? 
silly focus on ETs, UFOs or any other such (333) who set this thing up in thisdastardly 
stupid nonsense. WE COME AS HOSTS manner?? Strange! I certainly cannot 
OFGOD AND OURVERY PRESENCE (AND blame ones such as Dr. Binder for HOW 
THE PROBLEMS THRUST AT US) INDI- COULD HE KNOW HE WAS BEING DE- 
CATES THE TRUTH OF THAT PURPOSE. CEIVED? AND, how can 'truth" presenta- 

Are there UFOs? Of courseindeed! tion be CONTEMVI'UOUS in its printing 
Both kinds! The kind you refer to as UFOs publicly? I s  this not still a state of "free 
and meaning "alien craft" AND certainly, expression" and "free press"? How can we 
flying objects you can't identify! Are there be 'unfair competition" when they also 
aliens in your midst abducting hapless say that the "paper in point is not even 
victims and breeding, bloodsucking, im- worthy of carrying sufficient RETRAC- 
planting with babies and such? NO! Not TIOHS?" 

I 

The olXLahota was wise. He knew 
that man's heart, away fi-om 
Nature 6ecmes  hard he knew that 
lhcd of respect fm growing, fiing 
things soon Cedto Ihck of respect fm 
humans, too. So he kept his youth 
close to Nature's softening 
infcuence. 

--Chief l u t h e ~  Standing Bear 
1868, Lakota I d w n  
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Is This The Twilight Of 
3 Our Once-Great Republic. 

7/21/93#1 HATONN 

T T T T T  A q -  IS WRONG WITH AMERICA? 
AND 

IS THIS THEWILIGHT OF 
THE REPUBLIC? 

The best way to see the relatively SAME 
sce~ario today as years and decades past- 
is to share what was offered from insightful 
persons with "inside" information-back 
then. Peter David Beter is the only com- 
mentator who produced consistently "right- 
on" material. He had friends within the 
Rockefeller Cartel and he was given insight 
from this same "author" and I sincerely 
and humbly honor Dr. Peter Beter and the 
Wisconsin Report for making continued 
access to his work, available. 

On 4/28/78 in AudioTape #33 (Topic 3) 
Dr. Beter spoke of The Twilight of the United 
States Republic and it is obvious that only 
the names are changed in OVER 15 years 
since: 

QUOTING: 

Topic #3-What I am trying to do in my 
tapes, my friends, is to help enable you to 
interpret the present in the light of the 
future. Once you understand where events 
are heading, and why, you will no longer be 
mystified and caught by surprise by the 
turbulent events of today. But no one can 
grasp anything about what the future holds 
unless he has learned the lessons of the 
past. Looking a t  the Republic of the United 
States today, some of the most vivid les- 
sons we should have learned from the past 
came out of the collapse of the French 
Third Republic in 1940. 

The collapse of France in the face of 
Hitler's military machine in 1940 was 
shocking, but it was inevitable. The seeds 
of defeat had already been sown in France 
during the preceding years when France 
refused to recognize the reality of the threat 
and take action to protect herself. Like 
America today, France was eaten up from 
within by spies; yet, like America today, 
France felt safe behind its Maginot Line, 
and for public consumption there were 
continuous assurances that French mili- 
tary forces were adequate to maintain 
French security. 

The ability of France to defend herself 

turned out to be pure fiction. When the 
moment of truth arrived, the fine images 
and self-deceptions collapsed, and with 
them the French Third Republic. 

Today, [I9781 the United States is near- 
ing the moment of truth, following a period 
of decay, self-deception and image-making 
that parallels that of France from 1933 to 
1940. Alexander Werth has written a book 
about that period titled "The Twilight of 
France" published in New York by Fertig in 
1966. In the introduction D.W. Brogan 
wrote the following words, and I quote: 
"That France was beaten in 1940 was not 
surprising, only a miracle could have pre- 
vented that; but not only had the world 
come to expect miracles of France, the 
world was dazzled by the victory of 19 18." 
And I quote again: "The French defeat was 
not surprising, what was surprising was 
the failure to preserve the fruits of victory- 
those minimum guarantees of French se- 
curity." 

Like France in 1940, the United States 
today is basking in the afterglow of victory 
long since dead; and like France in 1940, 
we have failed to preserve minimum guar- 
antees for our own security. In fact, America 
has slipped even farther than France be- 
cause under the guise of Arms Limitation 
we have shut down air defense systems, 
military bases and Navy installations, and 
otherwise abandoned the defense of our 
own homeland. Historians are unable to 
find any precedent in history for such 
suicidal action by a great power. The 
twilight of the United States is now guaran- 
teed in that it is humanly impossible for the 
United States either to turn aside or to win 
a war with the Soviet Union. Only a miracle 
could do that, but we, as a nation, do not 
deserve a miracle. Instead of the faith in 
God that built the United States, most 
Americans now put their faith in the United 
States itsewas if it were a godlike being 
that could nevergo m n g  and never be 
defeated. [H: I t  has now even gone 
beyond that and God is removed from 
ALL public recognition while recogni- 
tion of all things against God are accept- 
able and made appropriate by your own 
laws of the land!] 

In the midst of the Moscow meetings 
this month between Vance and Gromyko, 
a Soviet spokesman reiterated for the last 
time in clear terms that this was America's 

last chance to sign a SALT I1 treaty; and 
despite the seeming improvement in the 
tone of the talks and regardless of the 
seeming Soviet willingness to keep talking 
about SALT 11, this was America's last 
chance to surrender by that route. The 
Russians know that the controlled Carter 
administration is stalling for time, they 
know about Operation Desk Top and the 
other ad hoc efforts to find some military 
threat of significance to aim at  the Soviet 
Union, and they know about the Rockefeller 
moves to try to turn China into a credible 
deterrent-but it is all too little and too 
late. The Kremlin has no intention of 
allowing these desperate maneuverings to 
bear fruit, but rather, the Kremlin plans to 
cut them short with war on Soviet terms 
and at  a time chosen by the Soviet Union. 
Since the end of the Moscow talks on April 
22, 1978, the Kremlin has committed itself 
to a step-by-step clearing of the decks for 
war. There is no right timetable but there 
q e  definite steps planned. The intention is 
to complete as many as possible before 
launching war against the United States so 
that it will be possible to concentrate fully 
on America's conquest when the time 
comes. Even so, the Soviet Union stands 
ready for war at  any moment. [H: Do you 
really think it has CHANGED? NO-you 
have moved right into the TRAP and we 
shall speak of that a bit later after this 
writing.] 

Very important to the Kremlin is a pro- 
paganda campaign which has already 
started to get the Russian people ready for 
war. The Soviet Union is going out of its 
way to seem reasonable and constructive 
about arms control in particular while the 
United States is being painted as uncoop- 
erative and threatening. Another top pri- 
ority has to do with Soviet invasion prepa- 
rations in Canada and Mexico which I 
described last month. After the initial 
surprise nuclear attack, the Soviet Union 
wants to be ready to mobilize its troops, 
tanks, artillery, and weapons caches quickly 
for invasion across our northern and south- 
ern borders. There is also the major matter 
of Red China, over which a tug-of-war has 
erupted between the Soviet Union and the 
United States. This is so important that 
two days ago Brezhnev No. 2 (replica/ 
duplicate) sent a Deputy Foreign Minister 
to Peking for talks about the border dis- 
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pute. In the days ahead China will be Particle Beam weapons now hovering 
increasingly the focus of attention by both over locations throughout the United 
sides, but the sleeping giant should have States. There are nine (9) wer the 
been left alone, because the pressures and Washington, D.C. area alone, three (3) 
inducements now being showered on China each over New York City, Roanoke, Vir- 
by the Rockefeller interests are tending to ginia, and Phoenix, Arizona. Also there 
make China more revisionist and therefore are Cosmospheres located over military 
more similar to Russia in political think- installations, dams, state capital cities 
ing. So, unwittingly, our Secret Masters and other major cities. Presently they 
are helping to bring Russia and China are most concentrated in the northeast 
closer together, not farther apart. area of the United States, but there are 

A s  war approaches, the United States twelve (12) each over CaWornia and 
will be plagued increasingly by sabotage Texas, and nine (9) over Kansas. [H: 
and by acts of geophysical warfar-uch Good grief, HOW MANY DO YOU THINK 
as floods, storms, and artificial earth- THERE ARE NOW-15 YEARS LATER?!] 
quakes, especially inCalifornia. Butthe The Carter administration knows all too 
m g e s t  surprise in store forAmerica in well how close we are to war. That is why 
the coming war are the Cosmospheres we are hearing more and more about a 
now hovering over our heads. Unlike possible national emergen-, gas ration- 
the United States in recent gears, the ing, etc. Congress knows too but they, like 
Soviet Union has NEVER FOR GOTTEN the Executive branch, refuse to tell you the 
that quanti- can be-just as important truth. 
as qualitg in a weapons wstem; and in A s  citizens of the United States, we are 
preparation for the coming conflict, the now just like the trusting passengers of 
number of Cosmospheres deployed Korean Air Lines Flight 902-we are just 
worldwide and especially over the United going along for the ride, trusting our pilots 
States began mushrooming early this in Washington; and even when we see 
month. Based on my intelligence infor- dramatic and disturbing signs that some- 
mation as of Aril26, 1978, two days ago, thing is terribly wrong, we as a people 
there are two hundred sixteen--repeat, refuse to accept the responsibility left to u s  
216--Soviet Cosmospheres armed with by the Founders of our Republic. Instead 

of picking up the Constitutional tools that 
were left to us  to prevent disaster, we react 
like the passengers on the Korean plane 
who wondered why the sun was suddenly 
behind them instead of being ahead of 
them. We think it must be all right, surely 
they must know what they are doing; but, 
my friends, our Republic is now in the 
hands of men who don't know what they 
are doing. They know all about lies, in- 
trigue and trickery, but they know nothing 
about honest leadership, nor do they care 
about it. And so the twilight of the Republic 
of the United States of America is deepen- 
ing before our very eyes. We have turned 
away from the Light of Freedom that comes 
only from God, and we are flying into the 
darkness of war. 

END OF QUOTING 

God blesses the daring speakers who 
came before us-they paid dearly-some, 
as Beter, with his life, that you might be 
given into seeing. 

You think the Soviet Union is defunct? 
You had better LOOK AGAIN-NOTHING 
IS CHANGED, REALLY, ONLY WORSENED! 
It is time to read WHAT the handwriting 
says-not just keep repeating that the 
"Handwriting is on the wall!" Salu. 

The Russian Scene And 
Biological Warfare Programs 

7/21/93 #2 HATONN 

THE RUSSIAN SCENE 

In the prior writing it is obvious that "Iw 
feel there is still a tremendous threat from 
the Soviets. I certainly do--not a threat, 
but a full-out probability of total take-over 
of America. What's more important is that 
so does the Government of the United 
States of America! You get a lot of lies but 
the face-off going on now is so deep that 
even the facade is beginning to crack as the 
proverbial Humpty Dumpty egg. 

You keep thinking "Russia" is some- 
how DIFFERENT! You seem to think that 
the Soviets are NO MORE! WRONG! You 
are told lies about everything from the hard 
times in Russia to the old ploy of the 
Russians are not a threat anymore and you 
can spend up your weapons budgets on 
everything else--(??) Really? Aviation Week 
& Space Technology magazine reports a 
continuing surge in Russian space opera- 
tions. You had been told that Russia had 

abandoned its military spy operations- 
but WRONG! Duringthe first three months 
of 1993 Russia launched at  least a dozen 
NEW, unmanned military spacecraft, not 
to be confused in any manner whatsoever, 
with Cosmospheres. There were an addi- 
tional half dozen or more so-called "civil- 
ian" missions. 

YOU don't even know what your own 
country is doing, so how could you possibly 
keep up with others' launches when they 
are hidden from you and you are NEVER 
told the truth about the Shuttle, the mis- 
sions or the correct pay-loads and experi- 
ments, much less the purposes. The up- 
surge in Russian launches and space ac- 
tivity began in late 1992 without any note 
in the U.S. press which was notable- 
except lies about no more cold war and 
assured peace and cut-backs in your own 
military bases and military capability. 

You nice people were told by every 
form of controlled media that the Rur- 
sian military had collapsed! N o p e  
strong and growing! You can compare, 

possibly, a total of 18 KNOWN Russian 
missions as compared to only eight of your 
own during the same period. The new 
Russia retains an unsurpassed and potent 
military space capability. They also, as 
spoken of yesterday with beam technol- 
ogy-have planetary "surfacew control also 
in every category. 

Even your Washington Times of Novem- 
ber 15, 1992 reported that your own U.S. 
"counterspies" insist that Russian spy 
"operations against the United States have 
shown no decline!* The funny thing about 
this statement is that your own intelli- 
gence agencies are so intertwined that it 
would be all but impossible to tell-the 
U.S. is totally infiltrated with Russians. I 
remind you of that which I have told you for 
years: There are more Russian KGB agents 
in the CIA than there are Americans. There 
has been no "collapsen of anything ex- 
cept your "brainsm. 

Russian spy operations are more in- 
tensely at  work now than they have ever 
been and the fact is this is true for every 
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part of the globe. There was a very super- same 'bosses" (Communist) are still in national conference in Moscow, whose 
fidrx name change for the units involved, control who were always in control with theme outlook was 'KGB-Yesterday, To- 
but only an upsurge of activity. Russian absolutely NO CHANGES. Also, most of day, and Tomorrow." 
spying is a bigger threat now than it HAS the current cdrps of former Soviet Generals The 5/3 1 /93 Washington Times re- 
EVER BEEN. supported the coup but are STILL IN POSI- ported: There is increasing evidence, say 

"But the KGB was dismantled," you TIONS OF AUTHORITY WITHIN THE competent Russian Western analysts and 
say? NO, it was not! It changed its name ARMED FORCES ofwhat is NOW called the Russian democrats, that the security po- 
and NOTHING else. The new spy agency is Commonwealth of Independent States. lice remain powerful and are becoming 
now called the SVR, for the equivalent in It is all total B.S. and, yet, your politicians even more so today, despite dismantle- 
Russian of Sluzhba Bneshny Razvedki have thrust this incredible lie off on you- ment." Ah, here we again have the Wash- 
Rossiy (excuse lack of Russian letters), or the-people, dismantle your m i l i t q  and ingtonTimes! How isitthat the Washington 
FOREIGNINTELLIGENCESERVICEOFRUS- bases and there you have it. PLANNED 7Ims can print what the controlled media 
SIA! It was formed early in 1991, after the DECEPTION. doesn't seem to notice? Because it is 
KGB was officially disbanded in the wake of You have read what we have offered on owned by ones who claim to be that which 
the August, 1991 false and phony coup. your own underground facilities [most re- they are not. It is superficially owned by 

Your own U.S. counterintelligence 0%- cently in the May 1 1 ,  1 9 9 3  issue of CON- "Moon" who is what? Korean. He WAS a 
cials are worried and come right out and say TACT] and the incredible technology devel- seemingly religious zealot who gathered 
that 'We're very concerned about the num- oped and stored there. Well, there are at thousands of followers under the guise of 
ber of SVR intelligence officers. The number least 27 KNOWN "closed" cities around 'Jesus Christ". N e t h i s  man is a shrewd, 
is way beyond what we consider to be accept- Russia now involved in strategic weapons trained political operator. You will be given 
able, given the kinds of relations the Rus- production. The secret installations are EXACTLY what you are wanted to know- 
sians want." Also, "Other foreign spying is described in your own Washington fl'mes and strength of your adversary is one thing 
done by the GRU, Russia's military intelli- as  taken from the Russian paper. Many of they do not want Y OU-THE-PEOPLE TO 
gence agency. You have a real ' h a r d h d  these cities are located deep underground, MISS. This is nothing other than change 
as director of this GRU, Gen. Fedor Ladygin. encased in granite. the name and nothing else. While you 
The GRU military intelligence service remains To make sure that no Western arms think the police force was dissolved-no, it 
extremely aggressive." treaty inspections could gain access, simply geared up under a different label 

By the way-you know that nice Mr. Boris Yeltsin signed legislation CLOS- and is increasing in strength and power. 
Yeltsin? Well, the hard-liners are in control of ING 16 REGIONS and cities throughout "Ninety to 95 percent of middle-ranking 
the Russian military-NOT Mr. Yeltsin-so the country, involved with production KGB officers remain in the same Dositions 
things are not as rosy as your politicians of radioactive material. and mass de- as before the Aunust, 1991 'cou~" at- 
would have you think. Yeltsin's approval is struction weapons. Of the 755,000 t em~t .  Even the leader of the Aunust. 199 1 
not worth the paper it is written on as far as employees in those closed regions, be- c o u ~ ,  KGB General Vladimir Krvuchkov, 
nuclear matters are concerned. Russia has tween 1,500 and 2,000 are scientists, stated in an interview with the TASS news 
some 25,000 to 30,000 nuclearweapons and the remainder is comprised of techni- asrencv that the new state securitv o m i -  
it is the 'General StafP who has the technical dans and workers. DOE8 THIS REALLY zations formed in Russia. followina the 
ability to launch nuclear-tipped missiles SOUND LIKE PEACEFUL ACTMTIES? "breakut, ' of the old USSR. are far more 
without any approval &om Ydtsin. Further, ifTHIS MUCH information isgiven powerful than was the old KGB. That is 

A s  of last Fall, the Russians were already out-what do you think they REALLY have pretty darned powerful, readers. 
blatantly ignoring arms control agreements. and who is in cahoots with whom? Now, you integrate this powerful force 
Why have there been ongoing pretense of On Dec. 12, 1991, the U.S. Congress with the Mossad of Israel and ties to the 
agreements and ongoing negotiations? TO appropriated $400 million to dismantle, British Intelligence 'mother" agency and 
GEI' WHAT THEY COULD OUT OF THE store, and destroy the Saviet weapons of hook it in with the CIA, etc., and you come 
UNITED STATES! Moreover, it has worked mass destruction. Can you just see the out with well-trained killers such as the 
superbly-theyGETandyouGIVE. Theyget laughter now? They have dismantled BATF operatives paid by the IMF and or- 
giventouuiyarrgetiuterestbearing~ 1POTHINOi-but use the aid &&red and dered about by the U.N. as at WACO, 
i € y o u g e t ~ a u g h t i n a ~ e r l  The givea to incream and exprnd the me- TEXAS! 
Soviets said they %auld not have to fire a crecy of strategic weapons design and How many of you remember that one of 
shoe and %e can hang the Americans and production facilities. Another strange the 'dealinc points which was supposed 
'they' will give us the rope with which to do but seriously crudrl fact-is that they to get your sympathy and cooperation was 
it"!! DON'T NEED MORE MUCLEAR WEAP- that 'aid" would be monitored and distrib- 

Good grief, readers, look at the control OMS--THEY HAVE PARTFCLE BEAMS. uted by the KGB by whatever name. Now 
agreements. In the "joint understandmgf The only thing that saves your (and the guess what: Over 75 percent of the employ- 
guiding the rurcompleted START I1 strategic Ruuiuus and the world's) bacon 1. that ees of the new Russian Stock and Corn- 
anns control treaty, Moscow agreed to elimi- a faction out of the Uhrine, etc., are not modities Exchange Center ARE FORMER 
nate all 308 of the dreaded 10-warhead SS- on the side of these build-up mongers. KGB OFFICIALS. How handy! You thought 
18s on the d u b i o u m d  unacceptabk+ They also have nuclear weapons and these bad guys were gone? No, Yeltsin's 
proposition of stripping them down to a have the higher capability in the Rus- government has fired only about 400 KGB 
SINGLE warhead. No me who attended sian space program. officers (from the old USSR regime) and 
the latest conference in Moscow is not there are still some 135,000 of the most 
copvind the Russians have simply "laid WHAT OF KGB NAME-CHANGE? unsavory ones still employed. Oh indeed a 
1od' in order to reap blackmail-hostage lot of them stopped the old 'comrade" 
good. and services. On June 1, 1993, Radio Moscow re- trick, but guess what-the new bunch of 

ported: "The Russian security service con- the security ministry are back to calling 
WHO IS IN CHARGE? tinues working without a clear cut regula- each other 'Chekistim--a name that hark- 

tion of its activities. It defines its own goals ens back to the Bolshevik secret police, 
The "Reds" are still in total charge. In and priority tasks." [H: Henhouse foxes?] the Cheka, a KGB forerunner. 

the villages wherever you might go-the This is the conclusion drawn by the inter- Indeed, readers, I would most certainly 
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check my emergency supplies and shelter revealing document that proves Viet- any weaponry to deliver them." 
systems. It is a real good time, if you have nam lied to the United States about the "A confidential report,' prepared in 
ignored me to date-to get our JOURNALS number of war prisoners it held. IMME- spring, 1992 at Yeltsin's direction by a 
on "survival" [particularly #6, see back DIATELY UPON NEWS OF THIS DOCU- retired Russian general, Anatoly 
page for ordering infomtion] or get Dr. MENT BECOMING PUBLIC IN THE U.S., Kuntsevich, revealed that the military had 
Robinson's Fighting Chance worn Oregon MORRIS WAS CUT OFF FROM THE AR- illicitly developed aerial bombs and rocket 
Institute Of Science And Medicine, P.O. Box CHIVES. warheads capable of carrying deadly an- 
1279, Cave Jundion, OR 97523; single cop- Interestingly enough, the Russians dis- thrax, tularemia and Q fever biological 
ies, $5.95; 5 copies, $2.00 each; prices missed the archivist who allowed Morris to warfare agents. Yeltsin responded to 
include shipping] OR BOTH! By  the way, read the file and informed Morris that he no Kuntsevich's report by issuing a decree in 
YOUR GOVERNMENT STILL PUBLISHES longer would have access to the Moscow April, 1992 ordering such work halted and 
A VOLUME CALLED HOW TO SURVIVE files. This was made public in the Washing- its funding halted." 
NUCLEAR WAR with annualized updates. ton POST-so it must be valid. The Soviet defector's information "pro- 
Does that really sound as ifyou are OUTOF Thus, at the very time that Clinton voked anxiety about the size of the biowar 
THE WAR BUSINESS? w a s  pushing billions of dollars in new program and how f a r  the Soviets had got- 

But you might ask, "What about the U.S. foreign aid to Moscow, the Russian ten in producing weapons carrying 
help the Russians were going to give u s  government is nicely helping to wreck DEADLY VIRAL STRAINS THAT ARE 
with our POW-MIAs-and the Korean Air (along with your own government) all RESISTANT TO VACCINES." 
Liner disaster, etc., etc., . . .??" Hummnn- efforts to h d  American prisoners of The 21 1 /93 Newsweek magazine re- 
a funny thing happened on the way to the war. Now just who do you think STILL ported that the Soviet Union's biowar pro- 
"forumn- - -. controls who? gram involved "avast operation employing 

25,000 people at 18 or more Research and 
SABOTAGED- BIOLOGICAL WARFARE Development facilities, six production 

THE POW CONNECTION PROGRAMS CONTINUE plants and a major storage complex in 
Siberia. The goal was  to take known 

It was all BLACKMAIL AT ANY RATE. In view of what we now know about the pathogens and alter their genetic struc- 
BUT, Russian President Boris Yeltsin told U.S. involvement with the World Health tures  to make them resistant to western 
the U.S. Congress that he would help lo- Organization, etc., in biological destruc- drugs." The Soviet defector, Vladimir 
cate U.S. prisoners of war held captive by tion, this may seem tame, but nonetheless Pasechnik, was a microbiologist who had 
the old Soviet Government. Yes, he did say this is a well-researched document (delib- firsthand knowledge of the enormous 
that and flaunted documents, and so on. erately released) but as intelligence and biowar program aimed against the West. 
You readers have to remember that a LOT counterintelligence along with defectors Pasechnik maintains that a Soviet pro- 
of prisoners from the Korean war were and defections are concern@, it is pretty gram to develop a genetically engineered, 
REMOVEDTO RUSSIAN PRISONS! SOME insightful so we will thank the defector dry form of SUPERPLAGUE, resistant to 
ARE STILL ALIVE--BUT I DOUBT "VERY AND the Washington Post along with antibiotics, dates from 1984 and was a top 
WELL", although hostage value and black- Newsweek magazine and others for this priority. The work continues. Another 
mail value is always considered. Well, information: little project is massive production of MY- 
certainly nothing has come from that little The Washington Post reported in Au- COTOXIN. This is the dreaded warfare 
speech. The Dec. 30, 199 1 Washington gust, 1992, that the U.S. and Britain are agent which causes total immunosuppres- 
Times reported: "Russia is sabotaging ef- worried that the Russian government may sion--dysfunction of the nervous system, 
forts by a team of U.S. investigators prob- not have fulfilled a promise to shut down coma and death. 
ing the fate of American POWs who report- the Soviet Union's extensive program for So how is your day so far? 
edly had been held in the Soviet Union and making germ weapons: "Underlying U.S. Another cute little project they have 
the inquiry may be halted. Russian spy concerns is the suspicion that the highly perfected is a brand new mobile missile 
agencies have played 'a spoiling role'in the secret former Soviet program is not f d v  known as "Fatboy". It is similar to, but 
entire U.S. effort, says a Dec. 10, 1992 under President Yeltsin's control, and stockier than, that dreaded SS-25, and is 
communication from the U.S. Embassy in that elements of it have been hidden b y  in full production in aplace called Votkinsk. 
Moscow." This is the same Embassy that Russian military officials w h o  want to This is very bad news, for the Russians will 
is under full assault by microwave beams. keep  parts of the program intact. not stop short of at  least a thousand of 
Guess who is involved? Indeed, the suc- "A high-level Soviet defector claimed these little dynamite toys. 
cessor  to that nasty old KGB. The "line" that Moscow engaged in systematic de- 
is begrudgingly offered "....that there are ception on biological warfare issues AT LEAST THE RUSSIANS ARE 
NO admissions of indirect involvement with throughout the 1980s. NOT IN BOSNIA 
Korean War  POW-MIAs and official denials "The defector revealed that, for the first 
of ANY involvement with Vietnam POWs." time, Moscow had not just one, but t w o  They aren't? In spite of promising neu- 
Doesn't sound like anything other than big biological warfare programs. Besides the trality-the Russians (Soviets) quietly sup- 
investments with the business deals of obviously military-run program that had ply Serbian forces with fuel, military hard- 
those two countries in point-Korea and provoked longstanding U.S. concern, the ware and parts. Most of the material is sent 
Vietnam. Of course it goes even further- government was also conducting secret easily by rail through Ukraine and Roma- 
you had better pay attention to just WHO germ weapons research in the civilian nia. Even uniforms are provided. Wow, 
is given credit for supplying money to re- Bioreparat facilities." The charge was de- and while no one watches, a most dreaded 
build the Subic Bay base in the Philip- nied by former Soviet President Gorbachev. thing is happening. The Russians are 
pines-that's right, the Russians. But Russian President Yeltsin admitted to building a naval base in Montenegro on the 

A few months after the above, a more U.S. President Bush in February, 1992 Adriatic Sea. WHY? Defunct and broken 
open Russian cover-up of U.S. POWs was that: "The Soviet military had violated an nation-forget it, readers, and put on your 
uncovered. Harvard-based researcher, international treaty, negotiated in 1972, waist waders and save your newspapers 
Stephen J. Morris was studying files in the barring development, production or stock- for fallout protection. And by the way- 
Russian archives when he discovered a piling of toxin and biological agents and keep up your intake of Gaiandriana be- 
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cause the frequencies .we going to pick up WHOLE POPULATION, because they saw functioning joint ventures, INTERNA- 
very, very shortly and jou won't be able to it as a way to make a lot of money for TIONAL CONSORTIUMS, etc., through 
handle them. themselves." Only 2 to 3 percent of the capital investment. 

population is benefiting from the new Com- 'Consideration of ways and means of 
SO WHAT NOW? munist-created, alleged 'market system'. establishing a bank controlled by the Cen- 

The rest of the Russian population is too tral Committee with the right 'to conduct 
You don't seem to have many ways to poor to participate. hard-currency operations, the investment 

turn do you? The Khazarian Banksters on It is  this tiny two to three percent of the party's hard-currency reserves in 
the one hand, the Bolsheviks and Soviets nomenklatura-Mafi Elite, that is benefit- international firms controlled by friends of 
on the other-and yet all intertwined in ing from U.S. foreign aid. Do you really the Party abroad. 
effort to buy and sell a world-YOURS! think that Russia will NOT be admitted 'Creation of aconsulting firm.. .without 

Worse insult-the Soviets call this a to the G-7 GROUP OF INTERNATIONAL direct links to the Central Committee ap- 
"PHOENIX" revitalization of the Red Em- MONETARY FUNDERS? paratus, for the practical organization of 
pire. economic cooperation and PROVISION OF 

There is a most revealing article by a RUSSIA'S SECRET RULERS BROKERAGE SERVICES FOR FOREIGN 
Soviet "expert" named Dimitri Simes. This ECONOMIC ACTMTY OF VARIOUS Party 
was carried in the Washington Post for This is  the name of avery excellent book Organizations and the commercial firms of 
October 16,1991-before the collapse! He from 1992, by Lev Timofeyev (publisher: Communist Parties abroad." [H: I ask 
reported: "A remarkably candid KGB do- Kopf), which documents how the Russian that you readers harken back to what I 
mestic analysis, made available to me, Mafia has strong ties to both hard-line told you when we first presented this 
predicted in part that 'the collapse of the Communists as well as their political oppo- material and then you saw it come to 
system (that outlived itself) cleared the nents in the democratic movement. pa-ne of the FIRST major business 
path for establishing a strong authoritar- Timofeyev obtained a Communist Party organizations established in Moscow- 
ian regime in our country in a moderate Central Committee document, dated Au- which Gorbachw was made PRESIDENT 
national-DEMOCRAT wrapping.' Such a gust 23, 1990-a full year prior to the of after hisstep-down-WAS KISSINGER 
regime, said that KGB document: 'will be "coup". The document provides evidence ASSOCIATES. How big and powerf' a 
able to more effectively (and with greater that the Communist Party was preparing "brokeragen operation do you need?] 
flexibility) REBUILD THE UNION and to to go underground. In line with V.I. Lenin's Timofeyev commented: T h e  old Party 
give new impulse to the nation's develop- New Economic Policy (NEP) tactics of tak- apparatus has deeply concealed its under- 
ment'." This report was published BE- ing two steps forward and one step back- ground structure." Criminal prosecutors 
FORE the December, 1991 "collapse" of ward, the Communist leadership realized who started an investigation in October, 
the old USSR. The long-term KGB plan to that they could not modernize the nation 199 1, "found more than a hundred com- 
work with politicians like Yeltsin was thus without a humongous amount of Western mercial Communist Party enterprises in 
revealed. capital. The Party leaders also knew that Moscbw and about six hundred, all told, 

The so-called "market economy" in Western governments and businessmen throughout Russia. Among the direction 
Russia, was actually planned by the Com- would be reluctant to pour such vast new of these shadowy Party firms are people 
munist Party. [H: Gosh, even we told you amounts of money into a heavily indebted who have substantial influence in the 
this over and wer  again while "good- Bolshevik system. Timofeyev stated: CURRENT legitimate government. 
heartedn patriots tried to kill us.] The 2 /  "The term 'wild privatization'hasgained "President Yeltsin is surrounded by 
13/92 New York Timesreported: "A month currency in Russia to describe the sponta- yesterday's nomenklatura apparatchiks, 
BEFORE the failed August, 199 1 coup neous effort of yesterday's apparatchiks to just as President Gorbachev was before 
attempt, Soviet President Mikhail S. seize as much for themselves as possible him. They are the same provincial Com- 
Gorbachev signed a document authorizing and  t u r n  i t  into private property. munist Party committee secretaries, mak- 
the Communist Party to put its money into Prikhvatizatsia is NOT primarily a matter ing the same efforts to influence the Presi- 
small enterprises, joint stock companies, of financial maneuvers by individual Party dent. In each of the new states of the 
private banks and other capitalist ven- bureaucrats. The fact is that long before former USSR, the power structures are 
tures, according to testimony at  a Russian the collapse of ABOVE GROUND Commu- genetically connected to the structures of 
Parliament hearing. nist Party structures in August, 1991, the past, to the Communists." 

"The document, disclosed by the Rus- apparatchiks were carefully planning po- In his 1984 book, NewLies forold, KGB 
sian Deputy Prosecutor, Yevgny K. Lisov, litical action to preserve the maximum of defector Anatoliy Golitsyn correctly pre- 
confirmed a trend as Communist Party power in SECRET Party structures." The dicted the end of the Berlin Wall and revo- 
functionaries scurried to shelter themselves Central Committee document states: lutionary changes inside the Soviet em- 
and their money from a conversion to a "...The following measures should be pire. Having studied the long-range KGB 
market economy." The Communist Party taken immediately in order to secure con- plans, he wrote: 
funds amounted to $50 BILLION, 60 TONS ditions for the launching of commercial "To be credible and effective, a decep- 
OF GOLD, 150 TONS of silver, and 8 TONS and foreign economic activity by the party: tion should accord, as far as possible, with 
of platinum. Preparation of proposals to create some the hopes and expectations of those it is 

The purpose of this Communist Party new 'interim' economic structures (foun- intended to deceive. Since the Communist 
plunge into capitalism was to continue dations, associations, etc.) with minimal strategists were aware, especially through 
the power of the Party elite, AFTER THE 'visible' ties to the Central Committee, knowledge of the Bilderberprer Papers that 
STAGED "COLLAPSE OF COMMUNISM". which could become focal points of the the West ardently desired the disintegra- 
The 4/ 15/93 Washington Times reported: 'invisible party economy'. tion of the Communist bloc, they could 
"Children of the nomenklatura (the Com- "Immediate preparations of plans for anticipate that the projection, to the 
munist Elite) have their own businesses. using anonymous organizations to MASK outside world, of a fictitious disintegra- 
They have their own credit cards. The direct links to the Party when launching tion of the bloc would be advantageous- 
Gorbachev-era Communists opened the commercial and foreign economic Party provided always that it was accompa- 
system in the interests of the Party Elite activity; in particular, consideration of nied, in parallel, by an actual (but par- 
and NOT IN THE INTEREST OF THE the possibility of merging with already tially concealed] implementation of the 
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long-range policv of STRENGTHENING often miss the very essence of life in that Golden Door. 
THE BLOC." which they refuse to share. Poetry is 

Golitsyn's predictions were correct as to 'private", even if it be a verse in a card and Follow dove, follow-the fern's shadozuec 
what has happened: KGB-planned changes when ones are given to sharing, oh, how I trail, 
'will make possible the introduction of wish we could capture it all, share it all and The lonely mad narrows, but never wili 
controlled political opposition, which leave these things of 'experiencing" in fail. 
will provide the basically totalitarian re- dark ignorance to the living dead. Note Though darkness seems looming to hinder 
gimes with a convincinn b~ression of that even the 'poetry* of Dante speaks the flight, 
hndrmental chaawe and a semblance of frob out of the depths of longing for soul- Hold steady in Tmth, toward that unfail- 
democracv." So, the fact as stated prior to longing to rejoice in the Lighted Places of ing Light. 
this that some 75 percent of the people who the Lion that Peace could come within. Each beating of heart and of wing stmng 
are now involved in the Moscow Stock &s Poetry speaks of those things which and sure, 
Commodities Exchange are from the KGB "happen" and ones can express without Causes distance to fall like zuornpetals- 
is a vivid demonstration of the accuracy of embarrassment unto self for the 'feelings" wind stimd. 
Golitsyn's long-range forecasts. which can be claimed as 'simply words". Soon the Godly shall go unrewarded no 

No-and beyond all-is the poem of a child more 
* + *  as he mispronounces his words and spells See, the Master awaits. He's flung open 

themonlyas theysoundfor i f i tbeh is  thedoor! 
I would like to close this segment now own-he is reaching out in expression of 

and offer appreciation and honor, again, to thought and emotion-which, of course, A STORY THAT EVER REPEATS 
C.B. Baker of Youth Action News. goes beyond the physical and into the (Marisa; May, 1993) 

Please contact Mr. Baker at P.O. Box totality of "energy" which is emotion. 
3 12, Alexandria, Virginia 223 13. If you are drawn to write and share, it is The Great Mind imagined, from stillness' 

Also, he offers the document called The our joy to receive and we shall share with clime, 
New Russian Threat & E.L.F. Zapping at ALL as there is space for wisdom written as Then wondrous Creations were born 
special quantity prices. This is one of the remembered greatness or observations of Living and breathing, moving and grow- 
MOST IMPORTANT PIECES OF INFORMA- simply thought-it touches that part of ing 
TION YOU COULD ACQUIRE AND OFFER "another" which longs to SHARE and Were creatures of myriad form, 
TO YOUR FRIENDS. THERE WONT BE knows not how for the limitations of physi- Sustained by a sphere of magnificent 
ANY DISCUSSION OF ETs OR RELIGION- cal are so great as to batter down the grace- 
JUST THE HARD NUCLEAR FACTS! creative thought within. A beauteous bosom of green. 

Don't be turned off by those who refuse I have some "thoughts" from a most The mountains and valleys, the deserts 
to see or hear-NOBODY WANTS TO SEE beloved friend who privately shares with and plains, 
OR HEAR THIS STUFF! Golly, precious me-not wishing to "impose" on w e q  And oceans of blue set the scene. 
friends, you are near the possible demise of shoulders or busy eyes-and we treasure 
your planet! the gift. This first one speaks of "Good- A great golden Light crossed the heavens 

Sdu. ness" and a longing to bring some good- by day, 
ness into the reality from out of the shad- Brin-ging motion to all living things. 

The Pause 
That Refreshes 

7122/93#1 HATONN 

FROM THE HEART--IN SONG 

Ah, it is the heart that sings when pen 
is placed against the scroll. When you hear 
your words in lyric form it is the soul 
speaking-presenting that which has great 
meaning. There are many ones who write 
limericks, sonnets and rhymes, and they 
all express a "mind" speaking--even if the 
subject be just another incident in 'an- 
other day". 

We are blessed in this place for many 
ones write to us  and share with "poetry" 
that which is often beyond expression of 
"mere" words. Each who shares brings 
beauty, love and TRUTH into our lives and 
lifts our spirits as on a fresh breeze- 
reporting that which is often unspoken for 
"lack of words". We could fill our papers 
and books with nothing else and yet still 
tell the story--but who would read? Ones 

ows to express in joy and love. A silvery Light waxed and waned through 
the nights, 

GOODNESS IN THE SHADOW Signs and wonders were forged in her 
(Marisa; May, 1993) rings, 

Man and woman came down bearing soul 
My soul, like a dove, awaits the new morn gi fs  from God. 
When peace and prosperities' tmth will Precious time passed away as they grew. 

be born; Many times on the wheel of Live would 
When mankind will know about living's they turn, 

true worth; Each time learning a lesson or two. 
When love and elation will greet Knowing's 

birth; Civilizations were borne into might, 
When values once given to money and Led by the good and the just. 

things, Then man succumbed to the powers of 
Will sail away, on dark, leaden wings. greed, 
A new sort of day will greet mankind then, And broughttheirworks crumblingto dust. 
With genius of thought and freedom of How many times has man lived through 

pen. the same- 
In a story that ever repeats? 

No longer will goodness be treated as Why does man keep falling, as helpless, 
rust, dumb prey 

Being scraped and removed and thrown For the tempters; the liars; the cheats? 
into the dust. 

Like the fern, goodness grows often best- They promised great riches and Feedom 
in the shadow, from toil, 

Alongside the path, unto Him few will Luxuries, leisure and bliss. 
follow. Man willingly follows the lure to his doom, 

Rrst one, then another, casts down un- Hardly noticing things are amiss. 
seen spore, Though some try to shake him and wake 

'Ti1 green ferns line the path, up to God's him to Tmth 
.a. 4 
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He only responds with a scorn. 
Not wanting to see or to hear it at all- 
Believing the lie-He's 'reborn'. 
Until one day shackled in bond servitude, 
Man raises his dream-weary head. More On The 
Beholding his d6ASTER in homr  of 

Truth- 
In the dark pits of he22 whem = led. Committee Of 300 

AH, AND WHICH MASTER 
DO YOU FOLLOW?? 7/22/93 # 1 HATONN police also discovered evidence that in at 

least a dozen cases, these powerful and 
The note appended to this last one Continued excerpts from: CONSPIRA- prominent families had allowed their homes 

expresses the frustrations ofyou all who TORS' HIERARCHY: THE STORY OF THE and-or property to be used as safe houses 
have come to KNOW TRUTH of God's COMMITTEE OF 300, by "Dr. John for Red Brigades cells. 
journey and purpose and cannot seem to Coleman". To end the problem of trying to America's "nobility" were doing their 
reach 'through" to another. Marisa find 'Coleman" to get the book in point I share to destroy the Republic of Italy, a 
says that this was born from her own will volunteer our people to accept and notable contribution having come from 
personal frustrations in fruitlessly try- forward requests for the book on to re- Richard Gardner even while in his official 
ing to help others see, and the sadness source if you prefer. I am happy to note to capacity as President Carter's Ambassa- 
she feels for them if they continue in these who believe they are my enemy- dor to Rome. At that time Gardner was 
their chosen ignorance. ARE NOT! I KNOW my enemy and all operating under the direct control of Bettino 

Ah, blessed child, can you not see- others are simply "tools" and can be ac- Craxi, an important member of the Club of 
that you cannot 'make" another see- quired for God's service if they but wish to Rome and a key man in NATO. Craxi was 
you can only SHARE. When you KNOW alter their direction of travel. the leading edge of the conspirators' at- 
WITHIN and REALIZE it is frustration- Wouldn't our people like to recover some tempts to destroy the Italian Republic. A s  
then and only then-shall your own soul of the expenses of this book reaching the we shall see, Cmxi was almost successful 
accept its peace so constantly offered by public? Not in this manner. I would prefer in ruining Italy, and as the conspirators' 
God unto YOU! ' The entim journeg that somewhere along the line here, Josef hierarchy's leading player, was able to get 
begins and ENDS- WITH dbE (POU)!" Pavlonski [AKA 'Dr. John Co1eman"jeal- divorce and abortion pushed through the 
Remember? izes the truth ofwherein is his strength and Italian Parliament, resulting in the most 

Marisa, and each of you-if you just comes again into utilizing the 'loaned" far-reachingand destructive religious and 
'light one little candlem-what a bright equipment for the purpose offered-to fur- social changes ever to strike at the Catholic 
world this will be! Thank you-for in ther Truth. FIRST MUST COMETHE "GIV- Church and, consequently, the morals of 
your own understanding-comes MY ful- ING" IN TRUTH-AND THEN, ONLY THEN, the Italian nation. 
fillment of service and task. The soul CAN BE CLAIMED THE REWARDS OF After President Ronald Reagan was 
must always search for that perfection SERVICE. SO BE IT. elected, an important meeting was held in 
which it recognizes through "peace". To conserve time and space I shall not Washington D.C. in December 1980 under 
KNOW, too, students, that "peace" is do a great writing or "catch-up" for new the auspices of the Club of Rome and the 
wrapped in MANY packages for even as readers. I will only suggest that if you wish Socialist International. Both these organi- 
frustrations swirl about your being-the it "all", youll have to go back to earlier zations are directly responsible to the Com- 
ONE direction of movement unto God IS copy of this paper. We have the practice of mittee of 300. The main agenda was to 
peace! The frustrations are but the taking up exactly where we leave off when formulate ways and means of how to neu- 
"signs" of the journey relative to the continuing a document and YOU have to tralize the Reagan presidency. A group 
physical experience. The fact that you catch up for our regular readers ask not to plan was adopted and, as we look back, it 
REACH OUT for that peace-IS the very waste the space available. .Thank you. is perfectly clear that the plan the con- 
recognition that you are "makingn it so, spirators agreed to follow has been very 

You must never change those steps BACKGROUND FOR THE successful. 
unto God-for the frustrations of the physi- "CONSPIRATORS" HIERARCHY In order to get an idea of how vast and 
cal experience ARE THE TESTINGS of "in- how all-pervasive is this conspiracy, it 
tentw. All things physical can be changed, QUOTING continued (from chapter en- would be appropriate at this point to name 
altered and restored if you but give wise titled "An Overview And Some Case Histo- the goals set by the Committee of 300 for 
action in that which frustrates--changing ries", p.7) : the pending conquest and control of the 
that which can be changed and in wisdom, world. There are at least 40 known 'branch 
releasing that which you cannot seem to (Excerpt 2): ... Various groups had offices" of the Committee of 300, and we 
change. combined under the name of socialism to shall be listing them all, together with a 

Most of you "suffer" in situations bring about the downfall of several Italian description of their functions. Once this is 
which CAN BE COMPLETELY CHANGED- governments since the Club of Rome was studied it becomes easy to understand 
IF YOU BUT TAKE COURAGE AND MAKE established in 1968. Among these are the how one central conspiratorial body is able 
CHANGES THROUGH ACTIONS WHICH Black Nobility of Venice and Genoa, P2 to operate so successfully and why it is that 
YOU KNOW ARE NECESSARY. YOU ARE Masonry and the Red Brigades, all working no power on Earth can withstand their 
ALL CLAIMING TO BE BRAVE ENOUGH for the same goals. Police investigators in onslaught against the very foundations of 
TO "DIE" FOR GOD OR BROTHER-ARE Rome working on the Red Brigades-Aldo a civilized, progressive world, based on 
YOU? ARE YOU WILLING AND BRAVE Moro case came across the names of sev- freedom of the individual, especially as it is 
ENOUGH TO LNE FOR GOD? THEREIN eral very prominent Italian families work- declared in the United States Constitution. 
LIES THE TRUTH OF THE JOURNEY! ing closely with this terrorist group. The Thanks to the sworn testimony of 
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Guerzoni, Italy and Europe-but not the which the U.S. Army acted as mercenaries 
U.S.-learned that Kissinger was behind for the Committee of 300 in bringing Ku- 
the death of Aldo Moro. This tragic affair wait back under its control and at  the same 
demonstrates the ability of the Committee time making an example out of Iraq so that 
of 300 to impose its will upon any govern- other small nations would not be tempted 
ment without exception. Secure in his to work out their own destiny. 
position as a member of the most powerful Kissinger also threatened the late Ali 
secret society in the world, and I am not Bhutto, President of the sovereign nation 
talking about Freemasonry, Kissinger not of Pakistan. Bhutto's "crime" was that he 
only terrified Moro, but carried through on favored nuclear weapons for his country. 
his threats to "eliminate" Moro if he did A s  a Moslem state, Pakistan felt threat- 
not give up his plan to bring economic and ened by continued Israeli aggression in the 
industrial progress to Italy. Middle East. Bhutto was judicially mur- 

In June and July of 1982, the wife of dered in 1979 by the Council on Foreign 
Aldo Moro testified in open court that her Relations representative in the country, 
husband's murder came about as a result General Zia ul Haq. 
of serious threats against his life, made by In his planned ascent to power, ul Haq 
what she called "a high-ranking United encouraged a frenzied mob to set fire to the 
States political figure." Mrs. Eleanora U.S. Embassy in Islamabad in an apparent 
Moro repeated the precise phrase report- attempt to show the CFR that he was his 
edly used by Kissinger in the sworn testi- own man and to secure more foreign aid 
mony of Guerzoni: "Either you stop your and, it was later learned, to murder Rich- 
political line or you will pay dearly for it." ard Helms. Several years later, ul Haq paid 
Recalled by the judges, Guerzoni was asked with his life for intervening in the war 
if he could identify the person Mrs. Moro raging in Afghanistan. His C- 130 Hercules 
was talking about. Guerzoni replied that it aircraft was hit by an ELF (electrical low 
was indeed Henry Kissinger as he had frequency) shot shortly after it took off, 
previously intimated. causing the aircraft to loop into the ground. 

Guerzoni went on to explain to the court The Club of Rome, acting on Committee 
that Kissinger had made his threats in of 300 orders to eliminate General ul Haq, 
Moro's hotel room duringthe Italian leader's had no compunction in sacrificing the lives 
official visit to the U.S. M o r e t h e n  Prime of a number of U.S. servicemen on board 
Minister and Foreign Minister of Italy, a the flight, including a U.S. Army Defense 
NATO member-country-was aman of high Intelligence Agency group headed by Briga- 
rank, one who would never have been dier General Herbert Wassom. General ul 
subjected to Mafia-like pressures and Haq had been warned by the Turkish Se- 
threats. Moro was accompanied on his cret Service not to travel by plane, as he 
American visit by the President of Italy in was targeted for a mid-air bombing. With 
his official capacity. Kissinger was then, this in mind, ul Haq took the United States 
and still is, an important agent in the team with him as "an insurance policy," as 
service of the Royal Institute for Interna- he commented to his inner circle advisors. 
tional Affairs, a member of the Club of In my 1989 work "Terror in the Skies", 
Rome and the Council on Foreign Rela- I gave the following account of what hap- 
tions. pened: "Shortly before ul Haq's C- 130 took 

[H: The term CFR, Trilaterals, etc., off from a Pakistan military base, a suspi- 
will be coming up again and again and cious looking truck was seen close to the 
again in every subject we handle-you hangar that had housed the C-130. The 
need to be informed. I ask that a copy control tower warned base security, but by 
ofuTHECFR-TRILATERAL-NEWWORLD the time action was taken, the C- 130 was 
ORDER CONNECTIONn be presented in already airborne and the truck had gone. A 
this COIVTACT, please {see pages 27 86 few minutes later the plane began looping- 
48). For this document we honor Fund the-loop until it hit the ground and ex- 
to Restom an Educated Electomte, Cy ploded in a ball of fire. There is no expla- 
Minett, P.O. BOX 33339, KerdUe, TX nation for such behavior by the C-130, an 
78029. Copies can be obtained directly aircraft with a marvelously reliable record, 
from that resource. Look carefully at and a joint Pakistani-United States board 
the lineup of U.S. high-ranking persons of enquiry found no pilot error or mechani- 
(who actually control your nation cal or structural failure. Looping-the-loop 
through government and business). I is a recognized trade-mark of an aircraft 
hope it will be shocking enough to you hit by ELF f i e .  [H: Emphasis mine and 
readers to contact "FREE" iffor nothing I shall be often adding emphasis.] 
else than to thank them for such a fine That the Soviet Union has been able to 
job of sharing this information-neces- develop high-peak radio frequency devices 
sary information.] is known to the West through the work of 

Kissinger's role in destabilizing the Soviet scientistswho work in the Kurchatov 
United States by means of three wars, the Atomic Energy Institute's Intensive Rela- 
Middle East, Korea and Vietnam, is well tivistic Electron Beam Division. Two of its 
known, as is his role in the Gulf War, in specialists were Y.A. Vinograov and A.A. 

Rukhadze. Both scientists worked in the 
Lededev Physics Institute, which special- 
izes in electronic and X-ray lasers. 

After receiving this information, I 
searched for confirmation- from other 
sources and found that in England the 
International Journal of Electronics had 
published some material which appeared 
to confirm the information given to me 
about the method chosen to shoot down 
General ul Haq's C- 130. In addition, this 
information was confirmed by two of my 
intelligence sources. I received some use- 
ful information from a Soviet scientific 
paper on the subjects, published in En- 
gland under the title "Soviet Radio Elec- 
tronics and Communications Systems". 
There was no doubt in my mind that Gen- 
eral ul Haq had been murdered. The truck 
seen near the C- 130 hanger undoubtedly 
carried a mobile ELF device of the type the 
Soviet Armed Forces are known to possess. 

According to written testimony by 
Bhutto, smuggled out of the country while 
he was in prison, Kissinger severely threat- 
ened him: "I will make a horrible example 
if you continue with your nation-building 
policies." Bhutto had fallen afoul of 
Kissinger and the Club of Rome by calling 
for a nuclear energy program to bring 
Pakistan into a modern industrialized state 
which, in the eyes of the Committee of 300, 
was a direct contravention of its orders 
delivered by Kissinger to the Pakistani 
government. What Kissinger was doing 
when he threatened Bhutto was not official 
U.S. policy, but the policy of the modern- 
day Illuminati. 

One needs to have a clear understand- 
ing ofjust why it is that nuclear power is so 
hated all over the world, and why the fake 
"environmentalistn movement, established 
and financially supported by the Club of 
Rome, was called upon to wage war on 
nuclear energy. With nuclear energy gen- 
erating electricity in cheap and abundant 
supplies, Third World countries would 
gradually become independent of U.S. for- 
eign aid and begin to assert their sover- 
eignty. Nuclear generated electricity is 
THE key to bringing Third World countries 
out of their backward state, a state which 
the Committee of 300 has ordered to re- 
main in position. 

Less foreign aid means less control of a 
country's natural resources by the Inter- 
national Monetary Fund. It was this idea of 
developing nations taking charge of their 
destiny that was an anathema to the Club 
of Rome and its ruling Committee of 300. 
We have seen opposition to nuclear power 
in the United States successfully used to 
block industrial development in confor- 
mity with the Club's "Post-Industrial Zero- 
Growth" plans. 

Dependence upon U.S. foreign aid ac- 
tually keeps foreign countries in servitude 
to the Council on Foreign Relations. The 
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people of the recipient countries receive thousands of entities and foundations 
very little of the money as it usually ends whose leading lights make up the mem- Clintons 9 Friend up in the pockets of government leaders bership of the Committee of 300-the 
who allow the natural raw material assets ULTIMATE controlling body that runs 
of the country to be savagely stripped by the world and has done SO for at least a Vincent FO ster 
the IMF. Mugabe of Zimbabwe, formerly hundred years. 
Rhodesia, is a good example of how raw Since there already are scores of books 
material assets, in this case high grade on the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) 
chrome ore, is controlled through foreign and the Trilaterals, we shall go directly to 
aid. LONRHO, the giant conglomerate run the Club of Rome and the German Marshall 

"Suicided" 
by Angus Ogilvie, an important member of Fund. When I introduced these organiza- 7/22/93#2 HATONN 
the Committee of 300, on behalf of his tions to the United States, few, if any, had 
cousin, Queen Elizabeth 11, now has total heard of them. My first work, "The Club of NO MIRACLES-JUST FACT! 
control of this valuable resource while the Rome," published in 1983 attracted al- 
people of the country sink ever deeper into most no attention. Many uninitiated people My, my, you call out for signs and 
poverty and misery, notwithstanding a thought the Club of Rome was something miracles. In disbelief you petition for one 
hand-out of in excess of $300 million from to do with the Catholic Church and that more 'showw--one more 'viewing" from 
the United States. the German Marshall Fund referred to the flickering star-craft lights to loss of ahead- 

LONRHO now has a monopoly of Rho- Marshal Plan. ache. Well I think the following will indi- 
desian chrome and charges any price it This is precisely why the Committee cate a SIGN to some ones of high level 
likes, whereas, under the Smith govern- chose these names, to confuse and to treason. There are several (at least nine [9]) 
ment, this was not allowed. A reasonable deflect attention away from what was people who should be very, very interested 
price level was maintained for twenty-five happening. Not that the U.S. govern- and concerned about the following infor- 
years prior to the Mugabe regime taking ment didn't know, but as it was part of mation which drifted into our hands this 
power. While there were problems during the conspiracy, it helped to keep the lid morning. A s  I understand the m e s s a g e  
the 14-year rule of Ian Smith, since his on information rather than let the truth by the time this reaches the printer-there 
departure unemployment has quadrupled be known. A few years after I published will be only 7 left to worry! 
and Zimbabwe is in a state of chaos and de my work, a few writers saw in it a wealth What is this? Well, it is a note received 
facto bankruptcy. Mugabe received enough of hitherto untapped information and regarding the demise of one Vincent Fos- 
foreign aid from the U.S. (in the region of began writing and talking about it as ter. That nice lawyer friend of the Billaries 
$300 million per annum) to enable him to though they had always had full knowl- in Washington-you know, those who 
build three hotelson the French Cote dJAzur, edge of it. "lead" your nation by the ring through the 
Cap Ferat and Monte Carlo, while his citi- It came as a revelation to them that nose and the harness in the hands of Reno 
zens grapple with disease, unemployment the Club of Roxhe and its financiers un- ahd other ones who murder at random! I 
and malnutrition, not to mention an iron- der the title of the German Marshall think I would be most distressed and con- 
fisted dictatorship that allows no com- Fund were two highly-organized con- cerned as the profferers of torment, torture 
plaints. Contrast this with the Smith spiratorial bodies operating under cover and bedlam murder-note that THERE IS 
government which never asked for nor of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization ANOTHER SIDE. Who are they, this other 
received one red cent in aid from the United (NATO) and that the majority of Club of side? I certainly would not want to be the 
States. Thus it is clear that foreign aid is a Rome executives were drawn from NATO. one to give that information so we take 
powerful means of exercising control of The Club of Rome formulated all of what what is sent, share it and hope the correct 
countries such as Zimbabwe and indeed NATO claimed as its policies and, through receivers get the right messages. We are in 
all African countries. the activities of Committee of 300 mem- the business of journalism and printing 

It also keeps U.S. citizens in a state of ber Lord Carrington, w a s  able to split what is brought to us or sent in truth-not 
involuntaxy servitude and therefore less NATO into two factions, a political (left in sorting out 'who-dun-itd. 
able to mount meaningful opposition to wing) power group and its former mili- Since there will be an obvious question 
government. David Rockefeller knew what tary alliance. as you read as to 'why" 'two" shots, in 
he was doing when his foreign aid bill The Club of Rome is still one of the case it misses your sleuthin-I would 
became law in 1946. It has, since then, most important foreign policy arms of guess it is to send a loud clear message 
become one of the most hated laws on the the Committee of 300-the other being about "suicide". A suicide victim does not 
statute books following public exposure of the Bilderbergers. It was put together in exhibit "two" shots when the first one kills 
what it is--a racket run by government and 1968 from hard-core members of the him dead! I doubt, however, that YOU THE 
paid for by we, the people. original Morgenthau group on the basis PEOPLE will ever hear about the second 

How can the conspirators maintain of a telephone call made by the late shot in this "suicide". 
their grip upon the world, and more Aurellio Peccei for a new and urgent 
especially, their chokehold over the U.S. drive to speed up the plans of the One QUOTING: 
and Britain? One of the most asked World Government-now called the New 
questions is, 'How can any single entity World Order, although I prefer the former Re: Vincent Foster 
know at  all times what is going on and name. It is certainly a better job-de- At 452, July 20, 1993-at the first exit 
how is control exercised?" This book will scription than the New World Order, to Fort Darcy, VA, a grey Ford Econoline 
attempt to answer these and other ques- which is somewhat confusing as there van stopped a 1992 Chrysler Sedan. The 
tions. The only way we can come to grips have been several 'New World Orders* driver and lone passenger of the Sedan was 
with the reality of the conspirators' suc- before, but no One World Government. removed from hisvehicleatgunpoint. There 
cess is by mentioning and discussing the was no fuss, as the driver assumed his 
secret societies, front organizations, gov- END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEG- plight to be a "carjacking" and possibly 
ernment agencies, banks, insurance com- MENT armed robbery. 
panies, international businesses, the The occupant of the Chrysler, Mr. 
petroleum industry and the hundreds of Salu. Vincent Foster, deputy Legal Counsel and 
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close friend to B. Clinton [H: I believe this material proof of everything. Belief in VIVORS? [H: Indeed, this IS the story as 
person was a former partner in Hillary's miracles is relegated to superstition. Yet presented ,md it does not offer any 
prior law firm, as well] was taken to the rear miracles have happened and there are explanation for the bandreds of thou- 
of the car parking area. Three men, all plenty of eye-witness reports of them. sands of those who died who were NOT 
wearing "Federal Black", told Mr. Foster to In the New Testament, there is a report Jews!] Anyone with common sense and 
kneel on the ground-facing a park bench. of Christ curing the ten lepers almost can add-and a materialistic outlook- 
At this point, Mr. Foster's head was pushed instantaneously. And it is reported "the would deny the Holocaust story as pre- 
forward, a gun pushed against the base of blind see, the lame walk." Miracles are sented. 
the skull, and within secondsTWO.38 cal. happening, caused by the intervention of 
rounds were fired into the skull. Foster's God, nature's laws are over-ridden, sus- BUT I BELIEVE IT! WHY? 
head was thrown forward as he died. pended and (seemingly) impossible results HOW? 

The men then placed the body upon the occur. After Christ's crucifixion and resur- 
bench in a half sitting-half reclining posi- rection, Thomas, one of the Apostles, de- Simply, because it was a MIRACLE, 
tion. The upper torso was bent to the right- nied the Resurrection. One day, when the an act of God. If God can take 5 barley 
reflecting an angle of 15% [H: perhaps Apostles were assembled in a locked room, loaves and 3 fishes and feed 5000 people 
"degrees"? I never like to correct or change Christ suddenly appeared in their midst. and have 12 baskets full of left-overs, he 
anything not quite understood because How did HE get there? He confronted could also take 3 1 / 2 million Jews, kill 6 
the meaning may be exact but not to my Thomas and had Thomas put his finger in million of them and have 4 million survi- 
scribe.]. The Fairfax P.D. was called with his wounds. Quote from the Gospel, "Now vors. NO, it does not make good sense in 
the location of the body. The men of thevan you see and believe, but blessed are those arithmetic but as a MIRACLE it could 
left the area and returned to D.C. proper who do not see, yet believe." happen. And WHY do I believe this 
where they boarded planes for diverse Then there is the miracle of the loaves miracle? Because the Canadian Parlia- 
destinations. and the fishes. The crowd who listened to ment messenger said so and made it a 

The strike was coordinated and executed Christ numbered 5,000 men (not counting lawful "Act"! 
by TASK FORCE 15 111 It was carried out in the women and children present). After The Canadian Parliament has decreed 
retributionforthewilcher, Parsons, "Piggy" listening a long time, they were hungry, that anyone who DENIES the Holocaust 
[H: This one may really be a long way off but there was no food. Then a boy was can be put in JAIL. Now, if the Holocaust 
proper identification due to overstrikes on found who had 5 barley loaves and 3 never happened and the story was a lie, 
the message.] AND SESSIONS affair. At fishes. Quote from the Bible: "These 5 why should the denier be put in jail for 
this time, a force of 32 men, holding a barley loaves and 3 fishes fed more than telling the truth (that it never happened)? 
target list with 9 more names is preparing 5000 people and then 12 baskets of left- So, the Holocaust surely MUST have 
to assemble in a major East Coast City. (By overs were gathered." That certainly was happened. I realize that I know but little 
the time you print this, at least two more a miracle. There is no rational material in comparison to all the knowledge in the 
sanctionswillhave beencarriedout.) END. explanation. It was an Act of God, super- world. I admit I am ignorant. I realize, 

seding natural law-a miracle. Note: The that the Canadian parliament knows 
END OF QUOTING peoplewanted to make Christ theireKing". more than I do (though that may not say 

That has been a lesson for politicians ever much for the Canadian Parliament). 
There is no return identification on this since: Give the people a hand-out and they 

document except 07-22-1993, 11:06. will vote for you. END OF QUOTING 
BURN THE MESSAGE, DHARMA. Now about the Holocaust-the killing of 

6 million Jews by the minions of Hitler. I concur with this person's appraisal 
(Obviously Hitler himself could not do that of the situation. Why? Because the 
and there is no record in the tons and tons SAME LAW has been brought forth in H 0 10 C a u s t of German official papersof any such order New Zealand, Australia, England, Ger- 
from Hitler. Certainly he, himself, could many, etc., etc .,... .now even trying to 
simply not kill 6 million anything.) I do make it a final legislative law right in the 

"Miracle" believe that 6 million were killed. Why? By U . S .A. ! 
order of the Canadian Parliament! A s  you This rationale reminds me of a "legis- 
know, the Canadian parliament has de- lative" story and 'let's make laws": In 
creed that anyone WHO DOES NOT BE- New York State some years ago the 

7122193 W2 HATONN LIEVE THE HOLOCAUST STORY, IS learned legislative body was faced with 
GUILTY OF AN OFFENSE--A VERY SERI- an interesting proposal to 'ease" educa- 

'PROOF" AND 'MIRACLESw OUS OFFENSE. tion and 'calculationsw. It was literally 
Now, from arational, materialistic view- suggested that 'pi" (1 6th letter in the 

We have another short 'sharing' from point, the Holocaust story is nonsense. It Greek alphabet) be 'simply ROUNDED- 
R. Hookanson which originated with Xavier never could have happened as told. It is OFF to remove fractions". Pi, of course, 
da Costa. Thank you. well-known that there were never more is that which is used as a symbol to 

We received it on or about the 19th day than 3 1/2 million Jews under the control designate the ratio of the circumference 
of July, 1993. We do not have evidence of of the German armies at any time, even at  of a circle to its diameter. The ratio itself 
when it was written but this will be suffi- the height of the Nazi Empire. There was is a numeric sequence starting with 
cient for some kind of "dating" purposes. an estimated 6 million Jews (possibly) in 3.14 159. .. . Now just what, you engi- 

ALL OF EUROPE: England, Spain, Portu- neers and mathematicians as well as 
QUOTING: gal, Sweden, Russia, etc. (Russia has scientists of all ilk, do you think that 

nearly 3 million Jews.) would do to EVERYTHING on the globe 
MODERN MIRACLES--THE Therefore, logically with no more than 3 before, during and after such idiocy? Ah 

WO-UST 1 /2 million Jews under German control, indeed, politics are almost as interesting 
how could the Nazis KILL 6 MILLION OF as those politicians who practice the art 

We live in a rationalist age. We want THEM AND STILL HAVE 4 MILLION SUR- of politics. 
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- cause he wants to be a good American 

More On citizen. 
D A T E L I N E N B C , Z O / Z O , ~ ~ ~ C N N ~ ~ ~  .Private Club 

iust three of the dozen or so news sources - 
that have investigated this story and are RO n B row n sitting on it. What POWER is preventing RU n s C 0 u r ts 
them from making it public? 

Former FBI DIRECTOR WILLIAM SES- And P OW-MIAs SIONSwas said to be personally incharge 7/22/93 #3 HATONN 
of the investigation of Secretary Brown. 
He said yesterday that politics caused The following is from People's Rights 
his firing as head of the FBI. I s  this what Association and since we deal so much 
he is referring to? with lawyers, courts, and "The Law" we 

7/22/93 #2 HATONN If Brown did what Mike Blair's piece will offer it here: 
alleges he did, the secretary is in viola- 

Next, for another confirmation up- tion of several laws. He worked as an QUOTING: 
date on our current subject of Ron Brown unregistered lobbyist for a country we 
and the POW-MIA issue. have a total economic embargo against PIRATES-OF STATE COURT 

This comes via "Friends Faxing and no diplomatic relations with. He SYSTEM 
Friends", yesterday. It only arrived to was paid $700,000 by Vietnam, a bla- 
my attention this morning. The message tant violation of Foreign Assets Control July 20, 1993 
is to the Talk Show Hosts of America and Regulations. And, if the allegations are 
is from: POW-MIA PRAYER PLEDGE true, he is guilty of several malfeasances A Private Organization has admitted 
CAMPAIGN, 4207 Mystic Sunrise, San of office. in Print that it has  "TAKEN OVER" com- 
Antonio, TX 78244, FAX-VOICE (2 10) The main stream media won't reveal plete control of all state courts. 
66 1-8062. this shocking story to the American All "JUDGESn are lawyers. 

people. Are you brave enough to? [H: All lawyers are given a "MEMBER- 
QUOTING: Sure AM! By the way, readers, surely SHIP I.D. NUMBER". They misrepresent 

you don't think that it was "just" this private member number as a "LI- 
PO W/MLA firing Sessions which is in point in the CENSE". The fact is that NO lawyer (or 

PRAYER PLEDGE lead story, do you? The act is in total judge) has a license to practice law, as 
CAMPAIGN intent to murder Mr. Sessions in front issued by the government of "the 

of the cameras and everyone watch- staten govexnment, its Usecretary of 
July 2 1, 1993 ing-I said it was a most irrational staten office, or its Udepartment of 

thing to do and I believe it is proving licensing and inspectionsn. 
To the Talk Show Hosts of America: itself to have been quite unwise!] All lawyers (and pretender 'Judges') 

If the story Mike Blair wrote in the are "PRACTICING LAW WITHOUT A LI- 
In a piece in the July 5 SPOTLIGHT, a July 5 SPOTLIGHTis true, it makes Rep- CENSE". They only have a 'MEMBER 

national weekly newspaper out of Wash- resentative Dan Rostenkowski's House NUMBER" from their private club-not a 
ington, DC, investigativejournalist MIKE Post Office Scandal seem like getting 'license' from the state. 
BLAIR exposed the fact that COMMERCE caught in his Mom's cookie jar. This is a Therefore, the "BAR" or "BAR ASSO- 
SECRETARY RON BROWN has been the major news story that has been effec- CIATION" has "TAKEN OVER" all the 
target of the lengthy FBI investigation tively squelched by the Clinton Adminis- courts as " PIRATES" and " PRETEND- 
into possible illegal activities in busi- tration. ERS". 
ness dealings he is said to have had with I have sent faxes to Attorney General The people are led to believe that the 
a representative of the Socialist Republic Reno, Director Bill Sessions, Senator "MEETINGS" held in the county court- 
of Vietnam. Although many of the main- Phil Grarnm, and all the Republican Sena- house are 'COURTS OF LAW". But the 
stream media have "nosed around" since tors on the Senate Judiciary Committee. fact is-there are NO courts in exist- 
publication of this story, none have been None of these people even responded to ence in the state, only PRIVATE CLUB 
courageous or patriotic enough to present my inquiries on this matter. meetings of the state lawyers' club, 
it to the citizens of the United States. There is a cover-up of monumental titled "BAR" admitted lawyer number 

Blair meticulously investigated and proportions being perpetrated on the members. 
researched the allegations against American people. In the past, talk show That is the reason a person i s  not 
Brown. He spent several hours inter- hosts have taken on the perpetrators of charged with violation of a state law or 
viewing the Vietnamese-American busi- wrongs who work within the beltway. statute. The "CODE* is  merely a refer- 
nessman, LY TRANH BINH, who broke Won't you do it once again? ence or index for the "BAR" club of the 
the story. Binh provided the SPOTLIGHT Mike Blair can be reached a t  (3 15) "STATE LEGISLATURE'S" laws and 
with a detailed sworn affidavit which 376-3615. He wants to get the story out. statutes. 
attests to the facts of the case. Blair also I promise you that if you have him as a A person might a s  well be charged by 
interviewed individuals who corroborated guest on your show, the listeners will not the Elk's Club with violation of the Elk 
Binh's account. be disappointed. It may be the show of Club's "Code" by the head elk (Judge) 

Binh presented his story to 35 high the year. while he wears a black elk robe, in the 
ranking senators and congressmen and Elks meeting, in the court room rented 
only one wrote back to him. His life has Sincerely yours, from the courthouse. There are no courts 
been threatened and he feels compelled of the state presided over by people "li- 
to reveal the case to the American people, Jeff Brailey censed by the Staten to practice law, to 
not only because he believes their knowl- administer state law, or elected by "The 
edge will help keep him alive, but be- END OF QUOTING People" to be judges of "The People". 
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A1lUCOURT ORDERS" signed by (pre- 
tender) lawyers/judges are in fact 
"LEGAL NULLITY". This is TREA- 
SON and OVERTHROW OFTHE LEG- 
ISLATURE. Until the state legisla- 
ture general assembly in the state 
capitol takes  back the court system 
from the private club of "PIRATES" 
there is anarchy in the state. State 

police / national (Federal) guard, obey 
the "Piratesm--NOT the Leg islature. 

Until the local state media s p e a k m e n ,  
and only then, will the anarchy and piracy be 
set nght. Until then, the state's people are 
held hostage by pirates in absolute tyranny 
control of state courts, and subsequently the 
entire government structure (a secret). 

For fkther idormation contact: 

PEOPLE'S RIGHTS ASSOCIATIOI 
c/o l a 4  Savannah Road 
Lewes, Delaware 
(Not Federal Possession DE) no IRS zone 

number 
exempt American (NOT Federal Domestic 

US) 
302-645-8253 + FAX 
END OF QUOTING 

-- 

The New World Order 
Connections Galore 
7/22/93 #3 HATONN Author of Underground Lawyer creating a world order based on equality, 

truth, sharing and respect for all life-- 
There is a just received "flyer" called "THE SUREST WAPTO RUIN A COUN- plant, animal and human. 

THE NEW WORLD ORDER. TRY IS TO DEBAUCH THE CURRENCY." Our government, our economy, our day 
It is very difficult to get a small "flyer" - Lenin to day lives have been largely perverted by 

out which covers so much information-so these elitists, especially since they mur- 
well! The best I can offer is as with other The "New" World Order is hardly new. dered President Kennedy in 1963. One 
information which comes; pass it along. Utopians from Plato to Hitlcr have claimed branch of the New World Order--The 

[EditorJs note: This t& below is on the that with enough power and money they, in Council on Foreign Relations has com- 
reverse side of the CFR-TRILATERAL-NEW their god-like wisdom, could impose order prised 90% of the executive branch since 
WORLD ORDER CONNECTION chart on upon a world ravaged by war, poverty, and the 1930s. That's why it makes no differ- 
pages 48 - 49, printed as a ucenterfold".] disease. The charred bodies in Waco, ence whether you vote Republican or Demo- 

Panama, and Iraq are stark testimonials to crat-you get the samemassive spend- 
QUOTING: the vigor and ruthlessness of present day ing, massive deficits, massive taxation, 

Utopians who of course always claim they massive government and subsequently, 
"Government is not reason, it is not have our best interests at heart. Sort of a more and more erosion of personal free- 

eloquence. It is force and like fire it is a 'We had to destroy the village in order to doms. The last presidential election was 
dangerous servant and a fearful master." save it,' mentality on a world scale. These typical in which we had CFR member 

--George Washington Utopian Globalist have clubs-The Coma- George Bush "opposing" CFR member Bill 
dl on Foreign Relations, The  Trilateral Clinton. Just another grand show to pre- 

* ~ f  the American people ever allow pri- Commission, The World Federalist, The sexve the illusion to the rabble that they 
vate banks (i.e. the Federal Reserve Sys- Bilderbergerm, etc.-whose goal is to be- still live in a democracy. 
tern) to control the issue of our currency, stow the beneficence of their wisdom upon What is the "Council on Foreign Rela- 
first by inflation and then by deflation, the the grubbing rabble. These "wise men" as tions"? The CFR, established in 192 1, is a 
banks and corporations that grow up they often call themselves envision a two collusion of the most powerful people from 
around them will deprive the people of all class world-them, the ruling plutocracy the most powerful spheres of our society- 
property until their childrenwake up home- and the other 97% of us, the serfs whose the news media, the government, the big- 
less on the continent their fathers con- simple goal is to follow orders and not gest corporations, the banks, the military, 
quered." make waves. These self-appointed gods the colleges, etc. People like Tom Brokaw, 

- Thomas Jefferson despise The Constitution and Bill of Rights, Dan Rather, Bill Clinton, David Rockefeller, 
viewing them as inconvenient, nationalis- Alan Greenspan, Henry Kissinger, etc., 

"The American people are not intelli- tic, out of date obstacles to their goal of etc. Their common goal-the establish- 
gent enough to spend their own money; World dominance. ment of a one world totalitarian dicta- 
therefore the government should take it The trouble with these elitists is that torship wherein individual freedoms are 
away from them (through taxation) and they never had to work a day in their lives, obliterated. 
spend it for them." their wealth is mostly inherited, mostly You can't expect to hear about the CFR- 

- John Kennetil Galbraith gained by legalized theft, and they live in our secret government within a govern- 
magnificent ivory towers of isolated splen- ment. If all the major news media also are 

The  single greatest threat to our free- dor. Consequently their view of reality is part of the club, ABC, HBC, the W w  Pork 
dom, the Comtilution and the American highly distorted. Their patriarchal, hierar- Z'lmes, 1Ymc, Lve, Mmmeek, etc. Cor- 
way of life is not the Soviet Union or Red chical, militaristic, authoritarianworldview porations own the news media so that is all 
China-it is the IRS and the tax and methods are still the OLD world way of that we are getting-te n m t  The 

- Michael Minn doing business, and is totally unsuited for goal of corporate news is to, as Noam 
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Chomsky says, "Manufacture consentn the squirrels franticly running while their Our present government has failed be- 
to prese rrre and enhance corporate in- keepers get rich. They accomplish this by cause unchecked capitalists bought up the 
terests. Emphasis, selection, deletion, Mating and deflating the money supply to government (via subsidized elections and 
distortF n, and outright lying are stan- suit their needs. Our present dollar is less lobbyists) and the news media, because we 
dmd tot s ofthe trade for mind control. than adime ofthe 1913 dollar. Therefore, we the people, through ignorance and apathy 
With suc 1 warped information, true demo- need to abolish the FRS, re-establish the gold allowed it to happen. The price of freedom is 
c--atic dc ision making is impossible and it standard and take back our looted wealth more than eternalvigjlance, it is eternal effort 
rc moves tny mystery why this country is in from these FRS crooks. With that money we as well. Unless very many of us get very busy 
t! e shap : that it is. We have a news media could pay off the national debt and get this very soon, this briefexperiment in democracy 
a ~d gove mment of, by and for the corpora- country back on a solid financial course. will soon be completely overand the Globalists 
ti )ns. [H: NO! You do need a Ustandard" but will have their way with us. 

What fuels these elitists, what gives whether or not Ugold" is the choice is Ultimately, our political and economic 
tl ,em tht ir power base is the biggest scam, beside the point. The facts are that when values spring directly from our spiritual v d -  
the biggest theft ever perpetrated upon a you refer toupayingoffthenationaldebtn ues. If you believe there is no God, that 
people-income tax! The income tax in I get a bit queazy-WHY WOULD YOU DO humankind isjust an accident of nature, and 
one fell swoop guts the Bill of Rights. SUCH A THING? TAKE BACK YOUR thatwe aremerely, asKarlMarxsays, "Mass 
Forget about being secure in your person, WEALTH, YES-BUT THEY ARE YOUR in motion", then there is no right or wrong 
privacy, or property. Forget about fair NATIONAL DEBT. Simply announce that and you are free to do anythmg you want to 
trials, p:-otection from self incrimination your debt is PAID AND IN FULL and get rid peoplemove them, manipulate them, mur- 
and s p e ~  king freely. The income tax gives of the bounders! Let the ones with the der them, whatever you can get awaywith. If 
BIG BRCTHER carte blanche to peer ques- stolen money-pay themselves and who- on the other hand you understand that the 
tioningly into every aspect of our lives and ever else they have robbedl Right here k universe is of divine creation, then you also 
then to rob us with impunity. The impos- where YOU HAD BETTER GO BACK AND understand that ALL people have certain 
s, ble complexity of the tax code leaves all of CAREFULLY LISTEN TO HOW COL. BO "unalienable rights", that no government 
us  wide open to both prosecution and GRIT2 OUTLINED THIS "HOW TO* SOLU- can either give or take away. The Matxian 
persecution. The income tax directly op- TION!!] [See Gritz speech on pages ** - **.I philosophy of the Global Elitists frees them- 
poses and contradicts every principle of Another verycrucial point must be under- in their own minds only-to do anything they 
the law and all the spirit of liberty that this stood, how the Globalists have used social- want with us, and that is exactly what they 
country was founded on. The income tax is ism and socialistic concepts to further their are doing. 
deliberately designed to destrov personal agenda for world dominion. Socialism is not So, what can YOU do? You can support 
liberty and property by institutionalized so much about sharing the wealth as it is a ones efforting to make a difference: 
slavery. Consider it your patriotic duty to plot to consolidate power to control the wealth. * Citizens for an Alternative Tax System 1 - 
do whatever it takes, legal and "illegal" to Why have the Globalists sunk billions of 800-767-7577; 
not pay your income tax and thereby keep dollars into a movement that supposedly Fully Informed Jury Association 1-800 
as much money as is possible out of the would take away their wealth? They have no TEL-JURY; 
hands of the white collar thugs, the robber fear because they intend to be in charge of * For the People (radio) 1-800-888-9999. 
barons, who have taken over the govern- their utopian one world socialistic empire. It is still not too late to take back this 
ment. There is nothing wrong with socialism (shar- government without bloodshed. Far better 
[H: Whoa! STOP! Do not speak in ing) as long as it is non-compulsory and the ballot today than the bullet tomorrow. 

these terms lest you find yourself as I powertrulyresidesinthehandsofuall"ofthe But it won't happen if you keep waiting for 
did after saying in stress terminology, people, and not in some huge, dictatorial someone else to do it. No one of us alone can 
"beg, barrow or steal a copy ....." That bureaucracy. Before the state can distribute do enough. Just because you can't do every- 
has come back time and again from the the wealth, it first has to take the wealth and thingdoesn't meanyou should giveup and do 
mouths of George Green's legal absurdi- in that power structure no one is safe from the nothing. It is going to take each one of US in 
ties. So, reflect and remwe the term in state. Therefore, all forms of state weIfare, our own small way to do what we can. Let's 
quotes above, "illegal", and replace it foreign aid, social security, fann subsidies, get moving within and without, because we 
with "find emery legal alternative avail- food stamps, etc., should be phased out and will have the kind of government, nationally 
able" (and there are lots if you read the left to private organizations and be 100% and globally, that we merit. 
JOURNALS and COhlTACT which will voluntary. Rampant, unchecked socialism is 
have eluded your notice most likely by every bit asdangerousasrampant, unchecked END OF QUOTING 
their "appearance" of something for capitalism. In both instances power has been 
only the "wealthy" fear. No, there are removed from the people and put into huge, [H: CAUTION! I too Wre the tenn 
good alternatives 19 management--but authoritarian power structures that end up "ballots and not btdleks!" but I must re- 
you have to do your homework.] crushing the very people they are claiming to mind you-YOU CANNOT WIN WITH BUL- 

Hand in hand with the income tax is the serve. w: One major problem L that LETS, AS IN "WAR" FOR THEY HAVE THE 
hoax called the "Federal Reserve Sys- neither &cialism, Capitalism OR COM- LARGER GUNS! THIS DOES NOT MEAN 
tern" which is a private bank with no MUNISM is practiced according to orighal THAT BULLETS MAY NOT WORK ON ONE- 
rereaves and which is not a system but definition given each term in truth and TO-ONE SCALE OR THAT YOU COULD 
a syndicate,iust like the Mafia. The FRS fact. This kjust more double-speak and I NOT WIN A USKIRMISHn-I SIMPLY RE- 
was also set up in 1913 by the same self- would ask that you read all these dom- MIND YOU THAT THEY ARE NOW ARMED 
serving elitist crooks who brought us ments with this in mhd. True capitalism WITH SUCH WEAPONRY THAT YOU 
the income tax. They have used their isexdentfarithdfatestruthinrewatd CANNOT WIN THE WAR BY BULLETS 
position of power and privilege to loot un- for dm, supply and demand, people's ALONE! IF, FURTHER, YOU REMOVE 
told billions from the common people. choiceafproduct andquality andthusand THAT AS AN OPTION-YOU WILL FIND 
People are working more and more for less so. NeitherisUdemocracy" away tolive-- THE CORRECT ANSWER THAT YOU 
and less and can't understand why they for this simply means that the ones with SEEK. 
can't keep up. Look no further than our the most VOTES get what they want even Let us  leave this now for a rest break. 
bogus money system, customized to keep if it be your necks!] Thank you. Salu. 
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IFYOU ACT QUICKLY BEFORE THE CON- know that it exists. 
STITUTION IS BANNED. Latest JOURNAL Let u s  just offer a message to Ken WALTER RUSSELL SPEAKS 
Vardon of APFN from Jason Hall, Citizen GoesTo Press oftheRepublicofIllinois: NOW we are going to turn to a subject 

which is tedious at best to handle in this 
QUOTING: paper. All of you readers are aware of the 

7/23/93 W2 HATONN confrontation of myself and the University 
TO: Kenneth L. Vardon of Science and Philosophy. I don't want to 

INTRODUCTION discuss that subject too much here for it is 
Regarding your release of July 20th so sensitive and continues to give threat of 

FISH TO FRY "Pirates of State Court Systemw [ again, contempt charges and imprisonment by a 
AND see this article on page 26) I have come Federal Court Judge for my scribe through 

 SOUP^ BOIL across another 13th Amendment of our complaints of US8aP-who must have avid 
Constitution of the United States of readers of these p a p e r w h ,  if only we had 

Jus t  as there are multiple kinds of America. This amendment was passed at  such attentive masses of readers. 
fish to fry and so too do many things go the Second session of the eleventh Con- I simply want to share something with 
into soup which must then be boiled- gress and ratified in sixteen States. This you-the-people about one Dr. Walter 
we find ourselves with a cauldron over- Amendment had been suppressed and, Russell, whom I respect and honor in high- 
flowing with soup and so many fish fry- following the Civil War, was replaced by est esteem. 
ing a t  once that we shall have to consider the 13th Amendment we know today. A s  we have written on Dr. Russell we are 
calling this book "Stir Fried Steww. How- It is my understanding that this other so pleased to find that researchers have 
ever, in keeping with a bit more profes- thirteenth Amendment has been authen- fruitfully gone forth andgatheredaharvest of 
sional approach and to allow for se- ticated by the Supreme Court and will information--some is right out of newspa- 
quenced "volumes" we shall call it RELA- soon be brought out publicly. [H: Don't pers. The one I wish to share, because of its 
TIVE CONNECTIONS. b e  foolish in your  blind hopes-re- contents, IS FROM WALTER RUSSELL HIM- 

member, all the Supreme Court Judges SELF in the New York Times, August 12, 
MISSING REAL 13TH AMENDMENT ARE LAWYERS!] 1930: 

We will be touching on so many varied ARTICLE XI11 QUOTING: 
topics that I cannot here comment on 
them all-we are going to run from "past" If any citizen of the United States shall MR. RUSSELL F m S  SCIENTISTS 
offerings to your missing 13 th Amend- accept, claim, receive or retain any title of TOO READY TO ACCEPT THEORY 
ment to the Constitution of the (u)nited nobility or honor, or shall, without the 
states in America. consent of Congress, accept and retain HIS ATTEMPT AT REFORMATION 

IF you can PROVE that there w a s  a anypresent,pension, of~ceoremolument NOT BASED ON METAPHYSICS, 
"differentn 13th Amendment to your Con- of any kind whatever, from any emperor, HE DECLARES 
stitution AND cause the deceivers to con- king, prince, or foreign power, such per- 
front it-you can clean your legislative son shall cease to be a citizen of the To the Editor of The N e w  Yo& Zlmes: 
houses and your Judicial benches of the United States, and shall be incapable of 
lawyers who have brought your nation to holding any office of trust orprofit under Since publication in The 'Ifmes of my 
downfall. them, or either of them. statement that modern science is without a 

Will you do it? Well, since the legisla- foundation and needs a major surgical op- 
tive bodies and  the  lawyer-filled Therefore, anyone who accepts this eration to put it in line for a logical 
"benchesn of all courts and throughout title of nobility (membership in the "Bar") cosmogenetic synthesis, I have been bom- 
your government are FILLED with bar- from a foreign power (The Bar Associa- barded by telephone and by letters question- 
risters-it seems a rather magnificent tion) will lose citizenship. That would ing this statement and others made in my 
task-but, yes, do-able! include all members of the Senate, all book The Russell Genero-Radiative Con- 

I place this in the INTRODUCTION but 23 members of the House of Repre- cept," recently published. 
because I sort of left off with reference to sentatives, the President, and most May I tell those people who think1 have a 
it yesterday [in the Private Club writing on Judges. superficial, metaphysical concept which I am 
page 26j and it is MOST important as you I understand the Military and consti- trying to inject into practical science for its 
cause ones to look, again, a t  what WAS tutional Judges and the true members of reformationthatIamasthoroughlyprepared 
and then WAS BURIED. Congress are working right now to bring to carry out my program with dynamic an- 

The Thirteenth Amendment was sim- this Nation back under the Constihttion. swers, not metaphysicalones, as Copernicus 
ply REMOVED from the Constitution af- I pray this is all true. was when he upset an equally obstinate 
ter ratification. We have written on this Constitutionally yours, world of thoroughly satisfied Ptolemyites! 
at length before and someone is search- Jason Hall Also I am as thoroughly aware of the difficul- 
ing for that information. If found in time, Citizen of the Republic of Illinois ties of uprooting established ideas as he was. 
I ask that it be added to THIS JOURNAL Attached: Copy of the 13th Amend- I am also thoroughly conversant not only 
for continuity [see the entire story behind ment from the laws of the State of Kan- with every experiment that hasgiven science 
this typical lawyer maneuver of sleaze sas 1855. its present unstable state, but also with the 
beginning on page 351. wrongful deductions which have resulted 

I have a follow-up from Illinois and END OF QUOTING from those experiments. 
accompanying proof from Kansas right 
in my scribe's hands a t  present. It IS a GOOD LUCK! I shall not ask Dharma KNOWS SCIENTISTS' THEORIES 
way in which you could regain control of to go though the tedium of offering the 
your Judicial AND Legislative system- Kansas document here-suffice it to I am as familiar with the experiments 
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and observations of Newton and Kepler as tion. Let your readers qualify for the right I can cite wrong premise after wrong 
I am of those of Faraday, Cavendish, to subject me to their criticism as an im- premise which has caused science to form 
Rutherford, Bohr or Millikan, and I also am practical visionary by first giving a dy- wrong basic conclusions, such as that 
as familiar with the things which these namic answer to this by no means simple there are separate negative and positive 
great men did not see in their own experi- question. charges instead of doubly charged masses, 
ments as those which they did see, and Therefore I say to all my critics who also that positive and negative "charges" 
even then misinterpreted. wonder why I do not go into the laboratory attract each other when the evidence in its 

An observation of an effect of Nature is and "perform experiments" that I do per- favor is the simplest of Nature's illusions 
equal to an experiment and a proper de- form experiments in physical laboratories and there is an overwhelming amount of 
duction from either is [H: Two lines miss- and make profound observations in evidence against such alaw. Take only one 
ing from press clipping.] ... then become Nature's vast laboratory that have fitted for example: How does science explain the 
inventors and work out wonders which me to make new and logical deductions fact that in all decomposing compounds 
Nature never thought of. I can cite hun- from old experimentswhich have no incon- like charges seek like charges and repel all 
dreds of such inventions born of suppos- sistencies and no exceptions. others? If this law were true the universe 
edly observed facts of experiment. which we know could not hold itself to- 

EFFECTS OF MOTION ILLUSIONS gether, for all similar substances and at- 
LA PLACE'S MISTAKES oms of substances would be explosive, and 

To illustrate: Suppose a man experi- a pound of any one substance would be 
Mathematics are useless if the pre- mented with the moon running behind the impossible. 

mises they start with are wrong. L a  Place, trees as he ran, then set down his conclu- 
the greatest mathematician of his day, sions from the 'facts", as he saw them, WALTER RUSSELL, 
"proved" many things which have since such as the correspondence of accelera- New York, Aug. 12, 1930 
been disproved. He even went so f a r  as to tion and deceleration to his speed, we 
prove that the outer edges of his rings could easily point out the error of such a END OF QUOTING 
moved faster than their inner surfaces, deduction because we are familiarwith the 
and his contemporaries accepted that im- illusions of perspective. Now, I ask you readers: Does this above 
possibility as Niels Bohr's *jumping elec- Science has never considered the fact seem like a ~ a a n  who would hide his work 
tron" was accepted by his contemporaries. that in this universe of motion all effects of from the public and not allow others to 

Nature hasn't one separate series of motion are illusions. Illusions are not utilize his "truth"? He quarreled con- 
laws for big mass and another series for limited to perspective but to every electri- stantly with the scientific approach as 
small mass. She has one law for both, but cal, chemical and astronomical relation. recognized-he knew Tesla and all the bet- 
science unhesitatingly invents a series of Nature is the supreme deceiver, the ter thinkers of the day-would he actually 
laws for little mass that outdoes the reli- champion 'poker bluffer", who, with a object to a little grandmother using his 
ance of the Arthurian sages upon a credu- simple hand, makes you think she has offerings to tell you-the-people that you are 
lous public. much. onTHE WRONG TRACK SCIENTIFICALLY? 

The moons of Jupiter and the planets of Nature is simple. She has but one force Further, while you are sleeping and the 
the sun pursue their courses around their (which she divides into many), and seven truth is hidden by whatever cause-the 
primaries in an orderly periodic fashion, in patterns (which she complexes by repeat- ENEMY HAS TAKEN THE INFORMATION 
strict obedience to the two forces which ing them in such marvelous systems of AND, FROM IT, BROUGHT GREAT WEAP- 
command and control them from two foci. wave periodicities that it needs imagina- ONS THAT CAN DESTROY YOU. 

It would be the most astounding claim tion, rather than eyesight, to coordinate Does it not seem clear now that you 
imaginable to state that this earth could them). w: Again, a couple of lines miss- have some history of US&P and its connec- 
suddenly jump to the orbit of M a r s  without ing from the clipping.] .... modern electri- tions with the Brookings Institute and the 
consuming one-millionth of a second of cal experimental data to prove that such a Committee of 300 Elitists? You do not 
time, yet that invention is the utterly fan- happening is not in Nature's scheme. know what lies were told to 'them" by 
tastic and completely unfounded belief of Science attributes this deduction to a Coleman and Green, et al. But do you not 
modern science regarding the planets of "brilliant young Dane, Niels Bohr", who think it time the lawyer circle without end 
the atom. working under Rutherford, proved it by be put aside, contact made in a valuable 

I could write volumes based upon mod- experiment, backed by Rydburg's constant, way for ALL YOU PEOPLE so that we can 
e m  electrical experimental data to prove Coulomb's law, mathematics and the evi- get on with some valid WORK. 1 think 
that such a happening is not in Nature's dence of the spectroscope. Timothy Binder is a blessed and chosen 
scheme. Of what use is Bohr's mathematical man for this work-BUT NOT WHERE HE 

Science attributes this deduction to Pi: equation regarding the hydrogen spectrum, IS OR THE WAY THIS IS BEING GONE- 
Another two lines missing from the clip- for example, if the four admittedly as- ABOUT! WE HAVE NO REAL DIFFER- 
ping-opy machine cut off the bot- sumed premises upon which it is based are ENCES, ONLY LEGAL GARBAGE WHICH 
tom.] .... ments as those which they did not in accord with Nature's plan of mo- CAUSES THE CHASM TO CONSTANTLY 
see, and even then misinterpreted. tion? BE BROADENED. If, further, George Green 

An observation of an effect of Nature is misrepresented and did his work poorly in 
equal to an experiment and a proper de- WRONG BASIC CONCLUSIONS our behalf at  writing of these document- 
duction from either is more important than is this OUR PROBLEM? How is it that he 
either. Of what value also is the spectroscopic now represents "them" even in the lawsuit 

Newton, for example, would have solved evidence if the presumption that band- against himself-while causingall charges, 
the other half of the gravitational problem spectra are caused by molecules and line etc., to be lumped offon the innocent heads 
if he had found out how that apple and spectra by atoms is found to be a wrong of Ekkers? I s  there not something terribly 
the tree upon which it grew got up in the one? In respect to this I am prepared to wrong with this? Does it not, also, KEEP 
air before the apple fell. offer consistent reasons why band and line THE INFORMATION BURIED??(??) I can 

I challenge the world of science to cor- spectra have another and more logical further GUARANTEE that Dr. Binder CAN- 
rectly and completely answer that ques- cause. NOT answer the questions put to ME about 
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Dr. Russell's work, intent, or even dia- pieces of many things simultaneously and 
grams! perhaps you can sort the pieces and put 

Can Dharrna? Good grief NO! She is them together from the upcoming series of 
simply weary unto sickness of the whole JOURNALS. We simply CANNOT take time 
thing for she had never HEARD of one to handle only one subject at a time-for 
Walter Russell. But I would promise you you are "out of time". 
that she alone can now know more than Blessing be upon you ones who will 
one Dr. Timothy Binder for she often has open your eyes and ears and find Truth. 
the remarkable advantage of Dr. Russell's I AM Hatonn, Journalist 
"presence". July 23, 1993 

Since the inquiries continue to pour in 
about this previously almost unknown .............................. 
entity-I think I shall just ask that we type 
up the clipping copies that were sent to us This volume shall be called: 
regarding Dr. Russell. Some will not be 
gracious because of the remarkable cir- RELATIVE CONNECTIONS 
cumstance of Lao's entering into Walter's VOL. I 
life as she did, from an Elite background in 
connections in England and the breaking In the sequence of events it becomes 
up of a 55-year marriage for Russells. It necessary for MAN tofit pieces and jots and 
was quite a scandal, at least, and unfortu- tittles together--generalize andfindtheper- 
nate, at best. Dharrna simply wishes she fection of weaving whichproduces theper- 
had NEVER HEARD OF HIM and would fect tapestry. Our only intent is to bring you 
like NEVER TO HEAR OF HIM AGAIN! resources, infonnution, pieces and parts 

Thiswish fulfillment is highly UNLIKELY, from which you can confirm your ownfind- 
scribe-highly unlikely! ing and knowing. This means a massive 

We shall continue to bring you bits and variety of "subjects" and only partial read- 

ings so that you can go further and FlND 
TRUTH OF CRCUMSTANCES AND PLAY- 
ERS. May your continued "searching" be 
fruitful for you at the Harvest Time. 

DEDICATION 

I wish to acknowledge the unresting 
persistence of one Kenneth Vardon [Ameri- 
can Patriot Fax Network] who has struggled 
and yet maintained a great service for the 
rest of you in gathering instant and neces- 
sary information. There are others but 
today I wish to honor this one singularly for 
his service. He doesn't fret or stew over ETs 
or "what ifsm-if there is news and possi- 
bility of assistance--HE ACTS! 

None of you should concern yourselves 
with "UFOs" and "little ETsn-WE ARE 
GOD'S RIGHT ARM!-THE HOSTS SENT 
FORTH, COME FORTH, AND READY TO 
SERVE. Wayshowers is our name and 
Guidance is our game. We shall WIN-but 
it is going to take an awful lot of Relative 
Connections to get it done. Thank you, 
Ken, and the ones who share unstintingly 
with this news networking. 

99 "Luminon & Other Insights 
By Walter Russell 

7/23/93 #3 HATONN 

WHAT IS LUMINON? 

It is questions of this nature which 
cause me to have valid evidence on MY 
SIDE that you NEED the information given 
in the PLEIADES CONNECTION series and 
the scientific work we presented from Dr. 
Walter Russell and which is still in litiga- 
tion to the point that my scribe would stop 
her work even if mankind NEVER got the 
needed information to reclaim his world. 

You have to understand that "ordinary 
science" does not accept Dr. Russell's 
work--except in the TOP SECRET LABO- 
RATORIES OF THE ELITE. 

One of the most important things given 
to Russell "by God" was a perfecting of the 
Mendeleev tables of elements. 

First you must realize that the "ele- 
ments" are arranged in "OCTAVES" which 
denote frequency (character), etc., of the 
specific element. In other words, the basis 
of all "octaves" will be the "keynote" of 
rest from which the octave springs to ex- 
press the idea which lies with the magnetic 

stillness of that keynote. For instance, the 
fulcrum of the wave of musical octaves is 
its keynote from which all tonal changes in 
the octave are mathematically calculated 
in wave frequencies and volume. That 
keynote is always in one's consciousness 
whether or not that note is being sounded. 
In other words, again, it is the balance of its 
octave. 

I do not intend to get into this more 
deeply a t  this writing for I simply ask you 
"What is luminon?" 

So, you don't know? 

LUMINON! 

Luminon is no more important than 
any other element but since I am going to 
offer a news item on the "thing" then you 
need to know what it is, for goodness 
sakes. Further, however, I cannot tell you 
what is luminon without referring to the 
work of Dr. Russell at which point I risk 
court contempt charges against D harma. 
This is a totally unacceptable situation in 
which to find yourself as clerk for a profes- 
sional scientist. So you will simply have to 

accept my word that "luminon" is an ele- 
ment which is found at  the -2 1/2 level in 
the Fourth Octave with a fulcrum balance 
point of helium as its inert gas. You must 
understand that the 'Mendeleev tables" 
NEVER HAD ALL THE ELEMENTS LISTED 
FOR THEY WERE NOT KNOWN AT 
THE TIME. 

I would have this to offer my secretary, 
however, as she feels lost and helplessly 
caught in between dimensions and argu- 
ments: think how Russell felt constantly, 
as did Tesla who was considered more 
"nuts" than reasonable. The interesting 
thing is that these ones get labeled "eccen- 
tric" but Dharrna gets labeled a plagiarist 
in contempt of court. 

Since I am barred from giving Russell's 
work-I can only offer what was printed 
about him at the time of his sojourn there. 
Unfortunately, some of the clippings, all (I 
believe) of which come from The New York 
Times, have no dates as we only have 
"copies" of the papers in point and date- 
headings are not present in most cases but 
the sender (Dave) hasdated the publications 
for us. 
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This first article was published July 29, "This may seem like an amazing state- "You may justly ask what footprints or 
1923: ment for a man to make who is profession- other indications lead me to believe in the 

ally known as an artist and who is not even presence of these particular animals in the 
QUOTING: known in science. I am ready, however, to forest, and more particularly luminon'. If 

make good on still more amazing state- a hunter sees rabbit holes and bear tracks 
HE'D MAKE FORD RICH ments than this. near a heap of feathers and bones he will 

AND WONEN PRETTY not attribute all three to the rabbit. He will 
PRESENT "COLD LIGHT" be certain of the presence of three distinct 

New York Artist Wants ATTEMRS FUTILE animals whose separate characteristics he 
manufacturer to is perfectly familiar with. 

Turn His Chemists Loose on "Attempts now being made to produce "The facts revealed to me by the 'foot- 
UL~min~n" 'cold light' will fail commercially because prints of luminon'in spectrum lines taught 

they are based on absolutely wrong electro- me the secret of the fire-fly, for the ability 
, GLOWS LIKE A SUNSET magnetic principles and the effects pro- of the fire-fly or any other light-giving ani- 

duced are deathly and hideous. Cold light mal is due solely to their ability to store 
uNew Element": Would Do a Lot of produced this way transforms the rosy this gas within themselves and excite 

Other Things if Developed, Says Dlcov- flesh of a woman into that of a corpse in its luminosity at will. 
erer. appearance. 

"The new element I shall describe is one TAKES ISSUE WITH 
The discovery of a new principle which of six for which seats await at  the family MODERNISTS 

should enable scientists to find an entirely table of the elements between hydrogen 
new element, "luminon," is claimed by and helium. Three of these six elements "The electro-magnetic process which 
Walter Russell, real estate operator and should be found abundantly in coal, also they use will be made clear when I make 
artist, 366 Madison Avenue, in an open one other, a new inert gas, which I have known my discovery of causes of positive 
letter to Henry Ford, made public yester- named 'hydron' because it immediately and negative electricity and magnetism, 
day. [H: Doesn't sound to me like Mr. precedes hydrogen in the table of the ele- also when I take issue with the modernists 
Russell was trying to hide this informa- ments having an atomic weight of ap- on their electro-magnetic theory of light as 
tion!] Mr. Russell advised the automobile proximately .9, while the hydrogen atom is being waves in the ether. 
manufacturer to put his chemists to work given as 1.008. "I shall then show that Newton was 
to find "luminon," which he says exists in "In all there are 13 1 to 133 distinct and right in saying that light is corpuscular. I 
coal and copper and which he suggests separate elements, all of which I have shall then show that ether waves are non- 
should "yield not only a vast fortune for charted and found a place for at  the family existent because the ether, as under- 
you but give immortality to those of your table. Twenty-five are beyond hydrogen, stood, is non-existent." 
chemists who find it." six follow hydrogen and nine are beyond Mr. Russell says it is quite possible to 

The letter of Mr. Russell in part follows: uranium. make a complete chart of the trail of 
"This new element should be abun- "I am not only ready to prove the exist- "luminon" because "in helium it fairly 

dantly found locked up in coal or copper ence of all these but also to demonstrate sings its presence in the green line of wave 
ore, or wherever zinc, gallium, arsenic, tin, conclusively that there can be no more, for length 4922.1 which is about 83 on 
antimony, lead, bismuth and any phos- the last one, 'omeganon', closes the door to Bunson's chart," and that there are evi- 
phoric or nitrogenous compounds are the cycle which has its beginning at  abso- dences of it in one of the "triply green lines 
found. In luminon lies the solution of the lute zero and in 'alphanon' and ending in of neonw. [H: Here I have an example and 
cold light problemwhich shall be the light absolute equilibrium in 'omeganon'. question to ask of the learned lawyers 
of the future. p: A-hum-n-n, BUT OUR "To prophesy the existence of an undis- andjudges. Mr. RussellutilizedBunson's 
BOOKS AND EXPLANATIONS ARE covered element seems strange to the chart (this is also the man after which 
BANNED!] The cold light magnetically uninitiated, but to the chemist or physicist the Bunson 'burner' was labeled). Be- 
radiated by means of luminon will make the evidences of their existence are often as cause Walter used this information and 
women very beautiful to look upon be- clear as the footprints of animals are to the printed it, using Mr. Bunson's chart- 
cause of the absence of red and orange hunter and woodsman. does this MAKE WALTER RUSSELL A 
rays. Its color will be delightfully amber "Because hydrogen is the only element PLAGIARIST? Well, the court deemed 
green, that marvelous saffron glow which which has no alpha particle nuclei it is not Dharma a plagiarist because she offered 
follows the setting sun, just that color considered a 'regular feller' among the ele- the charts and diagrams of Mr. Russell 
which all women realize enhances their ments and the six empty seats have aroused in science ONLY. Would t h l  not seem 
beauty without the artificial touch. not much concern. Uunfak"? Even the study course avail- 

T h e  principle involved is an unknown able was such that it had no valid copy- 
one and involves a high knowledge of the WHERE LUMINON REALLY BELONGS right and from that ONLY scientific in- 
causes of electricity and magnetism formation was offered. No information 
beyond that of even the peat experts of u'Luminon'will take her seat four places from the theories of metaphysics as 
today. Therefore I will not confuse this to the right of hydrogen at the table, with offered by Lao were utilized AT ALL and 
letter by attempting to explain it here even three intervening. This will bring her in the that was specifically stated in the docu- 
simply. nitrogen group, hydrogen series, hydron ments themselves. So be your judicial 

"The principle is thoroughly familiar to octave. (Note: I name each octave series by system and integrity of modern man.] 
me, and when I make it known it will open the inert gas which precedes it.) [H: This The real estate operator warns Mr. Ford 
u p  chemical and electrical possibilities will have "helium" as its fulcrum key- that the latter's chemists in looking for the 
heretofore undreamed of. Especially will it note.] It will be strongly electro-negative. new element "undoubtedly will confuse it 
simplify long distance communication and Its atomic weight will approximate 2.90. with nitrogen because its strongest char- 
lengthen wireless range. [H: Still doesn't Its atomic volume will be about one-fourth acter lines in the green have been mistaken 
sound like he is trying to hide his work the hydrogen atom. Its conductivity will be for nitrogen." 
from all of you--or even this secretary!] very high. Mr. Russell says that "luminon" will 
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show weakly in the red or orange and cepted law that "like charges repel and nor doesit accept paidadvertising! Yet 
strongly in the blue and ultra-violet, and opposite charges attract each other: "If this, too, is considered "contemptu- 
ends his letter by telling Mr. Ford: this were true," he asks, "why is it that ous" just by the mentioning of this 

"If I were not engaged in a work of more positive and negative poles of a bar magnet information.] 
immediate need for civilization than this I are at  its opposite ends, as f a r  as they can 
personally would search for luminon'." get away from each other, instead of being END OF QUOTING 

together in the middle, as they should be 
END OF QUOTING logically if the law were true?" The next is from August 3, 1930, N e w  

Mr. Russell launches into further specu- York limes. 
Does this not sound as if Mr. Russell lations which he promises to "prove" in his 

was working on things to GIVE TO MAN- succeeding fifteen pamphlets. "Many new . QUOTING: 
KIND? "If I were not engaged in a work of metals," he writes, "of great value to in- 
more immediate need for civilization than dustry can be secured by understanding SCIENTIST AND ARTIST 
this I personally.. . ." I'm sorry, Dharrna, I nature's simple but hitherto unknown prin- DISPUTE NEFICITON AND 
can give you no explanation as to the ciples. An ocean steamship like the Levia- KEPLER FINDINOS 
incredible bashing along your journey. than could produce her own fuel at  negli- 

And now another article. gible cost from sea water in a machine no Dr. Jackson Sees Something Profane 
larger than a newspaper printing press. in Mr. Russell's Attack on Laws of Sci- 

QUOTING: Carbon metal could be developed with a ence. [H: In other words, if it Udiffersn 
tensile strength double that of Bessemer from professed "the way it ism--it k 

N e w  York Times, July 2 1, 1930 steel. Silicon steel will become an ideal profane? Yes indeed, the world must 
(63 years ago, day prior to yesterday!) structural steel, with more than double its still be flat and the anivemse revolves 

present strength, and very much cheaper, around planet Earth Terra Shan.] 
ARTIST CNALLENGES because of the unlimited supply of sand, 
N'EWlUNIAN THEORY than iron ore." [H: Ooops! Looh like we To the Editor of The N e w  York Times: 

are getting there doesn't it? And what 
Head of Society of Arts and would this do to the big industrial corpo- The Times of July 2 1 contains an article 

Sciences rations dealing in all the nasty other stating that Walter Russell challenges the 
Writing Book Revising stuff3 Now, I think we may be reaching Newtonian theory of gravitation. 

Other Scientific Principles into the can of worms! You-the-people This artist, who is admittedly NOT A 
are not SUPPOSED TO HAVE ANYTHING, SCIEEJTIST, goes on to say that "the fun- 

PRESENT IDEAS "PRIMITIVEn REMEMBER?!] damentals of science are so hopelessly 
Several years ago Mr. Russell figured in wrong and so contrary to nature, that 

Walter Russell Promises to Disprove the news by writing to Henry Ford suggest- nothing but a major surgical operation 
in Series of Pamphlets Many Accepted ing that he put his chemists to work isolat- upon the present primitive beliefs can ever 
Beliefs. ing "luminon" from coal, a substance that, put them in line for a workable cosmogenic 

Russell said, would make Ford rich and synthesis." 
Walter Russell, artist and president of women beautiful." In 1926, he printed Disregarding all of his other claims it 

the Society ofArtsand Sciences, announced privately "The Universal One", embodying seems to me that it would be more fitting 
yesterday the publication by him at his his present theories, which scientists looked for an artist of Mr. Russell's acknowledged 
own expense of the first of a series of upon with disfavor. [H: Ah, indeed, but distinction in his own field, to remain in it 
sixteen pamphlets to embody his specula- WE referred t o  tha t  original and not go trespassing on "ground which 
tions about the universe and the constitu- uncopyrighted MANUSCRIPT and it is even angels fear to tread." 
tion of matter, which, he says, differ radi- deemed plagiarism and copyright in- For nearly three hundred years no one, 
cally from many commonly accepted scien- fringement-by a group formed long not even a scientist, has had the temerity 
tific beliefs. He further announced that he AFTER the presentation to the public of to question Newton's laws of gravitation. 
intends to send the first pamphlet, dealing this information. Lao is credited with [H: WHY?] Such an act on the part of a 
with the "cyclic theory of continuous mo- the total changes brought about in scientist would be akin to blasphemy, and 
tion, or the Russell genero-radiative con- Russell's life, forming The Walter Russell for an artist to commit such an absurdity 
cept," to "leading scientists throughout Foundation in 1948 (Russell was near is, to treat it kindly, an evidence of either 
the world". [H: Still doesn't sound as if 80-years-of-age) and in 1957 (Russell misguidance or crass ignorance of the enor- 
he doesn't want his work spread around would have now been near 90 years-of- mity of his act. 
liberally .] age] EVERYTHING CHANGED, the Uni- [H: Dharma, right now, says that if 

According to Mr. Russell, "The funda- versity of Science and Philosophy was she knew all this BEFORE she would 
mentals of science are so hopelessly wrong formed and the Russell Foundation never have scribed for me because it 
and so contrary to nature that nothing but dropped. Lao and her new benefactors looks like Mr. Russell is some stupid oaf 
amajor surgical operation upon the present from the Elite lineage such as Brookings who crosses the accepted norm of the 
primitive beliefs can ever put them in line Institute took control of ALL of Walter's centuries and, right or wrong, would at  
for a workable cosmogenic synthesis." work. As for unfair competition? They best, be controversial--~something she 

Newton's mathematically proved prin- state in 1958that they haduOver 50,000 doesn't like under any circumstances! 
ciple that if the orbital motions of the studentsandreadersinmany countries, But, to write books on something she 
planets were stopped they would fall into embracing all races and religions." I doesn't understand, by one she never 
the sun is among those challenged by Mr. fiid this most interesting that a court of heard of and end up like this either 
Russell, who claims that an experiment law (Federal Court) would rule "unfair represents her totalinsanity (a pleading 
conducted by him with a "miniature model competition" when there have, in this perhaps in court?) or TRUTH! She 
of the solar system" convinces him that no place, been no organized anything-and KNOWS that whatever Hatonn may or 
such thing would happen. never even 1,500 subscribers to the may not b e h e  is a busybody with the 

Mr. Russell denies the universally ac- paper which does not even break even TRUTH and responding to the prayers of 
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mankind--giving her a gross headache 
in the process! So be it, chela, rewards 
ALWAYS flow in "kindn in their proper 
sequence! In school she did poorly in 
Physics but was remarkable in Chemis- 
try. How else can it be for you time 
travelers--you KNOW the teachings are 
NOT CORRECT! I t  will all make sense 
some day.] 

THE PERFECT LAWS 

There are some things which we, in our 
profession, hold sacred and believe to be 
unalterable fundamentals, because they 
&the whole truth, to which nothing can 
be added nor subtracted from. 

The Newtonian laws of gravitation and 
Kepler's three immortal laws are consid- 
ered perfect laws. 

The Times article states that in his book 
"The Russell Genero-Radiative Concept", 
now just issued, and in fifteen more to 
follow, he is going down the line and rip the 
other immutable laws up the back. New- 
ton gets his first; then, I presume, he will 
have the temerity to have a go at  Kepler. 

I will pass over the other promised 
reforms, such as his attempt to change the 
fundamental law of electro-dynamics from 
"like charges repel" to just the opposite. 
They are not worthy of serious thought, so 
let him tear a t  them uselessly to his heart's 
content. No one will in the least mind or 
take notice, but when it comes to our 
sacred laws I say "hands off" 

John E. Jackson 
New York, July 28, 1930 

MR. RUSSELL REPLIES 

To the Editor of The New York Times: 

Dr. John E. Jackson's letter to you, a 
copy of which he graciously forwarded to 
me [H: a line of print missing1 ... Science 
should be exact, not approximate or infer- 
ential. 

Jus t  as Newton left out all consider- 
ation of the equal and opposite reaction to 
the attraction of gravitation, which is the 
repulsion of radiation, so does Kepler leave 
the other focus of his ellipses out of hi,s 
consideration. T h e  sun is one of the foci 
of planetary elliptical paths," he says; but 
how about the other one? My friendly 
critics will of course admit that there are 
two foci to any elliptical orbit. If one of 
these foci is important, why is not the 
other equally so? 

What is the cause of elliptical orbits if 
not that some doubly acting force, concen- 
trated at  two foci, is exerting its opposite 
influences on both masses, not on one. For 
this reason also it is inaccurate, because 
untrue, to say that the sun is at  one of its 
foci. That infers that the sun's center is one 
of its foci, which is not true. The true focus, 

which only happens to be within the sun, 
because of the sun's huge bulk, is the 
mutual gravitative center of both sun and 
planet, or earth and moon. 

LAW MERELY LOCAL 

If a planet happened to be a big fellow, 
the focus referred to would be a long way 
outside of the sun. For this reason, the 
law is purely a local one, limited to a solar 
system, and would not apply to two solar 
systems or to two bodies of approxi- 
mately equal mass revolving around each 
other, as a universal law should apply. 

The neglected focus is the mutual 
center of repulsion which is the lowest 
point in the pressure gradient between 
any two masses. These two oppositely 
acting foci are the controls which deter- 
mine the orbits of both masses around 
each other instead of one mass around 
the other, which was the apparent limit of 
Kepler's consideration. 

Perhaps Dr. Jackson will explain to 
me why Kepler and Newton, and all who 
have followed since then, have shirked 
this other necessary focus and have given 
u s  only the perfectly obvious one. 

If Newton had watched that apple 
compose itself from low potential gases 
and liquids to high potential solids, saw it 
fall, and still remained on his job watch- 

ing it decompose back again into low po- 
tential gases and vapors as it arose, we 
might have had a complete law of gravita- 
tion which would have been a great aid in 
putting a much-needed foundation under 
the feet of science during these intervening 
centuries. 

FAIR TREATMENT ASKED 

I am offering again my contribution to what 
seems to ma the un.. . [H: Sorry, a couple 
of lines again missing.] 

WALTER RUSSELL 
July, 1930 

END OF QUOTING 

Enough for this writing and I believe it 
is enough for today, we have written at 
least three times daily for this full week and 
minds and fingers are scrambled. Save the 
copies of the articles and we will finish 
them later. 

There is nothing sacred about the theo- 
ries of Newton or Kepler or Russell. Truth 
is Truth and all the arguing about it 
won't change a thing about it. Life is 
sacred, TRUTH is sacred and YOU are 
sacred--defense of that, simply because it 
is accepted as "sacred", is the most foolish 
of ALL! Aho. 

HIS 3 4 V S 7 ! E W O U S  W A V S  

The sunset w a s  shroudedby  6lack clouds. Lightnin c racked  P a n d t o r r e n t s  of r a i n  felL From our  seconds tory  w i n  o w  I cou ld  
see s taKedcars  caught i n  the fCash flood: A Cone s ta t ion  wagon  
struggledtfirough the w a t e r  a n d h e a d e d u p  ourstreet .  I t  s t o p p e d  
f o r  a moment  i n  front  of o u r  house, t h e n p u l i e d  into  o u r  dr i ve -  
w a y .  I r a c e d  to  the door. 

T w o  teenage girl j  s t o o d  there. " m a y  I use your phone?" one 
asked: '7 n e e d  to  caCCmy dad to  kt h i m  know we're aCCright. " 

"Sure," I said; and Get t h e m  in. 
Whi le  I f i x e d  hot cocoa and the irCs made their  

husband; PauC p a c e d  the kitchenJtor. m e  
where  he workedwasf lboding  an he w a s  
the fac i f i t y  manager.  " N o r m  is at 

p r o m i s e d t o  check i n  w i t h  me.  W h y  hasn't he caKed?" 
w i t h  the phone, and Paul  s t o p p e d p a c i n  . P out  the s torm here," one teen s a i d a s  s e 

s i y p e d  her  cocoa. "He w a s  a Cittle worr i edabout  our  6eing i n  a 
stranger's house, so I g a v e  h i m  your num6er.  Is t h a t  okay?" 

I nodded; a n d j u s t  then the phone rang.  P a u l w e n t  to  answer 
i t .  A f t e r  a few  seconds, he returned: 

'Tt w a s  N o r m  aCCright," he s a i d  "6ut he didn't  want to  talk 
a6out  the office." A strange loof came o v e r  "He w a n t e d  
to  thank me for  keeping his daughter  

From Guideposts Magazine 
For subscriptions: 39 Seminary Hill Road, Carmel, NY 10512-9902 

) 
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The Missing 13th Amendment 

Guess What Those $&#! Lawyers Did 
(Editor's note: The following informa- AMENDMENT I JUST CITED. THE ORIGI- principal intent of this "missing" 13 th 

tion on the missing or removed or stolen NAL 13TH AMENDMENT READS AS FOL- Amendment WAS TO PROHIBITLAWYERS 
13th Amendment to our Constitution LOWS: FROM SERVING IN GOVERNMENT.. . .I 
was first outlayed by Commander So began a seven-year, nationwide 
Hatonn almost TWO years ago now. "Ifany citizen of the United States search for the truth surrounding the most 
While the story behind this deception is shall accept, claim, receive, or retain bizarre Constitutional puzzle in American 
remarkable in  itself, the implications of any TITLE OF NOBILITY or history-the unlawful REMOVAL OF A 
this Amendment's absence OR reinstate- HONOUR, or shall, without the con- RATIFIED Amendment from the Consti- 
ment are truly earthshaking--and cer- sent of Congress, accept and retain tution of the United States. Since 1983, 
tainly job-taking to a lot of the crooks anypresent,pension, office, oremolu- Dodge and Dunn have uncovered addi- 
currently imbedded like termites through- ment of any kind whatever, from any tional copies of the Constitution with the 
out our country's various layers of emperor, king, prince, or foreign "missing" 13th Amendment printed in 
government. power, suchperson shall cease to be a t  least  eighteen separate publications 

We are reprinting this fascinating ex- a citizen of the United States, and bv ten duferent  s t a t e s  and  territories 
position both because it is a timely re- shall be incapable of holding any over four decades  from 1 8 2 2  to 1860. 
minder that provides historical back- office of trust orprofit under them, or In June  of this year (199 I) ,  Dodge 
ground to a writing such as thut starting either of them. " (Emphasis added) uncovered the evidence that this miss- 
onpage 26, as  well as because the Patriot ing 13th Amendment had  indeed b e e n  
Movement quietly in progress right n o w  Thank you, David Dodge, Researcher LAWFULLY RATIFIED b y  the s t a t e  of 
frequently refers to this particular issue and Alfred Adask, Editor, AnliShyster, Virginia and w a s  therefore a n  authen- 
and we suspect a lot of our newer August, 1991: tic Amendment  to the American Con- 
readers may enjoy this eye-opening re- stitution. The evidence is correct and 
fresher course on the matter of These ones also give you a special ver- no errors are found-a 13th Amendment 
everybody's "favorite" joke subject -- sion of the pledge of allegiance you might restricting lawyers from serving in gov- 
LA WYERS. consider-for it says what the original ernment w a s  ratified in 1 8 1 9  and RE- 

This writing is extracted from pages MEANT and ceased to be accepted: MOVED from your Constitution dur- 
75-97 of JOURNAL #37, called SCIENCE ing the tumult of the Civil W a r 4 e l i b -  
OF THE COSMOS, TRANSFORMATION Ipledge allegiance to the Constitution of erately! 
OF MAN, THE PLEIADES CONNECTION the United States of America, and to the Since the Amendment was never LAW- 
SERIES--VOLUME VIII.) Republic that honors that Codtution,  FULLY REPEALED, IT IS STILL THE 

one nation, under God, with Liberty and LAW TODAY! Wouldn't you gow guess 
8130191 #1 HATONN Justice for all. that the implications are ENORMOUS? 

The story of this "missing" Amend- 
LAWYERS; YOU HAVE LAWYERS! MISSING 13TH AMENDMENT ment is complex and at  times confusing 

"TITLES OF NOBILITY" AND because the political issues and vocabu- 
Oh my, yes you do! However, since you 'HONOR" lary of the American Revolution were 

ones fail to know anything about your different from your own. However, there 
Constitution-I get to lay another heavy In the winterof 1983, archival research are essentially two issues: What does 
trip on you. How many Amendments do expert David Dodge, and former Baltimore the Amendment mean? and, Was the 
you have? Do you know that it is UN- police investigatorTom Dunn, were search- Amendment ratified? Lets look first a t  
CONSTITUTIONAL FOR A LAWYER TO BE ing for evidence of government corruption the "meaning". 
ELECTED TO CONGRESS? WHAT DOES in public records stored in the Belfast 
YOUR THIRTEENTH AMENDMENT SAY? Library on the coast of Maine. By chance MEANING 
Well, NOW it reads: [H: ?-I think not!], they discovered the 

library's oldest authentic copy of the The "missing" 13th Amendment to 
"Neither slavery nor involuntary servi- Constitution of the United States (printed the Constitution of the United States 

tude, except as a punishment for crime in 1825). Both men were stunned to see reads as above cited. 
whereof the party shall have been duly this document included a 13th  Amend- At first reading, the meaning of this 
convicted, shallexistzui'thinthe United Stutes, m e n t  that no longer appears on carrent 13th Amendment (also called the 'title of 
or anyplace subjed to tkirjurisdidioa. .etc. " copies of the Constitution. Moreover, nobility" Amendment) seems a bit obscure, 

after studying the Amendment's language unimportant. The references to "nobility", 
Ah, but  not so. THAT WAS THE 14TH and historical context, they realized the "honour*, "emperor", 'king", and  

- - 
- - - - - - - - A  a - . A * - -  . . . .  % v . . . . . V ~ , . . . ~ . . . . ~ - % . . . , ~ . ~ . . . *  
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"prince" lead you to dismiss this amend- uprising (1794) were in part encouraged by Guess who's going to pay the bill for the 
ment as a petty post-revolution act of the American Revolution. Though you excesses of these bailouts?) A s  Oberli and 
spite directed against the British monar- stood like a beacon of hope for most of the Dharrna track further and deeper into in- 
chy. But in your modern world of Lady Di world, the monarchiesregarded the United volved parties attached to this present 
and Prince Charles, anti-royalist senti- States as a political "typhoid Mary", the property scam/scandal-they are finding 
ments seem so archaic and quaint that the principle source of radical democracy that other financial institutions involved and, 
Amendment can be ignored. NOT SO! was destroying monarchies around the as named in the investigation, find Sa- 

Consider some real hard evidence of its world. lomon Brothers and other financial insti- 
historical significance: First, "titles of The monarchies must have realized that tutions who are "kaput" and haven't even 
nobility" were prohibited in both Article VI if the principal source of that infection been made public-no wonder the FDIC 
of the Articles of Confederation (1  777) and could be destroyed, the rest of the world and RTC are asking additional BILLIONS. 
in Article I ,  Sect. 9 of the Constitution of the might avoid the contagion and the monar- The systematic robbery of productive 
United States (1  788); Second, although al- chies would be saved. individuals by parasitic bankers and law- 
ready prohibited by the Constitution, an Their survival at stake, the monarchies yers is not a recent phenomenon. This 
additional "title of nobility" amendment sought to destroy or subvert the American abuse is a human tradition that predates 
was proposed in 1789, again in 18 10, and system of government. Knowing they the Bible and spread from Europe to 
was finally ratified in 18 19. Clearly the couldn't destroy you militarily, they re- Americadespite early colonial prohibitions. 
founding fathers saw such aserious threat sorted to more covert methods of political (Remember the Protocols of Zion? Try the 
in "titles of nobility" and "honors* that subversion, employing spies and secret issue of Oct. 1920: No. 13: uWe have 
anyone receiving them would FORFEIT agents skilled in bribery and legal decep- already established oar own men in all 
THEIR CITIZENSHIP. (How about Sir tion-it was, perhaps, the first "cold war". important positions. W e  must endeavor 
Schwarzkopf? and Sir Dr. Kissinger?) Since Since governments run on money, politi- to provide the Goyim (non-Jews and 
the government prohibited "titles of nobil- cians run FOR money, and money is the including Judeans/Hebrews) with LAW- 
ity" several times over four decades, and usual enticement to commit treason, much YERS and doctors; the LAWYERS are au 
went through the amending process (even of the monarchy's counter-revolutionary courant with all interest ... .", and 14: 
though "titles of nobility" were already efforts emanated from English banks. "But above all let us monopolh Educa- 
prohibited by the Constitution), it's ob- tion. By this means we s p d  ideas 
vious that the Amendment carried much DON'T BANK ON IT that am usefil to us, and shape the 
more significance for your founding fa- childmn's bmins as suits us." And 
thers thanis readilyapparent toyou today. The essence of banking was once ex- then, 15: "If one of our people should 

plained by Sir Josiah Stamp, a former unhappily fall into the hands of justice 
HISTORICAL CONTEXT president of the Bank of England. I have amongst the Christians, we mast rush to 

given this before but it is such a dandy, I help him; find as maw WITNESSES AS 
To understand the meaning of this shall repeat it: "The modem. bankingsys- HE NEEDS TO SAVE HIM FROM HIS 

"missing" 13th Amendment, you must tem manufactures money out of nothing. JUDGES-UNTIL WE BECOME JUDGES 
understand its historical context-the era The process is p e r m s  the most astounding OURSELVES!" 
surrounding the American Revolution piece of sleight of hand that was ever in- It is about time to again publish the 
(which of course, you are not taught). vented. Banking was conceived in inequity Protocols, friends, but I have quite a bit of 

You tend to regard the notion of "De- and born in sin ... Bankers own the Earth. additional updating to do prior to that SO 

mocracy" as benign, harmless, and politi- Take it away from them but leave them the let us hold up herein and not get side- 
cally unremarkable. But at the time of the power to create money, and, with aflick of tracked from the "missing" 13th Amend- 
American Revolution, King George I11 an'd apen, they will create enough money to buy ment-it is all tied in together, as you 
the other monarchies of Europe saw De- it back again .... Take this greatpower away might have guessed by now. You may as 
mocracy as an unnatural, ungodly ideo- from them and all great fortunes like mine well consider that there is total integration 
logical threat, every bit as dangerously will disappear and they ought to disappear, of the PROTOCOLS 0 F ZION, the 
radical as Communism. [So, the obvious for then this would be a better and happier CREMIEUX MANIFESTO, and the epistle 
solution was to turn Democracy and Com- world to live i n  ... But, ifyou want to continue emanating from the "PRINCE OF THE 
munism into a method of creating what to be the slaves of bankers andpay the cost JEWS". Isn't it interesting that these were 
they wanted in the first place, a Monarchy- of your own slavery, then let bankers con- published in a Rothschild magazine? The 
Dictatorship, while calling it nice labels.] t ime to create money and control credit. " "Prince of the Jews" was done in 1489 A.D. 
Just as the 19 17 Communist Revolution in One of the past great abuses of your But then, who would ever think, most 
Russia [financed by you nicepeople's bank- banking system caused the depression of especially Gentaes, of connecting these 
ers just as the so-called Soviet Revolution the 1930's. Today's abuses are causing things with other documents emanating 
this week is sponsored and financed by the another and more massive depression than from Jewry, or with modem happenings? 
same nice people in your behalf] spawned the world has ever known. Current S&L So be it! [See JOURNAL #24 forPmtocols of 
other revolutions around the world, the and bank scandals illustrate the on-going Zion; ordering information on back page.] 
American Revolution provided an example relationships between banks, LAWYERS, When the first United States Bank was 
and incentive for people all over the world politicians, and government agencies (look chartered by Congress in 1790, there were 
to overthrow their European monarchies- at the current BCCI and BNL scandals only three state banks in existence. At one 
or so it was interpreted. running from high government officers to time, banks were prohibited by law in most 

Even though the Treaty of Paris ended the Presidency itself involved in totally states because many of the early settlers 
the Revolutionary War in 1783, the simple criminal activities) such as the Federal were all too familiar with the practices of 
fact of your existence threatened the mon- Reserve, the FDIC, and even the CIA. These the European goldsmith banks. 
archies. The United States stood as a scandals are the direct result of years of Goldsmith bankswere safe-housesused 
heroic role model for other nations that law-breaking by an alliance ofbankers and to store client's gold. In exchange for the 
inspired them to also struggle against op- lawyers using their influence and money to deposited gold, clients were issued notes 
pressive monarchies. The French Revolu- corrupt the political process and rob the (paper money) which were redeemable in 
tion (1789-1799) and the Polish national public. (Think you're not being robbed? gold. The goldsmith bankers quickly suc- 
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cumbed to the temptation to issue "extra" rations for the American Revolution (inter- RECORD OF THIS BOOK'S EXISTENCE! 
notes, (unbacked by gold). Why? Because esting?) . The Senate ratified the treaty in Does this sound surprising? Perish the 
the "extra" notes enriched the bankers by secret session and ordered that it not be thought of "surprising". The Library of 
allowing them to buy property with notes published. When Benjamin Franklin's Congress has over 349,402 uncatalocrued 
for gold that they did not own, gold that did grandson published it anyway, the ex- rare books and 13.9 MILLION UN-CATA- 
not even exist. posure and resulting public uproar so an- LOGUED RARE MANUSCRIPTS, LAWS 

Colonists knew that bankers occasion- gered the Congress that it passed the Alien AND RATIFICATIONS! THERE ARE SE- 
ally printed too much paper money, found and Sedition Acts (1798) SO FEDERAL CRETS BURIED INTHATMASS OFDOCU- 
themselves over-leveraged, and caused a JUDGES COULD PROSECUTE EDITORS MENTS EVENMOREASTONISHM TWAN 
"run on the bank". If the bankers lacked AND PUBLISHERS FOR REPORTINGTHE A MISSING CONSTITUTIONAL AMEND- 
sufficient gold to meet the demand, the TRUTH ABOUT THE GOVERNMENT. MENT, I CAN WELL ASSURE YOU. 
paper money became worthless and com- Since you had WON the Revolutionary 
mon citizens left holding the paper were War, why would your Senators agree to pay TITLES OF NOBILI'IY 
ruined. Although over-leveraged bankers REPARATIONS to the loser? And why 
were sometimes hung, the bankers con- would they agree to pay 600,000 pounds In seeking to rule the world and destroy 
tinued printing extra money to increase sterling, elevenvears AFTER the war ended? the United States, bankerscornrnitted many 
their fortunes at the expense of the produc- It just doesn't seem to make sense does it? crimes. Foremost among these crimes 
tive members of society. (The practice con- Especially in light of the Senate's secrecy were fraud, conversion, and plain old theft. 
tinues to this day and offers "sweetheart" and later fury over being exposed, UNLESS To escape prosecution for their crimes, the 
loans to bank insiders, and even provides YOU ASSUME YOUR SENATORS HAD bankers did the same .thing any career 
the foundation for deficit spending and BEEN BRIBED TO SERVE THE BRITISH criminal does. They hired and formed 
your federal government's unbridled MONARCHY AND BETRAY THE AMERI- alliances with the best LAWYERS and 
growth.) CAN PEOPLE--THAT, DEAR ONES, I S  JUDGES money could buy. These alli- 

SUBVERSION! ances, originally forged in Europe (particu- 
PAPER MONEY The United States Bank had been op- larly in Great Britain), spread to the colo- 

posed by the Jeffersonians from the begin- nies, and later into the newly formed United 
If the colonists forgot the lessons of ning, but the Federalists (the pro-monar- States of America. Just as with Dharma 

goldsmith bankers, the American Rev- chy party) won-out in its establishment. and Oberli's legal case-the adversary law- 
olution refreshed their memories. To fi- ~heinitialcapitalizationwas$10,000,00& yer, Mr. Horn, simply removes any papers 
nance the war, Congress authorized the 80% of which would be owned by foreign from the file which can aid and assist the 
printing of continental bills of credit in an bankers. Since the bank was authorized to defendants! When discovered, he then 
amount not to exceed $200,000,000. The lend up to $20,000,000 (double its paid in threatensallsortsofheinousconsequences 
states issued another $200,000,000 in pa- capital), it was aprofitable deal for both the if his trick is revealed. What is this man's 
per notes. Ultimately, the value of the government and the bankers since they name? I thought you would never ask: It is 
paper money fell so low that they were soon could lend, and collect interest (usury) on, spelled STEVEN HORN. ONE OF HIS 
traded on speculation from 500 to 1000 $10,000,000 THAT DID NOT EXIST. THREATS IS TO "GET THEM" IF THIS 
paper bills for one coin. However, the European bankers out- INCIDENT IS REVEALED IN ANY OF THIS 

It's then suggested that  your foxed the government and by 1796, the SO-CALLED "DHARMA'Sm WRITINGS. 
Constitution's prohibition against a paper government owed the bank $6,200,000 WELL, OLD BUDDY-THEY HAVE NOTH- 
economy-"No State shall.. . make any and was forced to sell its shares. (By 1802, ING TO LOSE BUT I DO SUGGEST THAT 
Thing but gold and silver Coin a tender in your government OWNED NO STOCK IN MR. HORN DOES! 
Payment of Debtsw-was a tool of the THE UNITED STATES BANK.) Remember the part of the Protocols 
wealthy to be worked to the disadvantage The sheer power of the banks and their about providing witnesses sufficient to win 
ofallothers. But only in aupaper" economy ability to influence representative govern- your case? Well, he did that too-but he 
can money reproduce itself and increase ment by economic manipulation and out- outsmarted himself. The first hearing came 
the claims of the wealthy at the expense of right bribery was exposed in 18 1 1, when with sufficient 'providedm witnesses to 
the productive. the people discovered that European bank- swamp the court with liars. But, he had 

"Paper money", said Pelatiah Webster, ing interests OWNED 80% OF THE BANK. presented a backup case petition which 
"polluted the equity of our laws, turned Congress, therefore, refused to renew the caused the Judge to disallow further pro- 
them into engines of oppression, corrupted bank's charter. This led to the withdrawal ceedings at that time. So, along with the 
the justice of our public administration, of $7,000,000 in specie by European in- presentation of the City Clerk and City 
destroyed the fortunes 04 thousands who vestors, which in turn, precipitated an Treasurer as defendant% witnesses, the 
had confidence in it, e'nervated the trade, economic recession, and the War of 18 12. "liarsn did p&ic and disappear. How 
husbandry, and manufacturesofourcoun- There are other examples of the handy, though, our attorneys have turned 
try, and went far to destroy the morality of monarchie's efforts to subvert or destroy up one or two of them and we shall see how 
our people." the United States; some are common knowl- well they like lying NOW. 

edge, others remain to be disclosed to the Despite theircriminal foundation, these 
CONSPIRACIES public. There is, for example, a book called alliances forged in Europe generated wealth 

2 VA LAW in the Library of Congress Law and, ultimately, respectability. Like any 
Be patient-it may "seem" that I am not Library. This is an un-catalogued book in modern unit of organized crime, English 

on the same subject but I am. the rare book section that reveals a plan to bankers and lawyers wanted to be admired 
A few examples of the attempts by the OVERTHROW THE CONSTITUTIONAL as "legitimate businessmenw. A s  their 

monarchies and banks that almost suc- GOVERNMENTBY SECRETAGREEMENTS criminal fortunes grew so did their use- 
ceeded in destroying the United States: ENGINEERED BY THE LAWYERS. THAT, fulness, so the British monarchy legiti- 

According to the Tennessee Laws 17 15- DEAR ONES, IS ONE REASON THAT THE mized these thieves by granting them 
1820, vol 11, p.774, in the 1794 Jay Treaty, 13TH AMENDMENT WAS RATIFIED BY "TITLES OF N O B W .  
the United States agreed to pay 600,000 VIRGINIA AND THE NOTIFICATION 'LOST Historically, the British peerage system 
pounds sterling to King George 111, as repa- IN THE MAIL'. THERE IS NO PUBLIC referred to knights as 'Squiresn and to 
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those who bore the knight's shields as fied) meant anyone 'obtaining or having GOVERNMENT WHOSE MEMBERS WERE 
'Esquiresw. (Isn't this fun?) A s  lances, an advantage or privilege over another*. A TRULY ACCOUNTABLETO THE PUBLIC; A 
shields, and physical violence gave way to contemporary example of an 'honor" GOVERNMENT THAT COULD NOT SYS- 
more civilized meansof theft, the pengrew granted to only a few Americans is the TEMATICALLY EXPLOIT ITS OWN PEO- 
mightier (and far more profitable) than the privilege of being a judge: Lawyers can be PLE! 
sword, and the clever wielders of those judges and exercise the attendant privi- It's unheard of for it got deliberately 
pens (bankers and lawyers) came to hold leges and powers; non-lawyers CAN NOT. undone before it could be done-it has 
titles of nobility. The most common title By prohibiting "honorsw, the missing never been done before-and you thought 
was "Esquire" (used, even today, by law- Amendment prohibits any advantage or a poor soul called Benedict Arnold was a 
yers!). privilege that would grant some citizens an traitor! You have never had a Constitu- 

unequal opportunity to achieve or exercise tional government as intended-not ever 
INTERNATIONAL BAR political power. Therefore, the second in the entire history of the world!!! 

ASSOCIATION meaning (intent) of the 13 th Amendment is So here comes the argument: Senator 
to ensure political equality among all Arneri- George Mitchell of Maine and the National 

In Colonial America, attorneys trained can citizens, by prohibiting anyone, EVEN Archives concede this 13th Amendment 
attorneys but most held no "title of nobil- GOVERNMENT OFFICtALS, &om claim- was proposed by Congress in 1810. 
ity" or "honor". There was no requirement ing or exercising a special privilege or However, they eq&in that them were 
that one be a lawyer to hold the position of power (an "honor") over other citizens. ser#nteen stcltes when Congmss pm- 
district attorney, attorney general, orjudge; This interpretation is quite true, little posed the QCItb of nobilitg" Amend- 
a citizen's "counsel of choice" was not ones, and would be the key concept in the ment; that rurtification required the 
restricted to a lawyer; there were no state 13th Amendment. Why? Because, while support of thirteen states, but since 
or national bar associations. The only "titles of nobility" may no longer apply in only twelve states supported the 
organization that certified lawyers was the today's political system, the concept of Amendment, it was not rurtified. The 
International Bar Association (IBA), char- "honor" remains relevant. Government Printing Office hops on the 
tered by the King ofEngland, headquartered For example, anyone who had a specific bandwagon to agree; it currently prints 
in London, and closely associated with the "immunity" from lawsuits which were not copies of the Constitution Of The United 
international banking system. Lawyers afforded to all citizens, would be enjoying a States which include the "title of nobil- 
admitted to the IBA received the rank separate privilege, an "honor" and would ity" Amendment as proposed-but un- 
"ESQUIREn-A UTITLE OF NOBILITY"! therefore forfeit his right to vote or hold ratified. 

"Esquire" was the principal title of no- public office. Think of the "immunitiesw Even if this 13th Amendment was 
bility which the 13th Amendment sought from lawsuits that your judges, lawyers, never ratified, even if research would be 
to PROHIBIT from the United States. Why? politicians, and bureaucrats currently en- flawed and only twelve states voted to 
Because the loyalty of "Esquire" lawyers joy. A s  another example, think of all the ratify the Amendment-wouldn't the pos- 
was suspect. Bankers and lawyers with an "special interestw legislation your govern- sibility be wondrous to imagine? So 
"Esquire" behind their names were agents ment passes: "special interestsw are sim- what am I saying? Am I saying that it 
of the monarchy, members of an organiza- ply euphemisms for "special privilegesw was a dream within one vote of historical 
tion whose principal purposes were politi- (honors). utopia? No! I am saying that it WAS 
cal, not economic, and regarded with the RATIFIED. 
same wariness that some people today WHAT IF? After a break we shall continue to 
resetve for members of the KGB or the CIA. prove it. And, dear ones of America and 

Article I, Sect. 9 of the Constitution If the missing 13th Amendment were to ones running for office with overwhelm- 
sought to prohibit the International Bar be restored, 'special interests" and 'irn- ing odds against 'housecleaning"- here 
Association (or any other agency that munitiesw would be rendered unconstitu- are your tools to do the mweepingl 
granted titles of nobility) from operating in tional. The prohibition against 'honors" NOW DO YOU SEE THE VALUE OF A 
America. But the Constitution neglected (privileges) would compel the entire gov- -OD OLD SPACE CADET WITH X- 
to specify a penalty, so the prohibition was ernment to operate under the same laws as RAY VISION? IT SURELY DOESN'T 
ignored, and agents of the monarchy con- the citizens of your nation. Without their SURPRISE ANY OF YOU THAT TH18 
tinued to infiltrate and influence the gov- current personal immunities (honors), your PARTICULAR AMED-MT WOULD 
ernment (as in the Jay Treaty and the US judges and I.R.S. agents would be unable WBT LOST"? 80 BE IT. 
Bank charter incidents). Therefore, a'title to abuse common citizens without fear of 
of nobility" amendment that specified a legal liability. If the 13th Amendment were 81 301 91 1)2 HATOm 
penalty (loss of citizenship) was proposed restored, your entire government would 
in 1789, and again in 1810. The meaning have to conduct itself according to the PARADISE FOUND? 
of the amendment is seen in its intent to same standards of decency, respect, law, 
prohibit persons having titles of nobility and liability as the rest of the nation. If this Again, I give humble thanks and ap- 
and loyalties to foreign governments and Amendment and the term 'honor" were preciation to David Dodge and Alfred 
bankers from voting, holding public office, applied today, your government's ability to Adask for jobs well done! 
or using their skills to subvert the gov- systematicallycoerceandabusethepublic In 1789, The House of Representa- 
ernment. would be all but eliminated. Just IMAG- tives compiled a list of possible Consti- 

INE! tutional Amendments, some of which 
HONOR CAN YOU IMAGINE A GOVERNMENT would ultimately become your Bill of 

WITHOUT SPECIAL PRIVILEGES OR IM- Rights. The House proposed seventeen; 
The missing Amendment is referred to MUNITIES?. How could you even describe the Senate reduced the list to twelve. 

as the 'title of nobility" Amendment, but it? It would be almost like a government- During this process Senator Tristrain 
the second prohibition against 'honouf OF THE PEOPLE-BY THE PEOPLE--AND Dalton (Mass.) proposed an Amendment 
(honor), may be more significant. FOR THE PEOPLE! COULD IT POSSIBLY seeking to prohibit and provide a penalty 

The archaic definition of 'honor" (as BE THAT THE FOUNDING FATHERS IN- for any American accepting a 'title of 
used when the 13th Amendment was rati- TENDED IT BE THAT WAY? IMAGINE: A Nobility, (RG 46 Records of the U .S. 
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Senate). Although it wasn't passed, this 
was the first time a 'title of nobility" 
amendment was proposed. 

Twenty years later, in January, 18 10, 
Senator Reed proposed another "Title of 
Nobility" Amendment ( History of Con- 
gress, Proceedings of the Senate, p. 529- 
530). On April 27, 18 10, the Senate 
voted to pass this 13th Amendment by a 
vote of 26 to 1; the House resolved in the 
affirmative 87  to 3; and the following 
resolve was sent to the states for ratifica- 
tion: 

"If any citizen of the United States 
shall Accept, claim, receive or retain any 
title of nobility or honour, or shall, without 
the consent of Congress, accept and re- 
tain any present, pension, office or emolu- 
ment of any kind whatever, from any 
emperor, king, prince or foreign power, 
suchperson shall cease to be a citizen of 
the United States, and shall be incapable 
of holding any office of trust or profit 
under them, or either of them." 

The Constitution requires three-quar- 
ters of the states to ratify a proposed 
amendment before it may be added to 
the Constitution. When Congress pro- 
posed the 'Title of Nobility" Amendment 
in 1810, there were seventeen states, 
thirteen of which would have to ratify for 
the Amendment to be adopted. Accord- 

ing to the National Archives, the follow- 
ing i s  a list of the twelve states that 
ratified, and their dates of ratification. 

(Herein please note that the 16th 
(income tux) Amendment was truly 
never ratified! But here you have one 
which was truly ratified with proof 
thereof-and i t  was secretly heisted 
from your Constitution--are you get- 
ting a bit upset yet?)  

Maryland, Dec. 25, 18 10 
Kentucky, Jan.  3 1, 18 11 
Ohio, Jan .  3 1, 18 11 
Delaware, Feb. 2, 18 11 
Pennsylvania, Feb. 6 ,  18 1 1 
New Jersey, Feb. 13, 18 1 1 
Vermont, Oct. 24, 18 11 
Tennessee, Nov. 2 1, 18 1 1 
Georgia, Dec. 13, 18 1 1 
North Carolina, Dec. 23, 18 1 1 
Massachusetts, Feb. 27, 18 12 
New Hampshire, Dec. 10, 18 12 

NOW WATCH THE "NOW" USUAL 
SLEIGHT OF HAND AND FOOTWORK 
FOR IT HAS BECOME THE MODUS 
OPERAND1 WHEN THE GOING GETS 
TIGHT: Before  the t h i r t e e n t h  state 
cou ld  ratify,  the WAR OF 1 8 1 2  BROKE 
OUT WITH ENGLAND. By the time the 

war ended in 18 14, THE BRITISH HAD 
BURNED THE CAPITOL, THE LIBRARY 
OF CONGRESS, AND MOST OF THE 
RECORDS OF THE FIRST 38 YEARS 
OF GOVERNMENT. I'm s u r e  the con- 
nection be tween  the proposed "t i t le  
of nobility* a m e n d m e n t  w h i c h  would 
close England out o f  the US govern- 
m e n t  forever,  and the War of 1 8 1 2  
BECOMES SELF-EVIDENT! You have 
entered massive wars for far less-like 
Desert Storm in Iraq. 

Four years later, on December 3 1, 
18 17, the House of Representatives re- 
solved that President Monroe inquire 
into the status of this Amendment be- 
cause all sorts of "strange" things were 
beginning to happen in your govern- 
ment. In a letter dated Feb. 6, 1818, 
President Monroe reported to the House 
that Secretary of State Adams had writ- 
ten to the governors of Virginia, South 
Carolina and Connecticut to tell them 
that the proposed Amendment had been 
ratified by twelve States and rejected by 
two (New York and Rhode Island), and 
asked the governors to notify him of their 
legislature's position. (House Document 
No. 76) 

(This, and other letters written by the 
President and the Secretary of State dur- 
ing the month of February, 18 18, note 
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only that the proposed Amendment had LICATION AND DISSEMINATION OF "outlaw" public servants who pushed 
not been ratified. However, these THE THIRTEENTH AdfENDMENT OF people around and accepted bribes or 
letters would later become crucial THE CONSTITUTION. special favors to 'look the other way". 
because, in the absence of additional Some argue that there is question as Maybe. But before you do, there is a lot 
information, they would be interpreted to whether Virginia ever formally noti- of evidence to be explained. 
to mean that the amendment was never fied the Secretary of State that they had 
ratified.) ratified this 13th Amendment. Some THE AMENDMENT DISAPPEARS 

On February 28, 18 18, Secretary of have argued that because such notifi- 
State Adams reported the rejection of cation was not received (or at  least, not In 1829, the following note appears 
the Amendment by South Carolina recorded), the Amendment was therefore on p. 23, Vol. 1 of the New Yorlc Revised 
(House Doc. No. 129). There are no not legally ratified. However, printing by Statutes: 
further entries regarding the ratification a legislature is prima facie evidence of "In the edition of the Laws of the U.S. 
of the 13th Amendment in the Journals ratification. before referred to, there is an amend- 
of Congress; whether Virginia ratified is Further, there is no Constitutional ment printed as article 13, prohibiting 
neither confirmed nor denied. Likewise, requirement that the Secretary of State, citizens from accepting titles of nobility 
a search through the executive papers of or anyone else, be officially notified to or honor, or presents, offices, etc., from 
Governor Preston of Virginia does not complete the ratification process. The foreign nations. But, by a message of the 
reveal any correspondence from Secre- Constitution only requires that three- president of the United States of the 4th 
tary of State Adams. (However ,  them is fourths of the states ratify for an Amend- of Februaq, 18 18, in answer to a resolu- 
a j o u r n a l  entty in the V i r g i n i a  House  ment to be added to the Constitution. If tion of the House of Representatives, it 
that theGovemrpresentedthe House three-quarters of the states ratify, the appears that this amendment had been 
with an o f f i c i a l  l e t t e r  and documents Amendment is passed. Period. The ratified only by 12 states, and therefore 
f r o m  W a s h i n g t o n  withina time f m m e  Constitution is otherwise silent on what had not been adopted. See vol. iv of the 
that i n c l u d e s  rsceipt o f  Adams'  l e t -  procedure should be used to announce, printed papers of the 1st session of the 
ter.) Again, however, no evidence of confirm, or communicate the ratification 15th congress, No. 76." (Emphasis 
ratification; none of denial. of amendments. added.) In 1854, a similar note appeared 

Whoopee! However, on March 10, Knowing they were the last state nec- in the Oregon Statutes. Both notes refer 
18 19, the Virginia legislature passed Act essary to ratify the Amendment, the Vir- to the Laws of the United States. 1st vol. 
No. 280 (Virginia Archives of Richmond, ginians had every right to announce their p. 73/74. 
"misc." file, p. 299 for micro-film): sBe own and the nation's ratification of the It's not yet clear whether the 13th 
i t  enacted by the Generrrl A s s e m b l y ,  Amendment by publishingit in a special Amendment was published in Laws of 
that them s h a l l  be p u b l i s h e d  an edi- edition of the Constitution, and so they the United States, 1st Vol., prematurely, 
tion of  the Laws o f  this Common-  did. by accident, in anticipation of Virginia's 
w e a l t h  in which shall be contained Word of Virginia's 1819 ratification ratification, or as part of a plot to dis- 
the f o l l o w i n g  matters, that is to say; spread throughout the states and both credit the Amendment by making it ap- 
the C o n s t i t u t i o n o f  the(u)united Startes Rhode Island and Kentucky published pear that only twelve States had ratified. 
ard the amendments themto...." This the new Amendment in 1822. Ohio first Whether the Laws of the United States 
act  was the specific legislated in- publishedin 1824. Maineordered 10,000 Vol. 1 (carrying the 13th Amendment) 
structions on what was, by law, to be copies of the Constitution with the 13th was re-called or made-up is unknown. 
included in the republication (a special Amendment to be printed for use in the In fact, it's not even clear that the speci- 
edition) of the Virginia Civil Code. The schools in 1825, and again in 183 1 for fied volume was actually printed-the 
Virginia Legislature had already agreed the Census Edition. Indiana Revised Law Library of the Library of Congress 
that all Acts were to go into effect on the Laws of 183 1 published the 13th Article has no record of its existence. 
same day-the day that the Civil Code on p. 20. Northwestern Territories pub- However, because the notes' authors 
was to be republished. Therefore, the lished in 1833. Ohio published in 183 1 reported no further references to the 
13th Amendment's official DATE OF and 1833. Then came the Wisconsin 13th Amendment after the Presidential 
RATIFICATION WOULD BE DATE OF Territory in 1839; IowaTerritory in 1843; letter of February, 18 18, they apparently 
RIE-PUBLICATION OF THE VIRGINIA Ohio again, in 1848; Kansas Statutes in assumed the ratification process had 
C r t t a  CODE: WARCH 12, 181 9111 1855; and Nebraska Territory six times ended in failure a t  that time. If so, they 

The Delegates knew Virginia was the in a row from 1855 to 1860. neglected to seek information on the 
last of the 13 States that were necessary So far, Dodge has identified eleven Amendment after 1818, or at the state 
for the ratification of the 13th Amend- different states or territories that printed level, and therefore missed the evidence 
ment. They also knew there were power- the Amendment in twenty separate pub- of Virginia's ratification. This opinion- 
ful forces allied against this ratification lications over fortv-one years. And more assuming that the Presidential letter of 
so they took extraordinary measures to editions including this 13th Amendment Feb. 18 18, was the last word on the 
make sure that it was published in are sure to be discovered for they ARE Amendment-has persisted to this day. 
sufficient quantity (4,000 copies were THERE WAITING! In 1849, Virginia decided to revise the 
ordered, almost triple their usual or- So-you might be able to convince 1819 Civil Code of Virginia (which had 
der), and instructed the printer to some of the people, or maybe even all of contained the 13th Amendment for 30 
send a copy to President James Mon- them, for a little while, that this 13th years). It was at  that time that one of the 
roe as  well as  James Madison and Amendment was never ratified. Maybe code's revisers (A LAWYER NAMED 
Thomas Jefferson. (The printer, Tho- you can show them that the ten legisla- PATTON) wrote to the Secretary of the 
mas Ritchie, was bonded. H e  was tures which ordered it published eigh- Navy, William B. Preston, asking if this 
required to be extremely accurate in teen times (known) consisted of ignorant Amendment had been ratified or ap- 
his research and his printing, or he politicians who don't know their amend- peared by mistake. (A most interesting 
would forfeit his bond.) ments from their ... ahh, articles. You resource for information at any circum- 

IN THIS FASHION, VIRGINIA AN- might even be able to convince the public stance.) 
NOUNCED THERATIFICATI0N:BYPUB- that your forefathers never meant to Preston wrote to J.M. Clayton, the 
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Secretary of State, who replied that this the lawyers first had to remove the 
Amendment was not ratified by a suffi- 13th Utitles of nobilityn Amendment 
cient number of States. This conclusion that might otherwise have kept them 
was based on the information that Sec- in check. In fact, it was not until after 
retary of State J .Q. Adams had provided the Civil War and after the disappearance 
the House of Representatives in 1818, of the 13th Amendment that the newly 
BEFORE Virginia's ratification in 18 19. developing bar associations began work- 
(Funny t h i n v n d  take careful note: ing diligently to create a system wherein 
today, the Congressional Research lawyers took on a title of privilege and 
S e d c e  tells anyone askingabout this nobility as " Esquires" and received the 
13thAmendment this same d r y :  that a honor" of offices and positions (like 
only twelve states, not the requisite district attorney or judge) that only law- 
thirteen, had ratified. Skunks in the yers may now hold. By virtue of these 
woodpile 3) titles, honors, and special privileges, law- 

Note, however, thatdespiteClayton's yers have assumed political and eco- 
opinion, the Amendment continued nomic advantages over the majority of 
to be published in various states and U.S. citizens. Through these privileges, 
territories for at least another eleven they have nearly established a two-tiered 
years (the last known publication was citizenship in this nation where a major- 
in the Nebraska Territory in 1860). ity may vote, but only a minority (law- 

Once again the 13th Amendment was yers) may run for political office. This 
caught in the riptides of American poli- two-tiered citizenship is clearly contrary 
tics. South Carolina seceded from the to Americans' political interests, the 
Union in December of 1860, signalling nation's economic welfare, and the Con- 
the onset of the Civil War. In March, stitution's egalitarian spirit. 
186 1, President Abraham Lincoln was The significance of the 13th Amend- 
inaugurated. ment and its deletion from the Constitu- 

Later in 1861, another proposed tion is this: Since the amendment was 
amendment, also numbered thirteen, was never lawfully nullified, it is still in full 
signed by President Lincoln. This was force and effect and is the Law of the 
the only proposed amendment that was land. If public support is awakened, this 
ever signed by a president. That resolve missing Amendment would provide a le- 
to amend read: UARTICLE THIRTEEN, gal basis to challenge many existing laws 
No amendment shall be made to the and court decisions previously made by 
constitution which will authorize or lawyers who were unconstitutionally 
give to Congress the power to abolish elected or appointed to their positions of 
or interfere, within any State, with the power; it might even mean the removal of 
domestic institutions thereof, including lawyers from your current government 
that of persons held to labor or service by system. 
the laws of said State." (In other words, At the very least, this missing 13th 
President Lincoln had signed a resolve that Amendment demonstrates that two cen- 
would have permitted slavery, and u~held turies ago, lawyers were recognized as 
states' rights.) Only one State, Illinois, rati- enemies of the people and nation. Some 
fied this proposed amendment before the things never change. 
Civil War broke out in 186 1. 

In the tumult of 1865, the original 13th THOSE WHO CANNOT RECALL 
Amendment was finally removed from your HISTORY - - - 
Constitution. On January 3 1, another 13th 
Amendment (which prohibited slavery in Sect. In his farewell address, George Wash- 
1 and ended states' rights in Sect. 2) was ington warned of '...change by usurpa- 
proposed. On April 9, the Civil War ended tion; for though this, in one instance, 
with General Lee's surrender. On April 14, may be the instrument of good, it is the 
President Lincoln (who, in 1861, had signed customary weapon by which free gov- 
the proposed Amendment that would have ernments are destroyed ." 
allowed slavery and states rights) was as- In 1788, Thomas Jefferson proposed 
mdnated. On December 6, the 'new" 13th that you have a Declaration of Rights 
Amendment loudly prohibiting slavery (and similar to Virginia's. Three of his sug- 
quietly sumndering states rights to the fed- gestions were 'freedom of commerce 
eral government) was ratified, replacing and against monopolies, trial by jury in ALL 
effectively erasing the original 13th Amend- cases* and 'no suspensions of the ha- 
ment that had prohibited 'titles of nobility" beas corpus." 
and 'honors". Wasn't that about as clever as No doubt Washington's warning and 
you can get? Jefferson's ideas were dismissed as re- 

dundant by those who knew the law. 
SIGNIFICANCE OF REMOVAL Who would have dreamed your legal sys- 

tem would become a monopoly against 
To create the present oligarchy (rule freedom when that was one of the pri- 

by LAWYERS) which you now endure, mary causes for the rebellion against 
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King George 1113 
Yet, the denial of trial by jury is now 

commonplace in your courts, and ha- 
beas corpus, for crimes against the state, 
suspended. (By crimes against the state, 
I refer to 'political crimesn where there 
is no injured party and the corpus 
delicti-evidence-is equally imaginary.] 

I had a document handed into 
Dharma's hands not 15 minutes ago 
from the Christic Institute, entitled 
Avirgan v. Hull Update. 

It starts off (and I shall write just a 
tiny portion): Ruling disregards evi- 
dence, denies right to trial by jury. 
On June 1 8  thme judges of the 11 th  
Cirmcit appeals court refwed to rein- 
state Avirgan v. Hull, a civil rack- 
eteering lawsuit charging 29 mem- 
bers of a criminal tucketeering enter- 
prise with m d e r ,  destmction of prop- 
erty, drug trqff ickfng, gun smuggling, 
money laundering and other crimes. 
The judges upheld two decisions 
handed down by Judge Jtzmes 
Lawrence King of Miami: An otder 
granting @summaty judgementsm in 
fauor of the defendants and a subse- 
quent ruling ordering the Christic 
Institute, General Counsel Daniel 
Sheehand and PZainwfs Tony Adrgan 
and Ma+tha Honey to pay more than 
$1 million in punitive fines for alleg- 
edly filing the lawsuit bad faithm. 
The Institute has asked all I 1  judges 
of the appellate court to d e w  the 
decision. If necessary, we plan to 
appeal to the Supreme Court.. . ... 

Just  a bit more from this same case: 
Judge King's decision to haltproceedings 
shortly before the trial's scheduled open- 
ing date predicated on an argument 
unprecedented in law: that plaintiffs 
are NOT ENTITLED TO THEIR CONSTI- 
TUTION& RN3WT TOA TRIAL BYJURY 
W E S S  TUEY SWdblT ALL OF THEIR 

BEGINS. 
It goes on and on but I haven't space 

here to handle that subject also. In other 
words, however, you have to have and 
prove each of the accusations to the 
'judge" BEFORE the lawsuit can be filed. 
Grounds for objection: -A judge is pm- 
hibited fmm this conduct when a 
plainHff has formally detnanded a 
-1 byfiw-" 

The authority to create monopolies 
was judge-made law by Supreme Court 
Justice John Marshall, et al, during the 
early 1800's; Judges (and lawyers) 
granted to themselves the power to de- 
clare the acts of the People 'un-Consti- 
tutional", waited until their decision was 
grandfathered, and then granted them- 
selves a monopoly by creating the Bar 
Associations. 
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Although Art. VI of the U.S. Constitu- Now in appreciation for this material please send it to them-we'll get 
tion mandates that executive orders and I ask reprinting of the following: around to it, too. If you can write, if 
treaties are binding upon the states This investigation has followed a laby- you've got a personal story about the 
("...and the Judges in every State shall rinthine path that started with the ques- legal system to tell, an essay to pub- 
be bound thereby, anything in the Con- tions about how our courts evolved from a lish on injustice, or a letter to the 
stitution or Laws of any State to the temple of the Bill of Rights to the current editor, they want it. They can't pay 
Contrary notwithstanding."), the Su- star chamber and whether this situation you for it-but freedom is worthy of 
preme Court h a s  held that the Bill of had anything to do with retiring chief giving unity. The editor urges you to 
Rights is not binding upon the states, Justice Burger's warning that we were write and not pussyfoot around---don't 
and thereby resurrected many of the "about tolose ourConstitution". My seven let the system scare you into silence-- 
complaints enumerated in the Declara- year investigation has been fruitful be- name names, send photo copies of 
tion of Independence, exactly as Thomas yond belief;. the information on the miss- relevant documents, pictures of your- 
Jefferson foresaw in 'Notes on the State ing 13thAmendment is only a "drop in the self or the principal parties, and say 
of Virginia", Query 17, p. 16 1, 1784: bucket" of the information I have discov- what's in your heart as well as what's 

ered. Still, the researchcontinues, and by in your legal dictionary. They look for 
"Our rulers will become corrupt, our definition, is never truly complete. documents anywhere from letter-size 

people careless. ..the time forfim'ng every If you will, please check your state's on up to 2,000 word essays (Well, ours 
essential right on a legal basis is [now] archives and libraries to review any cop- is about 300,000 words, so guess it 
while our rulers are honest, and our- ies of the Constitutionprinted prior to the will have to be in shorthand!). 
selves united. From the conclusion of this Civil War, or any books containing prints YOU CAN CHANGE THINGS IF YOU 
war we shall be going downhill. It will not of the Constitution before 1870. If you WANT TO--OR YOU CAN SIT AND WAIT 
then be necessary to resort every moment locate anything related to this project we AND IT WON'T MATTER ANY MORE. 
to the people for support. They will be would appreciate hearing from you so we THESE PEOPLE CALL THEIR PUB- 
forgotten, therefore, and their rights dis- mayproperly fulfill this effodof research. LICATION: Antishyster, 9794 Forest 
regarded. They will forget themselves, Please send your comments or discover- Lane, Suite 159, Dallas, Texas 75243. 
but in the sole faculty of making money ies to: 1-800-477-5508. Their slogan: IT'S 
and will never think of uniting to effect a David M. Dodge, P.O. Box 985, Taos, NATIONAL ATTORNEY WEEK-TAKE 
due respect for their rights. The shackles, New Mexico 87571. A SHYSTER TO LYNCH. 
therefore, which shall not be knocked off Please, you other researchers, like In the meanwhile, anyone wanting to 
at the conclusion of this war, will remain Patrick B.-get on this and share up write up this particular case in point- 
on u s  long, will be made heavier and what you find. You will only turn this we will be delighted! We are most happy 
heavier, till our rights shall revive or ex- nation around through the LAW AND IT to give a whole bunch of names and 
pire in a convulsion." IS ALL THERE IF YOU BUT UNCOVER places. You are going to find the same 

AND RECOVER IT. SALU. ones that continually pop up in the 
So, you await the inevitable convul- I have only one more tid-bit to dump news-Bush, Reagan, Shea& Gould, Sa- 

sion. on you in the "you are had" category for lomon Bros, etc. The network is so 
Only two questions remain: Will you this writing: In uncovering the mess with massive that a "clean sweep" with your 

fight to revive your rights? Or will you the conspiracy regarding Santa Barbara Constitutional broom is all that will do 
meekly submit as your last remaining Savings/ RTC/Bank ofAmerica fraud and it. God Bless! 
rights expire, surrendered to the courts, deceit involving Dharma and Oberli-it Hatonn to clear. 
and perhaps to a "New World Order"? is uncovered that the following practice 

There was a n  addendum to this infor- is common and takes place with the RTC 
mation which must be added: Docu- in massive proportion these days: A bank, 
mentation has  been sent as to five more say, Bank of America, buys from the 
editions of statutes that include the Con- RTC, Santa Barbara Savings-BUT- 
stitution and the missing 13th Amend- THEY ONLY GET THE GOOD ASSETS 
ment. AND THE RTC (YOU-THE-PEOPLE) 

These editions were printed by: Ohio, CARRY ALL LOSSES AND CONTESTED 
18 19; Connecticut (one of the states that PROPERTY. IN OTHER WORDS IT IS 
voted against ratifying the Amendment), COMPLETELY PRE-ARRANGED THAT 
1835; Kansas, 186 1; and the Colorado THE BANK(ERS) GET ALL THE ASSETS 
Territory, 1865 and 1867. AND YOU TAKE THE DEBTS! GOOD- 

These finds are  important because: 1) LUCK, WORLD! Note that this property 
they offer independent confirmation of in question is already overshadowed by 
these claims; and 2) they extend the expenses against its value two to one 
known dates of publication from Ne- from litigation-but in the end you-the- 
braska, 1860 (Dodge's most recent find people will hold the bag. By the way, 
and herein mentioned as such), to Colo- once again, there is found to be a dead- 
rado in 1867. line (which is hidden from view) in which 

The most intriguing discovery was the you must file an  (unknown) form by a 
1867 Colorado Territory edition which certain date or you are forever barred 
includes both the "missing" 13th from any claim. I s  it not about time you 
Amendment AND the current 13th do something about this fraud and plague 
Amendment (freeing the slaves), on upon your lands? 
the same page. The current 13th I further wish to acknowledge a pub- 
Amendment is listed as the 14th lication which I admire greatly for it is 
Amendment in the 1867 Colorado edi- DEDICATED TO RAISING HELL FOR 
tion. LAWYERS! If you have a good story 

\\ 

It could probably 
be shown by facts 
and f igUreS that 

there is no 
distinctly n ative 

American 
crirnin a1 class 

except Congress. 

-- Mark Twain 
I /  
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Our Sordid Government At Work: 
Statement Of POW Involvement 

66 99 By Col. James Bo Gritz 
[Editor's note: With all the information I believe that presidents up through and over there and see everyone you have to 

and writings presented elsewhere in this including George l3ush have known that see, do all the things you need to do. You 
issue of CONTACT -- see pages 6 and 19 Americans were left alive and, in violationof come back and tell me there aren't any 
and 26 -- on the shady dealings of Com- law, these high officials and certain of their American prisoners left alive. I don't be- 
merce Secretary Ron Brown with respect appointed subordinates hauemntz'nued and lieve it and I'm not interested in bones." 
to Vietnam and our PO W-MUs, we thought perpetrated a cover up of this reality. I Col. Arthur D. 'Bull" Simons was there. In 
it only logical to reprint this revealing believe certain members of the US. Con- contrast to Perot, he told me: 'I'm going to 
testimony by "Bo' Gntz. gress have aided in the oppression and plan the operation and you're going to 

Moreover, we wouldnY want to "slight' diversion of information that could execute it." I left for Asia immediately. 
Senator John FORBES Kerry, D-MA, who have revealed afirllness of truth long ago. I Bull Simons died while I was away. 
served as  Chairman of this Senate Select am convinced there exists a mindset in most I went overseas hoping to prove that all 
Committee On POW And MU Affairs and USG offices that everything possible must our POWs were home. I came back con- 
frecluently used the Committee as a forum be done to discredit the living POW move- vinced that they were still alive. Every- 
to encourage the lifing of the trade em- ment and those that support it. where I went in Asia, people I knew who 
bargo with Vietnam and call for nonruzl- It m y  not be economically orpolitically were actively engaged in intelligence op- 
ization of relations. expedient for the USG to deal with the POW erations were certain we had failed to bring 

Why dwell on the name of FORBES? issue in realtenns, but lamcertainit is right. them out. Col. Frank Collinswas one of the 
Well, Colliers International, one of the It maypmvide excellentphoto opportunities, most convincing. He was the senior De- 
world's largest -- $$$ -- real estate but it is my view that for U.S. officials to look fense Attache. Frank said that he consoli- 
operations heavily involved in commer- interestedposing with Communist ofmals dated reports from the entire East Asia 
cia1 developments in Vietnam, just hap- before stacks of old uniforms and equip- region. He was positive American POWs 
pens to have C. Stewart FORBES as chief ment is an insult to the heros who once were had been abandoned. He offered Nguyen 
executive officer, cousin to Sen. John apart of it. The fact is that the Communists Giang as one example. Giang was in a 
FORBES Kerry. Oh, what sordid webs the in Laos, for whatever and all the reasons, refugee camp, having escaped from Viet- 
crooks in high places have woven! ] did not return our PO Ws! The fact is that the nam. He said he was with 49 American 

Vietnamese held Americans after 1 973. The POWs only months before. Two of the 
JAMES GRITZ POW INVOLVEMENT fact is that Americans were sent to Russia POWs had died. Giang buried them. The 

that have not been returned. "Accounting" others were still alive at the time of his 
THIS STATEMENT WAS PREPARED BY is a tenn used in reference to things, like escape. The Americans were being held at 

BO GRITZ FOR PRESENTATION ON 23 boots, helmets, pistols, et al. Our POW/ Tan Lop, a camp near the Red River, north 
NOVEMBER 1992 BEFORETHE U.S. SEN- ML4s should be returned! STOP THE of Hanoi. 
ATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON POW-MIA BUSHLlPAND GETTO THE HEARTOFTHE I reported the results to Perot and rec- 
AFFAIRS DEPOSITION STAFF AND IS TO MATTER - HERE AND THERE! ommended that we make Giang available 
BE OFFERED INTO THE OFFICIAL for interrogation by electronic and chemi- 
RECORD. THE TEXT OF THIS DOCU- OPN LIBERATOR cal means for verification of his claim. 
MENT IS THE TRUTH, SO HELP ME GOD, Perot telephoned Gen. Tighe and requested 
AS I KNOW IT TO BE: ATTESTED TO BY MY I was asked in October 1978 by the Deputy that Tighe bring Giang to the USA. Tighe 
SIGNATURE ON THE 22nd PAGE THIS Director, Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), wrote a memo to Secretary of Defense 
23rd DAY OF NOVEMBER 1992 IN THE Lt. Gen. Harold R. Amn, to go in search of Harold Brown making the request. Brown 
CITY OF SPRINGFIELD, VA. U.S. prisoners of war thought to still be held forwarded the recommendation to Secre- 

against their will by Communists in South- tary of State Cyrus Vance. A month later, 
OVERVIEW east Asia At the time, I was assigned to the Vance wrote a note to Brown turning down 

U.S. Army Element, Office of the Secretary of the appeal. These documents have since 
I have outlined my involvement in POW- Defense, as a Chief of Congressional Rela- been denied by the Executive Branch, but 

MIA matters in the 22 pages that follow tions (DSAA). I retired from active duty in they were written and I have copies. I 
using operation (OPN) titles to sepamte February 1979 for the specific purpose of returned to SEA for more convincing evi- 
events and times. if is my studied opinion resolving this political dispute. dence. Patrols were launched into Laos to 
over the past 12 years that responsible General Eugene Tighe, Director, DIA, suspected POW holding areas using forces 
officials within the Executive Bmnch of the requested H .  Ross Perot sponsor a private loyal to Gen. Vang Pao (CIA mercenary 
U.S. Govermnt  (USG) knowingly aban- effort to determine whether or not any U.S. chief Military Region I1 - Laos during the 
doned U.S. Prisoners of War (POW) held by POWs were left alive. Perot called me to his war). One of the units retuned with a 
Communistpowers as a result of World War EDS, Dallas office in April 1979. He in- positive sighting of 30 U.S. POWs at  
I ,  World War & Korea, and Southeast Asia. structed me accordingly: 'I want you to go Nhommarath, Laos. Satellite photography 
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confirmed "30 non-Asians by measurable We held the team together for as long as tional cost only, but Soubane was prone 
shadow" and a figure 52 made in the possible and then sent all except the most toward profit taking. It made sense that 
ground to bevisible by air. The Nhommarath critical personnel home. Gordon told me Vang Pao might want someone he trusted 
report became Top Secret - Special Intelii- that Brooks even helped with the transpor- to oversee the operation. ISA said "NO". 
gence! Admiral Jerry 0. Tuttle told me that tation. I went to Ft. Bragg and learned that Their records check found him to be a flake 
he briefed President-elect Reagan on the Deltawas indeed gearing up for the rescue. who was d r o ~ ~ e d  from militarv service as 
finding in the West wing of the White House Still I was concerned the Reagan staff uunsuitablew. I protested since Barnes 
in January 1981. The information was so would not be willing to take the risk of would have no operational responsibili- 
sensitive I was told by Tuttle #neverto even sending an official military force into Laos. ties. They relented - I'm sorry to say. 
say the word Nhommrathr The Thais wouldn't actively support such Bill Macris (MI specialist) punched 

an overt launch so the heliborne force Barnes in the nose one week into the field 
OPN VELVET HAMMER would have to infiltrate using a high risk mission. Barnes was returned immedi- 

corridor across Vietnam. I wrote a TOD ately to the States. He did not go into Laos. 
I formed a pilot team in Florida to begin Secret memo to President Reasran outlin- He did not photograph POWs. None of 

initial planning for a possible private sec- inn a ~riyate sector alternative. The mes- these claims came up until long after the 
tor rescue effort. I had maintained liaison sane was delivered to National Securitv mission was over. What Barnes did tell 
with Ann Mills Griffith who was director of Advisor Richard Allen on 30 March 198 1, Rob Ostrow of the L.A. Timeswas that I had 
the League of Families since my first trip to the dav President Reanan was shot! I was sent him with Ed Wilson to Thailand to 
Southeast Asia when it appeared POWs told that Haig was outraged that such an train for an assassination of President 
were still there. Ann made two trips to our option existed. I was warned by Tuttle to Reagan! 
base. I had been told by Admiral Tuttle in watch out for a witch hunt and protect my I was slated to go into Laos to photo- 
his Pentagon office to stand down. He sources. Tuttle said he was recommending graph American POWs in December 198 1. 
stated, "President Reagan is excited and to Lt. Gen. Philip Gast, JCS Operations Instead, Jerry King put the mission on hold 
intends to make the rescue using Delta chief, that I be brought back on active duty and called me to D.C. Admiral Alan Paulson 
Force." I questioned the acceptable risk of for the operation. had replaced Jerry Tuttle. A bureaucratic 
the new president invading Laos in the I sent what remained of Velvet Hammer tug-o-war developed. King told me that 
wake of the Iran raid and criticism of personnel home. AdmiralTuttle called me Paulson was trying to pull in ISA's POW 
Russia in Afghanistan. I used the planes at my Los Angeles home on May 20th and authority. Paulson was complaining that I 
being turned around during the Bay of Pigs said that the next day's Washington Post had "too much visibility" to be a principal 
as an example. Tuttle assured me, "The would carry a front page story stating that field agent. King said that Paulson sug- 
planes will not be turned around in this CIA mercenaries were sent into Laos look- gested that I function within in the agency 
case!" Still I was concerned that politics inn for POWs, but found none. The planes as a staff assistant. House Foreign Affairs, 
would get between us and our POWs. had been turned around! POW su bcommittee Chairman Robert 

Ann brought George Brooks with her to Dornan had called a hearing to question 
the Overstreet Ranch where we had as- OPN GRAND EAGLE both Paulson and CIA deputy, Admiral 
sembled those asked to be part of Velvet Bobby Ray Inman about inner-agency prob- 
Hammer. Brooks offered to write a check Next, I was contacted by Jerry King, lems in POW field operations. I was asked 
for $20,000 to help keep the effort together. officer in charge of the Intelligence Support to meet with Admiral Inman. There was 
Gordon Wilson, my executive officer, Activity. Even the initials "ISA" were clas- conflict over who had final POW opera- 
handled all funding. I didn't feel right sified because Congress knew nothing of tional control. King said that DIA was only 
about accepting money from a 'Family" the organization which was headquartered a coordinating agency - not an approving 
member, but George was insistent. A s  I in Arlington Hall under the code letters authority. Inman said he would contact 
recall he arranged through Gordon to make TCAA. King wanted to continue Velvet me before Christmas with a decision. King 
the check payable to the Special Forces Hammer under the new designation, Gmnd called on 4 January to say that "Grand 
Association. The time soon came at the Eugle. Iwas to establish anetwork through- Easrle was to be put on the shelf as if it never 
termination OPN GRAND EAGLE when Ann, out Asia to gather information. Part of the existed. Too manv bureaucrats in Wash- 
with George always faithful, would become operation was to focus on photographing innton didn't want to see live Americans 
adverse to those who support the "living POWs in captivity using ground units. I returned!" King said he was empowered to 
POW movement". This was because things met with Gen. Vang Pao in LA and ar- have me returned to active military status 
didn'tgo Ann's way. They haw beenacutely ranged to use Col. Soubane's troops. A as his deputy. 
critical of my operations and George has four man training team was assembled in Ann Griffith called. She said Admiral 
even said that I asked him for $250,000 to October to prepare the ground recon units Paulson wanted to continue Grand Eagle 
bring his son home. That is a total lie and for launch in December. Former Special under his auspices and that he would soon 
absolute fabrimtion. George knew per- Forces Master Sergeant J.D. Bath was the be contacting me. Ann was very excited. 
fectly well from information given to him by training team leader. Scott Barnes was an Jerry King telephoned warning me about 
Ann that Velvet Hammer was oriented only unfortunate add on! Paulson. King stated that Paulson only 
towards Nhomrnamth and we had no idea Barnes identified himself as a close intended to completely dismantle the net 
who might be there. Col. Earl Hopper, personal friend of Gen. Vang Pao. Barnes so that no future operations would be 
fonner director of the League, can verify the said he had worked in the Army Security possible. King indicated further covert 
truth Both Hopperand Iquestioned Brooks Agency during the Vietnam war and had support. Paulson was angrywhen I turned 
at the Crystal City StoufferHotel concerning met Vang Pao at a special forces camp. down his proposal. He contacted J.D. Bath 
the money, Brooks had donated. Brooks Barnes was present, but aside during the and told him I had gone crazy and wouldn't 
clearly said he had nopmblern with Gordon's Vang Pao meeting. I had no reason to cooperate with ongoing efforts. He con- 
accountability. Lstate for the record that I doubt Barnes. He had no operational vinced J.D. to meet with DIA rep Pat Hirt 
have never souahf funds from anu POW talent, but said that Vang Pao wanted him and divulge what he knew of our operation. 
familu, nor led them to believe in anu way to go along to monitor our relations with Ann Mills was furious. I didn't feel it 
that we were qoiw on a mission to rescue Soubane. The general's letter to Soubane appropriate to share with her all that had 
their specific missinn loved one. instructed him to provide men for opera- happened between Paulson, King, Inman 
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and myself. From that moment forward, the United States and international atten- erly looked into. Admiral Jerry 0. Tuttle 
Ann became critical of all I did. Let there be tion made it extremely difficult to return told me he personally briefed the presi- 
no doubt - Ann Mills has full access to DIA safely to Thailand. I was charged by the dent! It was A-1 Top Secret Special 
POW data. Thai authorities with operating a high pow- Intelligence! He was a key DIA-POW 

ered radio and fined. A State Department official. To my knowledge, Tuttle has 
OPN LAZARUS rep named Mulkey came to us saying he never been called to testify before the 

was there to help, but wasn't cleared for Kerry, or Murkowski, gg Solarz, or any 
Using the assets and resources already any POW conversation. The team returned other so-calledPOW-concerned Congres- 

in place, I prepared to launch Operation to the U.S. in March 1983. ISA personnel sional hearing. Subpoena and question 
Lazarus. Fred O'Green, CEO Litton Indus- reported they were instructed that it was Tuttle - under oath - in detail about 
tries, was supporting the mission with life and death that they find us and main- Nhommarath. 
night vision and nuclear fire control com- tain a f~ on our location. I believe Jenv I was asked to testify before a Solarz 
munications devices. He informed me that King mav have been rinht! sub-committee hearing upon our return to 
continuation of the mission was meeting Upon return to LAX, we were met at the the U.S. in March 1983. When questioned 
resistance in the Pentagon. I acknowl- plane by FBI agent Fred 'Rusty" Capps. whether or not I had any official sponsor- 
edged problems with Paulson. O'Green Who was there to give us swift and direct ship in my POW pursuit, I responded in the 
confirmed that Paulson was the choke transportation home. He was concerned affirmative, but would not identify the 
point. I asked, "Is the mission on or off? about sensitive equipment, until assured agency in open session. That afternoon 
O'Green said he would confirm things on that everything would arrive in the U.S. Admiral Paulson disclosed the existence of 
his end and let me know. The next day I secure and separate. Persons from the ISA during executive session. True to 
received word that we had a green light. Munitions Control Board wanted an inter- confidential Capitol Hill tradition, the in- 

We spent from August 1982 until No- view, but Capps explained that we would formation was immediately leaked and the 
vember overseas setting up the operation have nothing to say. Capps would later Washington Post ran an article, 'Reagan 
within Thailand. I had 10 potential targets testify that he had communication with the told to reign-in rouge intelligence opera- 
from ISA/ CIA to check for POW presence. CIA and, while I had not revealed to him my tion." In accordance with intelligence tra- 
It was important to define which of three contacts, he had determined they came dition, ISA went further underground to 
Lao resistance groups had the highest from a 'unit that didn't exist" at Arlington resurface with a new face. 
potential for mission success. We worked Hall from a non-existent Jerry King. Later 
with Phoumi Nosavan, Vang Pao and Kong I saw Capps in the Los Angeles USG Wilshire OPIV BROKENWING 
k organizations. Gordon Wilson briefed building with a man he said was taking 
President Reanan on the o~eration in the their files on our operation to Washington. G q  Goldman and I then went to Paris 
Santa Barbara White House. Gordon coor- Capps said the IG was making an inspec- to meet with General Kong Le who had just 
dinated through the U.S. Embassy in tion and wasn't to have access to the made his way out of exile in Red China. 
Bangkok. information. The sensitive devices were all Kong Le agreed to help resurrect Operation 

We made two precursory patrols into received and restored to proper channels. Lazarus. One of his former officers had a 
Laos in November and December 1982. A During the mission, Walter Jones, a son that reportedly was in charge of three 
decision was made to conduct our main team member, was given a package con- U.S. POWs at a camp near Xieng Khouang, 
operation using Kong Le's people. A guer- taining bone fragments by a Lao. The Laos. I contacted the father along the Thai 
rilla organization was trained in the use of source said they were from a crash site. He border northeast of Vientiane. A commu- 
HF radios, codes, cameras, and special presented photographs showing himself in nication net was developed to allow indi- 
reconnaissance techniques. The com- company with others digging around obvi- rect contact with son. Positive relations 
mander, General Kham Bou Phimasen, ous aircraft debris. The pictures were of were established to the point where, to 
agreed to survey the target sites and com- personal USAF equipment and human re- demonstrate access to ~hvsical U.S. POW 
municate any positive findings. Gary mains. There was enounh evidence to intelligence, the source acauired Lance 
Goldman and I had spent more than a convince me that the ~ackane should no to Peter Siian's U.S. Air Force Academv ring 
month in Laos. D.I.A. for examination bv the ID lab in for a reward of $1000 and a ~hoto-sima- 

Scott Weekly had been operating a ra- Hawaii. A short time later the Pentagon ture of Maior Walter H. Moon who was 
dio relay station through Esso at Khon made a press release that I had brought missing in action. The ring was genuine 
Khan, Thailand. A CIA liaison informed back "chicken bones" claiming them to be containing the proper Balfour markings, 
him that we would not be allowed to reenter U.S. MIA remains. I have nine graduate class date '65, wear marks, and inside 
Laos even if POWs were found. He said level semester hours from the University of scripted name of 'Lance Peter Sijan." The 
higher authorities had feared our capture Kansas in Anthropology and undergrad photo showed a full-face close-up of a 
and compromise. That prediction turned work in bioscience and toxicology. I am bearded caucasian in prison garb with a 
out to be true. certainly not qualified to make serious bandaged head. The picture had been 

On 10 January 1983, we received con- judgement calls on identification, but I can taken by someone considerably shorter 
firmation that one of the targets contained distinguish between bird and human bones. than the subject. A scrap of aged paper 
live U.S. POWs. I was told by O'Green that DOD's demeaninn treatment of our nood- had written in pen the following, inscrip- 
operational funds had been cut off and no faith effort was to become standard fare tion in three lines: "1. Name WALTER 
return was authorized. When I proposed to from a bureaucracv determined to k e e ~  its HUGH MOON 2. Date of birth 3 1  MARCH 
sell one of the 'boxes" we were cleared to skeletons hidden! For some reason it was 1923 3. Place of birth Rudy, Arkansas, 
return. Scott Weekly, Gary Goldman and "kill the messenger" instead of "seek the USA." Under that, in an Asian cursive 
I re-entered Laos30 January 1983 with the truth." hand, was: "Name and Signature of pris- 
purpose of rescuing U.S. POWs. We spent The 'Nhommarath 30" has been put off oner." Beneathwasaclearand bold' Walter 
the next 30 days toward that end. We like everything else that the USG would H. Moon." 
received messages from the CIA to return rather not deal with, as "old information I immediately sent the ring back by 
immediately. One message said that if we that has been thoroughly investigated and courier with instructions for John  
did not 'stop and return - all support is been found without substance.' I don't Mangham to personally contact the Sijans 
om" Our mission was compromised within believe Nhommarath has ever been prop- and arrange for it to be returned with honor 
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to the father and mother in Wisconsin. police colonel was to drive brokenwing in 
Peter Sijan had received the Medal of Honor his truck from the camp to meet with the 
for his valiant acts as a POW. One of the others near the river. The son and six 
USAF Academy dorms is named after him. defecting Pathet Lao guards were to escort 
I knew the family would treasure the ring. the other two Americans on foot to the 
When Mangham called, Mr. Sijan con- rendezvous. 
tacted DOD for guidance. I later learned Agents reported their safe arrival - 
that Assistant Secretary of Defense Rich- except for brokenwing and the son. They 
ard Armitage advised them not to accept said the police colonel had lost his nerve 
the ring since it was a fake! and returned brokenwing to the camp after 

Upon returning from overseas, I was the others had departed. It was also re- 
puzzled at the refusal and angry that a high ported that the son had been killed in an 
government official like Armitage would be altercation during the cross-countrv move! 
so quick to powerfully discredit something At the appointed time and place a recon- 
without so much as an examination or naissance/boat team was sent across the 
inquiry. Armitage's knee-jerkreactionwas river to pick up those who had arrived. 
standard Pentagon response to any private Contact was made and the party started 
sector offering. I telephoned the Sijans. back in two dug-out boats. Mid-stream 
They expressed doubt as to the ring's au- the lead boat war taken under fire by a 
thenticity. An Air Force colonel and mili- patrol boaaidden alongside an island. 
tary lawyer from Nellis AFB came to view The boat then ran down what was left. 
the article and wanted to know if I would The second pirogue was seen to turn 
give it to them so they could send it to backandsuccessfullymakeland. Agents 
Armitage. I refused and personally went to reported the two Americans safe. Two 
Milwaukee to offer the ring to Mr. and Mrs. dead and two wounded members of our 
Sijan. They instantlyrecognized it as genu- team were recovered by the Thais and 
ine and having belonged to their son who treated. W e  tried throughout the week 
died in captivitv. They showed me a dupli- to arrange another pick-up without suc- 
cate that Balfour had made for them. cess. 

I dutifully turned over the photo, nega- The final effort came when our recon- 
tive and "signature of prisoner" to chair- naissance team reported contact with the 
man Solarz of the House POW sub-corn- POWs and their guards by radio near mid- 
mittee. He gave it to DIA who denounced it night at a prearranged crossing site. A s  we 
@hey said Moon had been aecuted shortly prepared to launch a rubber boat for the 
after capture) even though the wife, Mrs. pick-up, I noticed, through night vision 
Ruth Moon verified both the picture and goggles, a strange "glitter" along the far  
handwriting as clearly being those of her bank adjacent to and about 100 meters 
husband. Actual samples of Maj. Moon's from the pick-up point. One of the recon 
signature and file photos matched those team was directed to move along the shore 
given to me in Laos by the Kong Le contact. in that direction. I monitored his progress 
Armitage testified before Congress that I through the PVS-5 goggles. A s  he ap- 
was unscrupulously withholding personal proached, the suspect area erupted in 
articles from POW families and that I was gunfire. Rounds were fired not only at 
turning over manufactured intelligence. the recon, but across the river into 
The fate of Maj. Moon still remains Thailand! Thai military liaison said that I 
unresolved largely due to a constipated was to report to the Province chief the next 
Executive Branch not willing to view its day. The Thai-English newspapers printed 
own mess for fear someone may be found a story saying U. S. Embassy ofJcials were 
responsible! Why wasn't the Moon doca- officially inquiring as to Bo Gritz presence 
ment ever presented to the Lao authori- along the border. I was informed the mis- 
ties for explanation and possible rerrolu- sion was over. 
tion? Aside from OPN BROKENWING, Spe- 

You can possibly begin to see why it cial Forces Major Mark Smith had been 
becomes non-habit forming to furnish Con- assigned from his duty as SFOD-KOREA 
gress such findings. They end up on the commander to monitor my POW operation 
DIA scrap heap while you are defamed and in Thailand. Mark knew that U.S. POWs 
lied about in undated and unsigned Na- were scheduled to be brought across the 
tional Security Council memos that are Mekong, but he was not informed of the 
released to the media, sent as responses to intercept and subsequent abort. Major 
public inquiry, and publicized by Ann Mills Smith was left to believe that Americans 
in her League reports. had been abandoned with no one to receive 

One of the three POWs was described as them. I was to meet Major Smith face-to- 
having the use of only one leg. An effort face in 1986. 
was  coordinated to have the three Ameri- 
cans delivered by the son on the Thai side OPN SOUTHSIDE 
of the Mekong River near Si Chiang Mai  
west of Vientiane, Laos during the Christ- The following dry season (September 
mas-New Year period 1984-85. A Lao thru March). I was still working on trying 

to verify the facts concerning BROKENWING 
and three MIA POWs. I was introduced to 
a source who said he represented a Pathet 
Lao general officer willing to turn over five 
U.S. POWs in exchange for safe passage to 
the U.S. for his family and support in 
fighting Soviet-sponsored Vietnamese oc- 
cupying his south-central region from 
Saravane to Sepone (Tchepone). Huge 
caches of munitions had been removed 
from Vietnam during the 1973-75 period 
by Erich von Marbod and Richard Armitage. 
These were located in Thailand and the 
Philippines to continue resisting Commu- 
nist forces. I figured that some of this 
would be made available if Americans were 
returned from captivity. 

The source said the general would per- 
sonally escort the senior U.S. prisoner, as 
a show of good faith, to a point near the 
border where we would meet. Once iden- 
tification was verified, I would receive the 
POW who was reported to be Richard A. 
Walsh. Walsh was shot down flying an A- 
W Skyraider on 15 February 1969. I 
questioned the wisdom of a general officer 
driving a U.S. POW along Route 23 and 9 
through roadblocks we had determined 
were occupied by Vietnamese. I was told 
the general had authority and passes to 
allow such a trip and that I should only be 
concerned with safely negotiating the bor- 
der to arrive at  a point just north of 
Savannakhet. Once Walsh was safe, I was 
to arrange acceptance of family belonging 
to the general and several of his key offic- 
ers. Four more Americans were to accom- 
pany them across the border into Thai- 
land. 

Christmas-New Year 1985-86 was the 
target date. Liason reported both the nen- 
eral and his passenger had been inter- 
cepted and were being detained by the 
Vietnamese. The only evidence that gave 
this report credibility was a joint public 
release by the Lao and Vietnamese in the 
press on or about mid-January stating 
they had "apprehended and were holding 
a U.S. citizen". 

A s  part of the coordination, I had fur- 
nished the liaison with a U.S. Passport to 
be used as ID by Walsh as required once we 
crossed into Thailand and before he was 
returned to U.S. control. The Thais sup- 
ported our efforts throughout, but if caught 
without proper credential, aforeigner would 
immediately be arrested. It was possible to 
lose a POW in the Thai bureaucracy unless 
surface effort was made to satisfy all their 
requirements. It was feasible that Walsh or 
another American was carrying that pass- 
port when stopped by the Communists. 
Not knowing the true identity and poor 
communications could have misled them 
into thinking they had someone else. 

A second comment added to that theory. 
Not long after returning, I was in the U.S. 
State Department. A friend, Colonel Nestor 
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Pino, noticed me and fore the committee. They were locked in the safe and I was confirm the information. He said that 
made the  comment,  to receive the originals back after the hearings con- President Reagan was prepared to do 
"Good to see you alive. cluded. Murkowski canceled the hearings. Mary sadly whatwer was required to get the men 
We thought maybe you could never locate the 'secured files," Mark Smith was back if General Khan Sa had and would 
had been captured - labeled a charlatan, and Medal of Honor recipient Howard release them! Scott Weekly and I flew to 
your passport turned up a drunk. I was glad the committee did not call me to DC and met Harvey outside the White 
in a strange place." The testify. House. He gave u s  letterhead and lan- 
question remains: Why Later, in the third-quarter of 1986, I included Mark as guage that identified u s  to Khun Sa as 
didn't U.S. ofllcials fol- part of an  Afghan training team. I wanted to have-adequate having only a humanitarian interest in 
low up on the Commu- time to determine if his story about seeing the POW video POWs. We left in November for Burma. 
nist report of an Ameri- tape in Lebanon was fact or fiction. After spending days with I had previously established several eth- 
can in custody? him in after-hour conversation concerning every detail of his nic agent networks. I had never activated 

Tom Harvey h a d  experience with the video, I'm convinced he saw exactly as he a Malaysian-Chinese group. Since Khun 
worked as a military as- testified. I was to involve Mark in a 1987 exercise code Sa spoke Mandarin, I felt our best bet was 
s i s t a n t  to  Sena to r  named RED BULL. through the Chinese mafia. It worked and 
Warner, but was cur- within a short time Scott and I were inside 
rently assigned to the OPN EMERALD CITY Khun Sa's headquarters. We established 
National Security Coun- good rapport and determined that the re- 
cil. Harvey was follow- Harvey called me the last of October 1986 from the White ports of him having American POWs were 
ing the Murkowski POW House (NSC). Vice president Bush had received informa- false. I used both video and a CIA-provided 
hearings. He was espe- tion that a most infamous drug lord in Burma had U.S. portable D O ~ V E ~ ~ D ~  to produce proof that 
cially interested in what POWs! The DIA, CIA, and DEA had no means to verify the Khun Sa had no knowledge of U.S. PO-. 
Mark Smith had to say report, but it came from very high placed and reliable The VP report said that Khun Sa had five 
about POW video tapes. sources. Harvey wanted to know if it was possible for us  to POWs and sightings on 70 more. It said 
A person having the tape 
was to make it available 
through Mark, but was 
to remain anonymous. 
Somehow his identity 
was revealed through 
government leaks and 
the person had gone un- 
derground - with the 
tape. All that was left 
was Smith's testimony. 

Harvey had been in c. a, 
a touch with DeConcini 

from Arizona. Senator 
Dennis DeConcini asked 
that I personally ques- 
tion Mark Smith to de- 
termine whether or not 
his  report of a video 
showing U.S. POWs was 
genuine. I talked to 
Mark and brought him 
to speak directly with 
Sena to r  Deconcini. 
Mark was to be recalled 
and further questioned 
along the lines devel- 
oped in his conversation 
with DeConcini. Addi- 
tionally, a t  the Senator's 
interest and insistence, 
I gave to  Mary, t h e  
Senator's Chief of Staff, 
in the presence of Tom 
Harvey, several POW 
cases in original docu- 
men t  form t h a t  I 
thought, if properly in- 
vestigated, would con- 
clude that our brothers 
were certainly still in 
captivity. M a r y  assured 
me that they would be 
safe and presented be- 
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that Khun Sa had lost four POWs drowned social conversation about the possibilitv of Was I surprised to 5 d  the border wide 
along with some of his own men trying to buying out U.S. POWs. He said that the open. Not only that, but a major road- 
crossarain-swollen Mekong River to safety. Prime Minister asked, "How much do vou bdding operation was underway that 

Khun Sa said while he had no informa- think we could get?" When Som Suk allowed one-day service by pick-up track 
tion on POWs, he would send agents to replied. " 10 million Baht for each," from Mae Hong Son, Thaihnd to Khan 
scrub Laos along a north-south line run- Kavsone's r e ~ l v  was, "Good, that's 8 mil- Sa's headquarters! I took team members 
ning from Vientiane - west to the Burma lion for me and 2 million forvou." Som Suk Lance Trimmer and Barry Flynn as observ- 
border. He promised to either secure any was excited to know if he had acted cor- ers. On our November 1986 visit, Weekly 
Americans found or give me 2,500 of his rectly in making the offer of 10 million Baht and I had used horses over a three day 
best troops to recover them. I was told to - he was quick to add that we did not have journey along narrow winding opium trails. 
return in March for the results. I asked to pay him the 2 million. I assured him that Khun Sawas in rare form. He had anew 
Khun Sa about trafficking in Heroin. He his action was proper. Kavsone had told crew-cab Toyota, hospital and temple. He 
told me to take an offer back to President him that there were two Americans near laughed and wondered, "What tookyou so 
Reagan. Khun Sa was willing to eliminate death held in Vientiane and two not f a r  long?" He was delighted when I answered 
all the Golden Triangle opiates and dis- awav. If the operation could be kept secret, that I had waited for the war to die down. 
close the U.S. government officials who Americans could be officially listed as hav- "That was a newspaper war," he boomed! 
were his best customers for more than 20 inn died in captivity when thev were actu- "After you left with my Reagan message 
years! In return Khun Sa wanted a trade allv being covertlv transferred to U.S. con- in December, I thought maybe I'd see B- 
agreement which would allow free world trol. 52 bombers werhead. Instead, both the 
exploitation of the Shan State natural re- A meeting was held to work out the Thai and Burmese came to me and said 
sources. VP Bush was leading the war on details with lawyers and persons repre- they had to make it look like they were 
drugs and it sounded like an offer we senting Kaysone. A Thai Special Forces doing something, or they could lose 
couldn't refuse. general would provide security from Udorn millions of U.S. drug suppression dol- 

I turned over three video t a ~ e s  to Harvey to Bangkok. The police chief at Nong Khai lars. I told them to do anything they 
just before Christmas 1986. Two tapes would clear the route from the border. We wanted as long as it included a road from 
showed polvnraph interviews of source in- would present a bank voucher showing Mae Hong Son Airport." Ten-ton trucks 
formation to the vice president wherein sufficient funds in an "overseas accountn had replaced the horses and mules as the 
deception was obvious. The third tape for the transaction. Once the money was drug tonnage quickly indicated. A news 
included Khun Sa's drug eradication offer incountry, the Lao would produce positive article showing the U.S. Ambassador pre- 
and verification that the things attributed ID of four U.S. POWs. Satisfied with the senling the Thais with a $1.8 million check 
to him that were reported to VP Bush were currency of ID, the first deposit of 10 for all their hard work cooled political con- - 
false. million Baht would be made into an "in- cerns. 

Harvey telephoned with congratulations country account". Satisfactory proof of Khun Sa said he understood the prob- 
on successfully resolving the POW report, deposit would produce the first live Ameri- lem. He sadlv reported that after an ex- 
Khun Sa's sweep of western Laos and offer can. After positive ID, we would transfer haustive search his agents had turned UD 
to help in any rescue operation. When I the money as directed. Subsequent trans- no evidence of U.S. prisoners alive in West- 
inquired about the drug offer, Harvey said fers would proceed as mutual confidence ern Laos, but he was willinn to reveal some 
there was no interest. Such a negative evolved. of the U.S. officials he had dealt with since 
response was surprising, but staff assis- Scott Weeklv assured me that our winning the Burma-Laos Opium War in 
tants in DC tend to develop tunnel-vision planning messages were ~ a s s e d  to Tom 19671 My ears pricked up when Richard 
and see no importance outside of their own Harvey and that "the monev i s  on the Armitage was named as the person who 
narrow focus. I returned to Burma and wav." but it never showed in the ac- handled the money with the banks in Aus- 
found reason whv there was "no interest!" count. I have no wav to know all or tralia! I was familiar with the Michael 

exactlv what happened, but after a short Hand's Nugan-Hand Bankchain that laun- 
OPN RED BULL time of not being able to demonstrate a dered CIA drug money worldwide. The 

deposit. the Lao went home, as did an Chiang Mai branch telephone was an- 
I left again forThailand in January 1987 angrv Som Suk. It is conceivable that swered by the DEA secretary. Mike Hand 

to follow-up on POW leads from Harveyrelayed theinformation toAssis- hadbeenaSpecialForcesoperative. Nugan 
BROKENWING, SOUTHSIDE and Khun t a n t  Secretary of Defense Richard was found shot to death after the bank 
Sa's sweep of western Laos. Upon arriving Armitage who was responsible for POW/ examiners revealed their nefarious dea'flngs. 
in Bangkok, I was given residence in the MIA recovery and 'other arrangements" Hand disappeared. If Armitage was the 
Prime Minister'squadrangle. Som Suk, an were made that cut me out of the net. bagman, then he wouldn't want live POWs 
asset who normally works as a representa- coming home. Follow-on investigationswould 
tive for the Thai Red Bull union, reported OPN HEROIN HIGHWAY involve him as the responsible bureaucrat. 
that he could not help. He would be Annitage and Hsuvey were close associates 
traveling to Vientiane with the minister of I delayed going back into Burma until who lifted weights together at  the Pentagon 
commerce to speak  with Kaysone April because of newspaper reports that Officers' Athletic Club. If Armitage was in- 
Phomvihan about an up-coming rice deal. "Khun Sa's mountain stronghold had volved and saw Khun Sa's offer to name 
The Red Bull was similar to Jimmy Hoffa's been seized". Banner headlines pro- names, it could have sparked the 'newspa- 
Teamsters. No rice was marketed that did claimed: " U.S. Declares No Mercy in per drug war" - something certainly did! 
not include their participation. In return Drug War Against Khun Sam It looked Immediately upon arrival at the Bangkok 
the government used the Red Bull to quell like air strikes, along with joint Thai and safehouse on 19 May 1987, I was called by 
such disturbances as student up-risings Burmese ground operations involving Joseph Felter who informed me that U.S. 
at  the university. Posing as "plain people" 26,000 soldiers, had finished the Shan Government authorities had come to him 
the union members quickly and merci- State and Khun Sa. Still his messages so that I might be advised to erase and 
lessly broke up demonstrations. arrived wondering why I hadn't returned as forget I had just learned from 

A short time later, Som Suk burst in to invited. I decided to brave the battle and Khun Sa and return immediately with 
sav-that he had smken .with. Kavsone in try to get through the lines to Khun Sa. dl docturpentation to be turned wer to 
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Harvey upon arrival. My failure to prop- that I had been doing so. I was acquitted, with asource in the summer of 199 1 who said 
erly respond would "hurt the U.S. Gov- but had been prevented from travel for two they had connections out of Hong Kong with 
ernmentl" Felter lives in the DC area and years. On May 9th, 1989, State Depart- U.S. POWs in Vietnam. Bob said the source 
knew of my association with Harvey. ment Special Agent Scott Farquar made an claimed relationshi~with aFrench-Vietnam- 

Felter called again on 29 May after official statement: uLet me start by tell- ese narcotics owration wherein a freinhter 
my arrival in LA at the request of William ing you that Gritz has been confiimed to was loaded with drugs out of Vietnam in 
Davis, a State Department official to have been an agent of the Intelligence return for $1 million IU.S.1. The Vietnamese 
warn me about any disclosure of Khun Support Activity (ISA) of the United intelligence officials involved had asked if any 
Sa information. I was told that if I did States Army. His  mission and the mis- of the French side knew of Americans with 
not cooperate, aggravated charges and sion of the ISA are deemed to be classi- interest in recovering live U.S POWs. 
hostile witnesses would be brought fied." Bob went to Hong Kong to check out the 
against me - that I would serve 15 years connection and was convinced that the source 
as a felon! My oath was not to lie, shred, or OPN DEUCES WILD apparently had access to VN officials with 
cover up. I chose instead to present the information on American POWs in Southeast 
information and was called to testify before A s  of late 1990, OPN Lazarus member, Asia. Communications developed into third 
Larry Smith's House Sub-committee on Marine Gunnery Sergeant Jack Thomp- and fourth quarter 1991 visits to Hanoi, Ho 
Narcotics Oversight. It was a mistake. son, assigned to the Philippines, had been Chi Minh City (Saigon) and Laos under the 
Smith did not allow the members to view working on U.S. POW photo/dossier re- cover of resource mining business interest by 
the Khun Sa video record and 'tuestioned ports out of northeast Thailand. He had Bob Keplinger and Chuck Johnson. In com- 
the "heroin highway" as being a road to developed source information to a point pliancewith the Logan Act, the LazarusTeam 
attack Khun Sa. He said the charges where more experienced operatives were had been asked in writing by families of U.S. 
against Arrnitage were old, investigated, needed to handle and evaluate the agents servicemen missing in action to represent 
and unfounded. and their offerings. The source was offer- their interest in both Laos and Vietnam. 

The DEA finally admitted to a new road ina for sale a photo showing three men TheLazarusTeam(R.B.K.)wassponsored 
from Mae Hong Son to Khun Sa's HQ, but holding a sign. The non-Asians in the beginning in August 199 1 by an "Interna- 
they said it was a "graduationroad." Khun picture were said to be POWs Lundy, tional Company", Guernsey Limited, Chan- 
Sa wanted Thai officials to attend a special Robertson, and Stevens. I had rejected the nelIsland, callingitselfC.0.D.E. with Nguyen 
ceremony and didn't want them riding buy based on Jack's description of what he Hao Tam and several French nationals. On 
mules for miles so he had a highway built saw. Robert B. Keplinger from Reno, Ne- one I was asked to send a fax to the United 
that they could drive along. Official heroin vada was asked to go with Jack and Nations Laos delegation chief ve-g that 
statistics record that in 1986 Khun Sa determine whether or not additional Bob Keplingerwasrepresenting me (Bo Gritz) 
shipped 600 tons of opiates out of his Lazarus ground personnel and resources and the Lazarus POW Recovery Team. Two 
Golden Triangle. The amount went up to should be dedicated to follow up the other veSications were to be included from 
900 in 1987 f ~ e r  the hiahwavl, then 1,200 agent reports Jack thought might be Eugene McDaniel and Ross Perot assuring 
tons in 1988 and 3,050 tons in 19891 The valid. the receivers that Bob was not a USG offciai. 
road became so visible that Khun Sa had to Bob Keplinger left with Jack for Thailand I prepared the fax and sent it to Red. Capt. 
alter the direction of flow and means of in April 199 1. The source said he had contact McDaniel said he would get Perot's chop and 
transport, but not the volume. A s  Khun Sa with U.S. M s .  He again offered as proof a send the consolidated message on to the UN. 
said to me, "How do you think I can mwe black & white photograph showing three Bob took Gary Lane with him to Hanoi. 
so much opium product out of this Caucasians with a sign. The photo was Gary was part of a Red McDaniels POW/MIA 
jungle ifit is not with badges?" Attorney rejected as a fake because of obvious alter- documentary team. Bob opened doors 
General RichardThornburgh indicted Khun ations. The handwriting on the sign was through our VN defense contacts that al- 
Sa calling him the world's blackest crimi- Asian. The sign appeared to be the comer of lowed Gary to preview huge amounts of VN 
nal. Khun Sa had offered President George a paper (manila) folder written on and placed war footage showing shoot downs, injured 
Bush one metric ton of #4 Dure Asian on the photo of three men and retaken to look Americans and U.S. personnel captured as a 
Heroin that sells for over $1 million per like a poster. Markings on the sign result of ground action. Gary selected what 
pound on metropolitan streets of America. indicated a "Lao Date" of 25 May 1990 he wanted and Bob arranged for the film to 
It was to be a show of good faith that he and location of Nanon Tbakhet (NNTK). leave Vietnam. The team was sharing the 
would eliminate everv one while divulging Our records indicated John Robertson same hotel in Hanoiwith Gen. Vessey and his 
his best customers. There was no interest! was shot down over North Vietnam while group. 

Charges were brought against me in the other two were missing from Laos. It After a trip into Laos with Tam, Chuck 
Oklahoma City for training Afghan. No didn't jive. Johnson and several French nationals, Bob 
true bill was ever obtained. In Los Angeles, I s u ~ ~ l i e d  Bob with "Key Ouestion Keplinger called to say that a Laotion official 
it was for violation of the Neutrality Act. Dossiers" containing55 aueries that only was stopping bv Reno, Nevada to see him. 
The FBI came to my rescue and the charges the POWs could answer correctlv. Four The visitor turned out to be the son of the 
were dropped. I was indicted in Las Vegas times the source said he nave the dos- ruling prince in Laos, Sou~hanouvong. He 
for using a false passport. After two years siers to the POWs, but while there were was accom~anied bv a U.S. State Depart- 
and more government phone calls trying to hand and finger prints, not one of the ment escort officer. The Lao instructed Bob 
get me to stop talking about government written answers were correct or even to "be patient - we will be doing business." 
drug operations and POWs, I was taken written in an American hand. We con- During a subsequent visit to Vietnam, Bob 
before a sealed Classified Information cluded that the source was phony and and Chuck Johnson were shown an area in 
Procedures Act (CIPA) hearing. White only trying to scam money out of those Saigon and told that Americans were being 
House, NSC, State Department, and Jus- interested in POW info. held there under the authority of the Interior 
fiC4 Department officials testified. Judge Minister. Further developments prepared 
Philip Pro ruled that all I could say OPERATION EMERALD Bob to go to Vietnam for a physical inspection 
before the jury was that I had been asked SEEKER/ INSIDE STRAIGHT of U.S. POWs. 
by a high level U.S. intelligence agency January 1992,Bob KeplingerleAReno, 
omcial to go in pursuit of U.S. POWs and Robert B. Keplinger had reported contact NV for Saigon, via Paris, accompanied by 
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Nguyen Hao Tam with assurances that forthcoming rescue plans with anyone out- Laos and Vietnam. Government officials 
he would be taken to a VN resistance side our team. He agreed and said that he from Laos and Vietnam had demonstrated 
chief and allowed to interview 10 U.S. would keep comments about what had considerable interest in our live-POW ef- 
POWs. The POW8 were part of a 50- happened involving the Frenchmanvague. fort. We had successfully assessed and 
man American group being held in the Keplinger would use the "emeraldn busi- exercised a French-connection into Com- 
Ban Me Thout highlands area (IICTZ) ness cover to conceal active POW dealings. munist Asia. Keplinger was last in Viet- 
of Vietnam west of Nha Trang. Keplinger said that he would not admit to, nam with Tam the last of October 1992. 

On the previous trip, Keplinger and Chuck or discuss, live POWs with the committee. Since April 1992, I have received no further 
Johnson had been asked to list 10 U.S. POWs For the record, Bob Keplinger told communication concerning VN willingness 
they wanted to see. Since inspection tours me, Jerry Gillespi e and other team to access U.S. POWs. 
and talks had taken place over the past six members that he had personally Many of the contacts and comrades 
months in both Vietnam and Laos, and not uiewed two U.S. POWs. He said they made over these past 12 years are dead. 
knowingwhether the sample shouldbe taken were identified as A-6 pilots and that Almost everyone who dedicated them- 
fromeitheroneorbothareas, LanceTrimrner the G-chief was willing to turn them selves to this righteous cause is worse 
and I supplied a list of 10 from each country over immediately. Keplinger told me off. I must conclude that while we have 
who we felt were still in captivity. that he refwed custody of the two labored long and hard, the enormity of 

Keplinger was to be allowed 10 minutes Americans becawe he had no i#m- government opposition has taken its toll. 
with each of 10 U.S. POWs (whether it was structure at that time to insure secu- I salute all those who have kept the faith 
to include any of those we listed wasnY rityand safepassage home. Keplinger with our missing in action. Our reward 
known) to thoroughlydocument theiriden- reported that he was working necessary may not be now, but someday it will be 
tity byvideo-audio tape, photography, fin- arrangements through Tam for the con- noble. I pray for those who may still 
gerprinting, and key question dossier. Once templated turn-over. remain in captivity that their hope might 
there was no doubt as to confirmed POW Chuck Johnson had other ideas. He forever burn bright knowing that they 
identities, at a near term date to be deter- was in Paris wanting to go to Saigon to will never be forgotten as long as Old 
mined, two of the Americans were to be help, but had been vehemently rejected by Glory flies and even one true American 
released and given safe VN escort to a Bob. Chuck was of the opinion that Bob lives that we will forever be in search of 
neutral zone (that would be determined had been less than sincere. Chuck sus- them until we all come home! 
mutually between the VN and our joint pected he was more oriented on personal THIS CONCLUDES MY OFFICIAL 
U.S. - French team). The others were then business than our POWs and had made a STATEMENT TO THE U.S. SENATE SE- 
to be freed in phases. H. Ross Perot had major error in not accepting the two POWs LECT COMMITTEE ON POW/MIA AF- 
agreed to pay for the transfers. Eugene he said were offered. Garv Lane had said FAIRS. MY COMMENTS RECALLEVENTS 
"Xed" McDaniels was "in the loopn. that Ke~linner had identified himself using AND EXPERIENCES SPANNING MORE 

By Mid-Februw '92 Keplinger and Tam another name five years mo in Washing- THAN 12 YEARS. I HAVE FAITHFULLY 
were in Saigon. Keplinger sent a f a  stating ton. D.C. when Lane was doing a POW TV RECONSTRUCTED EACH COMMENT 
that he departed Saigon at 0530 on 17 Feb 92 segment. Lane further com~licated the WITH CARE A S  TO ACCURACY IN AS 
north to Nha Trang and west to the RV near issue by statinn that Bob referred to him- MUCH AS MEMORY AND RECORDS 
Ban Me Thout. Keplinger reported that he self as "workinn for the com~anv." Chuck ALLOW. I CERTIFY THIS A TRUE STATE- 
and Tam were taken by VN guide overland in was in close personal contact with Tam MENT AND AFFIX MY SIGNATURE THIS 
avan type vehicle to NhaTrang. He met with and reported that little or nothing was 20TH DAY OF NOVEMBER 1992 IN THE 
armed g u e d a o n  the beach near Cam Ranh being done to prepare for the turnover. CITY OF SPRINGFIELD, VA. 
Bay who guided them westward through a Chuck began an approach through Tam 
restricted travel zone to a rendezvous in two that would involve Lance Trimmer, Tam / S/ James G. #Born Gritz 
vehicles. Keplinger reported hearing explo- and himself, but exclude Bob. * * *  
sions to the rear during a night drive and was Travel to Saigon was set for the last United States Senate 
later told that the second vehicle was am- week in March. Lance joined Chuck in SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
bushed and destroyed. Keplinger said the Paris at  Tam's headquarters. According POW/MIA AFFAIRS 
atmosphere with the so-called FULRO reps to Chuck, Tam received a fax from VN WASHINGTON, DC 20510-6500 
was less than cordial and threatening if not saying that all was ready. All that was 
almost hostile. needed was for them to "bring two suits U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

The FULRO chief did not ~roduce the 10 of clothing and two passports." The POWs POW/MIA AFFAIRS 
American POWs as agreed. Instead, would be turned over per the FULRO DEPOSITION AUTHORIZATION 
K e ~ l i n ~ e r  said the VN took offense at the agreement. Travel documents and tick- 
inspection reauirement and offered the ets were secured, but the day before A s  Chairman of the Senate Select 
two POWs for instant turn-over without departing, Tam said the VN were ~ u t t i n q  Committee on POW/MIA Affairs ("the 
compensation. When Keplinger said he the meeting on hold since it was an- Committeen), pursuant to Rule 4 and 
wasn't prepared to accept two U.S. POW at nounced that Senator Kerrv was coming Rule 6 of the Rules of Procedure of the 
that moment, he said the FULRO chief told to Vietnam. Chuck and Lance were told Committee, I hereby agree and consent 
him to make arrangements and be ready that the VN did not want to risk anv to the deposition of Lt. Col. James Gritz 
within the next 30 days. initiatives that might be reached through of Sandv Valley, Nevada, as described in 

Keplinger returned the last of February the chairman's official visit. Chuck and the attached notice of deposition. This 
from the failed inspection trip to Ban Me Lance waited in Paris until it was an- deposition shall be taken by Frances A. 
Thout with FULRO amid press reports nounced that a 56-man DOD "search Zwenig, Staff Director for the Commit-, 
from a Frenchman, Michele Honorin, who teamn was being dispatched to Vietnam. tee; J. William Codinha, Chief Counse' 
said he had been part of our team in Laos Our private sector effort closed out in to the Committee; Hilton Foster, John 
and had recorded U.S. POW locations on May 1992. We had secured film records Mattes and Ken Mendelson, Investiga- 
film. The Kerry Committee wanted to hear from the VN allowing Red McDaniels and tive Attorneys for the Committee; and/ 
from Bob in March. I advised Keplinger Gary Lane to produce their POW documen- or any Member of the Committee. 
that this was not agood time to discuss the tary video. We had visited remote areas of / s /  John F. Kerry 
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Gritz Challenges America: 
v " "Wake Up Now. 

(Editor's note: The following is the 
complete text of then-presidential can- 
didate Colonel James "Bo" Gritz'dynamic 
speech at the well-attended citizens' rally 
in Tehachapi, Califontia on Sunday after- 
noon, August 16, 1992. 

We are re-printing this warm, instruc- 
tive and thought-provohing message for 
two immediate reasons beyond the "anni- 
versary* fact that it remains TODAY as 
much OR MORE of a very relevant wake-up 
call as it was last year, about this same 
time, when first delivered. 

One of the important immediate reasons 
for reprinting this is the p. 6, 1 9, and 26 
Ron Brown- Vietnam-PO W saga we are cov- 
ering in several wrih'ngs this week. That 
sleazy maneuvering to grant Most Favored 
Nation status to Vietnam also causes us  to 
reprint, on page 43, Bo's "inconvenient* 
Congressional POW testimony--testimony 
that was, by Senator Kerry and his 
crooked cohorts, carefully "deleted" from 
the final bound and published report. 

The other reason we are re-running this 
is because of Bo's great teaching example 
on what it takes, simply, to get rid of the 
National "debt". This point is related to the 
New World Order writing on page 2 7 and, 
as Lenin was quoted there, "The surest way 
to ruin a country is to debauch the cur- 
rency." Getting rid of this so-called "debt* 
is easierthan most people realize-and that's 
just how the Elite crook want to keep it-- 
with you inthe dark, slaving away forthem) 

81 16/ 92 "BOW GRITZ 

Brother, have you ever lost a son? Have 
you ever lost a father? I lost my dad in 
World War 11. He was a pilot. He didn't 
come home from Europe. I lost twenty-five 
hundred brothers in southeast Asia. They 
didn't come home either. 

It wasn't my idea to go looking for them. 
But in 1979, we had some Generals who 
knew that Americans were still left behind. 
Now, in the newspapers, we read where 
they were all right. We had a President who 
didn't care. His name was Jimmy Carter. 
We had a man named Cyrus Vance who 
was Secretary of State, and they said, "No, 
there are no living Americans. We won't 

authorize one cent for any pursuit of pris- My reports were that there are American 
oners of war. And so, like patriots, we did prisoners still in the hands of our en- 
it anyway. emy, and, boy, it started. 

I salute those few Generals because We immediately had all kinds of bu- 
they are few in number who were the reaucratic problems in Washington. Still 
original ones, other than the families, to we kept on. In April of 1980, I was in 
keep the faith. So, they call a man named Southeast Asia and I sent a patrol across 
H. Ross Perot and they explained the situ- the river to check out ten targets that the 
ation-that the President and the Secre- hated CIA had given me as possible loca- 
tary of State would not authorize it, but tions of living prisoners of war. One of the 
they wanted to know if he would cover a patrols returned saying, Yes, there are 
mission to try and determine whether there thirty Americans alive today at Nhomrna- 
were or were not prisoners left alive and I rath. 
was the person that they chose to send to A s  a matter of fact, I just saw in the L.A. 
make that determination. newspaper where the Nhommarath reports 

On the tenth story of a building in the were finally being made public since 1980. 
EDS (Electronic Data Systems) complex in We didn't know whether to believe them 
Dallas, Texas, H. Ross Perot drew me near or not. We came back and we asked for a 
and said, "Bo, I've been asked by General SR-71 which could provide oblique pho- 
Eugene Tighe to have you go to Southeast tography. That SR-7 1 can see your face 
Asia. Now, you go over there and you do from one hundred thousand feet above the 
everything you have to do. Youcome back earth. We would know for certain who the 
herre a n d  you tel l  us them amnY any prisoners were. It was of such low priority, 
American prisoners st i l l  Zeft a l b . "  and that was May, that we didn't get any- 

Now, that was my intent when I left thing until November of 1980 when we 
Dallas in April of 1979. I didn't want there were voting for Ronald Reagan. 
to be any of my family still alive in the I voted for him twice. He was a movie 
hands of the enemy six years after we had star. I didn't think he'd hurt the United 
pulled out, but I'm a man of truth. A s  a States of America. I didn't vote for George 
matter of fact, the thing that I used to get Bush. 
into trouble for more than anything else my In November, a satellite took a photo- 
whole life, even when I was a little popper, graph of Nhommarath and there was a 
was for being at the back of my Grandma's prison compound and there were thirty 
closet trying to see what was back behind American prisoners of war, confirmed 
all of the linens and the old clothes that because A- 1 intelligence is the very highest 
were stacked up there. I wanted to know intelligence rating that we have in our 
even if it was an old rat box. I wanted to see system. There was avery discernible figure 
what it was. I was in trouble because I'd '52" that had been made by the occupants 
climb up on a chair and get on the cabinet of Nhornmarath camp in the ground where 
and reach and look up into the top drawers it could be seen from the air. 
and want to see what was in the bottles all The number "52" was a code. It meant 
the way at the back. that there were Americans present; don't 

The very first schools that I went to in bomb this location. 
Special Forces were safe cracking and lock. This got everyone excited. Suddenly, 
picking. It was made in heaven for me to be they were going to make the rescue not 
a Special Forces Soldier. using my forces, but they were going to use 

The truth is a very valuable and elu- Delta Force at Ft. Bragg. Finally, in March 
sive commodity, empedally in America of 198 1, the President was already in- 
today. But they chose the wrong man if stalled and all these decisions had been 
they wanted me to go over and come made. I was called back to Washington, 
back and say something that wasn't DC and in the bowels of the Defense Intel- 
true, because when I did come back in ligence Agency located in the Pentagon, 
May of 1979, I had bad news for them. Admiral Jerry C. Tuttle told me, 'Bo, we're 
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going to make this rescue using Delta. I occasions since 1983 where we have said, 'Follow me" and ten minutes after 
want you to go home and allow these knownwhereAmericanpri.oners ofwar they launched their attack, they weren't 
official forces to do this." I said, 'Admiral were located and we have gone seeking just into the outer, they had broken into 
Tuttle, I don't believe the government is to bring them home and in wery case in the very command center at Yorktown and 
going to do it because Ronald Reagan is the last moments, we met the enemy the British regiments were withdrawing 
already being cast as a hawk. We're and, as Pogo has said, "We found him to and falling back in fear and confusion and 
criticising the Russians for being in Af- beus", meaning the bureaucrats in Wash- Washington sent his Colonial Soldiers to 
ghanistan. What happens when we send ington DC. Five occasions we've had to start filling in the gap and the Battle at 
the Marines in to Laos and they fail like the leave the Americans behind because Yorktown was won and the American Rwo- 
rescue did at 'Desert One' in Iran?" I said, we've denied the victory. lution was won at Yorktown, was it not? 
"It's going to be like the Bay of Pigs. In the The reason I have d e d  for a na- And how many of Willie Brown'svolunteers 
last hours, they're going to turn the planes tional day of fasting on Saturday (yes- died that night? NOT ONE. And how many 
around." And I said, 'Please, let us con- tsrday) and prayer today isbecause ifwe volunteers were wounded that night? NOT 
tinue in lock-step. We won't do anything do not bring oar brothers home now, ONE, except Willie Brown, who took a 
until the official mission is set aside." they will not be figurative&, they wi l l  be bayonet through his hand, and he was the 

It was all Special Intelligence in those literallv buried and it wil l  be done before first American soldier to ever receive the 
days and I couldn't even tell the people that I can wer be president. It cannot wait for Purple Heart from General George Wash- 
were with me exactly what was going on that to happen and it will be done so that ington for military merit above and beyond 
and some of them became disgruntled. Mobil Oil can start drilling offshore in the call of duty. 

FinJly in April, Admiral Tuttle told Vietnam and it will be done so that other God bless Willie Brown. God bless 
me, "The planes will not be turned contractual arrangements can go forward those who have put on a uniform. God 
around. This rescue t going to go and it will be done so that the Soviet Union bless those with the courage to do what the 
foxwd." And then on May 21st, he can receive twenty-four billion dollars in faint-hearted fearingwillnot do. God bless 
d e d  me. I was living in California, in aid from us. And it will be done so that the the three percent that stood against the 
the L o s  Angeles area, and he said, "Bo, politicians will feel safe again that no Ameri- ninety-seven percent that said, 'We can 
the planes have b-n turned around. can, no matter how determined we are, will live under the Kingjust alittle while longer." 
The mission is off." We weren't going to ever come home alive. Friends, ~t is That Element that will 
bring home the Americans we knew were Well, we t e  tried. WeVe done everything allow our prisoners to be returned to us if 
there. we can. You may or may not be familiar enough of u s  will recognize our depen- 

Now, I see in the newspapers, I saw it with what we have tried. When I say We", dency upon God Almighty and will call 
yesterday in the Denver Post, where the I mean America. I represent the Lazarus upon him with our unified voices. I'm not 
1981 agreements with Vietnam and our Team. My Team was official. I had the a preacher, but I t e  got a very personal 
rescue efforts in Laos are now public knowl- backing of the Central Intelligence Agency. relationship with God. You gain that with 
edge. But what are we doing about it? I had the backing of the Defense Intelli- over a hundred special operations in places 

You've got Henry Kissinger on Nightline gence Agency, the Intelligence Support you should have never come out of. I know 
with Mr. Kerry from the state of Mas-  Activity. We couldn't do it. You haven't that God is. I know that God is my father 
sachusetts, head of the Prisoner of War been able to do it in whatever other private and I know that somehow God hears even 
Committee, saying, "It's outrageous that efforts have been going on out there. But, my voice and I know that hell hear all ofour 
anyone would accuse a bureaucratic offi- Itelearned something inmy life: it'scaused voices because all across the nation, I te  
cial of leaving Americans behind know- me to be fearless. It has given me the asked and I have a feeling that it's being 
ingly in the hands of the enemies." HENRY confidence that a bumble bee has to fly done in the tens of thousands. I te  asked 
KISSINGER SHOULD BE INDICTED FOR despite what Northrop University says, people who would, "Would you fast?" 
TREASON. They gave him the Nobel Peace that "It's not aerodynamically capable of Remember Esther of the Bible? It looked 
Prize, but I want you to note something. sustaining flight." It's the thing that has like all of her people were going to be slain, 
They gave Henry Kissinger the Nobel Peace allowed the few to do and give battle against and so she told them, "You fast and you 
Prize and that fat turkey accepted it, but Le the many and win against the many. It's pray." And in Psalm 35, David fasts. When 
DucTho, who was the other negotiator, out the thing that separated Elijah from the you fast, every time you feel a little hunger 
of honor refused it because he knew what armies of Assyria. It's the thing that gave it reminds you of the purpose of your fast, 
was going on. And, along with that Nobel victory to Gideon and three hundred against your prayer, your petition. I hope that 
Peace prize, we also gave it to Gorbachev. a hundred and thirty thousand Midianites. some of you have fasted with us through 
I'm sure well be offering it to George Bush It's the thing that allowed George Washing- Saturday and we're prepared to offer a 
by next year. ton to bring King George to his knees. It's prayer. If you don't mind, I11 be the voice 

There ought to be an indictment on the the thing that permitted a young sergeant for this prayer: 
side of truth, an indictment for treason for by the name of Willie Brown to, in absolute * * * 
knowingly leaving those prisoners behind desperation with no chance of survival, Father, GodACmighty, who art 
in the hands of our enemies. lead a small contingent of Colonial soldiers in heaven, h a ~ ~ o w e d ~ e  thy name. 

Now, I don't have the time because I against the outer British battlements at 
have some other points that I want to Yorktown. Father, we thank thee for this 
make. But I just want to summarize this On that day, it was indeed a forlorn earth. than& thee Ifather for 
day because I started this talk about pris- night because all of the men knew none of this fife andcitizenship in this the 
oners. If you take my newsletter, or if the them would return. They were a small nation on ya- 
media has any way cooperated, we called group going to go against the tens of thou- 
for a national day of fasting and prayer sands. How could they return? And fi- ther, we thank thee for the know6 
that God Almighty might do for us what nally, that thing that lit up Gideon. The edge that we are thy children 
we haven't been able to accomplish for thingthat made Elgah tell his young helper, w e  wiC(6e.  ath her, we than& thee 
orurshrer, and that is the delivery of oar "Fear not for they that be with us are more for the Rnowcedge that ifwe ark it 
brothers home while they're still alive. than they would be with them." That 

I want to tell you that there were five Something got into Willie Brown and he in rigfiteousness i t  shaCC 6e given 
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us,andthou fiaspromisedus that God almighty and we must understand Falls-if we don't act now, we will deserve 
where t w o  or  three gather there that someday the blood of those who have what it is that we went over for. And so, you 

innocently been harmed will cry out from represent a remnant. I'm sure that Bill 
are youp in Fa- the ground, even as Abel cried out for Clinton will probably come to Tehachapi, 
ther, we are thank fu l  for a[[ the justice against Cain. And God in his wis- don't you think? I know George Bush is 
things for thou ar t  the author of dom and in his justice and in his time will going to land out here at  the Tehachapi 

a l l  good tha t  thou has g iven  us. cause all things to be right. Airport and hell assemble and there will 
Now there are things that we can do and probably be thousands. I'll bet your local 

Ifather* we gather toge ther in this I want to outline some things that we must newspaper will be here, but, I l l  bet you, 
company, this day  with a single do. When I say "we", it doesn't have to be youll leave here not knowing one new 
purpose i n  our  heart. yather,  Bo Gritz because when you came here thing. Ill bet you leave here with Bushlip. 
every  spirit  speaks out  i n  angelic today, I hope you came here to learn some- I l l  bet you leave here with a little bit of 

thing. If you leave here and you haven't Clinton's hips, maybe, but you won't have language. Ifather,  every soucnow learned anything, don't go. Stop me right any new knowledge at  all about how to get 
speaks w i t h  one purpose, a righ- up there where I came in and say, "Bo, I this nation back on our feet as a healthy 
teouspurpose w i t h  no  thought of didn't learn a thing here today." I will and as a sovereign and as a solvent nation. 

a n y  seCfsewing reason. yather,  scrape my brain, I promise you, to try to It's not you that I'm worried about. 
divulge for you. If I have to Ill reach down George Washington told his troops, "In 

we ask thee, in mercy 'qt up into the Special Intelligence area and the your hands rests the destiny of hundreds 
ourprisoners, bring our brothers TOP Secrets. I'm going to tell you some- of millions of unborn Americans." In your 
andrestore them to their families thing that has made it worth your while hands rests the destiny today of two hun- 

i n  thisgreat  nation,  Father, while coming here this day. That's my purpose. dred and fifty million living Americans. 
There are some things that we have to  And I think we ought to be ashamed of 

live. we do. If we do not do them, America ceases ourselves. 
will w e  know not  t h y  agenda. to be the land that we now live in. Anyone We should recognize what we are. We 
Father, w e  have aCCfaith andhope could do it. Some of you. And thank you are prodigal children of the most high God. 

i n  thee a n d w e  know that  yours is for being in uniform wearing Bo Gritz tee We have taken a birthright that is the 
shirts and "No New World Ordei" tee shirts, greatest on the globe and haven't we squan- 

the liand that made this uni- I appreciate your support. What I am dered it? And like the prodigal child, we 
verse andal l th ings  tha t  are good doing US one nuuq Pm l v ' n g  a ~~r have taken all that has been given to us  in 
yather, that same hand can re- of Liberty and fearlessZy I am going to our inheritance and we have allowed it to 
store even  the Cqe to Lazarus. go forward and I can't do it  alone. But be taken from us  by those who are of much 

with yoursupport, we am going to take lesser stature in this life. Now, just as the 
And3'athers that same liand can Capitol Hill and we am going to mstom money lenders are about ready to put the 
restore even  our brothers unto  us. d d u e  the CoNtutbnof the United chains of slavery around our hands and 
Father, hear ourrighteousprayer. statu a d  cuesm going to pZace this our ankles, we'd better wake up and cry, 

golrenunent back under God whem it "Father, Father, help me. Father, thou Tather ,  grant  us  thispeti t ion that  klongs ad for alL 
has given me a great birthright and I have t h i s n a t i o n m i g h t a w a k e n a g a i n  (Applause.) spent it foolishly and now the lenders, 

to what  is right a n d  ,wrong in But what you're supporting, it could be Father, are about to put me in prison. Help 
conscience. Father, grant  that any of you. I'm just one who has volun- Me." 

this 6e g i ven  to  us  tha t  we  might  teered. I've come forward. I've said through I believe God will hear our voice. I think 
my experiences God has preserved me and that he will help us, but only as much as cCearCy give thee the glory for we allowed me to become fearless of all physi- we're willing to help ourselves. And so it 

are childken and thou ar t  our cal things on this earth. My experiences means that you're not going to have two- 
Tather.  have given me the confidence to move hundred and fifty million Americans falling 

* * *  forward without compromise, but it could out underneath the trees to hear a mes- 
I want to thank you for whatever faith be any one of you. It could be Clinton. It sage of truth. Most of them, ninety-seven 

you've had to join with me. Friends, we've could be Bush. But, the chances are it will percent (wasn't that what it was during the 
run out of solutions on these prisoners. not be. I believe in conversion. I believe Revolutionary War), they are going to con- 
I've always had mot  her way to go. Everytime that when Saul was struck by the Holy tinue to sleep on, like Gulliver. Theyll 
one door was closed, it looked like another Ghost upon the road and became Paul, wake up to find they've been pinned to the 
was opened. I've fallen on my knees in that that could happen to George Bush. ground by the threads of tyranny that have 
absolute desperation and cried out in God's But I tell you, it would be Divine Interven- gradually been woven there by those who 
name, 'Why can't we just get a break when tion, wouldn't it? I don't know if it could would be master. 
what we're trying to do is righteous?", and happen to Bill Clinton, but I suppose that You are the remnant. You are the sons. 
I never knew why we couldn't win the it could. You are the daughters. You're His chil- 
victory. I do know this, I've learned this in (Laughter) dren. You hear His voice. He knows you 
combat and I'll share it with you: before the It could be anyone. That is my point. A s  and you know Him, and so, you have no 
guilty can ever be punished before the bar long as we have the same objectives, we're fear, but, it is not you that I'm concerned 
of justice, the innocent must suffer. So supporting one thing and it's real simple, about. It's those people that are less than 
when your children suffer and when your it's in one page and it's called The Consti- 3 feet tall running around here. Those are 
loved ones are taken from you in the chal- W o n  of the United States of America. the ones that you should be concerned 
lenging times ahead, and when things hap- If well just support that, friends, we will about, because if you are a great-grand- 
pen that you don't undertand, it's your job have prosperity, well have health care, parent and the Lord were to call you today, 
to keep faith with God almighty for without well have everything we need in this na- *Don't go." Tell God almighty, "I'm sorry, 
God we are nothing. And we keep faith in tion. But, without it-and we're about like please, I can't go. Give me just a little more 

a barrel going over the edge a t  Niagara time that my great-grandchild will not be 
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destined to a life of debt slavery because, Do you believe that it is possible that I have to dig into my bag. Oops! (papers 
Father, when I could have been laboring, I Lester Thurow, a Ph.D. of economics at fly out.) You always wonder what falls out. 
was traveling around America in my MIT, could be so deep into academia, he I'ni kind of guided by The Spirit when 
Winnebago. I was enjoying this life but I cannot see what the real problem is in the something falls out. I look at it. Maybe it's 
have awakened and my sons and my daugh- American economy today? Do you think something I ought to be talking about. 
ters need my help. Let me have the time, it's true or could it even be worse-that These are lettersfrom theTreasury Depart- 
Father. Let me have the time to free them Lester Thurow is part of the problem? ment. I'm going to give a lesson and I hope 
from the debt slavery that I've allowed them Well see, I don't know what it is, but I do that when you leave here, you will know 
to accumulate. know this--that you 're getting the pablum more about money and you will know more 

coming right out of MIT, the same pablum about exactly how to get us back, as a 
DEBT SLAVERY you're gonna start hearing from the Presi- solvent nation, than your bankers. You'd 

dent and from Clinton until the election better know more than your legislatures! 
And how do we do it? People continue and it's going to be, you watch it, if we don't But then I want you to do something with 

to write me letters and they continue to call change this system, if we challenged and this knowledge. Please, don't just leave 
and they want more and more definition. had a thousand dollars agallon ofgasoline, here today and let this knowledge lay dor- 
To me, it was fairly easy. I just say, "The would that pay the bill? It will not. Why? mant. 
Constitution." And I figure people can go COMPOUND INTEREST. We asked the question of the Treasury 
in there and read and theyll understand it, So, I'm going to present you with a Department, 'How does the money come 
but, it isn't that easy, apparently, and so I simple solution. Friends, if you have a into creation?" I mean this stuff here (Bo 
want to give you a very quick lesson, if I better one or ifyou have another one, I need is now holding up a dollar bill) has got to 
might, in money because the very first to know it. But ifyou do not then you make come to us  somehow. We ask, 'How does 
problem that we've got to solve in America sure that the media that refuses to attend it get here? And here is the answer. 
is this economy. DEBTORS ARE NOT these conventions because they have been QUOTE: 'The actual creation of 
CHOOSERS. And, is it not true that the bought and paid for are demanded to give money...", this is from the Department of 
lenders are preparing the shackles right me airing. They are intellectual prosti- the Treasury '... always.. ." remember that 
now as I speak3 tutes. The only purpose they serve are the word, that's an important word, "...the 

people who own them-to vilify and to lie actual creation of money ALWAYS involves 
THE PLAGUE OF outright. You make sure that when Bill the extension of credit by private comrner- 

COMPOUND INTEREST Clinton comes here or Bush comes here, cia1 banks." And so how does ALL money 
wherever you are, that you get your hand come into existence? PRIVATE COMMER- 

I was born January of 1939. The debt of up or you call in on Larry King Live or you CIAL BANKS. Does it come into existence 
the United States was 16.8 billion dollars. do whatever you have to do. You may have with the Federal Government? No, it does 
Gosh, that's a lot of money, isn't it? Well, to lie, cheat and steal a little bit and tell not. It comes into existence by loaning 
in forty years it wasn't anything because them, "I just want to tell Mr. Bush what a from private commercial banks. 
the debt had gone from 16 to a thousand wonderful Commander in Chief he has Well now, if you have to borrow money 
and do you think that's a pretty precipitous been! What a great victory it is going to be in order to get it, aren't you going to also be 
climb? That's nothing, because from 198 1 when we go back into Iraq!" Now, theyll paying an interest? So, where does the 
to 1989, our debt tripled from 1 to 3 trillion probably let you on and then when you get interest come from because that's pretty 
dollars in just eight years. Now that's on say, 'Bush, I've been wanting to say this important. Gephardt, (and we were talking 
something! I s  that Reaganomics? Is  that to you for a long time ..." And then, before about the Balanced Budget Amendment), 
a Congress that is irresponsible? Friends, they can bleep you off the air, you make said, "We owe four hundred billion dollars 
that is compound interrest. That's what sure you put some facts before him. You just in interest every year." Where's it 
that is. It wouldn't have made any differ- know how to do it. Itll work for you. come from? Well, let me read the answer 
ence who was in the government. It would If they do not recognize this solution, because we got it from the Department of 
have been the same. It's calkd corn- I'm going to give you and they don't give a the Treasury. 
pound intend and bday it is four better one to you, don't support them. It is signed by Russell L. Monk, Assis- 
trillion and it  will soon b e f h  and six Don't get into the 'evil of two lessorsn tant General Counsel. QUOTE: 'Money for 
trillion because that'swhat it is today and, friends, paying the interest on borrowed money 

Now Lester Thurow ... How many of you it's the last choice you're going to have comes from the same source as the other 
are familiar with him? If you are put your other than to reject a literal mark of satan money comes from." 
hand up. Lester Thurow, he's a world that will soon be coming ifwe stay with this All right, let's make sure we've got it 
renowned economist from MIT. He just put system. straight. Where does all money come from? 
out a book called HEAD TO HEAD. The Now, leading up to my solution, I'm How was it created? Through loans by 
reason I say this is because you're seeing going to go over a few papers with you. The commercial banks. All interest to pay on 
already in the speeches prepared and put reason that I do this is people ask me all the the loans that come from commercial banks 
on these three by five cards, for Clinton and time, 'Bo, explain to me, write me a letter, has to come as a form of a loan from a 
for Bush to read, the exact thoughts that tell me exactly how this works." I'm going commercial bank, true or false? It's true. 
Lester Thurow had put in his new book. to tell you precisely how this works. Take Can we ever get out of debt under that 
Lester Thurow says, in conclusion, that notes. If you don't like taking notes then system? 
'America needs a fifty percent income tax, see my bride when this is over and the very We can neuer get out of debt wrdcr 
not a thirty percent income tax." He says, same papers that I present to you are that mrn So, the next question was, 
'America needs a twenty percent value available to you. They'll cost you $5.00 'Well, gosh, how does the Federal Reserve 
added tax on all the things we buy. Europe because they are considerable, but you'll get this money?" And it says, QUOTE: 
does it." He says, 'America needs to be have them so then you can Xerox them. "Currency notes are placed into circula- 
spending four dollars a gallon for gasoline They're official. There's no copyright and tion by your local financial organizations 
because that would give us  four hundred so, you can spread them around to your and canonly be obtained by that source."- 
billion dollars so we could pay our bill", friends. Let me give you, by your request, Linda L. Coleman, External Affairs. 
like H, Ross Perot said. the exact solution to this money problem. Then we said, 'Well, the mints.. ." be- 
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cause we know the mints make the money, 
"...when the mints make the money, are 
the Federal banks charged the same? Is it 
given to them at face value?" QUOTE: 
'The notes are sold to the Federal Re- 
serve ..." By the way, is the Federal Reserve 
federal? No more federal than the "Federal 
Laundry". No more federal than the Fed- 
eral Bakery. No more federal than Fred 
Smith's Federal Express. But listen to this: 
#The notes am sold to the Fedeml Re- 
Sem at the cost of mnnqf~cfum, not at 
fclcs v ~ r l u e . ~  

Well, let's see. My wife lets me carry one 
of these. I can't spend it unless I ask her, 
but I think I've got a hundred dollars 
unless she went through my pocket this 
morning. Yeah, here it is. (Bo holds up a 
$100 bill.) Oh, you know how it is! Iltre got 
a clean pair of britches and everything is 
already changed over for today's event with 
you. So, here's a hundred dollar bill. Now, 
this $100 costs 2 cents to make. How 
much does the Federal Reserve pay? By 
the way, this was written by Donna Polk, 
Director of the Mint. She's the one that 
says, These notes are given to the Federal 
Reserve at the cost of manufacture." TWO 
cents. Now, let's say 1"ve got a$l bill. How 
much does that cost? TWO cents. So, a one 
dollar bill or a hundred dollar bill makes no 
difference. 

But then these are loaned to us  at face 
value, are they not? What must you put 
up-think about that just for a minute-in 
order to get this loan? 

Now, next point: We ask, 'Well, is there 
anything behind this at all?" Because 
when you borrow it, don't you have to put 
up your home? Don't you have to put up 
your vehicle? Don't you have to put up 
your time, your labor, your talent, some- 
thing that is valuable? Isn't that true? You 
have to give it substance, do you not, to the 
banks, so they will give you this stuff. So 
obviously, there should be something be- 
hind it. Just to make sure you know, all of 
these letters are available to you in our 
information packet. We asked them about 
it and here's what they said. 

They said, QUOTE: 'Federal Reserve 
Notes are not redeemable in gold or silver 
or any other commodity. Federal Reserve 
Notes have not been backed by anything 
since 1933." So, if they're not backed by 
anything, we asked the United States Trea- 
sury, 'If they're not backed by anything, 
are they worth anything?" 

Department of the Treasury Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing, signed by M.M. 
Schneider, Executive Assistant, QUOTE: 
"Money without backing is worthless." 

So what is this worth? Zero. The 
interesting thing, most easy number* to 
remember-Zero. Now, if we make these 
things and give them to the Federal 
Reserve at 2 cents and they loan them to 
us at face value and we have to put up 

our land and all that we have worked say, thank you, Lord, for Abraham Lincoln 
hard to gain and wen the interest has to and for the Holy Spirit that intervened and 
be bonowed, somehx@ is abaysgoing allowed him to say "No!" to those scum, 
bankryrt, ~lffn't they, just to pay the those bankers, those politicians that be- 
intemzsk A million bankruptcies in the long on the bottom of the ocean with whale 
tarst twelue months. Mom Uwrn in any droppings and almost every lawyer that I 
other time in our h i s b m r  a mil- can think of? Abraham Lincoln saved us. 
lion He knew we would be debt slaves if he 

Well, as a devious mind-because in accepted that compound interest loan. 
Special Forces the thing that's special is Well now, I started digging around in 
that the things we do have never been done the Treasury a little bit and it's kind of 
before and so we have to get up out of the interesting. I've had a lot of help. There's 
ozone layer so that we can have access to a guy named Byron Dale, he puts this out, 
original thought. And so, before I could and Byron said, 'Bo, last year we minted 
ever be a presidential candidate, I had to five hundred million dollars in coins." Does 
answer the question-How am I going to be anybody have a quarter? How much do 
able to solve the national debt? So, I went you think a quarter is actually worth? It 
back and started looking at what had been costs us... (Someone hands Bo a quarter) 
done in the past so I wouldn't have to re- Thank you. Now, youll see why you won't 
invent the wheel, and Thomas &fferson get this back because it's really worthless! 
says, ag you ever let the bclnirs take A quarter costs 1.008 cents to make. So, 
ouer the m n c y  and cmdit, your chil- there's no silver in there. I s  there? No. And 
dmn wakeup asszaues on the continent so that quarter only costs a cent, but when 
that was conquemd by their fathers.." we give it to the Federal Reserve, they have 
Is  that true today? Then I went and looked to give us credit for 25 cents. They have to 
at Andy Jackson, Old Hickory, they almost give us credit for the face value. Are you 
impeached him. He wasn't popular at all, beginning to follow me here? And so when 
was he? Because in 1832, he said to the we mint a silver dollar, it's not really silver, 
Federal Banks, who had grown up in spite but how much credit must they give the 
of Jefferson, he said, 'You are a den of debt of the United States? One dollar. It 
vipers and thieves and by the power of the only costs us about 2 cents to do that, but, 
Creator, I'll rout you out." And he did. And it's a dollar. A s  a matter of fact, a Susan 
in 1836, what was the debt of the United B. Anthony costs a lot less than a half a 
States? Easy number to remember. What dollar does because it's smaller. 
was it? ('Zero!") Thank you. It was Well, if that's true.. . Let's make sure 
absolutely Zero! we've got it all right, so there won't be any 

So, I started thinking.. . Well, if Andy confusion here when you leave today. You 're 
Jackson can make it zero and Abraham going to know without locking Congress up 
Lincoln in 1862 needed 450 million dollars at Andrews Air Force Base exactly how to 
and the banks were ready to loan it to him get America out of debt if these are given to 
to continue the Civil War and he said, 'It is them at 2 cents because that's all it costs 
not right for u s  to burden our children with to make and yet they loan them back to us 
our debts." God be praised for Abraham at face value and-remember that now-so 
Lincoln. So he started printing 'green- we're four trillion dollars in debt with these, 
backs". There was no gold or silver behind aren't we? And, if this only costs a cent 
them, but there was no debt behind them to make, but they have to give us  25 
either. He just printed green-backs and cents credit, what is wrong with minting 
the banks called him extreme. They said, a giant coin (Bo holds up a 5" diameter, 
"He's a radical." They said, 'He can't do giant coin) that says 'Four Trillion Dol- 
that." But, he did. lars-Debt of the United States-Paid in 

Now, I'm going to test our Ph.D. here on Full-In God We Trust." (Huge round of 
the stage (Dr. Ed Young) because if Abe applause.) Now, I ask you, let's be very 
Lincoln would have accepted 450 million clear about it: is that legal? I'd be very 
dollars and the rate at that time of interest enthusiastic if I thought I could get my 
was a mere 20 percent, what would it be great grandkids, my grandchild who's 
worth today in 19923 'Cause we never pay thirteen now and my three mules and a 
the principal, do we? We just pay the daughter, if I could get them out of debt 
interest. So, whatwould it be worth today? because they all owe $42,000. That's 
I can't read it because it's the next figure up what every one of you owe and that's 
from quadrillion, what is that? Sextillions? what your kids owe and if you're born 
Isn't it Sextillions? It soundslike it would today, that's the price of being an 
be, in the order today sex something-or- American. I'd be excited about thinking 
other. I believe it is sextillions. I s  there that on this because is this coin going to be 
much money in the world-sextillions? I made out of gold? I s  it going to be made 
don't think there is. I can read the one that out of silver? No, it has to be made out 
is down from that. At 10 percent, at half of pot metal because it has to be worth- 
the interest, it would be a hundred thirty- less! It has to equal what it is that they 
one trillion dollars! Now, do you want to have been giving u s  all this time! 
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BUSH'S TRUE debt? Friends, we created this govern- value thereof? There nwer has been 
ALLEGIANCE ment. Those citizens are going to be paid. one and so that's the authority that we 

We're going back on a gold and a silver make sure this law is squared by and so 
Now, you may say, Ill bet you, if you're standard so that we don't have a de- we get rid of them. 

from the media because I've tested the wz2uation of American cumncy any- Now, when we get rid of them, what 
media with this and they say, "Huh? Uh. mom. We're going back that way be- happens to the income tax? Does the 
Um. Uh, I don't think you can do that, Bo. causethat'swhattheConsti~~onsays. income tax pay for government? This is 
Well, Department of the Treasury, QUOTE: Now, as soon as this coin is given to very important because people are always 
uThe former Chairman of the House them, this is going to be given with the left going, "Bo, how can we pay for govern- 
Coinage Subcommittee correctly points hand. I'm going to do that purposefully. If ment? What happens to all the highways, 
out that we could pay off the National you have any Islamic knowledge, youll the military? What happens to all the 
debt with a single four trillion dollar know why. I'm going to give them this coin government programs?" Does anyone in 
coin." Now, tell me that I cannot do it. And with the left hand after I've come out of the here believe that your income tax goes to 
so, will we do it? Yes! Will George Bush do men's room. I know it sounds tough, but, pay for government? ("No!") Thank you. 
it? No!. Will Bill Clinton do it? No! you know, I get bitter about this. I'm How come the media doesn't know that? 
Because, you see, they have a different extreme and I'm radical. When I think of You know the Grace Commission was 
master. On C-SPAN, George Bush is re- what they've done to our posterity and our put together in 1982-I'm always going to 
corded as having said, "Whatever I am, prosperity, haven't they stolen it from us? give you proof, I don't try to pull this stuff 
whatever I become, I owe to David So, they deserve whatever they get and alot out of a rabbit's hat-these things come 
Rockefeller." Well, the President of the more besides. I wasn't even going to give straight from law that has already been 
United States ought to be serving a differ- them this coin because you don't need to, tested. The Grace Commission in 1982 
ent master. And, matter of fact, before the but, you see, I found out we could and be spent 75 million dollars under Ronald 
United Nations this year, George Bush legal, so we are. Reagan. Their job was to try and stream- 
made this statement, he said, "It is to the Friends, this doesn't take four years. line government. In 1984, if you've got a 
sacred U.N. Charter that we and all people This takes one hour into the presidency. library here in Tehachapi or Bakersfield or 
will now and forever pledge our allegiance." The next thing we do is we tell the wherever you go, just go in there and tell 

Well, maybe that's good for him and all Federal Reserve: "You are out of business the librarian, "I'd like to see the Grace 
of his international bankers and petro- as of this day! You are history!" Commission Report, 1984." One of the 
leum buddies and David Rockefeller, but And now we come to Gephardt, and findings is very interesting. It says, 
there's 250 million of us! Friends, I want we're going to say, "Now Gephardt, how "Not one dollar of your personal income 
you to know that I am absolutely 100% much interest do we have to pay?" And taxgoes to pay forgwernment." Where 
behind gun control and my definition is- how much interest we have to pay? does your income tax go? It goes to the 
responsible citizens being able to hit what None! debt of the United States. And, who is 
they aim at with the first shot. (Huge Jus t  like "Old Hickory". You see, we're the owner of the debt of the United 
applause.) Now that's gun control and if not doing anything that's new. We're going States? It is the Federal Reserve. And, 
you have anything less than that, you're back and we're looking at  the Wisdom and who owns the Federal Reserve? Is it 
getting close to unconditional surrender. the Divine Intervention into our Founding owned by American entrepreneurs? No, 
But, as long as there are 200 million weap- Fathers and we are doing the things that it is not! And even the bankers should 
ons in the hands-and I've got to admit, I've they have shown us, as guided, that if well not have a nationality, I agree with you, 
got more than my share, so there's some of follow, we, too, can be free; we, too, can but, THEFEDERALRESERVEIS OWNED 
you out there that are probably unarmed- have liberty and prosperity. And how do we PRIMARILY BY EUROPEANS. 
but if there's 200 million weapons in the say and under what authority do we say Friends, we fought the War of 1812 to 
hands of 250 million American citizens, do that the Federal Reserve is history? Well, get the Europeans out of our pockets. 
you understand why we can get out of debt, I see it in the newspapers. They say, "Bo We fought the Revolutionary War for 
if we will? But will we? (Big round of Gritz cannot do what he says because that purpose. The War Between The 
applause.) these matters are to be left to Congress." States was not wer slavery-the Euro- 

Now, how long is it gonna take to punch And everybody knows that they're the best peanswere tryingtobreak America apart 
this boy out? (Bo is referring to minting the that money can buy. so that they could take us on more easily 
giant coin.) Not very long. Pot metal is real Friends, I would invite the media to as separates instead of a united states. 
easy to form into a coin and it doesn't have read Article 2, Section 3 of the Constitu- They're still after us and they've almost 
to be really in beautiful condition. tion. It says, uThe President will take got us. But, you know what's interest- 

Oh, by the way, what happens to the care to insure the Laws are faithfully ing? ItalwaysseemsllkeAmericawakes 
Emir of Kuwait? The Emir of Kuwait owns carried out." The glory of the Constitu- up just in time. I pray that this is the 
8 billion dollars of America's debt. Now, tion is this: it's called Checks and Bal- case. 
the media said, "What are you going to do ances. Haven't we heard that before? One more thing ... What happens to 
about him? Are you going to cheat him?" And when the Supreme Court won't and the IRS? Think about it for a minute. 
I said, "We're not cheating anybody. This when the Congress won't--are you tell- The IRS, they are paid by the Federal 
stuff right here is worthless and so this pot ing me the President cannot? Can the government. If you work for the IRS, 
metal coin, I know that it would be worth- President do what the Supreme Court you get a green check and it says, "Trea- 
less, but for the Emir of Kuwait, it is 4 and the Congress will not do as long as sury of United Statesn. But, have any of 
trillion dollars on its face value. Let the it is Constitutional? Most certainly can. you ever paid income tax? Most of you, 
Emir of Kuwait go to the Federal Reserve Is there anyone in here who says--"No, probably. Go and look at the check that 
where he bought the debt in the first place you can't do that?" Because, you see, you write. Do you write it to the Trea- 
and tell them that he wants a little piece of very clearly by the Constitution has sury of the United States? If you do, 
their coin." It should be perfectly all right. there ever been an amendment to the they send it back. How must you make 

What about the citizens of America, Constitution that says you can have a out your check? It must be made out to 
because there aren't many but there are private industry like the Federal Re- the payment of who? The IRS. NOW, 
some who own a little bit of the American serve coining money and regulating the what does the IRS do? They cancel the 
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check, don't they? What does the can- York? Thank you. Mr. David Rockefeller 
cellation say? Dig out your own checks does. David Rockefeller can rent that 
at home and see what is put on the back property out as a condominium as far as 
of the check. It says, "For deposit into I'm concerned, because, what happened to 
any-(what?)-FEDERAL RESERVE the League of Nations back in 19 193 They 
BAHK AGAINST THE DEBT OF THE gave Woodrow Wilson the Nobel Peace Prize 
UNITED STATES." The IRS is an agent for it, but we said 'Now and it dried up and 
for the Federal Reserve. Friends, they blew away. If Americawas to pull out of the 
have become a modern day gestapo. U.N. what do you think would happen? I 
NOW, you may say, "Well, Bo, they're so think it would dry up and blow away and do 
effident." H. Ross Perot would have you think the world would be any less off 
made them even greater so that they for it? I11 tell you one thing-wete got no 
could better collsct funds so that gw- business at  all in Iraq and you're going to 
ernment could pay its bills. Just like see us  returning there. WeZre got no busi- 
Lester Thurow says today. ness at all over in Yugoslavia. Thirty Nazi 

Do you think it would have been good to divisions could not disarm those Croatians 
have held onto the Gestapo after World and Serbs and so we definitely should not 
War 113 How about-let's hold on to the be involved in there. And if you want to cut 
KGB, ok? They're awfully efficient, aren't the head off Saddam Hussein, we're going 
they? You know, I have seen with my own to let the Arabs do it. I wouldn't send a 
eyes a Regional Director, a tax collector, an single American soldter anywhere out- 
auditor and a publicist from the IRS all side these borders. (Applause) For those 
admit publicly, "We don't know what the of you who have worn a uniform, welcome 
laws say. We only do what we're told." Was  home. 
that good enough at Nuremburg? It was (Huge applause) 
not. We said, "We won't let the Nazis get We know the price of liberty. There's 
away with it." Why do we let the Federal something worth fighting for, is there not? 
Reserve get away with it? There's something worth bleeding for; 

And so, the Federal Reserve, friends, there's something worth dying for. Every- 
must be purged. And so, it will be! Who thing I know of is within the boundaries of 
appoints the head of the Federal Reserve? the United States ofAmerica and so, let us 
Who appoints the head of the IRS? The guard our borders. Wete got a million 
President does. And so, can the President illegal immigrants that swarm in here ev- 
also fire them? Well, you see, aBoard of the eryyear. Very frankly, I think that America 
Federal Reserve cannot be fired by one should open its doors to anyone who would 
President because they're appointed for want to properly immigrate into this coun- 
like thirteen years, but, there's not going to try and the Congress sets those standards 
be a Federal Reserve for them to be the and so ifyou want to wait in line and fill out 
Board of, because those banks are history the paper work, then I think we should 
and the IRS is gone, and so, there won't be open our arms. My family came from 
any need. We're going to start saving some Germany and unless you're an American 
money there! So, we get rid of them. Indian, you're not native to this land. 

& thm ang guedon arbout how we America is an immigrant nation, but we 
@out of ctQbt3 hcamss rigM norct dtlr  need to stop being the world policeman, 
tM+ q s & m  dgirt hm, the &bt of the friends. And along with that goes all for- 
CWtd - b zem atndp~~=chttdrrn eign aid. W e k  not going to give anymore 
am m longw M slatnr d tio+rr cun foreign aid until America is healed. (Ap- 
no bnpr & a f- power t~ forrs- plause) Now if you want to give money to 
ctow on- I hope you learned alittle bit some foreign country, does that mean that 
about money. (Applause) How many of you can't do it? No. You can give all the 
you knew you could pay off the debt with a money you want to any foreign country you 
single coin? (Applause) All right, good, so want as long as it's your personal money, 
some of us learned something then. For but not the public money because that's 
those of you that knew this, I11 try to get against the Constitution of the United 
into deeper matters. States. 

NO "NEW WORLD ORDER" WAR ON AIDS 

The next thing that we're going to do, We're going to follow the Constitution. 
very simply, is-say NO to the New World We're going to win this war on AIDS. We 
Order. And, we're going to do a little more have to. The World Health Organization 
than that. I would pull us out of the United has properly announced, and I don't think 
Nations before 1 would ever surrender the they know the half of it, that there will be 
Sovereignty of our nation to the United ten times more incidentsofAIDS in America 
Nations. within the next several years. They say by 

(Huge round of applause] the year 2000, we will be spending a tril- 
Who owns the land upon which the lion, think about it, a trillion and a half 

United Nations has their meetings in New dollars. That is one thousand billion, live 

hundred more billion, on just taking care 
of AIDS patients in hospitals by the year 
2000. What happens to Bill Clinton's 
national health care plan then? Hey friends, 
let me tell you, do slaves have health care 
plans? They most certainly do. If the 
master wants a slave to be productive, the 
master's got to make sure the slave can 
work. So you're going to have your national 
health care plan under the New World 
Order. 

But you know what's going to go in my 
plan? And here's the solution to winning 
the war on AIDS. The first thing we do-let 
me relate it to something that maybe all of 
you know a little something about and 
where I live in Sandy Valley, we have our 
own septic system. Every now and then it 
clogs up. When it clogs up I do not get a 
little straw and try to blow down into the 
bowl and clear it. When the septic tank at 
the Gritz house clogs up in Sandy Valley, I 
call Roto-Rooter and Roto-Rooter comes 
out there and they rout it out so that we 
have a clean flow again. The reason we do 
not have clean government is because hu- 
man sediment is blocking the flow of clean 
government. Kennedy &t killed because 
he left the old bureaucracy in place. Then, 
when he did fire Allen ~u l l e s ,  it was some- 
thing they weren't going to permit along 
with about seven other reasons they had. 

We are going-and I know you probably 
think, "Bo, with your military experience, 
you t e  got some really neat insignia. Some- 
thing like a screaming eagle or something 
really magnificentw. No. Otu symbol is 
going tobe crossed plumber's pals. Thaw 
big jobs with the .coops on the end of 
them. That's going to be the emblem of 
the Qritz khbhtration because I'm 
going to f w a n d  tell me I can't do it-I'm 
going to fm all 16,000 bureaucrats that 
the President appoints. Every one of them 
is gone and we're going to need those 
plumber's pals to suck them out. But what 
does this mean and how does this relate to 
AIDS? Who runs the Food and Drug Ad- 
ministration today? You probably have got 
some pretty interesting answers, but is it 
not AMA doctors? And don't you think they 
are bought and paid for by the pewhemi- 
cal people? So what does this mean when 
we take the plumber's pal into the Food 
and Drug Administration and we rout them 
out? We're going to replace those AMA 
doctors with Naturopaths and with Holis- 
tic Medicine people that know that living 
better through chemistry is great for 
DuPont, but it doesn't do anything for 
getting America back on her feet. And so 
tell me we can'tdo that? (Huge applause) 
Who appoints the head of the Food and 
Drug? The President does. And so were 
16,000 bureacrats appointed by the Presi- 
dent. Now friends, I don't know 16,000 
people, but 111 tell you what--IVe got a list 
and we're checking it twice and we'rc mak- 
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ing alist of 16,000 and ifyou know anyone called-but real people and ones knowl- But is it going to be easy? They go back to 
whohas talent, ifyoucan balanceacheck- edgeable of the therapies. What about Europe and don't you think Europe is 
book, friends, you are more qualified to be oxygen? Oxygen is really hard to get a hold going to embargo America? Don't you 
serving in Washington, District of Crimi- of isn't it? Oxygen doesn't cost very much, think the media is going to rain all over us? 
nals than ehose that are there now. And if does it? Los Angeles has four ozone gen- It may not be easy, but is it going to be 
you are a grandparent, youke got the two erators, but they don't have the most. In worth it? And what is your alternative? 
best reasons in the world to do it right. Moscow they have the largest ozone gen- Thank you. Slavery, in one word. 

I love it when they criticize me because erator in the world. What do these things 
the media in Idaho wrote a real nasty news do? They purify all of the water. How do ASK FOR GOD'S HELP 
article, very cynical. It said, "Bo Gritz says they do it? You tell me if I'm wrong. Not one 
he's going to take Capital Hill with 16,000 virus, not one fungus, not one bacteria can Now I just mentioned afew things to you 
grandmothersn. They better get ready. I live in an olrygen-intensive environment. and youZle been very patient. I'm talking 
have a feeling that those AMA doctors are I s  that true or false? It's true. Gosh, if about your posterity, so your posteriors, I 
going to report back and say, "Boy, my that's true and you can do anything you know, weigh in on this issue. YouZle been 
backside still hurts. Some old grandma want to do to the waters of Moscow-and very kind and gracious, you've come from 
came in with one of these plumber's pals they probably do in L.A.-and it purifies it, different places and maybe even different 
and routed me out and has got my desk are you telling me we can't use oxygen states here and I would hope that you 
right now and we're curing AIDS by using therapy to win the war against AIDS? Isn't would have learned something. A s  you 
things that have been available through AIDS a virus? And is that the only one of travel back to your homes would you do me 
this earth since this earth has been heren. the solutions that you can thinkof? Friends, and my brothers a service? Would you call 
And the mason you don't ham those there are at least three or four that I have upon God in your own way, would you do 
thingstoday isbecause there'snopmftt personal knowledge of and I'm not an ex- whatever you think that God would have 
in them. pert in this. you do that He might honor your petition? 

You see, one of the documents that I Do you believe that God, if He would, could 
have here is the Solicitation for Charitable JOIN BO'S WINNING TEAM reach down and deliver our prisoners and 
Purposes card. It's for the National Cancer restore them while they are still alive? Do 
Research Center. Out of every dollar how If you know people, we need to know you believe that He could? I believe He can. 
much do you suppose goes to cancer re- who they are. WeZle got one group that Now we don't know what God's agenda 
search? Hold up your hand if you think does nothing but sort out all these recom- is. We never know. You see, I would love 
SO%, 25%, 5%? See, there's an optimist mendations. If e got to have 16,000 people for America to stand against aworld raging 
back there. Let me cut right to the chase. because when I fire-some ofyou are going against itself, but will we? Let's say they 
The National Cancer Research Center, do to put yourselves out of business. We're take this sacred Constitution document. 
they have any other purpose? National- going to completely get rid of the Education To me it is a sacred document. You see, I 
Cancer-Research-Center! Boy, that's got Department and so Phil Lindstrom is going took an oath to this document. It was to 
to be the hub of all the solutions, right? to be head of the Education Department. defend it against all enemies, foreign and 
Well, let me just run down the facts for you. He runs the Christian Liberty Academy of domestic. How many of you took that 
A full 57% of the proceeds collected goes to West Chicago. He sends out a lot of the oath? It didn't go away did it? Was there 
the Watson Huey Company. They are the books that people use for home schooling. anything in the oath that said that you only 
publicists. Then 32% goes to the buying of He knows about what education should have to do that as long as you're in uniform 
all the advertising and all of the advertisers be, and his jo-et rid of his whole depart- or wear a badge or in office or draw a green 
and their budgets. Then you have the ment. And so he will. And when you're check? There was nothing like that in 
administrators. They get 7%. When it's invited in, you see if you're there for your there, was it? "I promise to bear true faith 
a22 added up on the Solicitation for grandchildren and for their children and and allegiance to the United States of 
CharitabLa Purposes card, it's wry for your own children. You'll do it right American. I have given this oath so many 
c&-.54 of 1 %, that's a hay a penn,y won't you? times I can even remember it. I know it by 
out of every dolZar goes to cancer ne- I'm not saying I'm not going to have heart. "And to defend the Constitution of 
secrrrh any younglawyers. I can see a lot of you the United States against all enemies, for- 

What do you think would happen to a right now getting worried about the eign and domestic*. I want you to remem- 
young laboratory technician who might lawyers. Don't worry about the lawyers. ber your oath. 
suddenly discover a cheap effective cure Lorraine Day said the lawyers are al- Now, if they take this document and 
for cancer? Do you think it would immedi- ready being hired by the laboratories they shred it and let's say that they pulp it 
ately be announced by the National Cancer because there's more lawyers today than and let's say they bum it and let's say that 
Research Center? I don't think so because there are rats. She also said that the they throw it into the Potomac River, does 
that multi-multi-billion dollar collection laboratory technicians don't become that make any difference? Does that mean 
industry would collapse, would it not? attached to the lawyers the way they do that the Constitution is dead? Where does 
Lomine Day is going to be the Surgeon with the rats once the rats are kept the Constitution live? Thank you. The 
O e n e r r p r l i n t h i s a d d n ~  Lormine around the laboratory for quite a while, Constitution lives right here (in the heart). 
Day b2d me the other day that the head and there are some things she said that It is a LMNG document. It was inspired by 
of cancer resrarrch is now head of RIDS a rat will just not do and so lawyers will God, it was gained by blood and by courage 
mseamh because them's more money always have jobs, fear not for them. and by sacrifice. It lives within us. 
to be made in AIDS than there is in And you're worried aren't you, about A s  a matter of fact, I was on a radio 
cancer. the IRS people. What are they going to do? program in Washington this last week and 

Now how do we win this war? One is we They're going to be offered an opportunity their big problem is whether or not to move 
get rid of the Food and Drug Administra- to fill sand bags because do you think these the RFK Stadium from Washington, DC to 
tion bought-and-paid-for bureaucrats, the international bankers, when they go back Alexandria, VA and I said, 'Do you mind if 
profiteers and we replace them with knowl- to Europe, it's simple to get rid of them isn't I give you my solution? I would take this 
edgeable experience-not voodoo people it? It's real simple. Here's the Constitution whole capital, as President of the United 
because that's what you're going to be and here's their coin. Now they're history. States, and I would lift it up out of the muck 
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that it is now stuck in and I would move it 
clear out to another area. And I would have 
everybody here, stay here, that's here right 
now." And I said, "We'd have clean govern- 
ment for a while." And about every 50 
years I'd call a period ofjubilation just like 
they had in the Bible and we'd move it so all 
those political action committee (PAC) 
people would have to stay there and we'd 
continue to have clean government. I think 
we're going to have perfect government. It's 
not going to be under Bo Gritz, it's certainly 
not going to be under the New World Order. 
A lady in Denver two days ago asked me, 
"Bo, why are you fighting this New World 
Order? Isn't this the thing that God wants 
us to have? Isn't this a thing that he has 
given us where we will have a single, global 
government? There will be peace and 
prosperity. Well all be working together as 
John Lennon said-'wouldn't it be wonder- 
ful' ." And I said, "Ma'am, we're going to 
have perfect government, but it's not under 
David Rockefeller and it's not under The 
New World Order". 

BIBLICAL PROPHECIES 

When I read, friends, in Revelation 
and I read in Daniel, it tells me about 
what's happening. You are living in 
three-dimensional periods that we've 
been reading about in two dimensions 
for generations. Tell me, how many 
heads did the beast have that Daniel saw 
crawl out of the ocean that represented a 
global government? Seven heads. And 
what do the nations and leaders of the 
world call themselves today? The G 
what? The G7. And wasn't one of those 
heads severely wounded and to the awe 
of all who beheld it, wasn't it miracu- 
lously healed? And what happened when 
the wall went down between East and 
West Germany? Weren't we in awe? I tell 
you they didn't show it on CNN. It wasn't 
shown by the star gazers that all this was 
going to happen. We were in awe, weren't 
we, as we watched that occur? Wasn't 
that a healing of one of the G7? I'm 
excited about it. 

I'm going to show you one more thing 
before I step down from here. And that is 
about a year ago, a little over a year ago 
now, I was in Idaho Falls and the person 
there was a computer consultant who 
worked in Brussels for the Economic 
Community of Europe and he was cor- 
recting me. We had a luncheon before 
the talk and this was before I was run- 
ning for President, so it was over a year 
ago. And he sat down and he sziid, "Bo, 
I want you to be accurate". I had used 
the material out of Mary Rolfy's book. 
She's a Christian writer. She said that 
we were using infrared laser tattoos to 
mark animals and she was hypothesiz- 
ing that we would use this infrared laser 

to mark people. And he said, "Bo, that "Darling, scan my hand with your wand". 
isn't the way it's going to go. I know. I That's all they've got to do. These things 
was one who helped set up the EAN are exciting to me. How come? This is 
System-European Article Numbering the precursor to "perfect" government, 
System". We call it the Bar Code here in friends. We're going to have "perfect" 
America. Doesn't it mark almost every- government in the near term, and the 
thing? Doesn't it? Can you even buy a mark of the beast, if you remember your 
Bible without having to look in the box it biblical predictions. 
comes in; and there's the mark. Well, Now, let me say I'm not a prophet, but 
you look a t  one of my books. You won't I did make some predictions. I predicted 
find a mark on it. the very day that H. Ross Perot would go 

I'm hard headed. I got shot in the back belly up. If you get my newsletter, three 
of the head in Vietnam, the bullet bounced months before it happened you saw me 
off. I haven't checked all of my anatomy; saying during the Democratic Conven- 
I don't know if I'm 100% bullet proof, but tion, 'You won't see H. Ross Perot any- 
I am hard-headed and I think that's more. He'sgonna cash in". Knowing the 
going to be beneficial if we win this beast allows you to generally be able to 
presidential election. Now, he said, "Bo, tell what the beast's habits are going to 
we're going to use a micro chip. It's be. I think you're going to see some- 
smaller than a grain of rice". I've got one thing-how many of you are from Cali- 
of them in here. (He held up a plastic fornia here? I think you're going to see 
case with the little microchip module something catastrophic in California be- 
inside, the size of a small grain of rice.) fore the elections. 
I'll pass it around to you, you can take a 
look at  it and I hope you'll have the FEDERAL ENSLAVEMENT 
forethought and the time to come to MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
reject it. Now this microchip is fairly 
exciting. It is smaller than agrain of rice; The reason is because FEMA (Federal 
it's encapsulated in a tiny membrane Emergency Management Agency) is gear- 
that is nontoxic. He said, "If we were to ing up. I don't know exactly what the 
mark an infant upon birth with an infra- event will be, but I would venture a 
red laser tattoo, as that child matured, couple of entries. First of all we have 
you see, it would distort the mark." He treaties. When I worked for the Hughes 
said, "We're going to use this micro- air crash company as a cover in Los 
chip." Angeles, we had Malibu and Santa Bar- 

This was over a year ago and he de- bara as the skunk works and they devel- 
scribed what I'm holding in my hand oped a thing called Gemstone. Anybody 
right now except that we really didn't aware of the Gemstone technology? Gem- 
have it available at that time. And then stone is outer space particle laser tech- 
in November, LA said that they were nology and more advanced systems and 
passing a law that would make it manda- that was back in 1979/ 1980 when I was 
tory, they were going to mark pets be- playing secret squirrel for the govern- 
cause they wanted pet owners to be more ment. They already had these things 
responsible. Then in July of this year in developed and they were being put in 
Fort Lauderdale, they just picked up the orbit. 
same thing. It's gone all the way across Now the Soviets appear to have gone 
America now from November the 12th in belly up so we now have all of their 
LA where it started, all the way to Fort technology, do we not? And as a treaty 
Lauderdale in Ju ly  of th is  year. basis we agreed with the Soviets that we 
Everybody's using this mark now to mark would not cause any earthquakes. We 
animals. I've got a video tape. See, my would not cause any radical weather 
arms aren't long enough to get around patterns. We would not attack any crops 
all these facts so I depend on you. I got with weather systems or cause any phe- 
a video tape just the other day sent to nomena with the earth or its atmosphere. 
me-the person said it was coming. Last If we made treaties to that, doesn't that 
night I stuck it into the video and there tell you that we do indeed have the tech- 
it was on Discovery channel where they nology? Friends, George Bush is not 
are now offering these things on a volun- acting like a man who is just about to be 
tary basis to mark children so that they voted out of office. I think maybe he 
cannot be kidnapped or you can find thinks he knows something that we don't. 
them or the babies won't be exchanged George Bush, I believe, is going to try 
on you in the hospital. Isn't that excit- to gain some popularity by going back in 
ing? They're also beginning to use this- to Iraq, but I don't think it's going to 
the yuppies back East think this is real work. I don't think the American people 
clever to have their credit card informa- are going to be caught up by killing 
tion put into this mark so it can be 500,000 Iraqis the way we were in Janu- 
inserted under the hand, so all they have ary, 199 1. Do you? But I think he knows 
to do is walk into the store and say, something else. I believe that a fully 
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informed jury could have saved us from think that maybe-I don't want you to Bush's lights at the end of the tunnel as 
the Rodney King problems. Unfortu- become victims. I'm not trying to be a freight train. It is labeled the New 
nately, the jury did what the judge said Henny Penny, but literally, the sky could Wdrld Order and I am going to derail it- 
and that's not what fully informed juries come tumbling in on you. I will derail it as a President with 16,000 
are all about. It's not what Article 3 is all But I believe California, because of ofyou. Friends, I will derail it as apatriot 
about in the Constitution. And so I your special situation-you'vegot 30 mil- with all that will follow, but I am not 
believe the L.A. riots were just a little lion people here, folks. If something going to surrender my birthright. I know 
entre, just a precursor to greater things. catastrophic happens here, now, what something-you see, Jimmy the Greek 
It was a dress rehearsal for a larger happens to the population without food, wouldn't have given George Washington 
FEMA operation. communications, hospitalization? You're any odds a t  all-would he-in the L a s  

In Phoenix, Arizona, there are Black going to start moving toward Arizona, Vegas sports book about being able to 
Hawk helicopters flying down beneath Nevada, Oregon? All of a sudden the win over King George. What would Jimmy 
the buildings. The people are told on Federal forces are going to have to come the Greek have said if they were match- 
television, 'Don't get excited. This is out and that could mean almost any- ing up David and Goliath. Jimmy the 
just U.S. military forces practicing and thing, couldn't it? Greek would have laughed, wouldn't he? 
trainingin these FEMA operations." How Newt Gingrich, I saw his face along But in every case they won, they won 
come they're doing this in Phoenix, do with Phil Gramm today as we left. It was because they were fighting for some- 
you think? How come they're doing this a sour note to leave my home on. They thing that was right. 
in Nevada? Friends, I believe that you, in are both going to be key-note speakers at Are we willing to fight if need be for 
California, are going to be in an experi- the Republican Convention. Newt what is right? The very first step, we 
ment, and I don't know what kind it will Gingrich and Phil Gramm, both conser- take Capital Hill, we do it in Novem- 
be, but I think that George Bush has it vative Republicans, were the ones that ber, we do it with ballots. Don't you let 
geared up before the election. If I were tried to sponsor a 5-year declaration of a Jimmy the Greek enter your equation. 
you 1 would be prepared. national emergency. It would have taken You do what you can do. You do all 

There are only three kinds of people- away your Constitution and your Bill of that you can do. You be a Willy Brown 
those who have their heads up high and Rights. Would anything have been left and then you let God do for us what we 
can see what's going on, those who are after 5 years? Those are the people that cannot do for ourselves because if 
waiting for something to happen-you are closest to the President. Be ready, be Perot won the election wouldn't it be 
won't be disappointed-and those who prepared. Otherwise, theyll just pour to the glory of the hundred million or 
wonder what happened after it's already concrete in around your ears, will use whatever it took and if Bush wins the 
occurred. You make sure that vou've your backsides for bicycle racks or some- election, or Clinton-the glory of their 
got yourself a 72-hour pack. Right now thing useful. That's what's going to great party. Friends, when we win this 
in my closet, in my home, I've got my happen to most people, is it not? If they election it is going to be to the glory of 
rucksacks that I've worn in Laos and ever take down the Stars and Stripes only One Thing and what is that in one 
Yemen and Bangladesh and Burma-it's what are you going to do? Are you going word? Thank you! It is going to be to 
all set. I just pick it up. It's got every- to be-let's determine first of all-are the glory of God (applause). And in 
thing I need to live for just about as long you going to be lawful if you defend your Second Chronicles, Chapter 7, Verse 
as I need to be outside of civilization. rights under the Constitution? Yes, you 14, we are given our promise. If we, 
You better have yourself a 72-hour pack. will be. Now Commander Hatonn an- who are H i s  children, will call His 
You better save yourself some food. My nounced in his introduction that we were name, if we will recognize our depn-  
wife and I were in Washington, D.C. in not living under the Constitution. He's dency upon Him, if we are willing to 
February, 1979. There's going to be an right. In 1954 the U.S. Senate found in change some of our ways, then He'll 
efficiency spike that people won't be able its review that the U.N. Charter is the hear our voice and He'll heal our 
to figure out for a long time. There was supreme law of the land. Friends, does land. 
a blizzard for three days in Washington, it make a damn what the U.S. Senate I'm a school teacher when I can be. I 
District of Criminals. We could not get finds? It sure doesn't to me. Does it taught a class in Government two weeks 
out of the hotel. Our car was completely make a hoot what the Supreme Court ago in 'Lost Wagesw (otherwise known 
covered with snow-everything! Can you says? It sure doesn't to me. as Las  Vegas) at Clark High School. I 
imagine these high appointed officials This document right here (holds up broke the Supreme Court's latest edict 
could not get into their offices! How did Constitution) says this is the Supreme and I was happy to do so. I'd like for you 
the world continue to orbit? This is Law of the land. Soam I lawful if1 defend to tell me how we can teach Govern- 
amazing! That's. why there's going to be my rights under it? I most certainly am. ment? Because you know how I broke it? 
an efficiency spike because everybody So now no matter what they do in Wash- I broke it in the first minute I was in the 
else around the world just kepton work- ington D.C., if it ever reached a time class and all the teachers that aren't 
ing without Washington's interference. when they say ... "Well, we're taking down teaching themselves-anytime I teach, 
Three days friends, people were panick- the Stars and Stripes ..." then I have a for some reason they come in and sit 
ing. The hotel didn't have any food, the substitute for you. It's nothing original. down at the back of the classroom and 
7- 1 1's were all out of food. We have used it before. Could I ask my they bring their notebook and pencil and 

What happens when you have a con- bride to come up here and maybe just 1 have had teachers come up and say, 
siderable earthquake. Could it be pos- spread this out (yellow flag). When they "Bo, could we use some of those ques- 
sible-I want you to think about it-let's take our Stars and Stripes down, let's fly tions on our exams?" And I say, "What 
say the Soviet Union and America, using this one. It just simply says 'DON'T are you teaching? 'Because you know 
the technology that we have already made TREAD ON ME" because Americans all the first question I ask? This is where I 
treaties for, that we "won't" use. Do you over this nation are going to go on living broke the Supreme Courts edict, the 
believe those treaties? H a s  Russia ever in spite of government. latest edict. I said to the students, 
kept a treaty it made? One thousand of What 1 have been prepared to do more "Where do we get our rights from?" And 
them. Have they ever kept them? They than anything else my entire adult life is what did they say to me? They don't 
never had. Well, have we? So do you wreck trains. I regard one of George know and I tell them, "This is not a 
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rhetorical question! I want answers!" 
Then I start right down to the front row 
and I start writing them and they give me 
15, 16 choices. None of them are right. 
Finally, I go to the Declaration of Inde- 
pendence and I say to someone I believe 
might be able to read-it's not easy to 
find them in high school, not even in 
Senior 's  Government-and I 
say.. ."Would you kindly read that right 
there?" And the student says, "The 
Creator?" It's always a question. Then 
I said, "Who is the Creator?!" And about 
five stout hearts said, "God?" That is in 
absolute violation of the Supreme Court! 
The Sipreme Court has  just ruled you 
cannot say the name of God in any of our 
schools! How are we going to teach 
Government? How are we ever going to 
explain where our rights come from if 
we're not allowed to use the word and the 
name of God? 

Well I'll tell you what, I don't know 
about you, but if I have to stand alone, 
I'm going to be in good hands and I've 
read The Book and I'm not talking about 
my book either. I've read The Book and 
I know who wins in the end. You know 
what makes The Book exciting? It doesn't 
tell u s  exactly how we win. It just as- 
sures u s  that we do, and so I'm excited 
because I'm a soldier. I can smell the 
battle and it smells good to me because 
it means that we are just one major step 
from having perfect government, and I 
am so pleased to be on this earth a t  this 
time and not born in the "Dark Ages" 
when nothing much other than a good 
inquisition or two was going on. 

So I invite you: is there a better 
cause than the liberty of America to- 
day? If there is, let me know. I want to 
join you, but if there isn't a better cause 
then I invite you to join us, the United 
States, as we prepare for a second Ameri- 
can Revolution. A Revolution which we 
cannot afford to lose; a Revolution that 
we'll win even though it may not be 
under the Stars and Stripes. We'll win it 
as brothers and sisters. That, Ill  always 
give you as my promise. I am your 
brother and when I sign my books I sign 
them "forever your brother" and I mean 
it. 

We come from a great family and we're 
going home. They can never take that 
home away from u s  and it's for me to do 
all the things that I have to do to endure 
until that time comes. So I invite you. 

Take heart, feel excited and if you're 
in California, get your 72-hour pack put 
together. If you're interested in a lot of 
very, I think, amazing things-well, I 
only brought 10 copies of A Nation Be- 
trayed tapes-if you're interested in 
how to--we've got some video cameras, 
with those you can take the presentation 
if there's anything there. We have a 

short-it's about a 30 minute presenta- 
tion. If you want the book Called To 
Serve. It's too long. It's 845 pages. I put 
165 pages worth of pictures in there just 
for the Msrines so they would have some- 
thing to look a t  if they were having trouble 
reading the text. (Roar of laughter) In 
the back I've got a few blank pages for the 
Navy and we'll give you a free crayola so 
that you can draw there in the back a 
little bit. (More laughter) Otherwise, if 
you want to know in detail why I'm will- 
ing to get into the arena and wrestle with 
the hogs, read Called To Serve. When 
you get to the end of it youll see my 
point. 

You, too, are called to serve. We 
didn't win a raffle to be here today. Every 
one of u s  has  that "something" we can 
do. We can't do everything. What we 
can't do for ourselves, that's where the 
glory of Almighty God comes in. So I'll 
leave you with that and we're out of debt; 
we're out of time here. I'd like to stay 
here and talk to you as long as you're 
willing. You do live in a beautiful valley. 
Let me tell you-last thing I'll say. A s  a 
guerrilla fighter I know this-the moun- 
tains are the palm of God's hand. That is 
the truth. A s  long as you reside within 
the mountains, you will, I believe, be in 
a much safer place than you could be 

otherwise. And so you're going to find 
me in the mountains. A s  a matter of fact, 
I think that's probably where we ought to 
move the White House. We don't have to 
move the Congress. We don't even need 
the White House. I think well just move 
the seat of government. It might be a lot 
easier, but get your plumber's pals ready. 
I need you volunteers. If you can balance 
a checkbook, if you're a grandparent, 
doesn't mean that you don't have a job if 
you're a young lawyer, but in all truth, 
one word-TOGETHER-that 's the way 
that we preserve this nation for the ones 
who are with u s  that are smaller than we 
are. God bless each one of you. Don't 
forget to pray for our prisoners of war. 

(LONG ROAR OF APPLAUSE) 

(Editor's note: At this point Bo took a 
brief rest break and then there followed a 
wann and lively question and answer 
session. There were thoughtfir1 questions 
and firrthergood discussion about the Federal 
Reserve and its RS extortion agency, as well 
as questions from those coming to grips with 
a reatization of the unbelievable simplicity 
of eradicating the so-called National Debt. 
While we are not printing that question and 
answer session again, here, it can be found on 
pages 2-9 of the 9/ 1/ 92 issue ofrHE PHOE- 
NIX LIBERATOR.) 

Continued Articles 
On Walter Russell 

7/25/93 # 1 HATONN copies of the articles themselves be for- 
warded to Nora for her infomation. Thank 

LET THERE BE LIGHT you. For prior articles on this subject 
please see the writing of July 23, 1993 of 

In the interest of continuity let us  just which this is simply a continuation. 
continue with the printing of articles on the 
subject of Mr. Walter Russell as appeared "DR." WALTER RUSSELL 
in his time, relative to his approach to 
science subjects, in The New York Times. I have two comments as we enter into 
Since our focused interest is toward Mr. this writing which I consider so important 
Russell's scientific work, at  this time, we as to stop and pre-focus your attention. I 
shall leave alone his approach to meta- am asked why I do not "always" refer to 
physics or philosophy: Nora is working on Russell as doctor (Dr.)? Because, even 
a "biographical study" of the Life and though it is that perhaps US&P and Lao 
Times of said Mr. Russell and the Univer- Russell desired the designation to give 
sity of Science and Philosophy. So, in order advanced implication and inference of 
to not cause trouble flares with US&P Earth-based "physical" academic achieve- 
regarding con tempt charges against ment-the only doctorate received EVER 
Dharma for writing on the subject, we shall by Russell-was an honorary one. I have 
not refer to that a t  all. stated before that "I" may well refer to 

Our only purpose here is to offer public Russell as "doctor" because of my own 
"articles" regarding Russell's subjects as RESPECT AND HONOR TO THE MAN IN 
presented. I would, however, ask that POINT AND THE KNOWLEDGETHAT SUR- 
these writings of mine AND copies of the PASSES ANY SUCH KNOWLEDGE HELD 
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BY THE PROFESSORS OF ACADEMIA. LESSONS ARE WORTH REPEATING just as vigorously attack the other "sa- 
cred laws" of Kepler, and any others, 

DR. EDWIN M. YOUNG Repeating some of these statements either ancient or modern, that need modi- 
"BURIED" EDITOR-IN-CHIEF by Russell are good lessons for ALL OF fying or rewriting to fit the needs of a 

YOU and allows you to see that you can civilization whose onward march is held 
Next, you will see that I reprint a lot of NEVER learn the facts of your own BE- back by the untruths, or half truths, of 

the prior article in this writing. Why ING with the WRONG ASSUMPTIONS! those who rely upon the deceptive evi- 
would I do that? BECAUSE IT IS ONE Consider me simply a Cohan (professor dence of what their eyes think they see. 
OF THE MOST IMPORTANT LESSONS or teacher) and you as chela (student) I am sorry that an  artist had to do it, 
ANY SCIENTIST OR STUDENT CAN and the mystical relationship will van- but Sir Oliver Lodge said that no scien- 
RECEIVE! I N  FACT!! So, we keep our ish. tist could make the supreme discovery of 
Dr. Young so very busy with his Editorial Dharma is NOT some "UFO Lady" as the one thing for which science is looking 
duties and swamped in every kind of referred to her, directly, by a most unin- and hoping. He said that such a discov- 
"other" task that he has  not time to formed "investigative reporter" who an- erywould have to be the "supreme inspi- 
catch u p  with the information on "Light" nounced that Dharma passes out misin- ration of some poet, painter, philosopher 
that I have provided FOR him. So, there formation and other insulting thrusts. or saint." 
are some facts which are so important to Dharma asked this person if she "had 
ANY scientist working henceforth WITH read the paper"? The response in loud SUPPLYING NEEDED IMAGINATION 
ME AND TEAM, THAT HE MUST BRING and emphatic terms: " No, I try never to 
THEM TO HIS EYES AND EARS AND read such a thing." Dharma then asked In other words, Science sorely needs 
ATTENTION WITHOUT CHOICE. HE her how she could be a worthy researcher the imagination of a n  artist or poet to 
MUST EDIT THIS WRITING FOR THE of anything in such circumstances as to synthesize her heterogeneous complexi- 
PAPER-SO HE WILL GET THIS LESSON "know nothing" about her subject. She ties, and put her on the path of simplicity 
WITHOUT FURTHER SEARCHING! HE, said she wasagoing to sue" Dharma, the and truth; for Nature is  very simple in 
NEITHER, PRIORTO ME, HAD SO MUCH paper, everyone. E.J. simply told her her causes. She is complex only in her 
AS HEARD OF WALTER RUSSELL-AND she would have to "hurrym-at which repetitive effects. 
YET HE HOLDS PHDs, OR EQUIV- point she flung down the phone so as to I have r~o t  said that Newton's laws 
ALENTS, IN AT LEAST THREE SCIEN- probably breakit. I s  this not the same as were wrong, for they are right as f a r  as 
TIFIC SUBJECTS. THIS IS WHY DR. Dr. Jackson? "I refuse to even consider they go. They are only half-truths, 
YOUNG IS IN THIS LOCATION WITH or read your presentations-I have heard though. Kepler's first law is not only a 
"USm-FOR THIS SCIENTIFIC ADVEN- you are a disinformation source for nit- half truth, but the half that is  stated is 
TURE I S  HIS PURPOSE--NOT DABBLING wit scientists against our 'sacred' set inaccurately stated. 
IN PRINTED NEWSPAPERS. HE DOES, ideas and do not enlighten me for I am Science should be exact, not approxi- 
HOWEVER, NEED TO MAKE SOME OF already a "sacred research journalist- mate or inferential. 
THE CONTACTS WHICH SHALL COME scientist." We welcome all suits in the Jus t  as Newton left out all consider- 
FROM THIS PAPER-SO BEAR WITH US, courts of law for even as the LIES are told ation of the equal and opposite reaction 
ALLOFYOU ASTHE CALLGOES FORTH. in court-The Truth is also THERE and to the attraction of gravitation, which is 
THANK YOU. will always, sometime, somewhere, some- the repulsion of radiation, so does Kepler 

Dr. Young i s  a young man who has all day, "when you least expect it", smile, leave the other focus of his ellipses out of 
the ridiculous eccentricities of "habit" you are on Candid Truth. his consideration. "The Sun is one of the 
as did Tesla, Edison, Einstein, etc. foci of planetary elliptical paths," he 
[Hmmmnphl] He stays up  communing ARTICLES ON WALTER RUSSELL says; but how about the other one? My 
and tinkering, thinking and working ALL (from the New York Times) friendly critics will of course admit that 
NIGHT-and i s  found to be "absentm there are two foci to any elliptical orbit. 
most of the daylight hours until "awak- I shall reprint the "response by Dr. If one of these foci is important, why is 
ening" again toward evening. Does this Russell" to Dr. Jackson as we see that not the other equally so? 
mean that he "sleeps" all day and is the sender of the information was f a r  What is the causeofelliptical orbitsif 
unavailable? Yes, it would APPEAR TO more exacting than were we. He has  sent not that some doubly acting force, con- 
BE THAT WAY-but NO indeedy, WE the "missing" portions in a separate centrated a t  two foci, is exerting its op- 
WORK HIM DAY AND NIGHT! copy and therefore, since we may have posite influences on both masses, not on 

The very hub of your cycling is left out much in the prior presentment, one. For this reason also it is  inaccurate, 
based solely on PHYSICS (not mystical we shall simply offer the "reply" again. because untrue, to say that the Sun is at  
garbage) and he' is  trained to recognize one of its foci. That infers that the Sun's 
The Truth, assumptions, separate out QUOTING (August 3, 1930, The New centre is one of its foci, which is not true. 
theories from fact and bring some York Times): The true focus, which only happens to be 
massive changes upon your place-IN within the Sun, because of the Sun's 
TRUTH. I honor him and ask him to bear RESPONSE OF RUSSELL TO huge bulk, is the mutual gravitative cen- 
with u s  while we catch-up some of the JACKSON tre of both Sun and planet, or Earth and 
citizens so that we can move on in that Moon. 
which is absolute and necessary. It To the Editor of The New York Times: 
means moving through the trash heap of LAW MERELY LOCAL 
politics and other human physical in- Dr. John E. Jackson's letter to you, a 
cantations. But, he is  busy and his copy of which he graciously sent to me, If a planet happened to be a big fellow, 
needed focus is narrow enough in atten- is a perfectly natural letter of resentment the focus referred to would be a long way 
tion that I have to cause him to monitor for which I do not blame him in the least. outside of the Sun. For this reason, the 
EVERYTHING (for the CONTAC'I) so that It is true that 1 have challenged the law is purely a local one, limited to a 
he doesn't simply "miss" the important accuracy  o r  completeness  of t h e  solar system, and would not apply to two 
messages. Newtonian laws of gravitation and will solar systems or to two bodies of ap- 
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proximately equal mass revolving around 
each other, as a universal law should 
apply. 

The neglected focus is the mutual 
centre of repulsion which is the lowest 
point in the pressure gradient between 
any two masses. These two oppositely 
acting foci are the controls which deter- 
mine the orbits of both masses around 
each other instead of one mass around 
the other, which was the apparent limit 
of Kepler's consideration. 

Perhaps Dr. Jackson will explain to 
me why Kepler and Newton, and all who 
have followed since then, have shirked 
this other necessary focus and have given 
u s  only the perfectly obvious one. 

If Newton had watched that apple 
compose itself from low potential gases 
and liquids to high potential solids, saw 
it fall, and still remained on his job 
watching it decompose back again into 
low potential gases and vapors as it 
arose, we might have had a complete law 

of gravitation which would have been a 
great aid in putting a much-needed foun- 
dation under the feet of science during 
these intervening centuries. 

FAIR TREATMENT ASKED 

I am offering again my contribution to 
what seems to me the unstable founda- 
tion beneath the feet of science. Einstein 
and others have already been respect- 
fully credited for the same ideas which, 
when published by me, had formerly 
brought me ridicule. All I ask is  a consid- 
eration of my ideas and fair treatment. 

I have begun by correcting the 
Eddington idea of a running-down uni- 
verse, by supplying the other half of 
Newton's laws and Kepler's neglected 
focus, which makes the universe a con- 
tinuing one. This must be followed up  by 
correcting many other things, such as 
the structure of the atom, the supposed 
nature of the electron and kindred fanta- 
sies, illusions, cosmogonies and hypoth- 

eses, which have succeeded each other 
for three hundred years, none of which 
survive the test of five years' trial with- 
out becoming as ephemeral as Laplace's 
nebular hypothesis or as old fashioned 
as a 1927 model of the atom. 

If Dr. Jackson thinks academic sci- 
ence is advancing, he is wrong. Indus- 
trial science is leaping ahead on re- 
stricted lines, but the theorists who draw 
fantastic conclusions from their experi- 
ments have "gone cubist". The "jump- 
ing electron" atom, and all other atomic 
models,  with t h e  exception of 
Rutherford's, for which so many Nobel 
prizes have been given, have no more 
relation to nature than green cheese has  
to the moon. And as for the little wire 
cages studded with marbles, which are 
supposed to show how the atoms deter- 
mine crystallization-they are jus t  
FUNNY. 

WALTER RUSSELL 
New York, July 28, 193 1. 

Seek The Counsel 
Of The Father 

7/22/93 SANANDA not in error but in righteousness. The WAS, that which IS, and THAT WHICH 
instructions for man have been given yet SHALL BE FOR MINE FATHER AND I 

I Am as near as your breath. Peace, so few listen to the message. It is  the ARE ONE AND IN THE ONENESS IS THE 
Thomas, Sananda in Radiance and Ser- beloved natives, the people have been KNOWING. 
vice unto Aton and The Creation. murdered and put into the places of Seek the counsel of The Father-no 

Magnificent is  The Plan of God. No desolation who shall flourish in the times man need stand between you and God- 
man knows the extent of The Plan save afore thee. For the Red man knows from no man-God is Present to hear your call 
The Father. Glory awaits all who will whence comes his sustenance and the and Responds to ALL. It is  that man 
walk the LIGHTED PATHWAY in this the very Source of his being and the Source forgets to ask-and in the forgetting loses 
greatest of planetary transitions. of all things unto the four-legged, the his way and is lost to the confusion. 

Your world teeters on the brink of two-legged, yea unto the very rocks upon Something as simple as sitting quietly 
nuclear war, nay, it i s  imminent. How Terra. for a given period each day to listen, 
many will perish having closed their ears Blessed be the ones who live close to really listen, is  somehow overlooked for 
to the listening of the warnings which the Earth, who know how to grow food the more mundane activities that preoc- 
have so generously been offered by the and build shelter, for the skills of the cupy the "modern" man. 
very HOSTS OF GOD? AlwaysThe WORD modern man shall not serve well in the Return, beloved of LIGHT, return to 
must come forth during transition-the times ahead. It is the basic survival THINE SOURCE - for in the seeking 
choices are always man's to make. Each skills that shall be needed to create the all shall be revealed in its proper 
shall be sorely tried and tested before the pockets wherein peoples may find safety time. 
final bell. to endure the tribulation at  hand. Let Ever burn thine candle of faith and 

Quiet thineselves that ye may hear those who have ears hear the message I ye shall KNOW ME. 
God within thee! That still quiet voice bring. It i s  the promise. 
cries out to be heard that the choices be I Am Sananda and I know that which Salu. 
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What On Earth Is 
Happening 

3 With Rav Renick. 
Editor's note: For you readers who tempted to have Ray accept the Public 

have been following the material from Defender as his attorney. Ray declined this 
Ray Kenick that has been published both recommendation. Judge Duffy denied thr 
in CONTACT and, before that, T H E  PHOE- motion for a Change of Venue. Ray mar-- 
N I X  LIBERATOR, you know that Huy was aged to make several lengthy statements 
arrested in a sleazy, covert maneuver concerning the murder of Paul Wilcher, 
while talking with a friend driving by conflict of interest for Judge Woolpert and 
near his mailbox at his home in Los Osos, not recognizing the court'sjurisdiction due 
California, on May 20, 1 993. to various illegal activities concerning the 

Los Osos is adjacent to the small, San Luis Obispo Connection in that small, 
south-central coastaltown and covert drug central coastal, California town. 
hotbed of Sun Luis Obispo, CA. Since that 
time of his "rude and crude" arrest it has * Bail was set at $500,000. 
been difficult to report Ray's status. Ray 
is  representing himself but has been kept * On July 16, there was a bail hearing 
mostly in  the dark. We had so many with Judge Duffy presiding. Ray was found 
computer problems prepariw this guilty of probation violation (he had a 
followincr report that it MUST be sentence of 5 years probation), sentencing 
REALLY important, so read carefull_v! is scheduled in 2 weeks. 

* At the initial court appearance, the 
court ordered a psychological evaluation of 
Ray by no less than 5 psychiatrists to 
determine whether he was competent to 
act on his own behalf. 

On June 21, Judge Barry Hammer 
presided while it was determined that Ray 
was indeed competent to act as his own 
counsel. 

* On June 22, Ray pleaded to have the 
trial removed from San Luis Obispo County, 
insisting on prejudice, and filed a Change 
of Venue. Judge Hammer gave Ray two 
weeks to select an attorney to represent 
him but Ray maintained his position to 
represent himself. Ray was being charged 
with a probation violation which would get 
him 3 years in prison and a $10,000 fine for 
his alleged possession of a concealed 
weapon. 

Ray continued to insist that he is being 
held 3s a political prisoner. 

* On July 9, Judge Michael Duffy at- 

* Current charges include: 
1. attempted murder 
2. incendiary devices 
3. armor-piercing ammo 

The court calendar indicated, and me- 
diawere informed, that the hearing was set 
for 9:00 A.M. Many media representatives 
were present, as well as supporters for Ray. 
Ray was moved out of court for a few 
minutes and was not brought back in until 
2:00 P.M. At that time the court had been 
emptied of supporters and media, who 
were not advised of the time change, and 
filled with witnesses for the prosecution. 
The prosecutor is Pomeroy. [Pomeroy is the 
name of a large section of road in Niporno, 
near San Luis Obispo proper, where Ralma 
Way is. This is the place where Ray has 
indicated, by map, that dead bodies are 
buried.] 

Ray spoke about the INSLAW scandal, 
the Cabazon Indian Reservation and those 
who have been killed, execution-style, in 
connection with the INSLAW case. 

Editor's admission: If you are having 
some difficulty infollowing all of t h s ,  you 'rt, 
not alone. W-e will present the informatior; 
about Ray's case as it is presented to us: 
but, needless to say, there is much morc 
going on here than meets the eye. You u i i l  
begin to get the picture as you read Rcy'a 
own words on the mutter. 

The SLO Connection is hooked up with 
some very big, bad, powerful folks and they 
don't like it when the spotlighl is focused on 
their sleazy dealings. Ray is the one doing 
the spotlighting and some of those crooks 
are gettingjust a little nervous. This will, of 
course, be continued.. .so stay tuned! 

Editor's note: The following is a tran- 
scription of a telephone conversation be- 
tween Ray Renick and Rick Martin, for 
CONTACT, on Suly 21, 1993. 

Rick: Ok Ray, what's happening? 

Ray: I went into court today and I decided 
that I would keep everything as simple as 
possible. I didn't address any of the wit- 
nesses that accuse me of pulling guns and 
doing that, because it would just be ad- 
dressing a bunch of petty liars. There was 
a lot of lying going on. Although some of it 
was accurate, some of it was lies, greatly 
exaggerated. So I just didn't address any of 
it. 

What I did was, I told the judge that I had 
spent many years researching corruption, 
fraud, drug trafficking and murder in the 
San Luis Obispo courts. The only action 
that I could accept from the court would be 
for the court to excuse itself, either vacate 
all charges or grant me a change of venue. 
What I was saying to the court is, "Hey, you 
guys don't have the right to do anything to 
me except, take it out of your hands." 
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Incidentally, there were 3 television sta- 
tions in the courtroom today, channels 3, 
6, and 12. So after every, any witness for 
the prosecution that came up to testify, I 
would not address them, I would address 
the court and repeat what I just said about 
vacating the charges or granting the change 
of venue. But, every time I would preface it 
all with about 2 or 3 minutes on something 
from either my book or something about 
Paul Wilcher being murdered on his way to 
bring information, some of which was pro- 
vided by me. I used Paul Wilcher's death as 
an example of all these things that I've been 
saying, corruption and fraud in the San 
Luis Obispo courts. 

Then, the next time, I'd talk about Judge 
William P. Clark and the drug trafficking 
and I'd go into that for awhile. The judge 
would let me get away with about 2 or 3 
minutes of it, then he'd say, "Well dis- 
miss the witness," and he'd shut me off. 
Then I'd talk about the bodies that are at  
Nipomo Mesa, which would lead to attor- 
neys Robin Baggett and Mark Woolpert 
and Judge William P. Clark. And then 
the next time I'd go into something like 
the connection between William P. Clark 
and the drug traicking, "Dr." Earl Brian, 
John Nichols, connect the two, INSLAW, 
Wackenhut, the traffic system of the 
PROMIS software. You know, I'd do 
something: like that every time. I kept on 
hammering on it. I would bring up 
something every time. 

Rick: This is all today? 

Ray: This is all today. Anytime I was on any 
of the cameras, if they got me speaking, it 
wasn't me slugging it out toe-to-toe, petty 
stuff, it was something very important. 
And I think I'm just going to continue to 
base the whole case on the fact that this 
court has absolutely no jurisdiction over 
me because of the fraud and corruption in 
this court. 

I don't have any expertise on this other 
stuff. And besides, I think that's probably 
the most important. I'm already in jail. I'm 
not going anywhere. 1' might as well con- 
tinue hammering away at what's happen- 
ing all over the world. 

Rick: What is the name of the judge you 
were before today? 

Ray: Oh, they bring a new judge before me 
every time. The judge will say, "Oh, I don't 
know anything about this case. I'm just a 
visiting judge." I think that's done on 
purpose. 

Rick: Do you know what his name was? 

Ray: Ronald Faciel. 

Rick: How did he treat you generally? ' got an acre, last Spring it turned into a 
jungle, so it's easy for an ex-Marine to 

Ray: [Misunderstanding the question ...I defend himself in a situation like that. 
They treat me pretty good. I haven't been That's why they've been afraid to come and 
thrown down any stairsor anything. They're get me for two years. What happened the 
treating me pretty good. I think some of the day I got arrested is that I happened to walk 
guards even kind of respect me a little bit. out to the mailbox and I stopped to talk to 
And other ones ridicule me. But some of somebody who came by to show me a car, 
them respect me and they ask me, "How's and there were two cars surveilling me. 
it going?" Never in my wildest dreams did I expect 

them to take me alive. Look at all the 
Rick: Were there any actual rulings today? trouble I've caused just since I've been 

arrested. Know what I mean? 
Ray: The only ruling today was that they 
bumped me out of Municipal Court, now I Rick: Well, it's not over. 
have to go on August 2nd up to Superior 
Court to be arraigned all over again. Ray: Right, we're not even getting into it 

yet. We're just getting into the juicy part, 
Rick: I s  this from scratch? with the murders, another attorney mur- 

dered, Janet Reno gettinginto the act, Paul 
Ray: There are about three different things Wilcher and all that, man, it's interesting. 
going on all at once. The first one, which 
was last week, which I consider illegal Rick: What was your connection with Paul 
because the prosecutor and judge con- Wilcher? 
spired together to change the time so none 
of the press people or the TV people were Ray: I had talked to Paul Wilcher on the 
there because they were there at the wrong phone a few months back and he asked if 
time. Only the prosecution witnesses were I might want him to represent me, too. And 
there. There's proof behind that, the way I say, "Yeah, I'd like you to look into it and 
the Prosecutor stuttered and stammered I11 send you a copy of my book." Rayelan 
when he said what was going to happen on told me to send him a copy of my book, the 
Friday. He wouldn't say what was going to same one you guys have. Jim Vassilos told 
happen; he wouldn't say the time has been me that after Wilcher got suicided, he had 
changed, "we have other commitments at sent a copy of my book to Sara McLendon. 
that time ... ." or something. So, he lied I don't know what this is about. I guess she 
right in the courtroom in front of the judge. just requested it. 

That was that Friday thing, they just found 
me guilty without any pretrial or anything, 
I don't know how that can be. They found 
me guilty of violating probation. I main- 
tained that I wasn't violating probation 
because the judge who sentenced me to 
probation was involved with Clark, Carol 
Hallet, and the murders out in Nipomo 
Mesa connected with drug trafficking. So, 
therefore, he should have dismissed him- 
self as being part of a conflict of interest. 

Rick: Did they find you guilty of a proba- 
tion violation due to carrying a fire arm? 

Ray: Yes, that plus I didn't report after 
awhile because after I had that assassina- 
tion attempt at my house with the snipers 
on the roof and everything, I said, "Hey, 
what is this crap? I betterjust stick around 
my house and keep my nose clean." So 
many people have been murdered, there 
was no doubt in my mind that I was next on 
the list, including friends of mine right here 
in Los Osos ... my brother and everything. I 
had no doubts in my mind that I was going 
to be killed. This has gone on for years. I 
never expected to be arrested. I was kind 
of dug in at my house, come and get me, 
you're not going to take me. In the last two 
years I haven't even slept in the house. I've 

Rick: Sara McLendon? 

Ray: Yes, she's a Senior White House Cor- 
respondent. It's in Rayelan's report on 
Paul Wilcher. That little old lady who gives 
the President a hard time at press confer- 
ences. 

Rick: Yes. 

Ray: I thought it went fairly well today. I 
just said, This is stupid, me trying to 
defend myself against half a dozen expert 
people. You know, on arresting people and 
experts on bomb squads and experts on 
this and that. So I caught them in a bunch 
of lies. I'm not going to win anything 
butting heads with these people. The only 
way I'm going to win anything is through 
advertising, publicity, through the CON- 
TACT, through the television and the talk, 
shows and stuff like that. Besides, I think 
that is a more important mission than 
getting my sentence reduced from 20 years 
to 19 years, which is about all I could 
accomplish. You following me? 

Rick: Yes, I am. 

Ray: They got me, they're going to put me 
away whether it's for 1 year or 5 yeus, 20 
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years or life.. .it doesn't matter because this They avoided the trial in the Robert Kennedy 
world ain't gonna last that long. The world murder, they avoided it in the Martin Luther 
will last that long but the system won't last King murder. For some reason, I don't 
that long. I know what's coming, just like think they're going to allow me to go to trial 
you do. Like Commander wrote about, the either. Something will come up on that. 
'Winter of '93". I've just been reading 
about it again today. I read the paper about Rick: Well, if you plead guilty what kind of 
3 or 4 times every time they arrive here. sentencing might you look at? 

Rick: Well, we just sent you another one. Ray: I didn't, I don't plead guilty. 

Ray: Good, and they're so far being allowed Rick: Just wanted to be sure that you're 
through.. .that's great. not. 

Rick: Well, it's nice that they're allowing Ray: The guilty plea that I'm talking about 
them through. So the next court hearing is was on the first charge of a year ago for a 
August 2nd? concealed weapon. That was an Alfred 

Plea. AQ 

Ray: No, the next one is the 30th for 
sentencing on the probation violation. Rick: Ok, I see. 

Rick: I s  that in Muni Court? 

Ray: No, that would be in Superior Court, 
I believe. That is automatic: you violate 
probation, you have to go through lots. 
One thing I did plead, at that Star Cham- 
ber, on probation violations, was this: 
Rayelan talked about it in one of her letters 
about Gunther, using the Alfred Plea. Well, 
the judge said, "You plead guil ty..." Well, 
I didn't; I plead no contest to the first 
charges, which put me on probation. There- 
fore, I had no recourse. And I said, "Judge, 
do you know what an Alfred Plea is?" He 
said, "No, I don't." So I said that an Alfred 
Plea is, most people plead not guilty when 
they are guilty but sometimes a person will 
plead guilty when he's not guilty.. .and that 
is to get himself out of harm's way or to 
escape the death penalty. So I explained 
that to the judge, and he said that it would 
be entered into the record. So it went in 
there. 

Rick: What is the Alfred Plea? 

Ray: The Alfred plea comes from the case, 
North Carolina us Alfred, recognized by the 
Supreme Court. Here a person may plead 
guilty or, in my case 'no contestn, in order 
to get out of harm'sway or to plea-bargain 
or something. Now, some people who pled 
guilty who weren't guilty are like James 
Earl Ray of the Martin Luther King murder. 
They got him to plead guilty so there would 
be no trial because they didn't want the 
publicity of the trial and there was no way 
they could have convicted James Earl Ray. 
They really stuck it to him, in other words. 

It was pretty much the same way with 
Sirhan Sirhan, the Robert Kennedy thing. 
They made him plead, they got him to plead 
guilty also, in return for a life sentence 
instead of the death penalty. The poor guy 
didn9t know that none of his bullets hit 
Kennedy. That way they can avoid a trial. 

Ray: The reason: a year ago I knew I was 
marked for assassination and I just wanted 
to get the hell out of that jail. I realize now 
that it's probably safer for me to be in jail. 
If they're going to kill me, they're going to let 
me out, then kill me. They aren't going to 
do it in jail, because there's no way of 
getting rid of bodies. You following me? 

Rick: Yes, I am. 

Ray: I'm going to keep my defense just as 
simple as possible. I'm going to keep 
hammering away, ten or twelve different 
aspects of the crooks, and I'm going to just 
keep hammering at that. 

Rick: How is the Judge responding to the 
conspiracy stuff? 

Ray: Hell let me ramble on for 2 or 3 
minutes. 

Rick: So, they're not really responding to it, 
they're just allowing some things to be 
said, and that's it? 

Ray: They're allowing me to put it into the 
record and they're just allowing the televi- 
sion cameras to pick up on it, which is 
more than I can expect. 

Rick: Well, it would be interesting to know 
if any of that gets on the air. 

Ray: Should be going on right about now. 
Three crews were there today, channels 
3,6, and 12. Sometimes they just put on 
file film, a bunch of B.S., like I'm a crazy 
person. But if they put anything on with 
me speaking, it will be all about con- 
spiracy, assassination, and stuff like that 
because that's all I'm going to talk about. If 
anything comes of my case, it will be be- 
cause of the publicity and my research; it 
won't be because I slugged it out toe-to-toe 
with a whole stacked courtroom full of 

expert witnesses and judges and prosecu- 
tors. Ain't no way I'm gonna win that way. 

Rick: I follow your reasoning. 

Ray: My only defense is to convince the 
world that I'm the victim, not them. I'm the 
the victim just like Gunther is, like Michael 
Riconosciuto, like Paul Wilcher is. We're 
victims because we're patriots. We're vic- 
tims beause The Adversary wants us gone, 
they want to take us out. We're not victims 
because we're bad. We're victims because 
we're trying to do good work. 

Rick: By all means, Ray, let me know 
what's going on as it happens. 

Ray: Ok, I'll keep in touch with you. I've 
been a little reluctant to call you, not 
knowing how you felt about the situation 
and all. I feel better now about it. 

Rick: Well, you've been reading what Com- 
mander Hatonn has been writing, haven't 
YOU? 

Ray: Yes. 

Rick: So that probably puts your mind at 
ease a bit, I would imagine. 

Ray: Well, I haven't seen too much con- 
cerning me in there, but I did appreciate 
that transcript from Radio Free America 
with Tom Valentine in there. And I do 
appreciate the remarks for people to write 
to me. 

Rick: Well, hopefully there will be some 
people who start corresponding and that 
always helps. [Ray Renick, %SLO County 
Jail, P. 0. Box 15409, Sun Luis Obispo, CA 
93406.1 

Ray: I get letters, I must have 30, 40, 50 
letters here, I don't know. 

Rick: Good. 

Ray: I do get quite a few, I just haven't felt 
up to answering them all. I actually prob- 
ably can't afford to answer them all. I just 
told the people there at CONTACT to put a 
note in the paper every once in a while 
saying that I deeply appreciate the letters 
and to thank them for me. 

Rick: Well continue to do that. 

Ray: Most of them tell me that they read 
the CONTACT and that's where they got my 
name. 

Rick: A s  you have hearings, let me know 
what's going on so I can write it up. 

Ray: It should be pretty quiet for the next 
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2 weeks. The way things are going, any- lab that was run by the Anzalone brothers. 
thing might happen in the next 2 weeks. Dennis Dale subsequently added on to 
Right? that case the whole CenTac unit which was 

composed of a hundred people that was 
Rick: Well that's true. Anything could more like the faction we've talked about, 
happen in the next 24 hours. and Dennis was fired and they were scat- 

tered to the winds. I tried to get in touch 
Ray: You bet. with Dennis Dale, though; well, Gunther 

said he was in Salem, or Portland, Oregon, 
Rick: Well, we just t&e it one day at a time. but we haven't been able to get ahold of 
Keep the faith. him. Last time I saw Dennis Dale I was on 

a nation-wide teleconference on drugs; No- 
* * * vember, 199 1, the Christic Institute spon- 

sored it, originally out of New York City but 
Editor's note: The following is a tmn- it was on in 160 cities all over the country. 

scription of a telephone conversation be- We took part in it right there in San Luis 
tween Ray Renick and Brent Moorhead for Obispo. He was on with Sheehan of the 
CONTACT on July 22, 1993. Christic Institute, so Sheehan might know 

something about where to get ahold of him. 
Ray: In my book I mention a number of But this man can tie together INSLAW into 
times a book called THE UNDERGROUND Bush's Operation Zapata. 
EMPIRE by Dennis Dale. Dennis Dale was 
the head of the Central Tactical Unit of the This is very important stuff. Let me think 
Drug Enforcement Administration. In the if there is anything else on Dennis Dale. 
book there is a case called CenTac 12. 
CenTac is short for Central Tactical Unit. Brent: Ray, we were wondering, what are 
In that book it tells how Dennis Dalethey the charges, are they for violation of proba- 
were part of the DEA but they were the good tion? 
guys. They broke off and formed the Cen- 
tralTactical Unit because of the corruption Ray: Yes; I didn't report because after they 
in there. He infiltrated into the Cabazon had the snipers on the roof of the house 
Indian Reservation, this is in the book, the next door to me, I figured they'd come out 
INSLAW thing, only it doesn't name it as to kill me. I didn't want to expose myself 
INSLAW. This was done in 33-34 when it any more than I had to. 
first broke. So he was into the INSLAW 
thing with the Cabazon Indians. Also, he Brent: This is for not showing up to a court 
got into San Luis Obispo County and there hearing? 
are two people who I talked about in my 
book called Mike Aivas and Scott Alexander. Ray: Not showing up to Probation Office to 
I'm almost positive that they both were report in. 
working with Dennis Dale. Incidentally, 
Dale's name is Dyle, not Dale. Brent: What was the original charge? 

Scott was allegedly killed or 'suicided" in 
1985. About five months ago I got corre- 
spondence, I guess I can say it, this guy's 
still alive. 

Brent: Well that's good. 

Ray: Well maybe it isn't his name and there 
are letters and audiotapes that are hidden 
and I can't divulge where they are or who's 
got them, because theyll be killed. 

Brent: Right. 

Ray: But this is a direct connection be- 
tween INSLAW and Riverside County and 
the Indian Reservation with San Luis 
Obispo. 

Ray: I was arrested a year before that for 
carrying a concealed weapon. The judge 
who sentenced me was Christopher Money 
who is also mentioned in my books. I don't 
know if you have a copy, but L. has a copy, 
about 1985, about the same time all this 
stuff came down, of a party or a fundraiser 
or a reception and Christopher Money is 
the Chairman for that fundraiser. The 
three names surrounding him, one of them 
is Carol Hallet, who I wrote about as shut- 
ting down the drug investigation between 
the Bahamas and Florida and Jeb Bush. 
And William P. Clark is mentioned on there 
to the right of Money's name. And the last 
is a man named Robin Baggett who is one 
of the owners of that drug lab where the 
bodies are buried down in Nipomo Mesa. 

One of the things, in that CenTac 12 case Brent: Isn't he part of that law firm? 
in THE UNDERGROUND EMPIRE, is where 
he talks about surveilling a drug lab. It Ray: Yes, and that's Clark's law firm. Now, 
doesn't say where it was, but it was San you got Robin Baggett's name? The other 
Luis Obispo County ... it was at  Santa name is David Pomeroy, he is the District 
Margarita and it was a cocaine processing Attorney's Prosecutor on my case and he is 

another owner. 

The judge who sentenced me, who put me 
on probation, is in this up to the eyeballs, 
too. We have here a matter of conflict of 
interest with that judge, or else the case 
should have been thrown out of court, so 
even the probation wasn't valid. ~ o t h i n ~  
that has happened in front of the court has 
been valid because evervbody I've been in 
front of has been part of Operation Zapata! 

Jim Vassilos has been sending you faxes 
and they sound wild as hell, but man, you 
don't have any idea how wild this whole 
situation is. 

This Dennis Dale t h e h e  got too close to 
the INSLAW thing at the Cabazon Indian 
Reservation, that's been going on since at 
least '83. Hegot tooclose to it in Riverside and 
he got too close to it at San Luis Obispo 
County with Operation Zapata and William 
Clark and all the boys, Clark's buddies, like 
Henry Kissinger, Ronald Reagan out at the 
Clark Ranch, and stuff like that. That 
cocaine lab out in Santa Margarita was run 
by the Anzalone brothers who had a bar in 
Los Osos called Sweet Springs. They also 
had, the Anzalones and Schlesinger (who, 
incidentally, is the Schlesinger who was head 
of the CIA in Nixon's Administration; his 
name is James Rodney Schlesinger), busi- 
nesses down in Long Beach and there is a 
connection between the drug labs down in 
the mesa and Long Beach and Governor 
George Deukmejian. And it's the Deukmejian 
connection that's from a drug pusher down 
there named Marie Buskirk and that ties it 
into Deukmejian. Ifre written about that, in 
fact it was covered in two consecutive weeks 
of CONTACTS precursor called THE PHOE- 
NLX LIBERATOR [Vol. 22, #5 and #6; 2/ 
23/ 93 and 3/2/ 93; this is a dandy two- 
part exposd of incredible %onneetionsm 
a s  only Ray can connect things together4 . 
Like I said earlier, Dennis Dale of the Central 
Tactical Unit of the DEA would be the one who 
would have all the records on this, but he 
cant be found. He has disappeared. I don't 
know if he's alive or not; There are three 
connections between INSLAW and San Luis 
County and one of them is, Dennis Dale had 
underground people in Cabazon Reserva- 
tion, I think I said that. He also had a 
surveillance team, maybe more than one, in 
San Luis County surveilling the lab at Santa 
Margarita where cocaine was being made. 
What happened is, these people have discov- 
ered that the people they were trying to bust 
were at the level of the President of the United 
States, like Ronald Reagan, you know, and 
Judge William P. Clark. That's why they 
backed off and watered down the story in the 
book THE UNDERGROUND EMPlRE. 

The CenTac 12 case is the case in Southern 
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California that blew the whole thing apart Bush. So that's why he was murdered. He in this County are in on it. The reason that 
and subsequently, the CenTac unit was was also going to testiQ or give testimony Pomeroy is prosecuting me is because none 
disbanded and scattered because they to the Christic Institute's Danny Sheehan. of the other ones want to get messed up in it. 
stepped on Reagan's toes through Clark And so all these things, they tie Bush and They know that he's the dirtiest one there. So 
and Operation Zapata. They also got into the Bushlets into this whole thing. A s  far they say, 'Hey, we ain't gonna touch it." The 
the murder of Steven Carr down in the San as that last thing about the Prosecutor Defense attorney told me that; he told me that 
Fernando Valley. Steven Carr was on his being part owner, there where the bodies about some of the judges. He said the 
way to Washington to testify before the are buried there is a road called Pomeroy reason I had it moved six or seven times is 
Senate (Kerry) Committee on narcoticsand and I did some checking and I found out because none of the other judges would 
terrorism. And he was murdered because he's part owner of that property. Now he's take that case because they said, You got 
he was eye-witness to the planes coming my Prosecutor. I should be Prosecuting yourself into this mess, you handle it your- 
into the Air Force base in Panana with him! self." A situation with no soluun. I'm 
drugs from Colombia with Noriega meeting pretty discouraged. Here we have all the 
the plane. And he also was in Homestead The basic issue is: what can be done about it? data in the world to put these people 
Air Force Base where he saw the same Nobody seems able to do anything about it. Is  away, but how are YOU goinn to do it? 
planes coming in and being met by Jeb it in God's hands now, or what? All the judges Thw're the on- in charm! 

Russian Banking Scam 
Soon Playing In 

Soviet Socialist Amerika 
(Continrred from Front Page) 

and limits set, for the turn-in of ALL old have already stripped the of don't see that we can offer more since the 
currency. The PANIC was too much so -7 gold st-- or valuable u c b a g o  assaults by ones already named. I do not 
the time was extended and the turn-over for bartor OR at mo- n l w e  u in know if there is a so-called 'minimum* 
amount r a i d  IN SOME INSTANCES. ug&". These tur- arm workhg but I believe that it may well be a thou- 
The time limit, however, was extended h u 4  im * r#h tha Imtematkmd sand dollars. Of courac several persons 
k s  o d y  a VERY SHORT WHILE! ALL old W- Mimbdm#mgthiPwodd- can 'go togethe? to pool funds of lesser 
currency (from year befbre last) is being widea pat--! amounts and allow ONE person to be 
phased out (all other was phased out at Do you have aday, a w u k ,  a month,- rcsponsiblc. 
that time). ONLY dated (current) notes a ycar? I t  will hit you when you are This is ONLY acceptable if YOU have 
will be issued in exchange and if ex- DOWN (which is already underway a8 a put aside a bit for emergency living in a 
change amounts do not suit the 'big nation) and it will be abrupt. form that you can consider liquid value. 
boys" then the difference will be confis- The funds from small amounts (or regu- 
cated. No arguments, no exceptions YSECUREw fHVE8TMEM'T O?TION lar input) can be 'added up" against the 
(except for the Elite) and no fringes. IF LITTLE TIME REMAINS final amount. Perhaps E.J. can explain 
YOU CANT SEE WHAT IS COMING AND FOR ALL YOU WHO INOUIRE whatever I have missed [call 805-822- 
IS LONG PAST DUE, then I cannot help 0601 during normal West Coast business 
you. We can still offer you secure 'loan" hours]. I am reluctant to even ask him 

You will notice a couple of things- value through the same system as the for participation-his service has been 
"corporations" have entirely DIFFER- Institute--only&now the Institute is SE- so bashed by our enemies-but the Insti- 
ENT rules as they rarely handle "ac- CURED so that nothing flowing in will be tute is SOUND and it is the only way left, 
tual currency" anyway-and IT IS A in any way, shape or form attached to that I can see, wherein you get value for 
WAY OF PROTECTING THOSE WHO that which is priorly inputted. Remem- input and some measure of security of 
ALREADY "HAVE". Next, with this ber the guidelines for we are not in the the remainder-being that they will not 
can come the final and total dirsolu- gold investment business, the money theft collateral from their own banks- 
tion of money. Note that funds wil l  be business or any other such 'planw. The probably and surely, not at first. Of all 
adjusted so that anyone Ulucky* money is placed in collateral GOLD and, the assaults against these precious 
enough to have "credit" rill be al- for projects, money is borrowed against people who shoulder the responsibility 
lowed enough extra funds (into special that gold. If you need interest payments, of this 'servicen-the assault against 
recounts) TO PAY OFF LEMDERS- you get it-if you need some of thealoan" them and the Institute has been both the 
ESPECUCLY IFTHIEYBE BAI9KSl They back for operating-you get it-but I most painfuland by far the most fruitful. 
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When George Green set up this plan he the productive sector of the United they shouldn't) but let me assure you-this 
must have something else in mind-FOR States-and look now what is happen- silly 'fund" is peanut butter money-the 
HE DID IT AND YET HE NOW, IN COURT, ing to your growing fields and destruc- REAL HIDDEN TURNOVER is so massive 
CALLS IT A PONZI SCHEME. Well, it HAS tion of your food supplies. Who will through those banks as to boggle your 
NOT been run that way; it was right away benefit from this flooding? EVERY thinking. These are just the little publicly 
taken out of George's control except as a BIG BUSINESS EXCEPT YOUt Archer, seen transactions. Only Mr. Soros can 
Board Member AND HE COULDNT DO Daniel, Midland (who already sold away reveal his own line of credit. But: 
ANYTHING WITH THE FUNDING. It has all your grain reserves) is the biggest Citicorp has had 'consistent foreign 
been hard and the Institute is still in a winner-by the time those 'slick Willies" exchange revenues: in the neighborhood 
'hold" pattern so a mechanism of separa- take over the seed, fertilizer and crop of $200 million to $300 million A QUAR- 
tion of input is  structured and the service lands and industry-you will be begging TER over the last several years" and it is 
continues even stronger in safety than for all the crumbs they will give you. increasing 'during the period of volatil- 
before. The assault has caused attention However, the crumbs will first go to their ity of the European Community curren- 
from the highest to the lowest 'commis- subsidiaries (most home-officed overseas cies". In other words, the Elite cleaned 
sions" and legal group-IT HAS PASSED somewhere) and the land will be simply up and are rolling in wealth while the 
MUSTER IN EVERY INSTANCE THUS FAR. absorbed into the coffers of these grab- people of the world are being devastated! 
MOREOVER, TO BE 'RULED AGAINST" bers-aided and abetted by your own But what about the Fed? Well, read- 
IN ANY MANNER WHATSOEVER-WILL Administration and Congress offering ers, the Fed could have shut down Mr. 
REQUIRE A TOTALLY 'FIXED" COURT interest 'loans" and 'help" which will Soros and the whole scheme in the blink 
SYSTEM. YOU DO HAVE THAT POSSI- be the final coffin nail. of an eye but you look deeper and find 
BILITY BUT IT IS DOUBTFUL IT WOULD that all the 'Fed" banks are massively 
COME TO THAT. ABOLISH ILLEGAL FED involved--J. P. Morgan, Bankers Trust, 

This doesn't mean the Adversary won't BankAmerica, Chemical Bank, Chase 
TRY-because George Green is even push- The European Community currency Manhattan and First Chicago. 
ing the 'quashed" case against Tehachapi fraud, however, can prove anew WHY the 
Distributing, Inc. into an appeal with the Fed, which is illegal under the Constitu- GOOD LUCK. AMERICA 
Supreme Court of Nevada-after having tion, must be abolished, citizens-but 
the lower courtsdeny it twice. Nuts? Well, right now, I see no way to pull that off Good luck America-Mr. Gonzalez is 
YOU be the judge of the actions! unless you get really busy, really fast! trying to get some attention focused on 

We have to face the fact that your re- the conspiracy-but you know how that 
nowned 'Constitution attorneym, David GEORGE SOROS CONNECTION goes! This could, alone, lead to TOTAL 
Horton, is NOT! He HAS TO KNOW about THROUGH CITICORP CATASTROPHE that will eclipse the capi- 
the lies and deceit and continues to tal of your largest banks and will bring 
press wen when George does not. Luke George Soros is a pirate and a world down the deposit insurance fund and 
Perry, likewise, continues his badgerins renowned "financier". There has been totally bury it! 
and harangue in an effort to thieve his an extraordinary collaboration be- If you cannot see that you are IN THE 
stepmother's meagre life resource. tween the Fed, Citicorp and Soros, DOWNFALL of everything you ever 

along with other BIG U.S. banks, to thought of as being secure and goodly in 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING prop up the derivatives market through your world-then you are surely BLIND 

ELITE “THEY" HAVE IT ALL cturency warfare against sovereign and DEAF beyond recovery. 
nations. 

This  k something you just HAVE TO How can one like Soros do this? Well, WHAT DOES RUSSIA 
FACE for it is what has become of your he runs a number of incredibly powerful HAVE TO DO WITH YOU? 
world. UTHEVn PLAN TO HAVE IT ALL! investment funds, including such as the TAKE A CLOSER LOOK 
"They* actually HAVE IT ALL-they are Netherlands Antilles-based Quantum 
just allowing you to squirm and wallow in Fund, which has played THE LEADING The WorLd E l i t e  ARE ALL IN THIS 
confusion until they get fully ready to pull role, publicly, in the destabilization, last TOGETHER! If you think you are singu- 
it down completely. fall, of the European Monetary System's larly involved and, by putting bandaids 

Thnnrah thc F e d e m l  R e s e n e  Sus- Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM). For on this or that, that all will be rosy, light 
tern the International Monetam Fund his efforts, Soros won the misleading and happy ever after-LOOK AGAIN AT 
and International BankinaSNte h title of 'The man who broke the pound" THE MISSISSIPPI AND HOW HARD IN- 
manuqed b destrwrthe EuroneanCom- (remember?). He also just happened to DIA, NEPAL, ETC., ARE BEING HIT IN 
munitu tummies. I t  is all, aaain, part have made somewhere between one and THAT SECTOR. 
sf the worHna otrhesbrrtion for t o t a l  two BILLION dollars in profits for the 'They" are going to start THIS WEEK 
contmL investors in his funds-and for himself "blasting" the equivalent of a 2.5 quake 

You can even have a "name" to put on personally. at  intervals along some of the California 
the biggest orchestra leader of this little Citibank is the main subsidiary of faults near Los Angeles. AreYOU CRAZY? 
programmed symphony, George Soros. Citicorp and is one of two custodians for What are they covering and what are 

But, the Federal Reserve System has the now $7-9 BILLION Quantum Fund. they readying you for? Watch it if that 
been caught red-handed participating in Citibank provides a wide range of admin- Shuttle goes up-they put the final nec- 
an illegal scheme to prop up the bank- istrative services for Quantum, includ- essary link upon that last Atlas launched. 
rupt Anglo-American financial system ing preparing the paperwork for inves- But unless something 'manmade" hap- 
by looting the economies of your allies. tors and preparing the filings for various pens, that rain along the flooded part of 

Federal agencies. America and over India-will continue- 
CONNECTION TO MIDWEST Now comes the loop: they also provide at least until that Shuttle is up-IF THE 

FLOODING massive funding to Soros and that has RUSSIANS LET YOU LAUNCH IT AT ALL! 
been admitted openly. They won't reveal Since there has been mail stacked up 

They have also looted what is left of the lines of credit for customers (which asking for help and update on the Insti- 
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tute and possibility of using that "secu- wrote yesterday on "Cosmos" and com- them. At any rate, thank you, staff, for 
rity" plan I think, Dharma, that you panyand their latest activity. We have had getting that on the phone-line and the 
might want to get this to Ed for the paper several calls now, asking if we have been follow-up-THIS IS OBVIOUSLY THE ONLY 
since we won't have a paper next week. I merged in with or taken over by the "Cos- WAY WE ARE GOING TO KEEP THE 
am delinquent in responding to the ur- mos group"? Heaven forbid! NO, NO AND PEOPLEALIVE WHO HAVETHE EVIDENCE 
gent requests of those seeing this com- NO! "IF" there is some way to assist that TO STOP THESE MAD ELITE--WHO ARE 
ing down and so it should be highlighted which is the legitimate "Cosmos Seafood NOW GETTING WAY OUT OF CONTROL! 
in the "Indexm-or someway given refer- Energy Marketing Ltd." company we would Are "we" just being "usedw as a 
ence as many have petitioned and are be happy to run information. THIS HAS communication's tool? We don't know, but 
WAITING--AND I NOW SEE IT HAPPEN- NOTHING TO DO WITH ANY CONNEC- if it is right with God and open in content 
ING QUICKLY AND SOONERTHAN YOU TIONS WITH THAT WHICH TOOK THE as presented-WE WILL CONTINUE TO 
WILL BE PREPARED TO HANDLE. IF NAME, TOOK ALL POSSIBLE SELLING PRINT WHAT IS GIVEN. WE DO NOT 
YOU ARE UNCOMFORTABLE ABOUT IT- ATTENTION TO USE-AND SET UP OP- ANALYZE--WE, AS, "HOPEFULLY", good 
CHECK WITH SOME OTHER "VALIDw ERATION. YOU ARE WELCOME TO DO citizens, patriotic Americans under the 
WRITERS-BUT IT IS MOVING QUICKLY ANYTHING YOU LIKE WITH THEM-BUT intended Constitutional Law, as are the 
NOW. THANK YOU: NO, I DO NOT ADVISE IT. WE ARE NOT, majority of our friends and readers (all but 

NONE OF US, IN ANY WAY WHATSOEVER the infiltrators who work directly AGAINST 
COSMOS POSTSCRIPT: CONNECTED WITH THAT GROUP. If valid us) must do that which we can or our 

information comes in, say, onTreasurygate, .beloved world is lost! I am in KNOWING of 
NO-WE ARE NOTP" etc.-we shall be happy to PRINT it as that fact. Perhaps I am in some way a bit 

information in good journalistic press. more blessed than most in that I have 
You may find it coincidental that I Thank you and Salu. direct recognition and contact-but it dif- 

fers not one iota in purpose from what 
anyone must do. 

The subject just prior is joyous for we 
have since heard again and Stu is "safe" 
for the moment (interesting side-note, I TWO Extraordinary rightnowampickingupthetonesofthe monitoring device on our incoming 'linesn 

which record this computer, CUT IN WITH 
AN ADDITIONAL SIGNAL. I suggest the 
listeners and watchers take notice for I call Te 1 e p h o n e C a 11 s the Higher Command for scrambling 
and protection-it always WORKS!). 

No, indeed, I AM NOT either brave or 
aggressive--but I know from whence comes 

7/25/93 #2 DORIS EKKER to find the places of business closed or mY protection and SO DO 'fHESE SUR- 
disallowed from using the instrument. At VEILLANCE TEAMS. In fact, now that I 

This is Doris Ekker, to speak in my own one place the police showed up and he n~onitor the ''tones" I realize the "cut in" 
a behalf, please: thought for sure he was dead (of course, for was our own teams monitoring the rnoni- 

an apparent escapee or running fugitive) tors! Good grief, what ever happened to 
Yesterday a very strange thing hap- but, the police knew ABOUT him and or- sewing rag dolls and baking ~ o ~ k i e s ? ?  

pened to us here at our "used to be" home. dered him off the premises of that place 
We had just been speaking with Stu and said to "get out of here". Now, where A SECOND CALL 

Webb, which will be a great relief to you could he go or do? He finally made his way AND 
readers-just to know that he is alive to a place where he could make a phone call INFORMATION REOUEST 
"somewhere". He and a "friend" will now "collect" and called E.J. for lack of ANY- 
be sending "incredible" documents to the ONE ELSE TO CONTACT! The reason I took this space is to ask 
CONTACT in preparation for publishing A s  the play unfolded, we wish to thank inf~rmation on identification of sxneone 
"their" books. ones in Denver for offering help and cover who called us yesterday ~fternoon. We had 

For you who do not know of what I while E.J. could do what he could-which just hung UP the phone from Stu's call so 
speak, Stu was a political prisoner in Colo- was little enough. We aren't "even" the that the room was still full of people here 
rado-until late the day before yesterday paper but he had managed to get our AND the phone was still on "s~eakef - A 
afternoon. In the morning of the 23rd he number from somewhere and we are grate- W0nm.n in a very nasty voice dananded to 
was told by a couple of "peoplew in the ful that he asked for, if not us, WHO? Do speak to "Mr. Eddy Tehacha~i"! E.J. 
prison that he was to be "thrown out" of we want to be involved with political pris- responded and she called him "Mr. 
the prison THAT afternoon. Surely enough, oners and such? NO, I must say that I live Tehachapi". 
toward late afternoon he was "thrown in terror as these things deepen and un- At first we thought her to be a friend 
ou t"-literally! ravel, but how else can we bring freedom being teasing or something-but she came 

He was brought into the offices and and security back into ocr lives? E.J. is on like an hbound freight train- She 
released and told to "get out". He was much, much braver than am I. I just pray started to yell and ~ccuse  and ckmanded 
allowed NO phone calls and was given NO a lot. But it seems to work. We are still that we NEVER use her name % i n  in ANY 
CLOTHING. He was literally pushed out of alive and serving as best we can. I so much writing, FAX, Paper, book or anything. She 
the prison, physically, in prison garb. appreciate the kind words and support of said we had sent out FAX after FAX about 

This has to be as "terrifying" as it can you readers for I am a coward when it her and a friend of hers, whose name we 
get1 He had no clothes, no personal prop- comes right down to "it"-I look at these missed and had mverheard before. When 
erty, no driver's license 1.D.-nothing. things as not having "other alternatives". asked, she said she was "Virginia 

He made his way to several phones only I suppose we do-but we can't seem to find McCullough'' (spelling?) andwe forget from 
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where. She was about ten octaves high in might miss the experience of the day! ing Constitutional FREEDOM" would use 
decibels and I interrupted and asked who A s  a "writer", I also know, however, such tactics?? Or, even UFO misinformers 
she was and what did she "meann-how that in public newsprint-we can mention surely wouldn't blast, finally, the TRUTH 
did she get our phone number (as this was any name we like if the story be TRUE or BRINGERS. I FIND IT MOST INTERESTING 
at home) and the wrong name, etc. "as given". We have no reason to believe THAT WE HAVE THOUSANDS OF CON- 

She shouted her name and again blasted this woman is or is not whatever may have TACTS AND COMMUNICATIONS FROM 
us with shouting and said she was going to been written or shared on the "fax net- THE SPACE COMMAND AND YET ALL 
sue us and 'all those others who had work" by other parties but as a "best" THOSEaEXPERTS"ANDSO-CALLEDUAU- 
written about her". She mentioned a 'Jim "Investigative Reporter"--THIS WOMAN IS THORITIES" AVOID US LIKETHE PLAGUE 
Vassilos" (or something) and continued to NOT! ON BLACK SUNDAY! 
talk about the "FAXES". I thought per- Whoever this woman is, and one of you . Friends and readers, you may find this 
haps the "American Patriot Fax Network" out there may well be able to help us locate amusing-but even "In am beginning to 
but that name was not stated. She said she such a person, the Commander would be find "purpose", "direction" and faintly 
was an "Investigative Reporter" and was quite happy to converse with her. I would, begin to "see The Light". This has ALL 
"the best of the Investigative Reportersm-- however, suggest she catch up with what been a most remarkable experience to me 
she was going "to sue us and everyone we write in both the newspaper and the and one which I do not understand-but I 
connected with us." JOURNALS-or she may get her nose can well assure you, this is not a game of 

Interestingly enough-I should have left tweeked! He is a bit ungracious when ones show-and-tell-we are in a run for our 
well enough alone for she would have been come claiming absurd things AND HAVE planet-and "people" are losing! 
suing somebody named "Tehachapin and NOT SO MUCH AS LOOKED AT THE MA- I do know that the Elite, through Bush's 
a paper seemingly called THE PHOENIX TERIAL! THAT is grounds for getting my family "brush thicket", is beginning to 
LIBERATOR (so this has to be a very OLD own ears and nose tweeked if I personally come apart and that means a lot of the 
complaint at best--or something). complain about something to which I have Administration as it is. I am given to KNOW 

When she finally ran out of part of her access and was too lazy to research or nothing more than the farthest reader- 
venom, I spoke up and identified myself as listen to. but it is coming down and it is coming 
Mrs. Ekker, Doris Ekker. Then it got really I suppose I can expect a "suit" from her down HARD-NOW! 
interesting: She said "Oh, the UFO lady?" because she did say that if we so much as I would not speak of the above at all if 
I said "I don't know a lot about UFOs but "run her name" she WILL sue. I s  there there didn't seem to be some need to see 
Ido know somethingabout the paper-and nothing that people won't do to stop the further WHO these people ARE! Nasty 
I do not recall ever hearing or seeing either flow of money into the coffers of the law- letters and phone calls are not alien to us 
of the names you report!" She was now in yers? Good grief, what a business racket! nor are threats-but this one was highly 
a fury and said she was the best of the I am perfectly happy to speak to this person uncalled for, unprofessional and if this is 
"Investigative Reporters" (no mention of at any time and I'm sure that our people the representative "Best" "Investigative 
where, what, how, or why) and repeated will be MOST HAPPY to never mention her Reporter" in a "group" of "Investigative 
that she was going to sue us! name anywhere, anytime-ever again (if Reportersn-then we are IN SERIOUS 

I asked her if she had "read the pa- we did so in the first place). TROUBLE, PEOPLE! 
per?". This is quite interesting; she re- It does seem to me she protesteth much 
plied, "No, I try never to read that thing!" too loudly and insultingly to be RIGHT!- J I M  VASSILOS 
I was ungracious and said that I felt she she was really ticked off at something or A NAME TO REMEMBER! 
certainly must be a superb "investigative other and we were second or third down 
reporter" if she refused to read and kept her list of callees. I am most curious how I do know one thing-the name Jim 
distance from anything which might give she got such "incorrect" calling infonna- Vassilos came up several times. If Jim V. 
her good insight. She simply screamed tion-but did have our phone number- is using our resources to do his insipid 
that she was now really 'going to sue me". from where did she get it? It's OK, we are wosk-I demand that he cease and desist. 
I suggested (as loudly) that she go right just curious as to resource. This one man has personally cost us sev- 
ahead and do so. E.J. offered that, how- She inferred she was with a 'large" eral'thousands of dollars, gotten himself 
ever, she had better hurry (for we have ones GROUP of some kind and was speaking out arrested, damaged Gunther Russbacher 
in line to sue u s  for this or that). Before we for all of them somehow. You see the only beyond recovery in a business sense-and 
could get any more information she reason we share this with you and ask you is now putting out absurd information, 
slammed down the phone so hard you readers about this is that WE HAVE NO crediting our people with it and asking that 
could hear the receiver break. FAX NETWORK! WE EVEN CLOSED THE 'stuff" be run in the newspaper, on the 

There was more but this is about all I COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARD BECAUSE FAXES, etc., that are totally without con- 
can accurately repeat. If we have written IT GOT INFILTRATED. WE HAVE A science! 
something about this person that is hurt- 'HOTLINE" PHONE MESSAGE LINE BUT He passes out requests and demands 
ful, I apologize if the facts we presented are NO 'MR. TEHACHAPIn--OR EKKERS (IN upon one who barely can continue in ser- 
not correct (I have never found Commander ANY WAY) AND HER REFERENCE OVER vice to the incarcerated political prisoners 
Hatonn to make errors) and, if someone is AND OVER REGARDED 'FAXED" MATE- and it is hard for me, Doris, to longer wish 
using the CONTACT office's fax machine RIAL! WE HAVE NO 'PHOENIX LIBERA- to participate in ANYTHING with which Mr. 
without permission, I am shocked. I do not TOR--for over FOUR months now, so this Vassilos is involved. I do not speak FOR 
know of anything abou t which this woman, is quite confusing. this paper--only myself, but I have had 
Virginia McCullough, speaks or spoke. I do But the blow-up was pointed and nasty enough of this particular "helper"! He 
know that this newspaper or these writings enough to consider serious in intent. This may well be a most aggressive PATRIOT but 
are NOT disinforrnation, misinformation or was a most "threatening" phone call, wit- he appears to me to be a loose cannon with 
any of the so-stated accusations. I do nessed by at least five adults and we DO synthetic ammunition, conjectures and 
welcome her "suit" because I wouldn't NOT take threatening phone calls lightly. total lack of documentation or effective 
want anyone out there who wants to sue us  We are often "shot at" and have the bullet effort. He seems to be another "Dare 
to be disallowed from doing so-I am really holes to prove it. Certainly NO "good Schout" of some kind who offers to "help" 
getting pretty used to being in Court and patriot" or one "searching and research- but never HELPS! I do not longer lend my 
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participation to this person. If "Com- to write the "Background Information" as ing system is now in process. This is being 
mander" tells me otherwise, so it goes- sent (with a thick packet of many pages of accomplished through pressure from the 
but for me personally, I have had enough of forms and petitions for return of funds, patrioticgroupdedthe"Cosmos" w:00PS! 
this distraction and self-styled "helper" in etc., to the government, et al.). ALERT, ALERT!!], patriots in general, the 
"authority". People mean well but the I perceive that IF the whole thrust is United States military, and the United States 
results are something like a late-fire on the DECEITFUL-then to think we are going Supreme Court. The work is being done by 
Fourth of July-the wrong thing happens back on some gold standard whereby all General Norman Schwarzkopf, Roy Swasinger 
and people get hur t s imply  through mis- the little people get PAID BACK for all and other retired military personnel, the 
representation and total blunder-OR, IT past injustices-we are DREAMING--es- Rangers, the DeltaForce, Attorney General- 
HAS TO BE ASSUMED THE FOOLISH AC- pecially in view of the fact the RESOURCE Janet Reno, various federal judges, and the 
TIONS AND STATEMENTS ARE INTEN- which would back such apayback is said National Guards of all 50 states. [H: How 
TIONAL!! WE ARE GETTING BETTER AND by the "holders" to simply be going on does THAT line-up sound to you?] 
BETTER AT JUDGING "WHICH" IT IS AF- the auction block to the world in Au- A banking change is dmcult because the 
TER THE UMPTEENTH TIME THESE "ER- gust-to the highest bidder. Even "I", FRB is under the control of the Trilateral 
RORS" OF JUDGMENT HAPPEN. with my vague recognition of "what might Commission, the Rockefellers, Rothschilds, 

Thank you for allowing me a few per- be", feel all sorts of black and red flags etc., who are powerful "One World Ordef 
sonal minutes for a LOT of things are waving u s  "goo'-by". Sounds TOO good! people and who control the world monetary 
coming through which we cannot sort and Who knows? system. 
our Editor in 'Big" Chief, Commander Some banks have changed to the gold- 
Hatonn, says some of them are DANGER- 7/25/93 #2 HATONN standard system as evidenced by the new 
OUS and will get you citizens on LISTS that gold seal they display. The seal has a golden 
will destroy you post-haste. One arrived Editor in "Big" Chief?? Have your fun, eagle in the center with 50 black stars around 
this morning. He perused it and got out his scribe, I shall make your fingers pay! the outside. It shows the deposit limit and 
two-by-four attention-getter. He asks me That is all for this subject, states that money is now insured by the 

government of the United States of America. 
In such banks information about the FRB 

BE WARE! and FDIC should have been removed. 
There will be no devaluation of the dollar. 

The worthless federal reserve notes will be 
exchanged dollar for dollar for the new trea- 
sury goid c e f i a t e s  over the next 12 months 
or so. 

At some point after the bank change-over Gold Standard Scam hmkencompleted,theAmericanpublicwU 
be told that the FRB and FDIC are no longer 
in existence, their loans are invalid, and no 
further mortgage, loan, and credit card pay- 

7/25/93 #2 HATONN The Federal Reserve Banking System ments need be made. People will be essen- 
(FRB) took control of the banks and issued tially debt free. This will be theyear ofJubilee. 

Let us  remark that this following informa- federal reserve notes. The Federal Deposit The same will be true for the IRS. The IRS 
tion came to Brent at  the CONTACToffice and Insurance Corporation (FDIC) was estab- has no function without the FRB and no 
the person sending it said she had seen the W e d  to insure deposits and give value to further income tax will need to be paid. A new 
"new seal" which would be brought into play the worthless paper money. This banking tax system will be established. Under the 
through the banks after switching to the system is illegal under the United States Constitution income tax is illegal. Excise tax 
"new gold standard". I simply remind you Constitution, and therefore, all loans and is legal, and it is probable that a 5% excise tax 
ones that if it were this easy, the Elite would mortgages from any institution under the on everything that is purchased, exempting 
not still be in power! Dharma, "save" your FRB system are also illegal. Charging food and clothing, would be adequate to run 
document-I see our "friends" are ready to interest for the use of worthless money is the entire government. 
wipe out your writing! Thank you. fraud. To foreclose on a loan of worthless If you file the attached forms, you will 

Just copy what was sent as background money and take the assets of the borrower be paid by the United States Treasary for 
and then we can consider what else may be as payment is double fraud, and to take the any lost assets you may have incurred due 
appropriate to offer as contact resource for insurance money securing the loan is still to the FRB system. You may claim prin- 
information. worse. This is the problem facing the cipal and interest plus damages for any 

American public today. loan you now have or may have had since 
QUOTING: The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) was 1933. This includes loans from any entity 

established to collect taxes. Both the IRS and of the FRB, such as house mortgages, car 
GOLD STANDARD FOR BANKS the FRB are privately held corporations loans, credit cards, credit unions, GMAC, 

and are not agencies of the United States Ford Credit, Chrysler Credit Corp., insur- 
Background Information: Government, as is commonly thought. Over ance companies, S.& L. banks, Federal 

the years the IRS has collected federal income Land Bank, Production Credit Assn., Con- 
The Constitution of the United Sate pro- tax, channeled it to the FRB and from there sumer Credit Carp., etc. 

vides for our money system to be based upon to bankers in England, who owned the FRB. You may also claim allstate and federal 
gold and silver. In 1933, all United States These bankers in turn bought assets in the income tax you have paid as wedl as prop- 
bankswere declared bankrupt by thegovem- United States with this money. Today En- erty or real estate taxes you have paid 
ment because there was not enough gold to gland is the foreign country owning the great- since 1933. 
back the U.S. Treasurygold certificates at full est amount of ourassets, with Japan number I t  will cost YOU $300.00 to fsle your 
value. All bank charters were declared null two. claim with the office in y o u  state. The 
and void. The change back to agold-standard bank- second spouse must also pay a$300.00 filing 
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fee. You may file your children under your are going to pay THEM to have against you- above, you will have given EVERY bit, to the 
claim with no additional cost. To do this you "troublemaker"! most tiny detail, of ALL information about 
follow the attached example for a child. yourself, location-RIGHT DOWN TO YOUR 

At some point soon all Americans will be QUOTING: FAVORITE INCARCERATION CAMP! THIS 
debt-free of the FRB system, but only those IS BAD lWWS!! 
who fde will be reimbursed for their lost I. Summary letter-a short explanation You will not know it but there are at least 
assets. of what took place. Be very detailed in an six major typographical errors in the above 

outline form. listing which have been corrected from 
INSTRUCTIONS 2. List all financial institutions with "seperaten to "per say", "Dun Bradstreet" to 

which you had business dealings. List all "delt with". 
You must be able to document or prove in officers of the institution, & the board of This would appear to be one of the most 

some fashion everything you claim as lost directors. obscene and vile con-schemes I have ever 
income or lost assets. Use present-day re- 3. List all lawyers, judges, clerk of witnessed. And who is behind it? Well, let's 
placement costs for any property you have courts, recorders, and Any collection just say that a lot of innocent ones have 
lost, and give supporting data on prices of agency. Include your inquiry of the lawyer, become a fantasy-land, tooth-fairy part of it. 
new equipment and buildings and land val- judges, you make with your Secretary of Do you not think that if the thing were 
ues. You need verification of illness caused State of your state to see if they have truth-you would not have ample opportu- 
by stress over financial troubles such as registered either privately or by Corpora- nity to sign up for "rights" under your Con- 
doctor's statement and hospital and doctor's tion, or trade name. stitutz'on WHEN THE CHANGE IS MADE? 
bills. 4. Original Notice of Foreclosure, or WHATYOU HAVE HERE IS AN INVASION OF 

Most people will need to complete only a Bankruptcy Papers. PRIVACY WHICH CAN END YOU UP IN THE 
portion of the attached forms. Follow the 5. Corporation papers, charter, stock. MOST HEINOUS CIRCUMSTANCES OF 
"Average Joen example. Farmers and busi- 6. Closing balance sheets. YOUR WILDEST IMAGININGS. YOU WILL 
ness people will need to complete the forrnsin 7. Closing income statement. BE ENTERED AS IDIOT TROUBLEMAKERS 
their entirety. 8. A list of accounts receivable, OUT- FOREVER MORE-ON THE BLACK LIST OF 

Each time a note is renewed, it becomes a standing or collected. THE BEAST! USE YOUR HEADS AND 
new contract and you may list it again in total. 9. Any documents to any rating of your BRAINS AND NOT YOUR GREED BUT- 
This is also true of those credit cards which business standing to verify its worth. (Ex- TONS! 
cany a credit limit. Each monthly billing ample: Dunn & Bradstreet) Another heinous thing these ones have 
creates a new contract with the stated credit 10. Original projection of business. done is to include Don McAlvany's newsletter 
limit as the loan principal. 11. Inventory, of all assets which were on the "Waco Massacre" and "Emerging 

Names and addresses need to be listed taken, both business and personal. American Police Staten. This would "INFER" 
on the arrest warrant andsubpoena sheets 12. State sales tax records. that McAlvany is a part of this scam. I s  he? 
for all those w h o  have caused you harm. 13. State withholding tax records. That is not my business! But-nes en- 
This includes bankers, collection agents, 14. Federal withholding tax papers. tangledinthismaster-blacklist schemeshould 
IRS agents, law ePforcement agents, etc. 15. Federal income tax if filed. be possibly "drawn and quartered"! If the 
UCC's are used only for immediate foreclo- 16. State income tax, if filed. innocents are involved-then they are hardly 
suxes. Each UCC costs $100.00. 17. List of your accounts to whom you capable of leading this nation into anything 

Build a file of supporting documents and sell. save eruption of disaster! 
keep it in a safe place for future reference 18. If you use a computer, a list of On second thinking I will leave it to the 
should you be asked to support your lost computer account codes. editorial staff to decide whether or not to list 
assets claim. 19. File on SBA, application, or loan the contact points-this should be SHUT 

Send your completed forms and $300.00 application you filed. DOWN AND ANYONE PAYING MONEY TO 
(or $600.00 + $100.00 per UCC] to your local 20. Instruction or letters from the courts, THESE APPARENTLY SCANDALOUS 
area contact person. You may need to call if in bankruptcy. PEOPLE MUST DEMAND RETURN IN- 
them to answer any questions you have. 2 1. File on any letter, instruction, or STANTLY! This is, again, Satan preying on 

nasty letter from the SBA. the innocents in the most tantalizing manner 
END OF QUOTING 22. Files of any law suits settled or possible-THIS WILL NOT GET YOU ANY- 

outstanding in separate files. THING BUT MASSIVETROUBLE AND EVEN- 
I am not going onwithTHIS! This is NOT 23. Files on banks, lending institutions TUAL DESTRUCTION. THIS IS REALLY BAD 

even the group who has control of ANY gold you dealt with including all copies of notes, NEWS! 
certificate and the one who claims to have the or loan papers. Enough, for this will probably push this 
gold certificate in point upon which the Cos- 24. Files on all correspondence from paper into an all-time high page count at 
mos bases its ability to fund this--ABSO- any lawyers, judges, or collection agency in best. 
LUTELY DISCREDITS THIS "COSMOS" separate files. (I don't really know what to do about this 
THING". THIS IS JUST A GUIDELINE. IT IS NOT paper, readers, there is so much untouched 

IN AN ORDER WHICH YOU MAY WISH, information and, yet, we cannot keep going 

* ~ r  DO NOT DO THIS NOR DOES IT HAVE TO BE FOLLOWED. as is, without support-we are breaking the 
These files ~ e r t a i n  to a business. not a backs of the ones here and subscri~tions do - ~ 

THING, READERS *M farming op&ation per se. All infor'mation not increase-just distribution! ~ 6 i s  is f i e  
should be put in files, and labeled and in for "truthn but it WILL cost the source of the 
some order. - I)<) NOT DO THANK YOU 

THIS THING! -r END OF QUOTING 

Truth to possibly close. This very paper of 
such size will negate any gain by not printing 
for a week. The staff is exhausted and 
"broke". Remember-these ones GIVE of 
their services, the Institute is still in "hold" 

My own "nervesn will not allow me to go on mode for assistance and I guess it is exactly 
Let us  show you "what" information you with this. Note that in addition to all the what the Adver-&a1 team has hoped for. To 
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give these ones a'break" means nothing but people who do what they believe is necessary more than 200 lawyers and guests. 
doubled load and no way to afford 'vaca- to do to bring about a conviction," he said, 
tions". We have to give very careful consid- adding that if he were to manufacture evi- - AP- WS-07-23-93 I 1 59 ED?". 
eration to this predicament.) dence, Ol'd be disbarred." 

It is so sad when the disaster-artists can In the Weaver case, he said, They had QUOTING: 
cause ones to send $600 for their own sealed months and month6of lies that they fed to the 
fate of 'the pitsn and we have to consider press, and you'll find it in case after case if you My goodness, friends-my people, the 
closing the source for information in these have the courage to attack them, and to make Institute and Ekkers could really use a few 
incredible times-my people are worn out them prove their case." "like thinking" lawyers-we have only ONE- 
with the struggle as the enemy NEVER seems Spence said he thinks white suprema- and he was referred by Spence's firm. A s  the 
to run out of funds or resources of all kinds! cistsare misguided, but added: That doesn't RTC case on this property unfolds and so 

Beloved ones, walk softly and SEE what is mean that they're not entitled to their opin- does the information regarding the RTC from 
afoot for it sounds 'so goodn, the presents- ions, and if they can't have their opinion I the lineage of corruption and intrigue which 
tion of these adversarial vipers. May you can't have mine. we will present from "ground" up--I think 
alwaysask GODwithin that you can SEE and "That was the underlying philosophy of this would be a nice financially sound invest- 
KNOW. May you surround yourself with the my taking the Weaver case. That's what trial ment for any even 'half-good" attomey will- 
TRUTH OF GOIbthat your Lighted protec- lawyers are ultimately all about, is preserva- ing to check the system. This tells YOU 
tion will not fail. tion of our rights as American citizens," he something, children--get the thing OUT of 

I have acouple of follow-ons which need to said. Federal Court and hit them hard with NAMES 
be in the paper this week to be timely. Please, "The siege against Weaver brought in THAT THEY WILL UNDERSTAND SUCH AS 
s t . ,  bear with me a bit longer and we shall enough power to take over a smallcountry for SPENCE-I SUGGEST IT WOULD PROB- 
"pray for a miraclen. this little man sitting in this little plywood ABLY HAVEEAGER"SE'ITLERS"ANDTAKE 

cabin," he said. VERY, VERY LITTLE TIME AWAY FROM 
They charged him with conspiracy, ... SPENCE'S LITIGATION. GET HIM!! HE G e r r y S p e n c e and they made fhc entire family the conspira- COULD SHORE UP HIS FINANCIAL FOUN- 

tors. . . . The federal government now has the DATION BY THIS CASE TO HELP CARRY 

Speech To audacity to say that members of a family are HIM THROUGH THE NON-ABILEY TO PAY 
members of a conspiracy, little children are CASES HE'LL ACQUIRE. I PETITION YOU 
members of a conspiracy," he said. READERS TO PETITION MR. SPENCE, 

Trial Lawyers Spence drew a standing ovation from PLEASE, IN OUR BEHALF! 

7/25/93 #2 HATONN Vince Foster's "Suicide" Revisited 
GERRY SPENCE 

7125193 #2 HATONN his comfortable life as a respected senior 
OUOTING fAssociated Press. Whitefish, ~ar tner  at the Rose Law Finn in Little Rock to 

~ o n k n a ,  ~u ly '  23, 1993): VINCE FOSTER-SUICIDE? hove to Washington as chief deputy White 
House counsel. 

SPEECH TO TRIAL LAWYERS The next I offer just because YOUKNOW I last spoke with Foster at a reception at 
WHAT HAPPENED TO ViNCE FOSTER, RE- the Hotel Washington a couple of months 

Defense attorney Geny Spence says fed- ALLY [see article on page 241. So, you will ago. I told him I wanted to visit with him 
e d  prosecutors routine@ manufacture evi- simply find this offering interesting and someday about what was being thought and 
dence and tell lies to win convictions, adding: informative as to "why" Vince. done at the White House the afternoon the 
These are not the good guys." w Waco disaster unfolded. 

In a 90-minute talk to the Montana Trial QUOTING (Arkansas Gazette, July 22, 'Well, maybe you can learn something 
Lawyers Association on Thursday, Spence 1993): about what goes on in a crisis: he said a bit 
exhorted defense lawyers to challenge the THE TRAGEDY OF combatively, and certainly intensely. 
government. mW& JV3STER Foster's good fiiend from the Rose firm, 

Spence was fresh from his victory in the Webb Hubbell, was facing a confirmation 
Idaho trial of Randy Weaver, a white separat- By John Brummett hearing on his nomination to be associate 
ist acquitted of a charge that he murdered a attorney general. I asked Foster if he ex- 
deputy U.S. marshal as law enforcement Washington-President Clintonmetwith pected Hubbell to endure a lot of nasty 
agencies laid siege to his mountain cabin. his staff members late Wednesday morning rhetoric. 

During the trial, it was revealed that some and told them there is more to life than work. 'Of course," he said, clearly disgusted by 
photos submitted as prosecution evidence Then en route from the Old Executive the prospect. 
were staged, while other evidence was im- Office Building to the West Wing of the White The personal chit-chat was more pleas- 
properly withheld from the defense. House, he stopped to say twice to a small ant, and as interesting. Foster was living 

Spence, whose national reputation was group of pool reporters, 'No one can ever alone at the time in a little Georgetown apart- 
built on victories over Kerr-McGee Nuclear really know why this ha~pened.~ ment . 
for Karen Silkwood's children and the acquit- Vincent Foster, Jr., possibly Hillary 'I can stand and put my arms out and 
tal of Imelda Marcos on criminal charges, Rodham Clinton's best Mend, a tall, nice- touch both walls," he said. 
said that manufactured evidence is common looking man, had driven the day before-- His blond, teen-age daughter was with 
in federal cases. around 6 p.m., apparently-from Washing- him that evening, and he proudly introduced 

'Ite never tried a case with the federal ton to a suburban Virginia park. He got out her. The family would be joining him in a full- 
government in which there wasn't a prob- of his car, walked to a spot on the banks of the fledged new home in suburbanVirginia in the 
lem," he said. Potomac River and shot and killed himself. summer. He looked forward to that. 

''These are not the good guys. These are Thiswas six month~&er Fos~erupmo~d, Now, unbelievably, he's killed himself. 
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The press jumped into action Wednesday 
morning. I got a call from a colleague in New 
York who advised, "Get to the crime scene 
right now before the police screw it up. This 
has got to be bad. You just know it does." 

Reporters began asking these kinds of 
questions, and getting these kinds of consis- 
tent answers: 

* Had Foster appeared unusually stressed 
or depressed lately? No. He always appeared 
intense and fretful of the press-most corpo- 
rate lawyers are-and he had been harried by 
a run of Wall Stmet Journal editorials asking 
who he was. But he seemed generally all right 
as recently as Tuesday. 

What were the inevitable personal prob- 
lems? Where they financial? Were they 
marital? There were none, as best anyone 
could find or imagine. 

* Then whyh the world? 
The best anyone could offer was that 

Vince Foster killed himself because he was 
distraught that things had gone wrong in the 
White House of his two friends he so admired 
and who had honored him with their trust. w: The Billarier??] 

Many of those problems seemed to involve 
perceived or real shortcomings in the counsel's 
office where he worked. He seemed incapable 
of coping with imperfection. 

Not too long ago, a man asked Sheila 
Anthony, Foster's sister and the wife offonner 
U.S. Rep. Beryl Anthony, how Vince was 
doing. Oh, you know, he takesall these White 
House things personally, she said. 

It's a sidebar to this tragedy. that Foster 
wasn't personally implicated in many of the 
White House failings. He wasn't the one who 
advised that Lani Guinier's writings would 
pose no political problem. He wasn't the one 
who was reprimanded over the handling of 
the White House travel office. He was, how- 
ever, the one who coordinated the successful 
legal arguments in defense of Hillary's role as 
chairman of the health care task force. p: 
Oops!] 

What an incredible waste and tragedy. 
The White House is a hellish arena. Thin 
skins need not apply. But, my God, it's not 
supposed to produce casualties. 

John Brummett's column appears every 
Sunday, lbesday and Thursday. 

END OF QUOTING 

The information on this paper's margin 
indicates something like (handwritten and 
abbreviated): Ark. Dem. "Flag" or "Gag"- 
I, Hatonn, think it may be Gazette. 

I t  would be nice if some of you "inquir- 
ing minds" clip the REAL story of Vince 
Foster and send it to this man struggling in 
confused information. It won't help as to 
"why" but it sure will as to WHO! I would 
guess there are great 'messages" being 
transmitted in that happenstance *sui- 
cide". Thank you. 

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written 
transcriptions of some taped topics, 7Xf WORD also offers other tapes and videos 
on selected topics. 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two tapes 
and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The 
transcriptions are $3.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign 
countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is included in tape and 
transcription prices. 

Please send check or money order to: WE WORD, P.O. Box 6 194, Tehachapi, 
CA 93582 o r  call 805-822-41 76 if you have questions or you wish to use your 
Visa, Discover or Master Card. 

If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send at 
least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify you 
as your balance reaches zero. 

SpecialOrdertapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since this 
material is usually either already in print orwill be soon. Available written transcriptions 
are noted by #. 

The following is  a complete l i s t  of meeting dates with the number of tapes in 
bold in parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 

2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4); 7/2 6/92 (3); 
3/21 /92(2); 3/28/92(1); 4/4/92(3); 8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Community 8/8/92(2); 
Church; 8/3 1 /92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters; 
4/13/92(1) # "What is  a Semite?"; 9/5/92(2); 
4/17/92(1) # 'Who Were the First Chris- 9/12/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
tians?" 1 0/4/92(3); 1 0/10/92(2); 
4/25/92(2)* # "The Photon Belt"; 1 0/17/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
4/26/92(3); 5/1/92(1) "L.A. Riots and 1 0/24/92(2); 1 1 /1/92(2); 
The Bigger Plan"; 1 1 /1/92(1) radio program, New Mexico; 
5/2/92(3); 1 1 /8/92(2); 1 1 /14/92(3); 1 1 /22/92(2); 
5/8/92(2) radio talk show; 1 1 /2 5/92(1) radio program, Gallup, NM; 

5/9/92(4); 1 1 /29/92(2); 1 2/6/92(2); 
5/11 /92(3) * "Silent Weapons For Quiet 1 2/6/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-1; 
Wars"; 1 2/7/92(1) Cosmos Patriot Croup-11; 
5/13/92(3) meeting with European visi- 12/12/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-111; 
tors over lunch; 12/13/92(2); 12/20/92(2); 
5/16/92(3); 5/23/92(2); 1 2/3 1 /92(1)* Constitutional Law Center; 
5/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and Places 1 /2/93(2); 
in Between" tapes 1-3; 1 /14/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired 
6/1/92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4); Police Officer Jack McLam b; 
6/13/92(3); 6/2 1 /92(3); 6/27/92(2); 1 /16/93(2); 1 /23/93(3); 1 /30/93(2); 
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt 2/6/93(1); 2/13/93(2); 2/18/93(2); 
Lake City, UT; 2/20/93(2) radio program on KTKK 
6/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and Places featuring Soltec with Hatonn; 
In Between" tapes 4-6; 4/4/93(3) including Soltec and Sananda; 
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 4/10/93(2) radio program KTKK; 
7/12/92(3); 4/24/93(3); 5/2/93(2); 5/16/93(2); 
7/18/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 5/2 3/93 (3), 6/20/93(2); 

6/20/93(1)*MysteryVirus in New Mexico 
7/2/93(2)* Rayelan Russbacher on KTKK; 

VISA, DISCOVER AND 7/11 /93(3); 7/18/93(2). 

MASTER CARD ACCEPTED #1-#5 Corporation Lectures ($5 each tape). 
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Hydrogen Peroxide Use For 
CC Purification Of Stuff 99 

Editor's note: We are re-running Gaiandriana or Aquagaia bottle. Re- slimy goo in the bottom of the bottle of 
this important information on the member to scale down the number of Gaiandriana or Aquagaia if left out of 
purification uses of Hydrogen H202 drops utilized for the smaller 16- refrigeration? GOOD GOO! I suggest 
Peroxide not only because of its ounce and 8-ounce product bottles. The you now go get some FOOD-PROCESSED 
bearing on the New Gaia Products Gaiandriana or Aquagaia will continue ALOE VERA LIQUID. Take a half cup or 
items (on the next-to-last pages) to thriveand the unwanted bacteriaand- so of it (some of it is even orange or 
during these warmer summer or any virus will be destroyed and then lemon-lime flavored, etc.) and dump in 
months, but also because of the actually removed by ingestion by the the  'goo" and  las t  portion of a 
Elite's water contamination and Gaiandriana or Aquagaia activity. Gaiandriana or Aquagaia bottle. Or, 
other "plague" introduction plans. The 'tea" (Mo-Gu) is a very different strain the 'goo" out of its original bottle 

matter. You are making a very sweet and place it into the new aloe Vera 
4/27/93 #1 CERES 'ATONN growing medium for the membrane and 'home". Leave set for a couple of days 

in addition you are growing it in a warm and you will have a concentrated batch 
NECESSARY INSTRUCTIONS: condition (necessary) and further you of Gaiandriana or Aquagaia product 
GAIANDRIANA AND OTHER are setting it for a couple of weeks or so, which will be an addition to the original 

'PRODUCTS" give or take a bit. What do I suggest? bottle. 
Well, I suggest that probably you won't This is NOT a replacement for the 

A s  we sit to pen this information I am want to ship much 'tea" during the hot original batch you get for it will not 
at a loss as to how to keep you from months because of lack of refrigeration contain all you need. However, in ones 
thinking me idiot-material. However, in route. But, you CAN purify the water who intake products which tend to kill 
you who already have past information, used in making the tea with the general off a portion of the Gaiandriana in the 
say, regarding Hydrogen Peroxide and rule-of-thumbwater-purification formula body (like caffeine in coffee)-this will 
itsantiseptic-antibiotic properties, please of 7- 10 drops of 35% food-grade H202 enhance the potency-even if you just 
be patient while we offer information to per gallon of water-which will addition- drink alittle. Remember, Aloe Vera itself 
those who have not received same. Fur- ally help enhance the membrane growth. has a tendency to make some people feel 
ther, Summer is upon you and such as Then, later on, as you process or 'queazy" so DO NOT OVERDO how much 
Gaiandrianaand the Mo-Gu starters and- 'harvest" the finished Mo-Gu tea prod- of this you drink!! However, a full-blown 
or tea need updated care instructions. uct, and store it in the refrigerator, add AIDS victim could take ten times a 'nor- 
[See next-to-last pages for the New Gaia another 7 to 10 drops (say, for a gallon mal" amount and only improve-for per- 
Products being referred to here.] storage container of Mo-Gu, with scaled haps "feeling good" is a very relative 

We have gotten back from ONE who down number of drops for smaller stor- state of being. 
said he had the 'stuff" tested and found age containers) of the 35% food-grade Some people are going to run fevers 
a few bacteria, avirus or two and some E. H202. Again, first dilute the H202 in and have 'crisis" symptoms as healing 
Coli in the test-run. If it were the some water before adding to the Mo-Gu. takes place. If this goes on for very long, 
Gaiandriana I question that result very, You will not taste it and neither will it look to other health problems for the 
very much. I t  is important for you to hamper the value. cause. First, treat the 'liquid batch" 
k n o w  t h a t  in the culture me,dium a t i -  I always suggest, in adding any 35% with hydrogen peroxide as above de- 
lized t h e r e  is a combinat ion of i t e m s  food-grade H202 to anything, that it be scribed. THEN start on a regimen of 
w h i c h  CREATE AND PRODUCE HY- DILUTED FIRST. Just  as you must hydrogen peroxide according to the in- 
DROGEN PEROXIPE in the Gaiandriana NEVER drop concentrated anything into structions given again herein [chart on 
transformation. This will purify the the mouth (for it would damage living followingpage at bottom]. 
liquid. This does not mean that you cellular structures), neitherdoyou dump I happen to know that you do not need 
cannot contaminate the bottle in some it full-strength into living culture me- to work up to any 25 drops as the in- 
manner. However, since intake de- dium. Dilute it in a bit (say, an ounce) of structions ~ollowing] claim UNLESSyou 
creases, usually, let us consider the 'set- water first and STIR rapidly whatever it are suffering from flu, infection, or other 
ting" bottle, etc. Of course it is recom- is you are dumping the diluted H202 maladies. If you are "well" and "any- 
mended that you store the larger quan- into for purification purposes. Natu- thing" makes you feel bad-either stop it 
tity in refrigeration facilities. rally, if just purifying a gallon of water, or, certainly, decrease the amount. USE 

HOWEVER, if you have no refrigera- there is no need for active stirring, though YOUR REASONING MIND!! Like any- 
tion facilities, etc. Place the equivalent a little closed-container agitation (a few thing of this nature-TOO MUCH WILL 
of 10 drops of food-grade (35%) hydro- shakes) won't hurt. MAKE YOU SICK OR BE DETRIMEN- 
gen peroxide (H202) in a small quantity TAL-EXCEPT WITH GAIANDRIANA- 
(approximately an ounce) of water (to GETTING 'SLIMED" AND THEN EVEN THOUGH YOU MIGHT 
first dilute the H202) and then add this NOT FEEL GOOD (BECAUSE OF THE 
diluted H202  to the  32-ounce Another question: What about that OVERDOSE OF ALOE FROM THE CUL- 
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TURE MEDIUM), YOU WONT HURT of the body: skin, lungs, kidneys and that YOU ADD, however, will only en- 
YOURSELF. bowels. hance-not damage. 

Some reactions to the cleansing effect 
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE - H202 could include skin eruptions, nausea, OTHER PRODUCTS 

(35940 Fwd Grade) headaches, sleepiness, unusual fatigue, 
diarrhea, head or chest cold, ear infec- We have tried to make available other 

Purchase a small eye dropper bottle tions, boils or any other ways the body products to use in conjunction with the 
at the drug store. Fill your small dropper uses to loosen toxins. This is a natural Gaiandriana. USE YOUR REASON HERE 
bottle from the large bottle as needed. cleansing of the body and should be of a ALSO!! If something makes you feel 
The large bottle may be stored in the short duration as you continue to main- bad--don't use it!, cut back on amount 
refrigerator or in the freezer inside an- tain your program. or forget it altogether. These are all 
other plastic container. The small eye Formula to make a 3% solution of natural substances so remember, if you 
dropper bottle should also be kept in the hvdroaen ~eroxide. Put 1 oz. of 35% are eating anything that makes you feel 
refrigerator. Always use caution when hydrogen peroxide in a pint jar. Add 11 bad-you quit eating it, right? Just  
handling 35% hydrogen peroxide! oz. of distilled water. This will give you continue the Gaiandriana-I promise 

DO NOT use with carrot juice, car- 12 oz. of 3% H 0,. Use also for brushing you-it is not making you ill. If you are 
bonated drinks or alcohol. For best teeth and applying to skin sores. reacting, then it may be due to the 'basew 
results, take on an empty stomach 1 Do not use 35% H202 if you have had or 'combiningw substance in tableting, 
hour before a meal or 3 hours after a transplant. etc. 
meals. 

Formula: Mix the number of drops of TO THOSE OF YOU WAITING CHLORELLA 
35% hydrogen peroxide into a t  least 6 oz. FOR NEW STRENGTH OF PRODUCT 
of distilled water, juice or milk and stir We get complaints about chlorella 
vigorously, then drink the mixture. Some Because I have mentioned that work causing indigestion, etc. Chew the tab- 
people eat 1/4 to 1/2 of a banana imme- is being done on strengthening the lets or dissolve in a bit of liquid before 
diately after drinking the solution. You Gaiandriana, some of you are backing off intake. 
may prefer something else to eat. and waiting. Please don't do that for Now again, use reason. Are you still 

If your stomach gets upset a t  any research is being done and it will be a eating in addition to the chlorella? Well, 
level, stay a t  that level or go back one while. In addition, one of the items in the perhaps you will wish to reduce the in- 
level. Then proceed to increase your medium is being removed in order to take. It is better for you than food but 
daily dosage again. enhance the strength. This will mean you DONT NEED EVERYTHING. We are 

that you can get the same basic result by efforting to show you what you could 
When free of complaints you may taper adding some food-processed aloe Vera to take with NO food in survival situation 

off by taking: the initial product which will allow a AND STILL BE ABUNDANTLY HEALTHY. 
25 drops once every other day for 1 week, higher level of Gaiandriana presence. Adjust your intake accordingly. If you 
25 drops once every 3rd day for 2 weeks, Gaiandriana will only grow to its level of are caught in an emergency and need 
25 drops once every 4th day for 3 weeks. fuel (food) availableso just treat the survival sustenance-now you know 

product accordingly. what to take for health needs. 
A good mainknance could be 5- 15 I am, further, requesting that all fur- You can subsist on chlorella and wa- 

drops per week, or whatever makes you ther product be receiving hydrogen per- ter alone. Add Mo-Gu tea, a bit of spelt 
feel good. oxide for purification purposes. Any bread and some lentils (prtferably red) 

If you get the 35% hydrogen peroxide 
on your skin rinse it under running 
water for several minutes. 

Soak fet: 1- 1/2 02.35% to 1 gal. of 
water. 

path: 16 oz. 35% to a tub of water to 
detoxifl. 

Colonic: 1/2 pt. of 3% per 5 gal. of 
water. 

Douche: 6 tablespoons of 3% per qt. 
of water. 

Candidiasis: 1 drop of 35% 3 times a 
day; then increase schedule. 

For the more serious complaints, stay 
a t  25 drops 3 times per day for 1 to 3 
weeks. Then graduate down to 25 drops 
two times per day until your problem is 
taken care of. This may be from 1 to 6 
months. 

If you have a weak stomach you may 
experience nausea similar to that in preg- 
nancy. Also as dead bacteria or various 
forms of poisons are released you will 
experience a cleansina effect as they are 
released through the elimination organs 
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and you can live healthily ever after-in toothbrush a couple of times a week-or major business so we are perhaps re- 
other words, it would not be malnutri- daily-whatever. You will have a steril- miss in full-range material. We can do 
tion that would 'getcha". AND ALWAYS ized brush and stop 'spreading germs better when the full load eases a bit. 
KEEP FOOD-GRADE HYDROGEN PER- and recontamination. Thank you for your patience and loving 
OXIDE AVAILABLE TO PURIFY EVERY- support of the ones who have taken this 
THING. REMEMBER, 7 DROPS OF 35% SPILLING load on in addition to their other tasks- 
FOOD GRADE HYDROGEN PEROXIDE ever without complaint and ever wishing 
TO A GALLON OF WATER WILL PURIFY If you spill full strength (35%) to help and please. At present they are 
IT AND THE WATER WILL PICK UP A peroxide on your skin-it will burn you. trying to build refrigeration facilities to 
MUCH IMPROVED 'FLAVOR" OF Rinse immediately under water and it bring you exceptional product as the 
FRESHNESSUNDER MOST CIRCUM- will be fine. It will bleach so rinse any- months heat up and yet do so with very, 
STANCES NOT EVEN NOTED AT ALL. thing that gets spattered-in water. It is very limited resources-so we do thank 
THIS is why one of the first items confis- simply one of' those substances which you for your patience. With George 
cated from health food stores, labs, and needs to be handled properly. Peroxide Green's attack on the Institute a lot of 
so on-IS HYDROGEN PEROXIDE IN offers so many 'cleaning" uses that I things have had to wait or be actually 
FOOD GRADE. I remind you readers of won't even effort to list them-but you closed down until the audits are over 
long standing: the best treatment for will find it about the most useful item and the reclamation can begin. A s  you 
arthritiy and other seemingly 'incur- around your kitchen, bath, etc. You can might realize, the impact has been great 
able' diseases is  hydrogen peroxide ther- find information at health food stores on all entities in these projects. It is 
apy in accompanying regimen of and vitamin supply outlets. fine-rewards will be in like measure to 
Gaiandriana which moves in and re- Our people may also be able to that which is given forth. 
stores the cellular restructuring of self. direct you or help you with product or I ask that this message be both run in 

information; I do not attend those things the paper and sent in addition to all 
CRYSTAL LIFE unless brought to my attention. We offer packings in mailings of product. 

these things as a service rather than a Thank you. 
That is an exceptional product but 

has become almost out of sight expen- 
sive. However, the best results with 
Gaiandriana are being reported with con- 
tinued, even if remarkably decreased 
amounts, of Crystal Life continued right 
along in conjunction with t he  
Gaiandriana-mixed or otherwise. About 
8 to 10 drops mixed or separate under 
the tongue three times a day is excellent. 
In illness, however, increase within rea- I I 

son. If I did not already state it prior to 
this-add 7- 10 drops of hydrogen perox- 
ide per quart to the Crystal Life also- 
especially if non-refrigerated, after open- 
ing. This will decontaminate any pos- 
sible 'unwanted visitors" and not dam- 
age the product. 

WATER 

I cannot urge you often enough to 
TREAT your faucet water. Even if you 
have a reverse-osmosis unit-treat that 
water with proper amounts of hydrogen -- 
peroxide for YOU DO NOT KNOW WHAT 
IS IN THAT WATER. IT WONT HELP 
CONTAMINATION. BY TOXINS BUT IT 
WILL TAKE CARE OF THE VIRAL OR 
BACTERIAL CONTAMINATES. IT IS 
CHEAP AND NON-TOXIC IN PURIFICA- 
TION AMOUNTS. The best mouthwash 
and gum enhancer is  a mouthwash of 
several drops of hydrogen peroxide in a 
fourth cup of water (or so) and cleanse 
mouth after brushing (or just do it sev- 
eral times a day as convenient). If the 
solution is  'light" just swallow the 
wash-it can only help you unless you 
have an active mouth infection. More- 

- 
* 

over I suggest keeping some hydrogen 
peroxide near and handy to drop a few 
drops of undiluted peroxide on your 

"What I especially like about this baby is this little 
drawer where I can keep my lunch." 
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New Gaia 
Products 

GAIANDRIANA 

Gaian- is a non-alcoholic health tonic 
which provides basic "foods" to help cells, 
weakened by the stresses of modem life, to 
retum to a state of health. 

The better our cells function, the greater is 
the stamina returned to our internal defense 
systems, and the better we can counter the 
constant onslaught of biological and viral invad- 
ers. The end result is a f* of well-being by, of 
course, being well! 

The Gaiandriana (commonly referred to as 
" c h o n W W  in the Biological literature) are 
capable of intelligent, organized attack against 
cellular invaders like viruses. Think of it as a 
"pac-mann operation of sorts. However, beyond 
that, the Gaiandrianaare capable of stimulating 
cellular structural repairs due to damage caused 
by, for instance, fke radicals and cumulative 
levels of so-called "background" radiation in 
our modem environment. Healthy DNA and 
RNA within the nuclei of our cells then lead to 
properly formed and concentrated enzymes, 
upon which healthy cellular function depends. 

G a i a n m a  liquid is made entirely from 
wholesome natuml @ents. 

AOUAGAIA 

Complementary to the Gaiandriana prod- 
uct, Aquagaia is also a non-alcoholic health 
tonic which provides basic "foods" to help cells, 
weakened by the stresses of modem life, to 
retum to a state of healthy function. 

Aquagaia contains r n i h c h o d  These are 
the major biochemical energy "processors" 
within cellular metabolism. First, enzymes 
begin the breakdown process of organic nutri- 
ents (like fh, carbohydrates and proteins) to 
intermediate substances such as amino and 
pyruvic acids. Then, in the next "bucket bn'.- 
gade" step, these various acid molecules m 
processed within the mitochondria to release 
chernicalenergy ~rxogwd as adenosine triphos- 
phate (ATp1. 

About 95% of the energy needed to "run the 
machinery" that keeps each cell going and 
healthy is produced in the mitochondria Unfor- 
tunately, themitochondriaare particularlydam- 
aged by he radicals and cumulative levels of so- 
called "background" &tion in our modern 
environment. These compromised rnitochon- 
dria, like halfdead batteries, then lead to im- 
pakd cellular functioning and health. Thus is 
the importanceofAquw with itsassirnilatable 

supply of healthy mitochondria - like "fresh 
batteries" for the body's cells. 

The better our cek function, the greater is 
the stamina mtumed to our internal defense 
systems, and the better we can counter the 
constant onslaught of biological and viml invad- 
ers. The end result is a feeling of well-being by, 
of course, being well. 

2/ 11/93 #2 HATONN 

GAIANDRIANA AND AOUAGAIA: 

To help in understandmg the workings of 
these organic "pac-men" you must realize that 
there is a protein covering "capn on viruses. The 
protein cap is centered on a charged zinc atom 
and is the part of the virus that recognizes and 
binds to DNA-in turn allowing the virus to 
reproduce. 

Aquagaia, in conjunction with the 
Gaiandriana, knock out the zinc atom (a simple 
"chargen change), which renders the protein 
ineffective. This is a breakdown ofUparts" of the 
Gaiandrianamale/female DNA structure which 
release many working variants but fms the 
Gaiandrionettesor "killersn to take out that zinc 
atom and pass nght into the affected cell. With- 
out the "cap", the virus cannot reproduce and 
infect more cells-fkther, the damaged virus 
feeds the Gaiandriana unified cells and the 
cjrculating mitochondria 

Healthy cells are not a f f i  because they 
lack the zinc-centered protein cap on the virus. 

These "Gaian compounds have an effect on 
cancer cells because they stop an enzyme on the 
cancer cells h m  producing a "messengef 
molecule that blocks a second enzyme from 
attacking the cancer cell's DNA. The com- 
pounds (Garaj have been seen to actually take- 
out leukemia, breast, bmin and colon cancer 
cells. We have no claim to anything other than 
stating that people utilizing these simple and 
natural substances do show irnpxwed well- 
being and do report feeling generally and, often 
remarkably, imp& as to state of health, 
thought processes and stamina 

The obvious conclusion is that there rmght 
well be good reports of better health and faster 
m e r y  following infection by other viruses 
than those mentioned above. Allviruses known 
react in generally the same manner. 

It is known that many diseases are due to 
retraviral DNA and these are the most aflected 
viruses by the Gaia-chondrhas (Irvmg crystal 
forms). We, again, make no medical claim- 

are simply reporting in an effort to explain WHAT 
takes place within the cellular structures of 
hmg orgstnisms. If you redly want to witness 
remarkable grwth in plants and good stamina 
and health in petsand other-try alittle 
of these additives as you would vitamins or 
fkrtilhm. Use in a mildly vitamin C based 
solution on same. At transplant time f o r m e n  
plants and houseplants-soak their little root 
systems in this natural and mild solution. Just 
add a tablespoon of Gaiandriana, a few dmps of 
liquid vitamin C or CcIystals to aquart ofwater 
and let set for 48 hourt+t.hen it is ready for use. 
It will not negatively interact with anything other 
than perhaps harbored viruses and disease 
spores and organisms. 

NOTE 

Ifanyproductyou mekehasanunpleasant 
odori t  is fi-om the finishing cultum process. 
Leave the bottle open to air and it will quickly 
dissipate. Then, depending on taste and prefer- 
enm-mfrigemte after opening and reclosing. 

IMPORTANT: Do not mix the two, 
GaiandriaPa and Aquagaia, tug* f a  
rr to lageas theAqp@a(~dda)b  
~ d b e ! g b t o U e R t " t h 8 3 ~  
fm fuel. They go ahout fhb appointed tasks 
anceingested,but inbottlepltomsthey ate 
not partkuhly compatible once ths avail- 
able fuel supply k dusted. Jrrdoerr are 
excdenttotakewiththeAqu;agaiabecause 
themifnchondriamusthavethefdderhd 
&om same, the most dectiw juice being 
Gromthetr0pical"Guzxd"' Anyjuiceis 
fine,however,andisrnostplsasanttointake. 
Mabetics should utilize whatmmrjuices are 
awailableanthe!irEoodplantOkeepw#hinthe 
s a f e g u i d e h e s f o r ~ a n d ~ ~  
men* 

The most innocuous and easy intab 
aeaifableissimplyaf~drapruaderthe 
tongue,bothproductsCalrsnattherame 
timeaat~krenttimesdtheday. Oncethe 
uidtialn propm isbegun and maintenance 
i s f ~ c e r t d d y t h e d r a p r u n d e ! r t h e  
tanguearethelearrtannoyhgto~pv~ -- 

A-C-E ANTI-OXIDANT FORMULA 

There is growing evidence that essentially 
everyone in our society is exposed to fkx d- 
eals, now more than ever. While he radicals m 
n o d  products of our cells and have certain 
beneficial roles in the body, in- levels of 
!ire radicals in our body tissues can be detri- 
mental to our health. 
FRX dicals  are hghly unstable substances 
produced in the body through, among other 
routes, the metabolism ofoxygen. Free radicals 
multiply thmugh a series of chain d o n s  and 
can attackthe polyunsa~ted fattyacidsofcell 
membmnes. Unless excess f k e  mdicals am 
neutraked, they can cause considerable dam- 
age to the structum and function of cell mem- 
branes, and thus the cells themselves. The 
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products from free radical reactions are irnpli- usually harvested from trees grown on planta- CHLORELLA 
cated in the pmgmssive accumulation of delete- tions in South Korea, Japan and France. 
rious cellular changes over time, which may Ginkgo is reported to have a natural afkity ' Chlorellaisasingle-celled, ksh-wateralgae. 
eventually result in nmgmable disease. Free for the nervous system. It also seems to stimu- Believed to be the first form of life with a true 
radical damage isimplicated in the initiation and late the vascular and endocrine systems that, in nucleus, chlorella dates back approximately 2.5 
promotion of many cancers, as well as harden- turn, strongly affect the function of the newous billion years, making itpcambriun. Through 
ing of the arteries. system, possibly increasing the capacity for the process of photosynthesis chlorella cells 

One area of Aging Research suggests that normal physical activity, and the flow of blood to reproduce themselves by cell division at the rate 
free radicals damage body cells and cause the the brain. Some research indicates the possible of four new cells every 17-24 hours. It was not 
pathological changes associated with aging. effectiveness of Ginkgo in the treatment of until the 1890s that chlorella was identified 
Besides being byproducts of the metabolism of Alzheimer's disease. under the microscope. In naming it, the prefix 
oxygen, such as during strenuous exercise, we Due toitsp~l@mlpmperties,Ginlcgo cNor was selected to signify green, while the 
also generate sgdicant levels of free radicals is now widely used throughout Europe for suffuz eh, indicates small. Chlodais the most 
h m  the environment, such as from so-called treating many forms of vascular disease. In a reseaxrhed algae in the world and E&S the 
kckgmund" levels of ionizing radiation. survey of pa&gmg information of European most popular with millions of consumers world- 

Coopemtive defense systems that can pro- products, Ginkgo has been mrnmended for wide. 
tect the body from fire I.adcal damage include such ailments as headaches, vertigo, inner-ear CNorella is a rad.db- Zmhed whde 
certain enzymesand the antioxidantvitamins A, disturbances, diminished intellectual capacity foodand contributes to the health and growth of 
C, and E and beta-camtene, which protect cell and alertness as a result of insuflicient circula- human cells like no single vitamin or mined 
membranes h m  oxidative damage. Vitamin E, tion to the brain, anxiety, and depression, to possibly can. 
one of the fat-soluble vitamins, is present in the name a few. C h l o d  is exbmdy hqh in p& (605%) 
blood as d-alpha-tocopheroland iswell accepted Ginkgo Biloba IMmct (24%) is concentrated and contains more than 20 vitamins and min- 
as the major antioxidant in lipid body tissues. h m  the leaves of the Gmkgo Biloba tree. The d s ,  19 of the 22 essential and nonessential 
Vitamin E is considered the first line of defense highly s w  extraction process yields a amino acids, enzymes and chlorella growth 
against cell-membrane damage due to 50: 1 concentrate from the leaves (50 grams of factor. It is one of the richest sourcesof RNA and 
peroxidation. VitaminEscavengesfreeradicals, leaf produce 1 gram of extmct). The extmct is DNA knawn and has twenty times as much 
termjnatingchain reactionsand conhingdam- then further standardized to contain 24% of the chlorophyll as a&&, 10 times more than other 
age to limited areas of the membrane. Selenium active Gmkgo Flavoglycosides. edible algae including spirulina, and 10 times 
contained in the enzyme glytathione perwcidase more than barley gmss. 
is the second line of defense that destroys MO-GU ELIXIR (2dorda is a natural vaality enhanoer. The 
peroxides before they can damage cell mem- vitamins found in chloda cells include: Vita- 
branes. Betacarotene, a precursor of Vitamin The first recorded use of Mo-Gu Elixir was min C, provitamin A, B-camtene, chlorophyll a, 
A, also Imps fire radicals. Vitamin C is water during the Chinese Tsin-Dynasty in 22 1 B.C. It chlorophyll b, thiamine (B I), riboflavin (B2), 
soluble and serves to neutralize fire radicals in was referred to as " % Renaedy f o r b n m o w  pyridoxine @36), niacin @3), pantothenic acid, 
aqueous systems. or" ' I h e h ' u i n e ~ .  folic acid, vitamin B- 12, biotin, choline, vitamin 

The antiaxidants show promise as cancer- It has been well documented that there am K, PABA, lipoic acid, inositol and para-amin* 
prevention agents, alone and in combination. certain people who live to be well past a hundred benmic acid. The minerals include: phosph* 

years of age. These people live in such areas as rus, potassium, iodine, magnesium, sulphur, 
GINKGO BILOBA the mountainousCauca~us,Yakutiain Siberia, iron, calcium, manganese, copper, zinc and 

(Ginkgo Biloba ex trac t  24%) the Pol ta .  District of the Ukraine, Tibet and cobalt. 
Spain. There i s a n m i n  Russiacalled Kaqgwk The amino acids include: lysine, histidine, 

TheGinkgoBiloba,orMaidenhairtree,isone where the people am a dahy- and vegetable- m e ,  aspartic acid, threouun . . e, serine, glu- 

ofthe oldest l~ngspeciesonthisplanet. Gmkgo eating populace. Centenarians are common tamic acid, pmline, &cine, alanine, m e ,  
has flourished almost unchanged for 150 mil- amongthese people. Theyatbibutetheirlongev- valine, methionine, isoleucine, leucine, tyrsine, 
lion years, and its ancestors can be traced back ity to theyeast EnzymeTea(MM3u Elixir) which phenylalanine, omithine, tryptophan. 
250 million years. It is because of this antiquity has been in their diet for hundreds of&. It is The suggested daily consumption is 3 grams 
that the Gmkgo Biloba tree is called " fk h'hg said that Mo-Gu and yak butter are staples per day. 
fd. Individual trees an believed capable of among the dwellers of the high Himalqyas. 
king2000 to4000years. Duringthelast iceage, Mo-Gu hasbeen used throughout history in ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS 
Ginkgos nearly became extinct. These trees China, Japan, Russia, Konza, and India It has w i t h  American Ginseng 
stwived only in China and other parts of Asia, been said to promote a feeling ofwell-being and 
where they stayed yntil approximately 1,000 w e d  physical restoration. It has been known In recent years few medicinal plants have 
years ago. At that t h e ,  Ginkgo trees were also by many names, some of which are: Fungus garnered as much attention as Echinacea 

-Rapeuea- planted around monasteries in Japan, where Japonicus, Fungojapon Kombucha, Pichia ( 'dq. 
they still live today. Fennentans, Cembuya Orientalis, Cornbuchu The genus name is derived frwn the Greek 

The name Ghkgp may come from the Chi- Tschambucco, Volga-Spring, Champignon de &ms, (hedgehogor seaurchin) refeningtothe 
nese Sanlcyoor Yvlkuo (Yin Guo), meaning "hill hnguevie, Teekwass, Kwassm, and Karp;asok prickly smlesof the dried seed head. Echinacea 
apricof'or'silverfruif'. Theword bilobameans The Mo-Gu fungus constructs in a mem- was widely used medicinally among Native 
"two lobes" and describes the young leaves. brane form and isasyrnbiosis ofyeast cells and Americans, particularly in the Plains. It is a 
Although modem medical research focuses different bacteria. Among these bacteria an: product which is now used widely throughout 
mainlyon the leavesof Ginkgo, the Gmkgohits Bacterium Xylinum, Bacterium Gluconicum, United States and Europe. 
and nuts have been used in China since time Aceto~&togen~andPichiaFennentans. lkhhacea is anon-specitic stimulant to the 
immemorial as a delicacy and tonic food. An- The Mo-Gu fungus needs to live in a solution immune system. Claims for Echinacea include: 
dent Chinese texts record Ginkgo's use as a composed of common (black) tea and sugar. In stimulation of leukocytes, mild antibiotic activ- 
medicinal agent as far back as fne thousand the proper temperam envhnment they mul- ity, anti-idamatory activity, stimulation of the 
Years ago- tiply constantly. They do not build spores as adrenal cortex, stimulation of the pmperdh/ 

The Ginkgo Biloba extract is a complex yeast nonnally does, but instead multiply by a complement system, interferon-like activity, 
compound. The green leaves of the tree are process of branding. stimulation of g e n d  cellular immunity, and 
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antivhlactivity. Internal prepamtionsare said to 
assist in alleviating cold and flu symptoms, mspi- 
ratory infections, and arthritis, to name a few. 

Goldenseal (Hydrastis Canadensis) is gen- 
erally placed in the buttercup family. The 
name Goldenseal was adopted in 1880, pre- 
viously having been known as Yellow Root. 
Goldenseal was widely used among the Na- 
tive American population, particularly among 
those in the East. The Cherokee used the 
roots as a wash for local inflammations, for 
general debility, dyspepsia and to improve 
appetite. The Iroquois used it for whooping 
cough, diarrhea, liver trouble, fever, sour 
stomach, flatulence, and pneumonia. Ben- 
jamin Smith Barton first referred to the use of 
Goldenseal for rattlesnake bites as early as 
1793. Clinical recognition of the use of 
Goldenseal came in the early 1850s and has 
continued to this very day. 

Goldenseal is among the most popular herbs 
in the American health food market. Uses are 
numerous, includmg but not limited to: antisep- 
tic, hemostatic, diuretic, laxative, and tonic! 
anti-mflamato~y for the mucous membranes, 
hemornoids, nasai congesbon, mouth and gum 
sores and q e  aillcbons. 

Gmseng czn be iiteraliy translated from 
Chinese as " the essence of m n "  or " mun- 
shaped-prectous root." Few mediclnal plants 
in the world possess Ginseng's near-legend- 
ary status. Dating back thousands of years, 
its history of use in the Orient records thera- 
peutic properties so wide ranging that it was 
first dismissed by Western doctors asaupana- 
cea" . When fatigued, Ginseng reportedly 
restores both physical and mental functions 
to peak efficiency and, with regular use, 
improves resistance to disease and stress. 
American Ginseng's genus name is Panax 
Quinquefolius. 

Over 40,000 species of mushrooms exist, 
many of which'are used as medicines. Of 
particular note are such remedies as penicil- 
lin- and ergot-based extracts used in mi- 
graine treatment, to name a few. Extensive 
research has been done with one mushroom 
in particular, namely, Reishi. This mush- 
room is now considered a tried and true 
immune system fortifier. 

References to the use of Reishi in the 
treatment of a variety of complaints date 
back as far as 2700 B.C:in Chinese litera- 
ture. It is referred to by a number of 
names, including the "ten thousand year 
mushrood. The rarity of this particular 
mushroom has  increased its value. The 
Chinese emperor Shih Huang Ti (250-2 10 
B.C.) mounted expeditions of hundreds, 
even thousands of men to find the Reishi. 
Recently techniques have been developed 
for the cultivation and harvesting of the 
Reishi Mycelium. Writings about Reishi 
place it in the category of #fi zhe@ herbs 
and claim it is  a medicine that improves 
the ability of the body to maintain balance 
by strengthening natural resistance and 
generally improving health. 

New Ga ia~  Products 
P. 0. Box 27710 

Las Vegas, NV 891 26 

For credit card orders, call (805) 823-1644 

We accept Discover, Visa or Master Card. 
Please make all checks and money orders payable to: New Caia Products 

(NAME) 

(ADDRESS--PLEASE GIVE STREET ADDRESS FOR UPS DELIVERY.) 

(STATE) (ZIP CODE) (TELEPHONE) 

EXP. 
CREDIT CARD (Visa, Master Card or Discover) 

LUANTITY ! ITEM 1 PRICE PER 10-1 9 120 OR MORE 
I 8 0 n L E  / (LESS 1 O X )  I (LESS 1 5%) / TOTAL 

I GAlANDRlANA I 8 oz. LIQUID (no discounr) / $21.00 1 $21.00 $21.00 I 
I CAIANDRIANA 

16 oz. LIQUID (no d~scount) j 141.00 $41.00 $41.00 

GAIANDRIANA 
3 2  oz. LIQUID (1 qt.) (no discount) $81 .OO $81 .OO 581.00 

I AQUAGAIA (Mitochondria) 
8 oz LIQUID (no discount) 521.00 $21.00 $21 .00 I AQUAGAIA (Mitochondria) 
16 oz. LlOUlD [no discount) 1 $41.00 ( $41.00 1 $41.00 I 

-- 

AQUAGAIA .(Mitochondria) 
32 oz. UQUID (1 qt.) (no discount) $81.00 $81 .00 $81 .00 

MO-GU ELIXIR 
Culture Start (LIQUID) (no discount) $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 

A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula 
(1 8 0  TABLETS) . $24.95 $22.46 $2121 

GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract) 
(1 80 TABLETS140 mg. EA.) $24.95 $22.46 $2121 

CHLORELLA (1 12 LB) 
(500 TABLETS - 500 mq. EA.) $32.00 $28.80 $ 2720 
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS 

190 TABLFTS) $24.50 $22.05 $ 20.83 

SUB-TOTAL 

SHIPPING (ALL ORDERS) 

TOTAL 

"PLEASE USE THESHIPPING RATE CHART BELOW WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING 
FOR ALL New Caia Products. 

SHIPPING RATES: 
ORDER UPS UPS 2ND DAY AIR 

GROUND mATES ALASKA/HAWAII 
S 0 -100 $5.25 $1 1 .OO 516.75 
S 101-200 55.75 $1 3.00 $1 9.00 
S 201-300 $6.25 $1  6.50 $22.50 
S 301-400 $7.00 $1 9.00 $25.00 
$ 401-500 57.50 $21.25 530.50 
S 501-600 $8.00 $24.50 $33.50 

NOTE: 
++For UPS 2 n d  d a y  t o  Rura l  Alaska, p lease 
call  f o r  rates.  
++For Pr ior i ty  M a i l  t o  a n y  location, p lease 
call  f o r  rates.  
++All Foreign orders,  please, contac t  o u r  
of f ice in  w r i t i n g  f o r  specific r a t e s  a s  
r a t e s  v a r y  great ly .  

DUE TO, PRODUCT SUPPLY AND DEMAND, PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. 
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST 
THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES PLANET--ZIONISM IS RACISM 
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